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ConRicts of Laws in Private International Air Law

The Contracts of Carrîage by Air, Aviation Insurpnce, AVcraft Purehase, Finance,
the Creation of Security Rights in Aircratk-, and a Common General Part

This thesis de& with the problems of conflicts of laws with respect to contractuai private
air law, focusing on those contracts which are of a practicai importance.
As cornpared to traditional studies of this legai area, this shidy applies a very innovative
approach to the topic. Due to the vast amount of legai instruments, jurisprudence and
legal writings to be handled, it does not appear appropriate to deal with the problems
without pointing out common approaches, methods and solutions. In accordance with the
economic legai working methods which have been developed by Middle European legal
systems, and increasingiy can also be observed in a number of common law systems, the
aspects, which are common to al1 kinds of international contracts in private air law, are
dealt with in a common Generul Pur?.Aspects such as the method of interpretation of
international conventions, their "interrelations" with the conflicts of laws, and the general
approach to "conflictsjustice" (Kegel) as opposed to the modem Amencan ''Choice of
Law Revolutiqn" appmaches are discussed The Spec@c Parr deals with the particulars
of each kind of contract; significant aspects such as the effects of the new IATA InterCarrier Agreement (signed at Kuala Lumpur, 1995) are examined, as well as the probiems
which are encountered in intemationai contracts of aviation insurance, cross-border
h a n c e of a i r c d , and the creation of sectnity rights, which, because of the sheer
monetary sums involved, are of enonnous practical significance. The conclusion at the
end of the thesis provides two d e s to nsolve the conflicts of laws with respect to all
contractual aspects of private intemational law: one single common d e as to contractuai
obligations, and another d e as to real rights in aircraft (iurri in rem) which ~ q W r a
e
slightly different approach.

III

Extrait

Conflits des lois en matière de droit prRre interational aérien

Le contrat de transpoit par a*; l'assurance aérienne, Ir vente d'aéronetc, le
financement, le création d'un droit ih la sécurité atrienne et une partie gdnéraie
commune

Ce mémoire examine les problèmes de conflits en lois inhérent au droit contractuel privé
aérien, particulièrement aux contrats de grande importance pratique que sont le contrat de
transport par air, l'assurance aérienne, la vente d'aéronefs, et de financement.
Face aux Ptudes légales traditionelles opérées sur ces contrats, la présente étude applique
une approche davantage innovatrice. L'importance des outils légaux et jurisprudentiels
rend ainsi appropriée d'analyser en premier les approches, méthodes et solutions par
tradition commune à l'ensemble de ces contrats.
Ainsi, en conformité avec les méthodes de travail de droit hnornique, d6veloppées dans
les systèmes légaux européens et observées de plus en plus dans certains systèmes de
Common Law, ce mémoire analyse dans un premier chapitre général commun des
différents aspects propres à tout con- international de aérien privé.
Au nombre de ces aspects ainsi discuté, figurent les méthodes d'interprétation des
Conventions Internationales, leur corrélations avec les conflits de lois et l'approche
générale de « Justice Conflictuelle » (Kegel) opposé a l'approche américaine moderne de
la a Choice of Law Revolution D.
Le chiptre spécifique aux contrats ainsi nommés, s'occupe quant à lui, de dresser les
particularités propres à chaque type de contrat, telles que les effets du nouvel accord
inter-transporteur de MITA (signé à Kuaia Lumpur en 1995) et les problèmes liés aux
contrats internationaux d'assurance aérienne, au financement hors-frontières des aéronefs
et à la création d'un droit de la sécurité qui, de par l'importance des sommes en jeu, est
d'une grande portée pratique.
En conclusion, deux règles tenant compte de tous les aspects contractuels de droit
international privé, permettent de résoudre ces conflits de loi: une règle simple et
commune tirée des obligations contractuelles et une règle tirée des droits réels aériens
(iwa in rem) requérant m e approche un peu différente.
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A. Chapter One: The Necessity for a New Approach
1.

International Nature of Private Aviation

Since the aircraft is the paragon of a movable device, built to overcome large distances within the

shortest time and able to pass over every type of landscape and topography, aviation is both
indispensable for modern econornies and not a matter that can reasonably be approached by isolated
national legislation. Aviation by its nature is a supranational, but at the least an international matter.

II. Uniform Law and Conflicts of Laws

During this century, numerous private air law conventions have been drafted and most of them
adopted and enforced by States. These conventions produce uniforrn law in that they provide the same
set of d e s for every country; however, these d e s are the national law of these countries and are,
therefore, applied within the framework of national law. Moreover, international conventions can
never cover a matter exhaustively. E.g . with respect to the Warsaw

onv vent ion'

a nurnber of issues,

such as the problem of limitations of liabilities by Art. 22, may be more or less settled in the
meantime (in the sense that they shall be abolished in time). But even if a new convention on the

unification of d e s conceming the contract of carriage by air should be drafted2 and adopted by

1

2

Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by Air, Signed at Warsaw on
12 October 1929. Authentic tcxt: "II Confërcnce Internationale de Droit Prive Aérien, 4-1 2 Octobre 1929,
Varsovie" (Warszawa 1930), pp. 220-233. For the English translation see Schedule to the United Kingdom
Carriage by A u Act, 1932; 22 & 23 Geo, ch. 36. For the US American translation sec ï h e Warsaw Convention.
Relative to International Transportation by Au. Ratified by U.S. Senate, June 15, 1934, Roclaimed by the
President, June 27, 1934: [1934] U.S.Av.R 245. The French and English texts are also reproduced in 18 AASL
(1 993-I-1),323. nie Convention is hereinafier refend ta as Warsuw Convention.
An ICA0 Working Group has recently encountered this task.

states, such convention de legeferenda would not be an all-embracing body of law, and neither is the
Warsuw Convention de Iege luta Thm is a necessity to apply (other) national law in addition to the

air law conventions, because air law is not a separate part of the law but merely a specid a m i of

application of the law.
The problem of identifying gaps in d o m law, the noms identifjmg the law which shall apply

to matters not addressed by the conventions, as well as the method of reconciling or adjusting
("Anpassung") uniforni law and other law are known as the conjlcts of laws.

III. Wbat is New with this Approach?
1.

Traditionai Approaches m. Carrent and Fuiun Trends in the World

Traditionally, in common law countries written law is reduced to a minimum in order to leave the
development of common law to the law courts. If law is to be unified, which as pointed out is a
prerequisite in order to successfully operate aviation,then this unification is done by the adoption of
written law in an international convention. Furthemiore, if such a convention consists merely of a

chah of very specific d e s it will be outdated rather soon, which - since the adoption of uained law
by States always consumes vast amounts of time and sometimes does not even succeed at dl3 - would

be very undesirable. As Riese points out in the context of the Geneva Convention on the Recognition
of Rights in Airmafi of 194g4, some pieces of international legislation have been adopted only within

a very short period of time to fit the needs of a single common law country, and due to this haste and
a lack of experience as to concepnial thinking they are not at al1 master pieces of codified law (which
have been widely accepted, anyway, because of "international solidarity", as Riese puts it, and
3

Sec especidly the following two international Iegal instruments: Rotocol to Amend the Convention for the
Unification of Certain Rules Relaîing to international Carriage by Air Sig& at Warsaw on 12 October 1929 as
Arnended by the Rotocoi Done at The Hague on 28 Septcrnbcr 1955,Signed at Guatemala City on 8 March
1971, ICAO Doc. 8932. Hereinafter refemd to as Guatemala Protocof 1971. Pmtocols nos 1 4 to Amend the
Convention for the Unification of Cenain Rules Relaring to the International Carriage by Air Signed at Warsaw
on 12 October 1929,Signed at Montrcd on 25 September 1975,ICAO Doc.s 9145 9f 48. Hereinafler referred
to as Monneal Protocob 14. Ali Rotocols arc also reproduced in 18 AASL (1993-10,409; 435.None of these
protocols, having been created under the devotion of time and cost consuming effords, has entered into force.
Convention on the International Recognition of Rights in Airctaft, Signed at Geneva on 19 June 1948, ICA0
Doc. 7620. The text is also reproduced in 18 AASL ( 1 993-II),5 1 7.

-

4

because at that time they represented a solution that everyone could live with at least as a m i n ~ r n.) ~
Nevertheless, that stam quo is not satisfactory, and one has to foster M e r development Therefore,
the d e s for a long-term unification of law6,coverulg as many of the important aspects as possible in

order to overcome an onerous legal pmvincialism preventing the fui1 exploitation of private aviation

for human societies and their economies, require a different set up, an approach de lege mti.r7 as to
the concept of written law, since only written law is the format of the international unification of

private law in general, as well as air law in particdar.
An approach fiequentiy applied in civil law jurisdictions is the combination of special d e s and

generai d e s , supplemented by a methodology providing for the means and tools to handle such a
system8. The special des, e.g. rules with respect to certain contracts, are only as specific as
necessary, while the generai d e s cover al1 the common features of the different kinds of contracts,
e.g. capacity to enter into a contract, non-performance damages, or the detemination of the

applicable law. A proper methodology supplements this system by providing for tools such as a
systematic or teleological interpretation. A "geneml part" approach as to air law has been applied by
Riese in his famous treatise9. Such approach has been perfected e.g. recently by KelIer/Sieehr as to

'

private internatiopal lawlO, by Kropholler as to uniform international lawl,and before e.g. by Flume

as to contract~'~
;Dicey and

orr ris'^

apply a conglomenite of general d e s , special d e s and

exceptions moving in the direction of a systematic "general d e - application - exception" approach;

Riese, "Lufhcht" (1949). at p. 3 10.
In order to avoid thaî it may be departcd from, as happened to the Wwsaw Convention, One may remember e.g.
the l96Sf66 "cnsis" in the USA; the 1985 "crisis" in Italy; the European Mda Agreement modifjhg the
Warsaw Convention regionally;and most visibly the current " Warsaw drama ".
lt was von Savigny who stated thaî jurisprudence consists of philophy linked to a systematic methodofogy.See
the evaluation of von Sovigny S lectures and lecture fragments by Mmcccune, "Friedrich Cari von Savigny.
Vorlesungen fiber jutistische Methodologit 1802-1842" (1993), at p. 30.
For differences as to cornmon law metho& sec Dainow, "The Civif Law and the Common Law: S m e Points of
Cornparison", 15 Am.J.Comp.L. (1967), 419; Jofowicr,"Deveiopment of Common and Civil Law The
Contrasts", [1982] L.M.C.L.Q.87. As to the yicids of a combination of a "general part" in civil law and a proper
methodology see Rheimfein. "The Approach to Gennan Law", 34 1nd.L.J. (1 959), 546.
Riese. "Luftrecht" (1 949). The trcatise is divided into a "general part" and a "specific part".
Keiler/Siehr, "Allgemeine Lehren des intemationalen Privatrechts" (1 986). Also von Bar, ~'Internationa~es
mivatrecht" (1 987) in his 2 vo1.s-trcatise applics the appmach that vol. 1 constitutcs a G e w a f Part (Allgemeine
Lehren).
Krophoifer,J., "internationales ~inheitsmht.Allgcmeine Lehm" (TUbingen: Mohr; 1975).
FIume, W., "AUgemeiner Teil des Bürgerlichen Rcchts. Band II: Das Rechtsgesch2ül" (1965).
Dicey orrd Morris on ' n i e Conflict of Laws" (12 ed. 1993; 2 vo1.s).

-

and in an excellent treatise on the connicts of laws ~ e t l e y 'recendy
~
used the same approach,
referring to the generd part and methodology as ''the theory" which wes subsequedy applied to the

diEerent specific parts (nationality, contracts, torts etc.), and dividing each part again into general and
specific issues. This kind of apptoach may be yet unusual and innovative for a common law laespecially the tendency indicated by the approach of Dicey and Morris shows that the vast thicket of
legal d e s cannot anymore be handied if the d e s are to be considered as chained in singularity, but
the d e s have to be considered as part of a system of law, justice and equity. Dicey and Mimis have
composed a sophisticated system of rules in a very perceptive and progressive approaches.
Furthemore, especially in the field of conflicts of laws, the United Kingdom recentiy transfomied the
Rome Convention 198d5,which prevents courts nom accessing d e s of common law in order to
apply a Western European unifbnn approach to the conflicts of l a ~ s ' which
~ , witnesses the necessity

as reaiized by a number of States to systematicaily harxnonize their pnvate international law.
Singularity, therefore, is on letreat, being repiaced by a systematical approach to law. One may f h d

other and perhaps even better ways to meet the legd requirements of private trans-border aviation,
which fonns an essentid part of today's economies. Suum cuique attributus est error, said CatuZIus,
sed non videmus manticue quod in tergo est ... The written law approach, however, reflects modem

trends,the current and fùture tendencies to overcome legal provinciaiism in a tmly intemationai and,
with respect to Europe, already now a supra-national, world.
The task of law is to manage social relationships which are changing with progress and
development. Today, the task of private air law is to deliver solutions which facilitate the operation of

air services throughout the world by supplying a common and thus diable, long-lasting set of legal
rules or, at the least, legal principles.

2.

--

14

15

16

-

The New Approach in this Study
-

Teilq? "International Conflict of Laws. Common, Civil and Maritime" (1994).
Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations, opened for signature in Rome on 19 June 1980,
80/934/EEC,
23 0.1.
EEC (No. L 266) 1 (1980). Hercinafler refemd to as Rome Convention 1980. The text is
also reproduced in North (ed), Contract Conflicts (1 982),Appendix A, pp. 347 ff.
For details see infia.

The approach appiied in this study has certain obvious advantagesl'. A generd part provides for

all the d e s which are common when encoutering contractual pnvate international air law. It also
provides for the means and tools to hande international conventions and to identw gaps which
require a tnie conflicts of laws approach. A specific part d d s with the codicts of laws of contracts

in private international air law, applying al1 the d e s , means and tools of the general part as a
prerequisite. The goal of the study is to h d adequate solutions to the conflicts of laws with respect to

typical contractual situations in private international air law. The thesis at the end of this study wiil be
the formulation of a single d e which is cornmon ro all these contracts as to the apapplcable Zuw

(beyond already unifïed matters). This d e cm serve as a general principle for practical application
as well as for the fiinire unification of private international air law.

IV. Scope and Structure of this Study
1.

Scope

This study examines the law applicable to contracts in the realm of private18

air

law. It points out the relevance of the confiicts of laws in the dichotomy of air law as unified by

conventions and as ' W y " national or domestic. Then the d e s , according to which the law

-
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As to the advantage of the approach applied in principle see Rheinstein, "The Approach", 34 uid.L.J. (1959),
546, esp. at pp. 55 1-553.
Private individuah art naaval persuns, corporations, and other entities having a juridicai existence of theù own.
as long as they act in private capacity. See in re Moldondo (C.A.), [1953] 2 AU E.R 1579. Those rules dealing
with activities carrier out by counQies or states are subject to public international law, or the 1aw of nations. See
The Zamora, 119 163 2 App.Cas. 77 (92).
Kegel, "Internationales Privatrecht" (5 ed. 1985). § 1 III (p. 5) points out that private international law also
applies in purely domestic cases. ûthewise one would disregard foreign 1aw which, to the same extent as one's
own domestic law, is applicable or inapplicable because private international law does or does not refer to it. In
fact, there is neither a reason nor a necessity COrcnder disrespect to foreign law by regarding one's own Law as
superior by nature or sovereignty.
One rcason to apply forcign law in purely domestic cases may be an explicit choice by the parties. Incentives to
have a purely domestically related relationship govemed by fomign law may e.g. reside in the the fact that
cemin jurisdictions have developed a more sopbisticated appmach to the matter concemed. Limitations,
howeuer, are rnarked by imperative rules of the forum e.g. to preventfim legis (evasion).

applicable to the contracts at stake is determined, are discussed A cornparison of the best solution to
each of the issues wiii lead to a conclusion rendering a single comrnon underlying p ~ c i p l e .

2.

Structure

The study is divided into a general part, a specific part, and a conclusion.
The general part presents all the comrnon and thus gened d e s how to approach pnvate
international air law. It also provides for the means and tools to hande private international Iaw.
The general part serves as a prerequisite for the specific part. The specific part of this thesis deals
with contractual issues only: Contracts of carrkge by air, aviation insurance; contracts of aircraft
purchase; aircraft finance and lease; and the d o n of security rights.
AIthough this study (in order to remain within the fbmework of an LLM. thesis) is limiîed to the

scope of these contracnial maMers, the gened part is of a universai scope of application as to private
international air law, Le. it is by its nature applicable even beyond the selected matten considered in

this study .

The conciusion at the end will formulate the thesis in the form of a general mie or common
principle as to the applicable law in the conflicts of iaws of private international air law.

B.

Chnpter Two:

G
-

1.

Private International Law and the Laws of the Air

1.

Private International Law

The term private international Zm,
in its broadest sense, refcrs to a development: coexistence confiicts - cornparison - unifomity.
At the outset, al1 national laws exclusively focus on the specific issues arising in that society,

expressing its "spirit". Thus it is "ignorant" towards laws of neighboring societies. This changes with
the emergence and increase of cross-border interactions and trade. The mies must then be created to

stipulate on the one hand to what extent domestic law shall apply and govem the facîs, and on the
other hand when either domestic law does not show an interest to govem a specific facnial situation
or foreign law appears more appropriate. These d e s are referred IO as "conflicts of laws", as divided
into two parts which refiect a stepwise approach: choice of law determinhg the law that applies, and
the domestic Zuw (or substantive lm)rendering the d e s that govem the case2*. Continental

European law usually understands the terni private international l
m only in the sense of the national
or domestic choice of law provisions. Substantive law is merely private law without an international
component; and international law exists due to *te

sovereignty only. This is illustrated by the fact

that every state has its own choice of law provisions (sometimes made up by the d e that the lex fori
be solely applicable2*) and that there is no pnvate international law as a common, worldwide and

uniform set of principles or n o m . Its role as state law is also indicated by the fact that it refers to
private state law, and that even international conventions are only applicable with a sovereign state's
consent to be bound to them, no matter whether they concem public or pnvate law.
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See e.g. Bunker, "'The Law of Aerospacc Finance in Canada'' (1988), pp. 309 fE
Such as e.g. in Soviet private iaw; sce Bergnmn, "Sowjetisches Lufbecht" (1 980), at pp. 1 54 ff. Although
Soviet private international law rccogizcd the principle of private autonomy, the rnonopoiy of the USSR with
respect to extemal trade had, in practicc, enoumaous impacts on the possibiiity ta choose the applicable law.
See Fhching, in: "Staudinger Kommentar nim Bürgcrlichen Gesetzbuch, Internationales Schuldrccht I",
"Vorbemerkungen zu Art. 27-37 n.F.", Supplement (12 ed. 1987), introduction to Artt. 27-37 n.F. EGBGB, n.

-

27.

Because any given state law reflects the particulars of the state's society, the conflicts l m is also
affecteci by these pdculars. They appear in the f o m of institutions such as mandatory clauses or
ordre public resentations, prevailing over a foreign law if held applicable. Due to these differences,

the confikts law in its substance reflects a broad variety of notions.It is, moreover, obsewed that an

"outstanding characteristic of the conflict of laws is the astonishing lack of consensus on the
discipline's goals and methods'"

.

This leads to the next aspect. The d y s i s and comparison of the fiinctiom of legal d e s and
particulars of different legai systems and social envkonments are the objectives of comparative l m
as a neighboring discipline to pnvate international law. Furthemore, it is a necessary link to the next
step in pnvate international law: the creation of unifonn d e s in intemational treaties and
conventions. In order to be able to create rmifonn law that is appropriate to the envisaged factual
situations and deemed acceptable by the states that will have to express their consent to be bound by

it, and whose societies must f h d the law ais0 socio-economically suitable, one has to know both the
facts and the different social backgroundsu . Where there has been insutficient comparative study
there will not be a unifonn law d e 2 '

.

In the broadest context, the tenn private international lm can mean both domestic codicts
provisions as well as treaty law unifying certain aspects of pnvate law internationdy. Then al1 other
aspects mentioned above which are linked to these two notions are eo ipso encompassed, too. Thus,

not only would the method of legd comparison be understood as a sub-discipline of private

international law, but private law in general wodd also be encompassed by the terni privare

22
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Jiuenger, "Choice of Law and Multistate Justice" (1993). p. 1. An impressive characterization was coined by
Prosser, "hterstaie Publication", 5 1 Mich.L.Rev. (1953), 959 (971): "The realm of conflict of laws is a dismal
swamp filkd with quaking quagmires, and inhabited by Iearned but eccentric professors who theorize about
mysterious matten in a strange and incomprehensible jargon."
Kegel, "Internationales Privatrecht" (5. Aufl. l98S), 5 1 IX 2 (p. 39): "Die Vereinheitiichung des Rivatrechts
baut auf der Vergleichung des Privatrcchts auf, weil man die Rechte kennen muB, die man vereuiheitlichen
will."
As to the ticld of private international air law, this is acknowledged in an obiter d i c m by the US Supreme
Court in Zicherman v. &IL (1996), 116 S.Ct. 629 with respect to the extent that the Wwsaw Convention does
not provide for a rule as to an aspect where obviously no sunicient comparative kgal saidy had b e n previously
conducted. See also Kadletz, "Fiat lux U.S. Suprcme Court urn Grenzziehung zwischen Einheitsrecht und IPR
bemtiht" (pending publication, envisaged for IPRax 1996, no. 5).

-

intemutionai Zm, since the choice of law d e s are merely a consequence of the parailel existence o f
disexent private laws and intimately linked to this facttS.

In the course of this study, the term private international air law s h d refer to dl provisions of
private air Iaw that are relevant to aviation. The terni conjlcts of Imus shall characterize those noms

and principles which do not contain substantive law but which specify the applicable law under given

2.

Conflicts of laws, Other Conflicâs and Links

In this sense, conjlcts of laws has the sarne meaning as choice of lm.As already mentioned
above, one rnay elaborate on differences; this, however, is appmntly more a definitional problem

than an issue of substance.
A necessary distinction has to be made between conflicts of laws and conflicts ofjurisdictions.

The ternijurisdiction usually embraces every kind of judicial action. The term conjicts of
jurisdictions, however, merely refers to the question of where the plaintiff can sue, which may be

characterized as a procedurai or an ancillary26matter accompanying the conflicts of laws question.
Under unified private law, conventions often provide for a number of jurisdictions available to bring

in a law-suit2' . Then the codicts situation is transferred to a tme choice of jurisdictions-situation in

-

which the plaintiff can choose its favoriteforum a phenomenon often descnbed asforum
shopping2*.
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As Kegel. "Internationales Privaûecht" (5 ed. 1985), 5 1 III (p. 5 ) puts it: a private law is applicable, even in
purely domestic cases, because its private international low nfers to it.
See the classifictaion by Tetley, "Internationai Conflict of Laws: Civil, Cornmon, and Maritime" (1994), ch. III
(pp. 45 ff.); ch. XXIV (pp. 787 ff.).
E.g. An. 28 (1) of the WOIS~W
Convention; as to its interpretation and fùnirt set Bin Cheng "A Fifth
Jurisdiction without Montreal Additional Pmtocot No. Y, 20 A u Law (1995), 1 18. See also e.g. the Bmsels
Convention on the timi~utionofLiabih2ie.s adopted at Brusseis on 25 August 1924 ("Hague Rules"), Art. 8;
Visby Prorocof 1968 to the Hame Rules 1924 adopted at Bnissles, 23 Febr. 1968, An. 8; Hamburg Rules 1978
adopted at Hamburg, 3 1 Maich 1978, An. 2 1 ;Muftimodal Convention 1980 adopted at Geneva on 24 May

1980, An. 26.
See e.g. McCormickiPupadokis~"Aircraft Accident Reconstruction and Litigation" (Tucson, A r 1999, at p.
387.

Although the question as to where to bring the law-suit and the question as to which substantive
law applies to the case are two entirely separate issues, there are links.On the one han& the solution

to the conflicts of laws problem may be tbat the judge must always apply the Zexfori, regardless29.

On the other hand, and no matter how much one appreciates or deplores this aspect, the fact must be
recognized that the judge will oniy in exceptional circumtances know and thoroughly apply foreign
law as he does his own. One may wonder about the nexus to the tendency to apply the !exfori that

has been ascertained in spite of the presence of a more or less sophisticated system providing for
conflicts

In defiance of the fact that the (dinerent) legal systems have developed (different)

ways to handle foreign law in proceedings before domestic courts3' ,judges seem to feel d e d in

order to balance interests in the international case to the same extent as in the dumestic case; they can
do this most directly, and thus beîter, by the application of their own law. These situations result in a
de facto Zexfori principle ("honeward

Therefore, the choice of a certain jurisdiction can

significantly influence the applicable law and, inherentiy, the material outcome of the case.

3.

The Laws of the Air

.
Vimially every country on the globe has its domestic legislation on aviation in the form of civil
aviation acts, air navigation actsJ3,air carnage acts, etc. Since the entire business of civil aviation has
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As is the case with respect to international conflicts in former USSR. As to inter-state conflicts within the USA,
the simple and unambiguous lexfori doctrine has been promoted primarily by E h r e ~ z i g"Private
,
International
Law. A Comparative Treatise on American Interational Conflicts Law" (1967). See also infiri.
Sand, "Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, McGiIl 1962), examines more than
100 court decisions on the international carriage by air and observes that the courts strongly favor the
application of their own law. This tendency has been characterizcd as a "homeward mnd",which is a general
appcarance in private international law. Sec Sb& "'Parteiautonomie' in intemationalen
Luflbef&deningsvertragen", 18 ZLW ( l969), 205 (21 8). S a also Edrsi, "General Provisions", in: GaIstonlSmit
(ed), "International Sales" (1984), 5 2 (esp. pp. 2-1; 2-9et seq.); Whinrhip, "Private International Law and the
U.N. Sales Convention", 21 Comell 1nt.L.J. (1988), 487 (at 529 et seq.); Diediich, LUckenfüllung im
Einheitsrecht, IPRax 1995,353 (356 et seq.). Ehremwig 's approach considers the ''homeward trend" and
emphasizes the normmiw forces of thefacts in that he rathcr sarcastically tums the mnd into a ler-fori-conflicts
rule. Ehrellsweig, "Private International Law. A Comparative Treatise on Amencan Interationai Contlicrs Law"

(1967), esp. at p. 5 1.
For an overview set Tetky, "international Conflict of Laws" (1994), at pp. 53 ff.
Supra.
The astonishing amount of aeriai legislation aircady at the beginning of this century is indicated by the
enurneration of acts and stahltes in the different countries in Miiller, "Dainternationale Privatrecht der

been intemational ab ovo, there has always been a need for unified law. However, not only is aviation

nibject to regulations that are specifically aimed at aviation matters, it is also affected by general laws
that imply law applicable to aerial activities merely as a legal reflex (e-g. general transportation law,

products Iiability law, labor law, the Iaw of Iease and purchase etc.), so that a variety of unified and
purely domestic d e s have their own effectson air law.

In the intemational arena the most important pieces of specific private air law legisiation with
respect to contract law are the Wmsow Convention of 1929 and its additional protocols34and the
supplementary convention3', the Geneva Convention on the International Recognition of Ri@

in

Aircrafi of 1 9 4 8.~Some
~ other important conventions, such as the Rome Convention on Dumage

Caused by Foreign Aircrafi to Third Parties on the Surface of 1 % ~ ~and
' its additional protoco138,
aim at non-contractuai matters, such as liabiiity in toddelict.
There is a such a nch number of bilateral, regionai, and rnultilateral international private law
conventions which affect air law that it is impossible to mention hem all here. For the purposes of
this study, however, the most signincant convention as to conflicts of laws (not directly linked to air

law) is the Rome Convention on the Law AppIicable to Contractuui Obligations of 1980~'.Its
significance is nqt to be underestimated because it is of universal applcation, i.e. it does not oniy
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Luftfahrt" (1932), at p. XV. With respect to early aeronauticai codes in South America see François, "Les
risques aériens et l'assurance: Brésil", 15 Rev.gdn.air ( 1Wî), 203.
in addition to the Convention and the Gtrotemdal971 and Montreal 1975 Proîocols already mentioned, the
Protocol to Amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by Au
Signed at Warsaw on 12 October 1929, Dont at the Hague on 28 October 1955, ICAO Doc. 7632; hereinafter
referred to as Hague Protocoi1955, is of pamcular importance. The Hügue Protocoi 1955 is ais0 reproduced in
18 AASL (199341), 35 1. The entire systcm of thcse international legai instruments is hereinafter referred to as
The Wwsmv System.
Convention Supplemtntary to the Warsaw Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to
International Carriage by Air Perfonned by A Person M e r than the Conuacting Carrier, signed in Guadalajara
on 1 8 Sepc 196 1;ICAO Doc. 8 18 1. Hereinafter rcferrcd to as Gu/l/LalajaraConv. 1961. The text is also
reproduced in 1 8 AASL (1 993-II), 393.
Supra.
Signed at Rome on 7 Oct. 1952, ICAO Doc. 7364; the text is ais0 reproduced in 18 AASL (1993-II), 54 1.
Protocol to Amend the Convention on Damage Causcd by Foreign Aircraft to Thud Partics on the Surface
Signed at Rome on 7 October 1952, Signcd at Monmai on 23 Septernber 1978, ICAO Doc. 9257; the rext is also
reproduced in I 8 AASL (1 993-II), 577.
Rome Convention 1980, supra This Convention has entered into force, as of 1 April 199 1, for Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, M y , Luxembourg and the United Kingdom and, as of 1 September 1991, for The
Netherlands. To this date, the Convention has hanonizcd the conflict of laws rules for international contracts of
eight Contracting States.

apply to codlicts of laws between the parties but to uIL conflictsproblems bmught before a courr in a
state Party (An. 2).

II. The General Methodology
1.

Interrelations Between Uniform and Domestic Law

Recurrent problems in private international law in general, as well as in private international air
law in patticular, are the interrelations between uniform and domestic law, or if applying raîher
philosophical terms, the "interaction" between intemationally unified law and domestic law. This
chapter will attempt to provide a basic set of characteristics in order to resolve problems arising fiom
such-interrelations,which is the major prerequisite to work with and to apply air law conventions.
improper methodological "handling" of air law conventions - in paiticular the Wmsaw Convention as
applied by the US courts - has led to misunderstandings and even mistakes in legd interpretation, as
kas aiready been shown by co~nmentators~~.

a)

The Sources of Basic Problems of International Law

While domestic laws are more tailor-made for the respective culturai and econornic features of

given individual societies, d o m i law in g e n d is raîher

arc^^^^^ .The reason is to be found in

the ciifferences in culture, in the socio-economic environment, etc. It is difficult to bring a number of
differing, sometimes contrasting feaîures under one single umbrella of unifonn law. Sometimes the
econornic needs may be congruent to a large extent, but cdtural ciifferences can give nse to hostilities

or otherwise, preventing emerging uaiform law. Sometimes a lack of agreement on internationally
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As to the criticism see e.g. GiedldSchmid, "The Warsaw Convention", Art. 17, sec. IV; Kadeo.
"Passagiertransponund Warschauer Abkornmen in den USA: Meihodische Unscharfen hi der Handhabung
intemationalen Rechts" (pending publication, envisageci for IPRax 1996, no. 5).
This tem has k e n taken up by Bueckling "Die Frciheiten des Weitraumim:hts und ihre Schranken", in:
B&kstiegel/Benkko. "Handbuch des Weltraumiahu" (1991), 55. at p. 73;id,Archaisches Welnaumncht, OJZ
1987.583, following a c o m m o n termhology in international law in gencral. For back refmnces as to legal
writings and dictionaries see BrrecWing, ibd

uniform rules by a certain country may be due to the mere fact that another, politically unniendly
country presides over the drafting cornmittee or the diplornatic conference."

b) Approach to Resolve The Problem

Regarding al1 these factors, it is easy to imagine that the scope of Utilform regdations is usually
very Iimited. The limited scope of a convention intending to unify private law will ofien already be

indicated by its very title, e.g. the "Warsaw Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating
to Intemational Carriage by ~ i r. The
' ~ specific
~
importance with respect to the conflicts of laws
resides in the fact that those aspects compnsed by uniforni law generally do not require to access
domestic law, and therefore there is no mom for conflicts provisions. However, the relevant sedes

muteriae as to this study lies in the following: If the uniform law is silent on certain issues, that
silence in general ternis is misleadingly ambiguous because it can either mean that the gap is to be

nIled by domestic law, as wouid be determined by conflicts provisions, or that the issue will remain
without remedy at all since the uaifonn d e s preempt any otherwise additionally applicable domestic

law. This question cannot be solved in the abstract; the answer would depend on a case study on the
very specific matter at issue".
A nice example c m be fouod in an excerpt ofAlex Meyer S note on the famous case SAS v.

~ u c h e r ~ f e n nwhich
i ~ ~ has
~ , been quoted and hinslated by S.und6: "once the Warsaw Convention is

held applicable, it is superfiuous to ask which national law govems the carriage". There is, however,

an important part of that passage by Meyer missing4' : "state law would only apply as far as the
Warjaw Convention refers to it or state law is to apply in addition to ifA8." The same view as taken
42
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It must also be added that the international arcna is archaic for another rcason: One may weil descnbe
international law as an ana domuiated by a régime of power. As is found already in i7iornus Hobbes '
"Leviathan" (165 1 ), ch. 19 (pp. 95 f.): autaritm. non veritasficii legen.
Emphasis provided.
For an exampic (Wanaw Convention) sec A b n a v. BriiLrh Aiways pic. (1 995), Scots Law Times, issue 16 (1 75- 1996), pp. 529 ff. (536 S.), per Lord M ~ n ~ c h LG Hamburg (6 A p d 1955),4 ZLR (1955), 226 (USv. Wucherpfinni&.
Sand, "Choiceof Law in Contracts of International Camiagt by Air" (Thesis, IASL, McGiil 1962),a& p. 6.
Afex Meyer,
v. Wuciterpfennig", 4 ZLR (1 955), 232.
Translation provided - emphasis original,

by English law is explained by Morris, pointing out that conventional law on the &age

by air

derogates al1 other law irrespective of the proper law ofwntract only as fat as rnatters withh the
scope of the convention are con~erned~~.
It appears that thorough research and precision in the conclusions that are to be drawn in the

course of the application of air law conventions are prerequisites for an acceptable solution to the case
at issue5' . The following list provides for some guidance in order to properly identify the relevance

of the conflicts of laws in private air law cases,where one usually encounters both uaiform law and
additionally applicable domestic law.

an) (Purposely) Limited Scope of Uniform Law

Due to cucumstances as mentioned supra, the scope of application of the unifom law nile may be
very limited. This can be indicated already by the title of the legal instrument, by its preamble, or by
the first or the 1 s t articies ofthe intemational convention which ofien define the scope of application.

bb) Special Issues Referred to Domestic Law (Explicit Caps)
4

Even though an issue generaily falls within the scope of application of unSorm law, special issues
may have been abandoned and referred to domestic law. These references can be independent, Le.
they specify the applicable domestic law (e.g. the lex foriS2), or they can be dependent, Le. they may
simply state that uniforni law does not cover the specid aspect at stake" (e.g. 'The Convention is

without prejudice as to ..."). Generally, only in the latter case one also has to ascertain which codicts
--
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See also van D i e k in: R e i t h m d M m i n i , "Internationales Vernagsrccht" (4 ed. 1984), n. 618 (at p. 622).
Morris. "The Scope of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 197 1", 95 L.Q.R. (1 979), 59 (66): "The truth is, surely,
that when an international convention on the Iaw of trarwprt is given the force of law in the United Kingdom,
its provisions apply to ai! disputes within its scope ngardlcss of the proper iaw of the contract. This is cenainiy
m e of the Warsaw Convention on carriage by air." [Emphasis added].
An exemplary smdy on these intemlations was conducted by R Dettling-Oit, "internationalesund
schweizerisches Lufttransportrccht" (1993), at pp. 57 ff. as to the Swiss law of obiigations and the Warsbv

Convention.
E.g. Arts. 21.22 (l), 25 (l), 28 (2), 29 (2)ofthe W u r s m Convention 1929.

E.g.Arts.24(1),24(2)ofthe~arsawComention1929.

d e s apply and then determine the substantive law accordingly. Thus in this w e the proper cunflicts

d e is made up of at least two n o m s (the convention definhg its gap, and theforum f conflicts d e

directing to the applicable substantive law) which depend on each other in order to choose the
applicable law.

cc) Gaps Not Explicitty Mentioued

While the former mode of explicit references usually seems to be applied to very special issues,
e.g. the question what constinites wiiliid misconduct (Art. 25 (1) of the Warsaw Convention 1929),

there rnay also be entire problem areas which are neither govemed nor mentioned by uniform law.
Quite often these aspects cover areas where the different legal systems apply approaches that are

so different that it is dificult or almost impossible to bring them under one common umbrella An
indicator for this kind of gaps is e.g. a lack of studies conducting fi.~nctional~~
legal cornparisons of

the issue. The amount of comparative Iaw at the time uniform law was created, therefore, has to be
carefully observed.
Another indicator for this kind of gap c m be accessed by an inquiry into the trauazix
préparatoires, since they may reveal the aspects where no agreement was reached by the drafters of

the legal instrument. Open disagreement, articulated in conference minutes, on specific matters

certainly constitutes an argument against a d o m d e , thus opening the floor for conflicts law, even

though the wording of the legal instrument might be arnbiguous in some cases.
A more intricate situation will be faced if the drafters seem to have ornmitted an issue

inadvertently or if they did not reaiize the ambiguity of the chosen wordingS .In order to resolve
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As to the notion offincrional legal cornparison, which evaluates the socio-economic fûnction of a iegal
provision, nom, mechanism, or institution set ZweigerKotr, "lnîroduction to Comparative Law" - "Einführung
in die Rechtsvergleichung auf dtm Gebiett des Privatrechts" (1987), 29 ff. Functional comparison does not only
serve the purpose of evaluating a favourable appmach to a given problem ("bat solution"), but it can ais0 show
that the matetiai outcome of a cetrain case wouid be the sarne even in differentlegd systems, and rcgardless of
their different lcgd methods. This can oftcn be the case whert economic and cultural founciations of societies
are similar.
As Blanc, "La portde de l'application des lois nationales dans les premiéres conventions internationales de droit
privé aérien", 5 Rev.gh&.aérien (1936), 386 ff. (389 f.) nicely comments: "Ces imperfections, toutes les
conventions internationales en comportant, il faut les consideret avec indulgence et ne voir que la belle oevre

such probiems and to provide for a working method, it is necessary to have a bnef look at the
methods of interpretation of private intexnational air Law conventions.

(1) Interpretation of International Legal Instruments in Generai

in the first place, private international air law conventions are international treaties. As such, they
are subject to public international Iaw, and their interpretation is principally govemed by Art. 3 1 of
the Vienna Convention 196g6and the principle of 6onafides5' as it applies to international l a d 8.

Accordingiy, at the outset the wording of a provision at stake is analyzed, rendering due regard to the
ordinary understanding of the phrase as well as to the specific use of the expression(s) in the legal
field concemed and especiaily to its use by the drafters and signatories of the international legal

instrument. The bonafides element of the inteptative method aiso imposes the obligation on the
interpreter that the intents and purposes of the drafters and signatones be regardedS9.The intents and
purposes are usually stated explicitly in the title or preamble of the convention - however, their

eloquence does not always discharge fniitful substance. The Wmsav Convention 1929, for instance,

is labeled 'Tor t h Unifcation
~
of Certain Rules" (emphasis added), which does not d o w for
conclusions with respect to the extent that the d e s relating to carriage are unified.
There are interrelations between a teleological interpretation6*(or interpretation accordhg to the
eflet utile) and the wording, tao, because a verbaîim interpretation which is not covered by the

-
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d'ensemble accomplie" (''&se irnperf'ections, al1 international conventions have hem one should consider
them with indulgence and see nothing but the fine work accomplished on the whole." Translation provided].
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treatis, done at Viema on 22 May 1969, opened for signame 23 May 1969.
1 155 U.N.T.S. 33 1. Hcrcinafter rcferrcd to as Vienna Convention 1969.
See Seidl-Hohenveldern, "VVolkentcht" (8 ed, 1994), no-s 332 ff. (at pp. 93 f.).
For an excellent cornparison of the principle of gwd fith as it appiics to public international Iaw as opposed to
national notions as appiied to domestic law sec Bueckling, "Die Fr&eit.cn des Weltrawechts und ihre
Schranken", in: BtichtiegeUBenko, "Handbuch des Weltraumftchts" (1991), 55 (at pp. 67 f.).
PCIJ (IO Sept. 1923), PCIJ AiB no. 6, at. p. 25 [Gennan Minoritim in P o f d ] . Seidl-Hohenveldern,
"V6Ucerrecht" (19941. no. 348 (at p. 96). At this point, the two diffennt methodical notions of historicai and
teleologicai interpre~ationmeW. Apparently, the ICJ shifts the emphasis dependhg on the matter concerned:
ICJ (27 Aug. 1952), ICJ Repom 1952, 176 (189) [US N a t i o ~ kin Mmocco] applyhg a historical interpretation
as opposed to ICJ (21 June 1971), Gen.List no. 53, ICI Reports 1971.16 @hmibiu,S.K Afiica] applying a
"dynamic" interpretation.
As legal philosophers elaborate, the law is a "teleological creaturc". Sec Binder, "Philosophie des Rechts"
(1925), at p. 240.

purpose of the treaty and the intents of the draftas and signatones is considered irrelevant (ut res

mugis valerrt

pereat)61.

Nevertheless, these bonafides interpretations are stnctly Limited by the principle and the fact of
state sovereignty. There is no authority superior to states, and states waive as little sovereignty as
necessary to serve the particular purpose of the treaty. Thus any implicit waiver of sovereignty, any
extension of treaty regulations by the method of legai analogy, and any conclusions e contrario are to

be applied only to a very limited exrent, if at alla. The maxim goveming the interpretation is to the
favor of the state that is bound to any obligation under the treaty: interpretatio infavorem debitoris.
in dubio mitius.
At any rate, sincejustitia remofaquid sunt regna nisi magna l a t r o n i ~ î ,
z the
~ ~ coilective

individualism of the international community leaves the interpretation of international legai

instruments to the "egocentered" states. Accordingly, due to the absence of a sophisticated legal
methodology, international law may weU be characterized as an "archaic province of law", i.e. as a
little sensitive, "gross buik of ~ a w "It~ is. certainiy the province of Iaw where the normativeforces of
the f c ~ c r sare
~ ~the least camoufiaged and moa bluntly visible. However, these aspects coincide with a
61
62

63
64
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PClJ (28 ~ b 19e19), PCIJ A/B no. 6, at. p. 25 [Polish minorities]. Rouyer-Hameruy, "Compétences implicites
org. des organisations internationales'' (1962), at p. 9 1 ;Seid-Hohemeldern, ''VVoLkemcht" (1994), no. 348 (at
p. 96).
Bleckmann, "Analogie im VUikenecht", in: Archiv Alr Volkemcht, Bd. 17 (1977/78), 161 (169); SeidlHohenvefdern, "VtHkerrecht", no.s 332-351 (pp. 94 et seq.).RIljiopoulos. Inadequacy of the Concept of Analogy
in the ~ a w ' oT'mies
f
(1990); McDougaULas-IUMiIler,
The Interpretation of Agreements a d Worid Public
Order (1993),pp. 205 ff.; Rest, interpretation van Rechtsbegriffen in internationaien Ve-en
(Diss 1971), ch.
IV; ResdSchreuer, Wechselwu'kung zwischen VUlkerrecht und Verfassung bei Auslegung, BerDGVR 23
(1981), pp. 242 fE
Augustinus, "De civitate Dei", vol. W ,para. 4.
Bueckiing, "Die Freiheiten des Weltraumrechts und ihre Schranken", in: B6ckstiegeVBenks, "Handbuch des
Welîraumrechts" (1991), 55 (at p. 73) and mpra
"Normative Kr@ des Faktischen ".The phrase is o f h ascribcd to Georg Jellinek, "Allgcmeine Staatsiehre" (3
ed., 19l4), at p. 337. Jellinek alrcady discus~dthis notion wiih respect to international law in "Die Lehre von
den Staatenverbindungen" (1 882), a$ pp. 20 fE (giving ftrther back references). Although he dcnies a "merely
mechanical defmition of sovereignty as a sum of single sovereign acts" (ibd at p. 20), he rccognizes that "the
facts have their significancc in 'legal rcaiity' of the statcs as well as of the individu& [...]. For the recognition of
a sovereign it can be demanded that sovereignty is in f a ~vested
t
with him" (ibd at pp. 22 et seq.) . ["Die
rnechanische Defhition der Souvertlnitat ais eincr Surnme einzelner Hoheitsrechte ist datier nicht nur theoretisch
unrichtig, sondern auch praktisch unhaitbat." (p. 20) "[Ajllerdings hat das Factische im Rechtsleben der
Staaten seine Bedeumg so gut wie im Leben der Individuen [...], es kann nu Anerkennung eines T e e r s der
Souver$iniüit gefordtrt werden, dass er dieselbe auch factisch besitze."
The notion of the normativeforces of thefucts playcd an important mie in the contmversy between Huns Keisen
and Cari Schmitt in the 1920s; the normativef
i of thefacts are most strongly and most visibly displayed in
C d Schmitt, "Das Problem der Souver&Wt ais Roblem der Rechtsform der Entscheidung", in: id, "Politische

-

tendency having been observed in some jurisdicti~ns~~
that bonafides has becorne a source of the
law courts' competency to create law in ordei to overcome the horror vuai, wWch is allegedly
vested in non-regulated areas of Iaw, even though traditionally a law court "iwfocere non pot& ".

This phase was coined with respect to the Romanpraetor who, although he was not supposed to
create but on& to apply law, derived a considerable law-making power k m the fact that he wuld use

bonafldes wherever he found a gap in the legal provisions. This trend fin& its confirmation e.g. in
the Swiss Civil Code (SchweizerischesZivilgesetnbuch, ZGB) asking the judge to fil1 the code's gaps.

as would have been done by the legislator if it had been faced with a specific case at stake6'. Methods
to

fi11 gaps aiways imply an evaluation, which is an outcome of a process influenced by

subjectivisrns, education, socio-econornic and cultural background etc. If, however, the observed

trend to fiIl gaps in law is in fact happening, i.e. it is a reaiity, then the link to the nomarive forces of
the facts, alalthough still under recognition of the principle of international law that States do not want
to be bound M e r than explicitly admitted, will be that the person who defines the matter at issue

also governs the case and its o u t ~ o r n eEspecially
~~.
in US American air law, the way to a proper
interpretation was oniy recently fouad (again), when the Supreme Court, under the influence of
Jwtice Scalia, promoted (as to the Warsaw Convention 1929) that "@]ut where the text is dear, as is

here, we have no power to insert an a~nendment'"~,as had been done in earlier decisions ovemiled
by the one quoted f i ~ r n ' ~ .
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Theofogie", ch. II, pp. 30-33; their philosopical contence is given in C d Schmitt, "Politische TheologieYT,
ibd,
ch. III, at pp. 42 et seq.
Sometimes the notion is also referred to as legaffaccticism or legai phenomonologr;iFm. That there is any
normative, i.e. legolly relevant force vested in the facts, must of course, be subject to &&~e o&ection. See
Binder. Philosophie des Rechts (1925), esp. pp. 2 12-222. At pp. 2 14 et seq., Bi& rcjects Puchta 's approach,
instrumentaiizingsuch afacricistic or phenornenologistic apporach.
BuecWing, "Die Frciheiten des Weitraumrtchts und ihre Sctiranken", in: BtiEhtiegeUBenkd, "Handbuch des
Weltraumrechts" (1991), 55 (at p. 69).
Stx also the anialysis by Hedemunn, Die Flucht in die Generaiklauseln (1933).
"The Sovereign is who defuies the facts" ~Souvcrthist, wer den Sachverhaltdefmiert" translation added] says
Schelsky, Macht durch Sprache, Dewsche Zeifwig of 12 April 1974.
Scalia J. in Chan v. horean Air Littes ( 1989), 2 1 Avi. 18,228 (1 8,233 et seq.) . In Zicherman v. KAL (1 996), 1 16
S.Ct. 629, per Scalia J., this tendtncy was followcd This dendcncy was indicatcd even beforc in TWA v.
Franklin Mint (US Supr.Ct 1984), 18 Avi. 17,778 pet O 'Canner J.
The so-called "Lisi litigation" which had served as a leading case for years was ovemled As ta "Lisi" see List
v. Alitalia (2nd Cir. 1966), 9 CCH Avi. 18,374. For a britf analysis sec Ehlers. "Die Entschcidung des U.S.
Supreme Court vom 18. Apnl 1989 in Sachen Chan gcgcn Korcan Air Lincs air Haftungsbegrenzung des
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(2) The Uniform Private Law Aspect

In the last paramph, no distinction has been drawn between public and private international law.
Conventions govemuig uniform private international law are created according to the principles of
public intemational law. As pointed out above, at the interface between private Iaw and public
international law, a proper approach to a legai problem solution might be blurred. The necessity for a

clear methodology, sufnciently sophisticated to govem the specifca of private international law,
therefore, becomes visible.
By contrast agaiost pure public international law, pnvate Law conventions are usuaily of a
dichotomie character7' : they contain public law as far as the obligations of states to pursue and serve

the purpose of the treaty is concemed, and they convey the pnvate law d e s as they are to be
uniformly created.
With respect to the public law part, principles of public international law apply without prejudice.

This will be of special sipnificance when the mie of the treaty language and its effects on
interpretation is discussedn ,because if such a provision is located in a provision belonging to the
public international law section of the treaty then the influence of this provision on the interpretation
of the pnvate law provisions may be somewhat different h m a comparable provision in the pnvate
law section.
With respect to the private law part, the entire private law methodology applies, i.e. the literal nile
(verbatim interpretation solely based on the wording); the contextual or systematic interpretation (the
context of the n o m in the system of provisions); the historic interpretation (the intents of the drafters

and signatones, fmvaux préparatoires); and the teleological interpretation (the purpose of the treaty,
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LuftfkachtfUhrers", 39 ZLW (1990), 56. AIso going tao far: Stevem J. in a dissent in TCYA v. Franklin Mint (US
Supr.Ct. 1984), 18 Avi. 17,778.
With respect ta the iVarsm Comenthn sec the excellent discussion by Sud, "Choice of Law in Contracts of
International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL, McGiil, 1962); Dettfing-Ott, "Internationales und schweizensches
Luftûansportrecht"(1993),at pp. 57 ff.
On the history of treaties conveying privatc law see Majoros. "Konflikte mischen Staatsvertt"dgenauf dem
Gebiete des Pnvatrechts", 46 RabelsZ (1982), 84.
Infia.

-

the goal of a specific provision at issue)73 it may also be added that d y t i c a l observedons
ascertain some 'bcertainties with respect to the method of interpretation of uniforni law the filling of

its gaps in common law jurisdicti~d"'~.Especiaily the historicai context may be regarded with
respect to conventions governing related mattem. The Wmsaw Convention 1929 e.g. was
considerably modeled d e r the Hague ~ules" governing maritime tran~~ortation'~
. One may also
consuit comparative analyses of certain principles reappearing in a number of conventions on related

matters7'. As far as sources beyond the text of the convention itself are concemed, according to a
unanimous view of al1 major Iegal systems, the interpreter may look at the fruvauxprépmrrroires,

legai decisions of law courts, both domestic and foreign, and legal writings ("la docîrine", as Lord
Diplockputs it78 )79 .
Fothergiil v. Monarch (H.L.), [198012 Al1 E.R 696. A i r France v. Saks (US Supr-Ct. 1985). 18 CCH Avi.
18,538 = 470 U.S. 392; C h n v. K4L (US Supr.Ct- 1989), 21 CCH Avi. 18,228 = 39 ZLW (1990), 59; Emtem
Airfines v. Floyd (US Supr. CL 1991), î 3 CCH Avi. 17,367 = 499 U.S. 530; affd in pt, rev'd in part,
remanded, ibd. I7,8 11.
Mann, "The Interpretation of Uniform Statutes", 62 L.Q.R (1946), 278; Bayer, ''Auslegung und Ergaanuig
international vereinheitlichter Nomen durch staatiiche Gerichte", 20 RabelsZ (195S), 603; Gufdimmn,
"internationales Lufttransportrecht" (196S), Einl., nos 32-45 (pp. 12 ff.); GiemufIdSchmidEhlers, "Warschauer
Abkommen", Einl., nos 32 ff.; Kionke, "Warschauer Abkommen", in: "Schlegelberger Kommentar nim
Handelsrecht", Frachtrecht (pending publication), comments on Art. 1.
See Diehich, "Lückenfüllung irn internationalen Einheitsrecht", IPRax 1995,3 53 (356 et seq. ): "[...]
insbesondeke wegen der in common law-Staaten annitreffendcn Unsicherheit aber die an Auslegung und
Lückenfflllung[von Einheitsrecht] anzuwendenden Methode [...y @ZngIishtranslation supplied]. Didich, ibd,
aiso provides for furthet references.
Supra
See the statements of Sir AI&d Dennk at the Conference in Warsaw 1929, in: Gouvernement de Pologne (ed),
"II Conférence Internationale de Droit Privé Aérien, Varsovie 4-12 Octobre 1929, Procés-Verbaux" (1930), at p.
29. See ais0 ibd at pp. 15; 164; and the officiai report of the Swiss rapporteur Pittard in 1 Zeitschr.Eges.LuftR
(1927/28) Beiiage (Attachment), at pp. 8 ff. (10 f.). See fivther Ripert, "La Convention de Varsovie du 12
octobre 1929 et l'unification du droit privé aérien", 57 Clunet (1930), 90 (at pp. 98; 100); G d u i s , "La
Convention de Varsovie" (1933), at pp. 174 ff.; Mil&, '"The Problerns of Liabilities in international Carriage by
Air" (1 963), at p. 42; Sana! "Zum Mythos der Verschuldenshafbg", 17 ZLW (1968), 103 (104 f.); Miller,
"Liability in International Air TransporS' (1977), at pp. 58 ff.
in transporîation law e.g. the notion of fauit liability accompanied by a reversa1 of the burden of pmof or the
principle of limitation of liability, r e n d e ~ g
specific importance to willful misconduct as a pmequisite to
overcome the limitation, appear in a number of conventions: Art 17 CMR;Arr, 26 CTM;Art. 16 MT Conv.; Art.
16 CMNI. For comparative analysis see Kadletz, "Haftung und Versichenmg im internationalen
Luftnansportrecht" (pending study Dr. iur. Dissertation, submined to the Faculty of Law at Ruprecht Karls
University, Heidelberg), at pp. 46 ff.; 114 ff.
Lord Diplock in Fothergiil v. Monmch (H.L.), [19801 2 Al1 E.R 696. at p. 704.
See Fothergiil v. Momuch (H.L.), [198012 All E.R 696, at p. 702 f. per Lord FViiberfiorce, citing also h m a
decition of the French decision of the Cour de Cassation giving references as to Gennan, Italian, Dutch, and
Begian law; ibd at pp. 704; 708 per Lord Diplock; ibd at p. 716 per Lord Scarman. See Zicherman v. KAL
(1996), 116 S.Ct. 629 per Scafia J.; Emern Aidines v. Floyd (US Supr.Ct. 199l), 23 CCH Avi. 17,367 = 499
U.S.530 per MwshdlJ.; Chon v. M L (US Supr.Ct. 1989), 21 Avi. 18,228 per Scafia J.; MA v. Franklin Mhr
(US Supr.Ct. 1984), 18 Avi. 17,778per O Tonner J. ;Doy v. TlYA (1975),528 F.2d 3 1.

-

-
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The methodoiogicai iristnrment of atlc120gy~however, might r e q h a more caref'ul approach. In no
way may an intentional omission of the &cation

of law by the legislator be neglected by an

energetic, creative thrust of adjudicative or executive pwe#.

Generally, the aforementioned trend

to expand law8' fosters the latent danger that an excessive use of analogies exhaustiveiy extends the

scope of application of uniforni law. To pick out only two examples: In the USA internihomi treaties
are the niperior law of the land82,and in Germany treaty law becomes an equal part of national

lad3 . In both cases the private iaw as conveyed by the treaty becomes a lex speciaiis within its scope
of application. An excessive use of analogies, therefore, would completely derogate domestic Iaw

which wouîd othenvise be applicable in addition to the un5orrn d e s . Sometimes this may well be
the purpose of the treaty. However, if states become active in the international arena, such an
important aspect as to how to understand and to bande the law of the treaty wouid certainly have to
be unambiguouily expressed in the treaty itseff. In the absence of such a provision, anaiogies must be

used very carefully, and only afler a vexy thorough evaiuation of the section or provision at issue. An
expansion of the law as unified by a convention to issues not addressed by the convention, as
proposed as a general method by some continental European writers, a so-called development of
unined law exclpively within the autonomous realm of the unifying conventionM,must be rejected

as to this generality, because it constitutes a d e of excessive andogy (fiopholler, therefore, points
out very correctiy that the application especially of teleological d e s - which can be used to expand

the scope of legal regdations - is not to exceed the fhmework of the law as unined by the

conventions5). A treaty such as the Wmsm Convention 1929 which cames the title "for the
Unification of Certain ~ u l e s "prescribes
~~
that there be some room to apply domestic law in addition
80

See Chan v. U L (US Supr.Ct. 1989), 2 1 Avi. 18,228 per Scalia J.; TWA v. Frunklin Mint ( U S Supr.Ct. l984),
18 Avi. 17,778 per O'Conner J.; Mankiewicz, '"The Liability Régime of the International Air Carrier"(198 1 ), at
pp. 15 et seq. ; l6I ff.; tukoschek, "Das anwendbare Recht bei Fhgzcugungl(lcken"(1984), at p. 27; DettlingOtt, "Internationaies und schweizensches Lufhmspomcchf' (1993), at p. 64.
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Supra.

82
83

US Constitution, Art. VI sec. 2.

84

Arts. 59,32 Gnindgesetz. For a discussion sec SeidI-Hohenvefdern,'"VOkemcht" (19941, nos 576-595 (pp. 148
ff.); under nos 596-599 (pp. 15 f et seq.) the similar lcgal situation in Austria is decribed.
Sec Diedrich, "LUckcnALllung irn intemationalen Einheitsrccht",IPRax 1995,353 (at pp. 355; 357), supplying
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further rcferenccs.
Kropholler. "Intmrationales Einheitsfccht" (I 975), at pp. 292 ff.
Emphasis added

to it. However, it does not propose to what extent treaty law govems the contract of carriage, and
when or where domestic law steps in. The l a m e of the Convention encompass e.g. the entire aspect

of the elements, whicb constitute a contract of caxriage. Apart fiom this kind of rather obvious gap,
there are gaps which require a very sophisticated approach For instance, the question whether the
terni "damages", as foud in Arts. 17 and 18 of the Warsuw Convention 1929, is subject to an

interpretation within the unifonn Conventional framework or whether it merely constitutes a
reference to domestic law and its notion of recoverable &mages8'.
Another example directly Secting conflicts niles is that the Warsaw Convention 1929 explicitly

refers to the lex fort8 in certain singular provisions. Does this constitute a principle under which ail
aspects of the contract of caniage not dealt with by the Convention itself are govemed by the lex fori?
Or do we rnerely face sporadically disseminated provisions which rnight, to the contrary, be
considered e x ~ e ~ t i o n aAgain,
l ? ~ ~ the answer to this question requires a thorough and methociifal
approach.

dd) The Treaty Lanpage
b

The drafting langusge plays an important role in the course of interpretation of a treaty. Frequently
misunderstood - especially with respect to the French drafting language of the W

m Convention

1929 - the effect of the language on the interpretation of the treaty and on the identification of
l~cunaerequiring a conflicts of laws approach must be considered briefly within the framework of
international law.

(1) Treaty Law and Its Links to National Law

87
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Zicherman v. K4L ( 1 996). 1 16 S.Ct. 629. Kadlee, "Fiar ira US. Suprcme Court um Grenzziehung nvischen
Eùiheitsrecht und IPR bemuht" (peading publication, envisaged for iPRax 1996, no. 5).
An. 21 (contributory negligence). An. 22 (1) (periodical payments), A n 25 (1) (fault equivalent to willfil
misconduct), Art. 28 (2) ÿudicial procedure), An. 29 (2) (method of calculation for the period of limitation);and
Art. 22 (4) as amendeci by the Hague Protocoi 1955 (compensation for litigation expenses).
For a discussion sec infia

Since only states are subjects in the realm of public international la#

the binding effects of

treaties solely strike upon states. By contrast, private law is aimed at an application between

individuals who can merely be bound by state legislation, or under exceptional circumstances by
legislative powen of a supra-national institution such as the Einopean Union. In order to render

binding force upon pnvate individuals to a treaty its provisions must be transferred into interindividual lawgL. Sometimes treaties can provide for self-executing nomis which becorne binding
upon their ultimate addressees without M e r national legislationg2- this, however9is not the case
with private international au law conventions. As opposed to Mankiewicz who once wmte that "by

ratification of conventions, the ratifying state enacts the agreed d e s as national law and does not

assume any M e r duty'"' ,Rinck is quoted in the Minuies of the Hrrgue Conference of 195594 with
the words: "It was g e n e d y agreed that dl conventions on the

of pnvate of private law

obliged the states oniy to transform the rules into national law a s was expressly said in Article 1 of
the Rome Convention of 1933". This statement is M e r supported by Art. XV of the Genevo
Convention on the IntemationuZ Recognition of Ri&

in Aircraff of 19.48~'.

The ratification of a private international air law convention, therefore, does not suffice to enact its
private Iaw provisions; it mereiy creates the obligation of the High Contracting Parties to bring these
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95

For a detailed discussion see Seid-HoherrveIdetn, "V6ikerrechtY',nos 600-95 1 (at pp. f 53-212), also deaiing
with the exceptions.
For the United Statts see Foster v. Neilson (US Supr.Ct. 1829), 2 Pet. 253 = 7 L.E6 J I 5: "When the terms of
the stipulation import a contract, when either of the parties engages to perform a anicular act, the maty
addresses itself to the political, not to the j udicial department; and the legislature must execute the contract
before it can become a ruie for the Court."
According to Chief Justice MàrshalI in Foster v. Neikon (US Supr.Ct. 1829). 2 Pet. 253 = 7 L.Ed. 415, this is
the case "whenever it operates of itself, without the help of any legislative provision". Generaily see SeidlHohenvelàèrn, "VUlkerrtcht" (1 994), no.s 556-575 (at pp. 143 ff.). Sec also Riese, "Luftrecht" (1 949), at pp. 57
ff. In Indemnity Insurance Co. v. Pan Am (S.D.N.Y.1945), (19451 U.S.Av.R 52 (54), it was stated that
"whether a trcaty is self-executingor rquires implemcnting legislation depends upon its terms, whether they
cal1 for M e r action or whether thcy arc enforceable without legislation". In the same decision, quoting Chief
Justice Stone in Aguiiar v. Starsctard Oil Co. (US SuprCt- 1943)' 3 18 US 724 (73 8) = 87 L.Ed 1 107, it was held
that a maty may well be self-executing in part only.
Mankiewicz, "Rechtsnomenkonfliktezwischcn d m Warschauer Abkommmcn und dern Haager Protokoli", 5
ZLR (1956), 246 ff. (249). Translation: "Conflits entre la Convention de Varsovie et le Protocole de la Haye",
19 Rev.Gen.Au(1 W6), 239 ff.
Minutes 1 (ICAO-Doc. 7636) at p. 291.
Art XV: "The Contracting States shail take such measures as are neccssary for the filfilment of the provisions of
this Convention and shall forthwith inform the Secrctary Gencral of the International Civil Aviation
Organization of these rneasures."

Li-

provisions into forceg6.The modalities of implementation of the treaty provisions Vary h m state to
stateg7. Some merely adopt intemationai law, others transform itg8.

Courts of numemus states have d e d upon the exact legal foundations of their opinion on Wmsaw

cases as an example of an international private air law convention.

In one of the earliest decisions concerning the unXorm private air law, Grein v. I m m a f Airways,
Lord Justice Green held:

The d e s laid down are in effect an international code declaring the rights and
liabilities of the parties to contracts of international d a g e by air; and when by the
appropriate rnachinery they are given the force of law in the territory of a High
Contracthg Party they govem (so far as regards the courts of that Party)the
contractual'relations of the parties to the contract of carriage of which (to use Ianguage
96
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While the Geneva Convention 1948explicitly imposes this obligation, the WOTSLIW
Convention 1929dcm not
contain a similar article. It rnay îürther be taken into account that private law conventions do generaily not
impose on states the same degree of adhancc afkr signing and prior to ratification as do trcaties purporting
of Tr&es of 1969). Lord Atkins
pufe public international Iaw (Art. 18 (c) of the Yienna Convention on the
arrived in Phitippson v. Imperia1 Ai~tqys,[19391 U3.Av.R 63 (72) at the conclusion that "thcrt is no
obligation of any kind to r d @ , and even after ratification th- was cornpiete fretdom ta 'denounce', Le. to
withdraw fiom the [Warsaw] Convention". However, in order to become released h m the obligation obligation
established by a states' expression of its consent to be bound internationally, the formal denunciation cannot be
deemed dispensable, even though there might be no M e r obstacles or requirements conditional upon
wihdrawal by international law. As far as the W m s m Convention 1929 is concemed in particuiar, one m u t
regard the purpose of the convention. It is to uni@ certain des relating to international caniage by air. in that it
har been a p e d that private air law conventions r q u k national imptementation, the public intemaiionai law
part of the convention would be meaningiess if a ratification would not be deemed to imply an obligation (which
is not specified as to m e r details, though) of states to bring thcm h t o force. This is an excmpiary practical
application of a teleological interpretation and the maxim ut res mugis vateut quant pereut. Set supra.
That a private air Iaw convention obliges states to subject cases falling within the scope of the convention to
conventional law is &O recognized by Mankiewicz,uRechtsnonnetikonfliktezwischen dem Warschauer
Abkomme und dem Haager Protokoll", 5 ZLR (1956), 247; W i n g - O t t , Uintemationalesund schweizerisches
Lufttransportrecht", at p. 57.
See the Iist of exampies rendered by Sm4 "Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air"
(Thesis, iASL, McGiU, 1962), at pp. 17-21; Denting-Oit. 'Inttrnationales und schweizerischcs
Lufttransportrecht" (1993), at pp. 59 ff.
An adoption creates a certain dependency upon the international provision, i.e. if e.g. the adopted treaty ceases
to exist aiso the validity of the nationally adopted piece of legislation has corne to an end By contrast, a proper
transformation creates law at a second (scil. the national) levtl'which is of an independent existence h m the
treaty. The technique applied depends on the theory adhercd to or favoured by the constitutionai provisions of a
specific state: The rnonistic approach considem (public) intemational law and national (domestic)-lawas a
singie set of Iegal provisions. See esp. Seid-Haiwmefdenr, "V6lkerrecht", no-s 539-575 (atpp. 140 ff.)- nie
dualists perceive international law and national law as two separate sets of legal noms. Thek major promoters
were Anzilotti and Triepel, with respect to air law this docîrine fonns a foundation for Riese, ''Luftrccht'' (1949),
at pp. 57 ff., and Sand "Choict of Law in Contracts of Intemational Carriage by Air" (Thesis. IASL. McGill,
l96Z), at pp. 17-2 1. Constrasting from a r a d i d y rnonistic appraach (e.g. Scelle), the morc and morc prevailing
view appears to bc a moderate monisrn as applid by Sei.-HoiremeIdern, ibd Generaily set fiather
Bothe/Vinuesu (ed.), "International Law and Municipal Law" (1982); Conforri, "hternational Law and Domestic
Legai Systems" (1993). See also Guggenheim, "V&ilkcmchtJschmken im Landesrecht" (1955).
With respect to private air law sec the examples in the bricf stnnmary of Derrling-Ott. "internatiodes und
schweizerisches Lufttransportrecht", at pp. 59 ff.

appro riate to the legal systems of the United Kingdom) they becorne statutory
tenns8 .

In Fothergill v. Momch, this aspect was treated as a matter of course by Lord Wilbevorce:
It is nRt necessary to establish the nature and status of art 26 [scil. of the English
C-e
by Air and Roud Act 1979, S. 21"~.The Warsaw Convention of 1929, which
containeci an art 26 in sunilar fom, was agreed to in a single French text, deposited
with the government of Poland. It was introduced into En lish law (not king, of
course, self-executing) by the Carnage by AU Act 1932.
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In subsequent decisions English courts have taken this matter for granted'02.
Similady, in United Iivternational Stables Ltd v. Pacrfic WesternAiriines the Supreme Court of
British Columbia merely mentioned as an obiter d i c m that "central to the matter is the Carriage by
Air Act, R S .C. 1952 as amended, 1963 (Can.), c. 33". It then quotes Greene J. in Grein v. Imperid

Airways, stating: The Carriage by Air Act, 1932, was passed for the purpose of giving binding effect

in this country to the Convention signed at Warsaw [...]", thus implying that the transfomllng
legislation is to decide the w e 1 0 3.
1 n the Australian decision Georgopoulos & Anor v. Arnerican ~ i r l i n e s 'Judge
~ , Ireland placed

remarkable emphasis on the fact that it is national law that govems Wwsaw cases. The judge deviated

nom a US Supreme Court precedent rendered fresh fkom the press105.The issue at stake was the
meaning of "bodily injury" in Art. 17 of the Wmsaw Convention 1929. The Australian court held that

"the applicable law is Ausnalian law"'06.

Grein v. Imperia1 Ainvays (C.A. 1936). 1 CCH Avi. 62 (74).
Addcndurn in brackeîs provided.
Fofhergiifv. Monmh Airlines (HL.),[l98O]2 Al1 E.R. 696 (699).
See e.g. Swiss Bank Corp. v. Brink's-MATLtd (1986Q.B.D.), [1986] 2 Al1 E.R I per Bingham J.
United International Stables Ltd v. Pm@ Western Airlines Ltd (B.C. Supr.Ct. 1969),5 D.L.R.3rd 65 (67;
68), per Seaton J. See also Stratton v. Tram Canada -4irlines (Dominion of Canada, B.C. Supr-Ct 1 96 1), [1 96 1 ]
U.S.Av.R 246.
Georgopodos & Anor v. American Airfines OJS.W . Supr.Ct.) ,judgment of 10 Dec. 1993,no. S 1 14W 1993;in
part reproduced in Lloyd's Aviation Law o f 15 Jan. 1994.Hercinafkr it is referred to the origiaal document of
the judgment as issued by the court.
Eastern Airlines v, FIoyd (199 1 ) , 23 CCH Avi. 17,367= 499 U.S. 530; 17,811.
Geclrgopoulos v. AA, at p. 1 1.

This means that the law governing the case is the Australian Civil Aviation (Carriers ' Liobiiity)
Amendment Act (Cth) of 1991 'O7, being the intemal Australian legislation traasforming the Wmsaw
System as adhered to by Australia The court arrives at "the conclusion that the Anglo-Austraüan

approach to nervous shock is such that it is to be classineci as 'bodily injury' within the meaning of
the Civil Aviation (Carriers ' Liability) Act."
As the inqujr conducted by sandloa shows, eariy US Amencan decisions have refrained nom
attributhg private international air law conventions operative effects in absence of imptementing

legislation. In the cases of Robertson v. General Electric Co., Choy v. Pan Am, and Wymarn v. Pan
Am the courts required that there be implementing legislation in order to daive rights h m the

onv vent ion*^^ . The approached was completely reversed in 1956 with Noël v. Linea Aeropostal
~enezolano"~.
As of yet, none of the US Supreme Court decisions with respect to the Wmsaw

S'stem or any other pnvate intemationai air law convention has addressed this issue1'' . The tendency
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Ibdp.12~~~.
Sand "Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL, McGill, I962),at p. 18.
Robertson v. General Elecrric Co. (4th Cir. 1929), 32 F.2d 495,although not an air law case, had been proposed
to serve as a precedent by Lissitzyn, "The Legal Status of Executive Agreements on Air Transportation", 17
JALC (1 %O), 444.
in Choy v. Pan Am (S.D.N.Y.1Mi),[1942]U.S.Av.R, 93 (98)Cfmcy, D.J., held :
"There is no enabling act vesting the ownership of the cause of action stated by the Warsaw Convention nor
even stating who may be thought to be Uijutcd by a de& and, &ou& the liability stated in Art. 17 is part of the
treaty which was adopted, we do not understand how it can be defined or enforced without statutory assistarice
which it has not as yet receivd"
In Wyman v. Pan Am (N.Y.Supr-Ci. 1943), 119431 U.S.Av.R. I (4),the court found:
"The right to any recovery in this action thus must depcnd on some staîute."
Noël v, Linea Awoposral VenezoIanu(Supr. Ct. N.Y. 1W6), 144 F.Supp. 359 = 4 CCH Avi. 1 8,204; af'f' d (2d
Cir. 1957). 5 CCH Avi. 17,544= 247 F.2d 677 = [l957I U.S.Av.R 274;ccrt. den. (1957), 355 U.S. 907. It was
stated:

1 11

"While the= was at fint some doubt as to whether the Convention was self-extcuting to any extent fChoy v.
funAni), tkre is no doubt at this t h e that at lest insofar as the Convention creates a rcburtable pmumption of
liability upon the happening of the accident (Art. 17) and a limitation thereof except upon the showing of willful
misconduct (Art. 25) that it is self-executing."
Similarty,R~fiind,D.J., held in Indemniv Insurance Co. v. Pan Am (S.D.N.Y. 1945). [194S] U.S.Av.R. 52 (54):
"As I read the treaty and particuiarly the provisions pleaded in the answer 1 constme hem as selfcexecuting."
Zicherman v. M L (1996),1 16 S.Ct 629 ptr Scaiia J.; Eartern Airlines v. Floyd (US Supr.Ct. 199l), 23 CCH
Avi. 17,367 = 499 US. 530 per Mwshull J.;Chan v. KAL (US Supr.Ct 1989),51 Avi. 18,228per Scafia J.;Air
France v. Saks (US Supr.Ct. 1985), 18 CCH Avi. 18.538 = 470 U.S. 392; TWii v. Franklin Min! (US Supr.Ct.
1984), 1 8 Avi. 17,778 per O 'ConnerJ.

and undertone of these decîsions, however, seem to suggest a literal application of the US
~onstitution"~
as to this rnatter and thus some support to Noël

.
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Most states seem to require at least an ad0~ti011''~of the conventioaal provisions in order to

render them ~ ~ e r a t i v e RomaneIli
"~.
observes: 'The Warsaw Convention always appües as intemal
law of the Italian Iegal system.391 17 ,as was hprasively demonstrated when the Corte costituzionaie

declared the adopting iegislation concerning the Wmsaw

onv vent ion"^

contrary to the Itaiian

Constitution119 .120
Accordingly, what emerges subsequentiy to the process of signing a private air law convention is a
variety of legislative acfivities on the national lcvel, creating unifonnity by the paralle~'2'enacting of

Art. IV, sec. 2 of the US Constitution provides tht "[..,] ail Trtaties made, or which shall be made, under the
Authority of the Unittd States shall be the mpraac Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be

bound thercby; any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwifhstanding."
in federal Appelaîc Court decisions, too, soiely bief notes are dropped on how the W w s m Cormention is to be
treated. A typical phrase is found e.g. in Abranrwn v. JAL (3rd Cir. 1984). 18 CCH Avi. 18,064 (1 8,065) per
Slmiter, Ci.J.: "nie circumstances under which d e r which a carrier may be liable to its passengers in
international transportation arc specified in Art. 17of the Warsaw Convention, a freaty of the United States."
[ernphasis added]. Sec also DeMarines v. KLM (ED-Pa. 1977). 14 CCH Avi. 18312 (1 8 2 13): "The Warsaw
Convention is a trcaty which applies to d l intedonal air transportaiion."
Austria e.g. considers the Wmsuw Convention a slfexccuting ûcatty.See OGH Wien (15 Dec. 1951 2 Ob
29316 1 and.2 Ob 2W6 1), 11 ZLR (1 962), 150 (152) (Heitz v. Allgemeine U ~ ~ ~ i i v e r s i c h e f ~ ~ g sand
~~t~tair),
Ebner, "6steneich und das Warschauer Abkomnmi", 1 Zeitscfir.f.VerkebrsR (1956), 145.
As to the notion of adoption contrasted to transfimnation supra.
Cf. the summary ptovided by Sand,"Choice of Law in Contracts of international Carriage by Air" (Thesis,
IASL, McGill, 1962). at p. 18.
RomaneIli, "Il ûasporto aereo di persone" (1959), at p. 207.
Legge no. 84 1 of 19 May 1932, Art. 1 and lcgge no. 1832 of 3 Dec. 1962, Art. 2.
Cost. (6 May 1985), no. 132, Riv.dir.int.priv.proc, 1985,325 = IATA Legd inform. Bulletin no. 641 (Oct.
l985), p. 25 1 (Cuccià v. Twkish Airlines). For denilcd discussions see BalIarindBwti, "Dirino aenmautico e
spaziale" (1988). at pp. 653 ff.; Guerreri,
Wusaw System Itaiian Style: Convention Without Limits", 10
A u Law (1985), 294 ff.; Kuhn, "Keinc Haftungshiticruüg nach Art. 22 1 WA, WAMP vor italienischen
Gerichten", 35 ZLW (1986), 99 fi.; Brand, 'LV#nrsungswidngkeitder Haftungsbegrenzungim intemationalen
Lufttransport", WRax 1987, 193.
The tenninology as used by the differcnt authon quotcd in the fmtnotes above may requin a short note: Sand,
"Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (niesis, IASL,McGill, 1%2), pp. 18 et seq.
seems to understand the tcm frunsformation as 8 generd description of intcrnally enacting trcaty law; with
respect to Italy, ht infers h m the decision in Pdleroni v. SRNA, 8 Rev.gén.dr.aCrien (1939), 309 (3 11) that
Italian courts consider the W w s m Comention stlf-executing, however, again he refers to Itdy under the
headline "Different Effécts of Transformation". Some of the cornmentators on Cost. in re Coccia v. Twkkh
Airlines (mpra), a h use the temi ~ollsformationwith rcspecr to the Italian statutes (specified supra). The
terminology used by Seid-Hohenvelakm, "VOUEartcht", no.s 539-575 @p. 140- 148) distinguishes tranrforming
legislative action and adopting legislativc action. Cf. also supra.
Sand, "Choice of Law in Contracts of international Carriage by A?' (Thesis, IASL,McGiH, 1962), at p. 26
prefers the phase! "paralle1 legislation" in comprison to somc lcgislation in the Scadinavian m
e
s h m the
tenn "uniform law".

-

statutes of the same basic s ~ b s t a n c e (states
'~
m a -as well enact supplemental legislation123"on

autarchic gr~unds"'24 which is not only deemed usefull" but sornetimes considered necessary in
order to render certain provisions of a convention ~ ~ e r a t i v).e ' ~ ~

(2) National Laws and Their Lhk to the Trerty Lanpage

At the f%stglance, it seems that the internally enacteci, transformed or adopted uniform law can

safeguard the universal application of an intemational private air law convention's provisions127.
Differences that could eventually amount to true conflicts of several such statutes seem to hibernate

in l a t e n ~.~ ' ~ ~
The source of the real problem that has to be faced, however, dates back to the beginning of tirne

when, at Babel, mankind was struck by the malediction of having to operate with countless different
languages as a divine punishment. Each sovereign state has at least one official language, and despite

h Grein v. Imperid A i r w q s (C.A.),[193q U.S.Av.R 1W (235) pet Greene, L.J., it was held:
"By 'unification of certain ruies' is cIearly m a n t 'the adoption of uniform rules relating to intemational carriage
by air' that is to Say, d e s which will be applied by the courts of the High Contracthg Parties in al1 matters
where con&
of intemationai carriage by air corne into question."
Riese, "Luftrtcht" (1949), at p. 63 states:
"Darnit wird aber kein 'internationalesRecht', sondern nur e h international gleichfarmiges Recht der einzelnen
Vertragsstaaten gtschaffen''. ['It is not 'intemaiionai law', but merely an intemdonaily uniform Iaw of each
single state party ctcatcd.' translation added].
Le. legislation in addition to enacting the pmvisions of the conventional law which M e r specifies and
complements it. A dflcrent kind of Iegislation is dealt with when States decIare the convention be the applicable
law also in cases of purely domestic carriage.
Rabei, "Conflict of Lawsn III (1950). at p. 306.
Gwdhuis, "La Convention de Varsovie" (1933), at p. 263;B f ~ l f"La
~ , portée de l'application des lois nationales
dans les premiéres conventions internationaies de droit privC aérien", 5 Rev.gén.dr.aénen (1936), 386 ff. (389).
Caikim, "The Cause of Action under the Warsaw Convention", 26 JALC (1959), 217 ff. (232)deems Art. 24 of
the WCVSUW
Convention such a provision. Sand, "Choict of Law in Conaacts of International Carnage by Air"
(Thesis, IASL, McGill, 1962), at p. 1 16 in n. 187 considers such view that othenuise the entire convention would
be rendered inoperative 'bconceivablen.At any rate,today's legal systems' private laws arc far enough developed
to provide for acceptable solutions by their national Iaw, rcgardlessly. A special implementing Iegislation with
Conwnion in order to make it a useable ùistntment at all, thercfore, does not
respect to Art. 24 ofthe WOTSOW
appear a prcvailing issue.
Sec aiso Mankewic. "The Liability Regime of the International Air Carrier" (1981), at p. 2;Denting-0%
uInternationales und schweizcrisches Lufttransportrecht"(1993)- at pp. 57 et seq.
Ui Nordisk Trampon v. A& France (C.d'A. Park 1953). 7 Rev.fr.dr.aCrien (1953). LOS, The Avocat Géneral
Albucher, ibd at p. 1I 1, coins the phase "une loi uniforme, universellement applicabw.
Makaruv,"DiemischenptivatrrchtlichcnNormen des Lufîrechts", 1 Zeitschr.f.gcs.LufkR (1927/28), 150 (187)
applies the temi "latente Gesetzeskollision" as had b e n coined by M n , " G e ~ k o l l i s i o n e n nin:
,
LeneULewuid "Abhandlungen ~m internationalen Rivatrccht" (1928), 92.

-

the fact that due to cultural congenialities and the heritage of colonial imperialism s e v d countrîes

have at least one of their officiai languages in cornmon, there still remain enough languages to iose

oversight. Finthemore, it has been cailed a "miracle" that, as far as the W'smConventon 1929 is

concemeci, the three German-speaking countries, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, mmaged to

-

agree upon a single cornmon translation'29 by contrast to some English-speaking corntries with
respect to which at least a British, an American, and an Irish text exist130.The infiuence of language
on thoughts, concepts, and ultimately on facts of life have already been mentioned; it is important to
note that it is not only the one who defines the facts who governs a case13' ,but also (and probably

more obviously) the one who defines the law. The laaguages which rules are expressed in differ fiom

-

state to state and fiom country to country.As a consequence the uniforrnity disintegrates and the
leviathan awakes as the latent codicts of state-intemal statutes giving effect to uiform law break

t h r o ~ ~ hModestly
' ~ ~ . put, one can agree with Ripert that it is "sometirnes ratfier toilsome to translate
d e s into that have been adopted at an intemational conference a national law which is innuenced by
the particular society's spirit"133
. The scope of the true problem is not outlined by simply regarding
the linguistic aspect in itself. It also bas to be taken into account that "legd ternis are symbols which

presuppose the bpkground of a whole tegal system in order to make sense"'".

--

129

130

13 1
132

133

--

-

See Schweickhard. -comment-, ASDA-Bulletin (1959, no. 13), at p. 18.
n i e divergencies of these texts are displayed in me W m s w Comention Relative ro Intermtioal
Tramportaiionby Air. Rat~f~ed
by US.Senate, June I5. 1934, Prociaimed by the President. June 27, 1934,
119341 U.SAv.R 245. Sec also Association of the Bor of fhe Ci@ of New York- 'Report on the Warsaw
Convention as Amended by the Hague n.Otocol", 26 JALC (1959), 255. Sometimes the Engiish and the
Amencan translations were considered "substantially the same", Lord Ormerod in Preston v. Htlltting Air
Transport,Ltd (Q.B.D. 1W6), 4 CCH Avi. l8,O 10 (18,0 12).
In Hoker Wach v. &abourd & Western Airlines (N.Y.City CL 1WS), 5 CCH Avi. 17,854 = jl958J U.S.Av.R.
142 Rivers. J., held, howtver, that an American court is oniy bound by the American translation:
"As translated by the United States Department of State, the Warsaw Convention is the law of the land, The
court is thus bound by our officiai translation without regard to the British translation."
Supra.
The same phenomenon as it appears ia maritime law bas bcen rcferred to as "Statutenkollision". See St&er,
"Zur StatutenkoIlision irn Seefiachtvertrag", Liber Amicortun for Albor Bagge (1956), at p. 220Ripert, "L'unification du droit aérien", 1 Rev.gCn.dr.aénen (I932),25 1 ff. (259): "On a malheureusement
parfois assez de peine A trduire dans une loi nationale. qui doit être inspide par la gCnie propre d'un peupie, des
dgles adoptdes dans une conference internationale h la suite de discussions et de transactions où t'on sacrifice
volontiers l'harmonieuse technique et la pureté de la langue." [Translation pmvided].
Sand, "Choice of Law in Contracts of international Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL, McGilI, 1962), at p. 25.

-
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Thus, in order to give the "unifonn" law the legal breath of life it takes more than an ordinary
dictionary because the objective is to hmlate foreign law into nationul lm. Since the different legal
cultures display a wide variety of different legd notions and institutions, a translation of an

international legal instrument can never transfer the provisions of that instrument without deviations
fiom the original, sometimes to a lesser, sometimes, however, to a greater extent

Two examples illustrate such deviations:
Art 17 of the W a r s m C m n t i o n 1929 reads in the French format of the original draft13' "Le

transporteur est responsable du dommage [...y,while the translation into Engiish format provides

T h e carrier shall be Iiable -2'.
The French version unarnbiguously supposes that Art 17 is a true and
independent cause of action. The Engüsh wording, however, is less precise and allows for an

understanding as to which it only refers to domestic law. Since on the one hand, the W m s m
Convention 1929 regulates the international carriage by air with respect to its contrucual

implications136,while on the other hand US common law graats compensation in cases of personal
injury or death (and oniy these circumstances are affecteci by Art. 17) on negligence or wrongful

death statures which (being categorized as torts) do not belong into the category of contractual

remedies, such an interpretation went well with traditionai interpretations of common law by US
courts, and was applied a c c ~ r d i n ~ l.~Due
' ~ 'to the obligation to foster d o m interpretation and
development of conventional la^'^^, the US courts have subsequentiy corrected their understanding

and now interpet Art. 17 in accordance with its original r n e a ~ i n.~ ' ~ ~
Art. 3 6 of the Warsaw Convention 1929.
See Arts. 3,4 of the Convention, regulating particulars of the documents o f carriage, presupposing the existence
of a contract of carriage, See Riese, "Die internationale Lufiprivatrechtskonferenz im Haag nu Revision des
Warschauer Abkommens, September 1955". 5 ZLR (1956), 4, pointing out that Article 25 A o f the Convention
as inserted by Article XIV of the Hague Protocof 1925 deciaring the Iiability t imits of Art. 22 applicable also
to the liability of agents and employees is a fmign elexnent in the WQTSOWSystem, because its substance
focusses on contracmal issues, while it does not deal with delicts/torts. Very clear as to this distinction Milde,
T h e Problexns of Liabiiies in International Caniage by Air" (1963) at p. 17.
Noël v. Linea Aeropostal Venezolana(2nd Cir. 1957). 5 CCH Avi. 17,544 = 247 F.2d 677 = [1957] U.S.Av.R.
274; Komlos v. Air France (S.D.N.Y. 1953), 3 CCH Avi. 17.969 = 1 1 1 F-Supp. 393 = [1953] U.S.Av.R 47 1 ;
affd (US CtApp. 2nd Cu. 1953), 4 CCH Avi. 1728 1 = 209 F.2d 436; Husserl v. Swissair (S.D.N.Y.1979, 13
CCH Avi. 17,603 ( l î , 610 f.); Zoumer v. CPA (S.D.N.Y.1969). [1970] U.S.Av.R 496 = 307 F.Supp. 892.
See iiiready supra, where the application of the maxim ut res ma@ vaieat q u ~pemat
l
was discussed.
Ben~aminv. Britikh Ewopem AV>wys (2nd Ck 1978). 572 F.2d 9 13; in re Mexico Aircrash of October 21,
1979 (Haley, Tovar & Dzida et al. v. WesternAdines) (9th Cu. l982), 708 F.2d 400 = 17 CCH Avi. 18,387;
Boehringer Mmnheim Diagnostics v. Pan Am (5th Cir. 19W),737 F.2d 456; Dorkas v. KLM (N.D.111. 1984),

-

-

The second example involves the legal notion of willful misconduct in comrnon law jurisdictions,
which is a term that does not have a correspondhg term in civil law jurisdictions. The Wmsm
Convention 1929merely provides menly for limited Liability up to a certain sum as specified io Art.

22. Under Art. 25, in cases of aggravated negligence or intent of the carrier as to the causation of the
damage, the c h e r cannot avail itself of this limitation. The French language of the original draft
specifies the two exceptions as "dol" and "faute [...] équivalente au dol" under the Zexfor. The
English translation reads "[...] if the damage is caused by his wiUfÙi misconduct or by such default on

his part as [...] is considered to be equivalent to willful misconduct". Under cornmon law, however,
willfùl misconduci embraces both forms of fault as mentioned separately in the French wording. The
only remaining possibiiity for an equivalent would be (ordinary) negligence. This interpretation,

howvever, would not conforni with the balance of the entire liability system of the Convention.

Therefore, "default equivalent to willfùl misconduct" is a meaningless and superfluous phrase. For
the English delegate at the Warsaw Conference, Sir AIfied Demis,who was the only representative
of a common law jurisdiction at the

onf fer en ce'^, it was absolutely clear what Art. 25 was al1 about.

He trusted the common lawyer and his ability to reasonably translate the meaning of the French
format into Iegai>enns of common law. 14'
A private international air law convention may weU specify one or more languages as the

language(s) which is (are) decisive for its interpretation. Due to their sovereignty, States can aiso

606 F.Supp. 97; H m p a h i v. Air lndia (N.D.Ill. 1WS), 622 F.Supp. 69; Newsome v. Tram International
Airlines (Supr.Ct. Ala. 1986), 20 CCH Avi. 17,360.
The entire development is rcflectcd in re Mexico Aircrash of Ocrober 2 1. 1979 (Haley, Tovar & Dzi& et ai. v.
Western Airlines) (9th C u . 1982), 708 F.2d 400 = 17 CCH Avi. 18,387.
Commentators have been kept busy ta analyze the case law: Caikim, "The Cause of Action under the Warsaw
Convention", 26 JALC (1959). 217; LownfeldrMendeIsohrg "The United States and the Warsaw Convention",
80 Harv.L.Rev. (1 966/67), 497 (519 K); Meadows, "Warsaw Convention Independent Cause of Action
Casenote", 44 JALC (i979), 669; Miller, "Liability in international A u Transport" (1977), at pp. 224 ff.;
Corrigun, "Benjamins v. British Euiopcan Airways Hawker Siddley Aviation, Ltb and Hawker Siddley Group,
Ltd., 572 F.2d 9 13.6 March 1978 Casenote", 4 Air Law (1979), 27; HQMQP~I,
' m e Right to Sue in Death
Cases Under the Warsaw Convention", 6 Air Law (198 l), 66; Kuhn, "Haftung fUr Schaben an FrachtgUtern nach
dem Warschaua HaAungssystem und dcm LuftVG" (19871, at pp. 37 ff.;Baren/Lavi.s,"Warsaw Convention
Creates a Cause of Action for Emorional Injuries, But Pncludes Claim for huiitive Damagcs", 14 A u Law
(1989). 267; Goldhirsch. '"The Wanaw Convention. Annotateci" (1988), at p. 56.
in Floyd v. Eustem Airfines (1 1th Cu. 1gag), 872 F.2d 1462. at p. 1478, therrfore the W m s m Cornenrion was
described as a "creation of civil lawyers".
See Gouvernement de PoIogne (ed), "II Conftrtnce Internationale de Droit Privé Aérien, Varsovie 4- 12
Octobre 1929, Proces-Verbaux" ( W a e ~ ~ w1930),
a
at pp. 4042.

-

-
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specifjr a language that shall guide the interpretation; although they would be in violation of public

international law if such a provision of intemal law does not conforni with the obligations arising
under the treaty. In general terms, the more precisely a convention addresses the sigaificance and
scope of its origmal drafting format, the less hairsplitting "pbrase juggiers" and self-appointed "chef
legai semanticists" will be tempted to interfere with the uniformity which, nevertheless, is haml

enough to achieve anyway.

(3) A Pncedencc: the Warsaw Convention 1929 '42

The Warsuw Convention 1929 may serve as a precedent in order to exemplarily indicate and apply
the principles with respect to the significance of the language as outlined above. However, as will be
seen, the Warsczw Comention 1929 serves as an unfortunate example, too. It would appear easy to
blarne the cirafters for omissions and misconceptions; but the reason that this particular international
convention repeatedly has been on the spot is probably found in the fact that it has been subject to a

myriad of legal decisions and writings. An ocean of jurisprudence hosts, according to the laws of
probabilities, legions of legal demagogues readily willing to deviate from the "righteous path" of
methodology of interpretation. However, also apart h m such dubious acrivities, a very hurnan factor

has played and wiU always play its role: suum cuiqtie athibutus est e r r ~ r.' ~ ~

(a) Lanpage Chosen by the Convention

in Art. 36 of the Convention, the French format is assigned ofiginality as to the copy filed with the
Polish govemment:

La présente Convention est rédigée en fiançais en un seul exemplaire qui restera
déposé aux archives du Ministère des Anaires Étrangères de Pologne, et dont une
copie certifide conforme sera transmise par les soins du Gouvernement polonais au
Gouvernement de chacune des Hautes Parties Contractantes.
142
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-

As to the following section sec Kadleis, "Fiat ltor U.S. Suprcme Court um Grenzziehung zwischen
Einheitsrecht und IPR bemuht" (pending publication, envisageci for IPRax 1996. no. 5).
Supra

The English version &:

The Convention is Qawn up in French in a single copy which shall remah
deposited in the archives of the Ministry for Foreign Affaires of Poland and of which
one duiy certified copy shall be sent by the Polish Government to the Government of
each of the High Contracthg Parties.

By reference to Art. 36, many contributors to the Iaw of international carriage by air have
attnbuted binding force only to the French fomat for the process of interpretation of the private law
conveyed by the Convention as to literal meaning and legal notions ("Rechrsbegriffee>'ï'"

.

Art. 36, however, does not expiicitly state that the French format is the format which states have

to impiement internally, or at least that the French format is decisive in cases of doubt related to

pnvate law. Moreover, a s has been pointed out above, in order to render internationally d o m
legislation, states have to enact the provisions of the Convention internally due to their sovereignty.
Since this enactrnent, which exclusively and originally constitutes the binding force upon private law

subjects, will u s ~ a l l be
~ 'accompanied
~~
by a translation into the one or one of the coumries officiai
languages, it might well appear illegai for a court of a given (non French) state party to apply French
legal notions. In addition, one may well ask the question whether it can be expected fiom the judge of
a non-French court to interpret and handle French law as well as his own.
Apparently, this question requires closer inquhy.

(b) The Dichotomy of the Wanaw Convention 1929
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AirFrancev.Saks(USSupt.Ct.1985),18CCHA~i.18,538=4~0U.S.392;EasternAidinesv.Fio~vd(US
Supr. Ct. 1991), Zj CCH Avi. i 7.367 = 499 U.S. 530; afYd in pt., rcv'd in part, rtmandcd ibd. 17.81 1.
GiemulldSchmid,"Warschauer Abkommen", Art. 17, no. 2; Giemuliu, ibd. Ehl., no.s 36 et seq. ;Guidimann,
"Intemationaies Lufttransportrccht" (1965), Einl., nos 36,44.
Seidl-Hohemeldern, "VUlkerrecht". no. 369 (at p. 100) ascertains that a translation is provided "in any case"
[translation supplied] and this even in public international law whcre the noms of the aaty do not send a
signal to the entirety private subjects as to what the legal conscquences of their private activities will be.

-

The W m s m Cornenrion 1929 is an international treaty conveying private law. As such it is
necessarily of a dichotomicl* nature. A eeaty is an international instrument of binding force solely
between states, and accordingly also the Warsaw Convention 1929 contains public international law,

laid d m in Arts. 3641'41

and relating to diplornatic acts such as ratification, accession,

denunciation, and reservation.

Since it is the purpose of the Convention to set out private international law, it also contains the

mode1 uniforni d e s that have to be enacted by the states (Arts. 1-35).

(c) Interpretation of Art. 36

Art. 36 states that there shall be only one originai format of the Convention. This Article creates

obligations which are exctusively of apublic international legal nature, in detaii: that the Polish
govemment has to file the single original copy in its archives, and that it has to send cemfied copies
to the High Contracting Parties. No reference is made to private law. Art. 36 merely serves as proof

of the authentic linguistic format of the Convention as it is bindhg between the state parties involved.

Such clauses have proliferated, especially since World War I, when states starteci to put more
emphasis on their respective nationalities and l a n g ~ a ~ e sThe
' ~ ~reason
.
why French was chosen as
the (oniy) language of the Warsm Convention 1929 is to be found in the mere fact that French was

---
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p
.
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-

.

Sand, "Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL,McGill, 1962), at p. 16
prefers the Latin derivate "dualistic" fiorn the Greek.
Arts. 35 A and 42 as introduced by Arts. XIV,XV of the Guatemala City Proroc011971 would have added to
this part of the Warsuw System. Nevertheless, the Protocol would have affected the W w s m Comention 1929 as
amended b y the Hague Proiocol1955 only, and it has never entered into force.
After Latin had beta the aaditional language of trraties, French took over that dominant position in the 18th
century. In order to safeguard an ordcrly solution of diffcrcnces betwecn states as to the contcnce of treaties
especially after World War 1, authcnticy clauses bccarne a common means. See Seidl-Hohenveidern,
"V6lkemht", n0.s 367-371 (pp. 99 et seq.); Hi& "Die Auslegung mehrsprachïgcr Vertrtige" (1973), pp. 5 ff.;
Tabory, "Multilinguaiism in International Law and Institutions"(1980), pp. 13 ff.
As to an example in the traditional practice of European courts sec RG (28. Sept. 192l 1 277/;! 1) RGZ 102,403
(404); RG (1 July 1926 IV 47/26) RGZ 1 14, 188 (190) [conceming the authenticy of the French and English
versions of the Treaty of Versuilles Treaty of Peuce m e n the Allied and Awociated Powers ami Germany,
28 lune 1919, 1 1 Martens Nouveau Recueil des Iraites (3d), 3231. Sec also 6VwGH (3 15.1957) ILR 1957,639.
James Buchanan & Co. Ltd Babco Forwarding d S h i p p i n g (UK)Lrd, [I 9771 3 AI1 E.R 1O48 = [ 19781 A.C.
141.

-

-

-

the diplornatic language of that

and accordingly the working language at the Warsaw

Conference was French (and as well had been at the Paris Conference of 1925). A f k World War I
French started to lose its prevalence as to diplornatic relations (as can be clearly seen in the Protocols
amending the Convention which are drawn up a s several authentic texts in different languages), and
Art. 36 is present merely to unambiguously prove the existence of a single copy. Thus, one must

conclude, that if Art. 36 is of any significance as to interpretation of the Convention, then it can only
be in relation to disputes between srote parties.

(d) Impacts on Private Law

Even though Art. 36 is, by its nature, a provision of pure public international lavv, there mal
some i m p a c ~on pnvate law in the broder context of the Convention.
When translating a set of legal d e s one encounters the difficulty of transferring legal notions and
saibols'So. This, of course, had already been taken into account prior to the W w s m Confireme.
Mrrkmov stated as early as 1927: "Each legai concept of a particula.legal system, even though it
has been intmduced to that legal system by way of a treaty, is organically linked with al1 its
concepts."'

'

Thus, a glimpse at the original French text may at lest be useful for the interpretaîion of
*

ambiguous parts of the Convention.
Mankiewicz, however, fin& that "by ratificationof convention, the ratifying state enacts the
agreed niles as national law and does not assume any M e r duw,ri52 . But there must be a deeper

-

-

---

-
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Sec note supra. See also S c 4 "Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL,
McGill, l96S), at p. 25.
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Supra.
Makarov, "Die mischenprivatrechtlichenNomen des L h h t s " , 1 Zeitschr.f.ges.LuftR (1 927R8), 1 50 ff.
( 187): "Freilich darf man aber auch nicht bchauptcn, daB die Emchtung eines Weltlufùccfitr alle mogiichea

Gesetzeskollisionen restlos abschaen wird. Prof. Schreiber hat schon Gelegenheit gehabt, hervornitieben, daB
auch ciam, wenn e h einbeitliches Recht vorhanden sein wird, die Gerichte der verschiedenen Staaten den
gleichlautenden Gesean eine in vielen Punkten voneinemder abweichende Anwendung gebcn werden. Der
Grund daRlr liegt in der Tatsache. d a jeder Rechtsbegriff einer butimmten Rechtsordnung, auch wenn er im
Wege eines Staatsvertmgcs eingeAUut ist, mit ihren s&ntlichen Begriffen orgaaisch verkntipft ist." [Translation
supplied].

meaning to this phrase than merely expressing the obligation to interaally enact a set of legal des.

That a different understanding would not entirely reflectthe obligations imposed by the Convention
is suggested by the titie of the Convention, displaying its purpose as "for the imificationy'of those
d e s laid down in Arts. 1-35. Thus a state that has ratified the Convention is not only under the
obligation to legislate on the national level, but if is aZso urged to fosfer unifrmity, scil. uniformity
according to the mode1 provisions of the convention1" . It becomes obvious that the obligation to
"enact the agreed d e s as national hm", as Mankiewicz puts it, does not only embrace the obligation

to enact national legisiation in fom of octs or statures, but the word "Zaw" suggests that aiso the
judicialfunctiom of a state in interpreting and appZying the Convention are i ~ n ~ l i e d.Accordingly,
"~
the courts have to render their decisioas with due respect to the wording of the "genetic fathery'of the

national legislation, to apply Makarov S tenninology lS5.

In Fothergill v. Monmch, Lord Roskill clearly points out the guideline:

In my judgment it is now clear that where the source of the legislation in question is
not the ordinary Parliamentary process, but is an international treaty or convention, it
is Iegitimate to look at that source in order to resolve ambiguities in the legislation
which has made those treaty or convention provisions part of the ordinary municipal
law of this country.156
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Mankiewicz, "Rechtsnormenkonfliktt zwischcn dem Warschauer Abkommen und dem Haager Protokoll", 5
ZLR (1956). 246 ff. (249); id. "Conflits entre la Convention de Varsovie et le Protocole de la Haye", 19
Rev.gen.air (1 956). 239 ff.
"[...] and unifomity is the purpose to be served by mon international conventions", Lord Sco~rnurin Fothergill
v. M o ~ c (
hH.L.),[1980] 2 Ali E.R 696 (at p. 715).
This, of course, is only valid to the extent a state government's international agreement to adhere the convention
binds the entire state. Whm on constitutional grounds the goverment agreement is rnerely understd as an
executive arrangement the is no binding force upon the courts in the absense of ratification of a constitutional
body acting on behaif of the entire staîe. Such problem has arisen in Britain with respect to the Bermuda [(II)
bilateral agreement with the United Stues: s a Pmr American WorldA i m q s v. Department of Trode (C.A.),
[1976] 1 Lloyd's L.Rep. 257 pcr Lord Denning. M X
This is clearly expressed &O in the Swiss case Obergericht Kanton ZIlrich (23 Jan. 1958). 8 ZLR (1959), 55 =
ASDA Bulletin 1958, Nr. 3. pp. 4 ff. (Froidevauxv. Sabenu), and in the BeIgian case Fischer v. Sabena (Trib.
prcm.inst. Bruxelles 1950), 4 Rev.f?.dr.a&ien (1950). 41 1. It should, however, be noted that in both countries
French is an officia1 language. and thercfore r c c o u may
~ well be sought to it more easily than in other
countries.
Fothergiflv. Monarch (H.L.),[1980] 2 Al1 E.R 696 (at p. 719).

In doing so they have to take into account decisions of courts ahd their interpretations in other
jurisdictions applying the Convention, too, as a part of the international obligation to foster
~ n i f ~ r r n i.t p ~

Lord WiIberfbrce, in Fothergill v. ~ o n m c h 'held
~ ~ that
. the tme significance of the French format
contrasted against a national translation resides in the fact that "it cannot be judged whether there is

an inconsistency between the two texts unless one looks at both".
The French text of the Wwscncr Convention 1929, therefore, serves as the cummon denominator of
any interpretation of the tex& and thus constitutes an important element of the unification process as

to pnvate international air law.

(e) Special Supplementary Legklatioa

The conclusion of the foregoing chapter (with respect to the impact of the French language on the
interpretation of any of the different "Warsaw Statutes", as Sand characterizes themlSg,by the state
parties) is arrived at due to the very genetics of the W m s m System itself - a system of parallelism of
"unifom" national laws dealing with international fact situations and being ail "organically

linkep 160 to the mode1 as agreed upon in the international treaty Warsaw Comention 1929.
Nevertheless, some States have adopted legislaiion supplementing the mere transformation of Arts.
1-3 5 of the Warsaw Convention 1929, according to which in case of any inconsistency between the

text in a state's national language as enacted by national legislation and the onginai French text, the
French text shall prevail'6' . Since this is the law e.g. in the United Kingdom, the House of Lords
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Fothergiifv. Monarch (H.L.),[1980] 2 Al1 E.R 696; Stag Line L d v. Foscolo, Mmgo & Co. Ltd. [19321 A.C.
328 (350), per Lord MacMillan. Riese, "Luftrecht"(1949), pp. 65 ff. (rendering numaous rcferences of al1
major legal systems); Kadea, "Fici ira - U.S. Supreme Court um Grenzziehung mischen Einheitsrecht und
IPR bemüht" (pending publication, envisaged for iPRax 1996, no. 5).
Fothergiii v. Monatch (HL.), [1980] 2 Al1 E.R. 696, at p. 699.
Sand, "Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL,McGill, 1962), at p. 26.
M a b o v , supra.
E.g. in the United Kingdom under thc Cmiage by Air Act 1961, sec. (1 ), subsection (2):
"If there is any inconsistency between the text in English in Part 1 of the Fim Schedule to this Act and the text in
French in Part II of that Schcdule, the rext in French shallpratail." [emphasis supplied].
Similady, the Civil Aviation (Carriers ' LWiIity) A ~ e d e nAct
t /Cth) 1991, sec. 8 (2) re&:

applied in its decision in Fothergill v. Mon&

the French text "as a part of our law"lQ . In

accordance with the principles outlined above, the statute applied in FothergilI v. M o m c h under

English law merely emphasizes the obligation that a state - in ail its functions including the exercise
of judicial hctions - is under the intemational obligation to foster uniformity. Therefore, the

principles applied by the House of Lords in Forhergiil v. Monmch do in fact apply aiso in other legal
systems; and thus the decision renders precedence in general.
It should however, be noted that a clear provision adds to the proliferation of an unambiguous

understanding not only of the Convention's substantive provisions but also to the method of how to
apply and interprete thernIg.

(f)

A Choice of Law Rule or an AncilIary to Iaterpretation?

The French text prevaiis in the case of conflicting interpretations, and, as was pointed out
earlier'64,the reference to the French format does not imply a reference to a "populat meaning"'65
but "to the meaning which the terms of the Convention have acquired in French

la^'''^^. AS a

seemingly logical deduction, it has been pronounced a "principle of the prevalence of the French legal
system when interpreting the Convention", such as cg. by

undb ber^'^', quaiifjhg this rnechanisrn as

an "indirect choice of law d e " , as Sand refers to it168.
"If there is any inconsistency between the text of a convention set out in a Schedule snd the text that would
result if the French authentic texts of the instruments making up the Convention were read and interpreted
together as one single document, the latter text prevais." [emphasis supplied].
"First, the problern of the French text. Being scheduled to the statute, it is part of our law", says Lord Scarman in
ForhergiII v. Monarch, ibd at p. 715.
As is stated by Goedhuis, "La Convention de Varsovie" (1933). p. 263:
"States can do usefil work, on the one hand, by complethg the d e s of the Convention in so far as they are
incomplete, on the other hanci, by providing an intcrprctation for thosc provisions which are not entirely clear,
tfius dissipating doubts regarding their m e rcrnaining." rbEnmenant en harmonie leurs ltgislaîions nationales
avec les régies internationales posées dans la Conventions, les Etais, peuvent faire o e m utile, d'une part, en
complétant les règles de la Convention en tant qu'elles sont incompibtes, d'autre part, en donnant aux
dispositions qui ne sont pas tout-&-faitclaires. une interprétation par laquelle tous les doutes au sujet de leur vrai
sens soient dissipés." - Engiish translation providedj.
Supra
in Zicherman v. KAL (1996), 1 16 S.Ct. 629 the use o f "popular tcrms" was discussed and rejected.
Sundberg, "Air Charter. A Study in Legal Development" (1961), n. 8 (p. 248 f.).
Sundberg, ibd., at p. 249.
Sand, "Choicc of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL, McGill, 1962)' at p. 21.

Ifthat was to be the case, then two consequences are conceivable: Either the reference is made to

French Iaw as was developed to the year of signing the Convention, Le. 1929 (one might c d it a
"fiozen reference"), or the reference collsfitutes a true recognition of the primacy of the French legal
system as it develops with time (as opposed to the former, a "'dynamic reference").

The former interpretation was discwed by the US Supreme Court in Zicherman v. K A L ' ~ Also
~.
analyzing its former judicial findings in Air France v. ~ak.s''~
and Eastern Airlines v. F70Yd"' ,
Justice Scalia held that (as to the question how to determine "damage" or "dommage", respectively.

under Art. 17 of the Wmsaw Convention 1929):

What is at issue here, however, is not simply whether we will be guided by French
legal usage vel non. Because, as earlier discussed, the dictionary meaning of the term
'dommage ' embraces hamis that no legal system would compensate, it must be
acknowledged that the term is to be understood in its distinctively Zegal sense - that is,
to mean only legafi'ycognizable hm. The nicer question, and the cntical one here, is
whether the word 'dommage' establishes cas the content of the concept 'legufl'y
cognkable hnnn ' what French law accepted as such in 1929. No case of ours provides
precedent for the adoption of French law in such detail. In Hoyd we looked to French
law to detexmine whether 'lésion corporelle ' indeed meant (as it had been translated)
'bodily injury' not to determine the subsequent question (equivaient to the question
at issue here) whether 'bodily injury' encompassed psychic injury. See 499 U.S.,at
536-540. And in Sah, once we had determined that in French legai terminoiogy the
word 'accident' referred to an unforeseen event, we did not M e r inquire whether
French courts wodd consider the event at issue in the case unforeseen; we made that
judgment for ourselves. See 470 U.S., at 405-407. 'n

-

Indeed, the method applied by the US Supreme Court reflects what is understood, in civil law

terms, by the two-prong approach to legal problems as to definition of legd criteria and subswnprion
(or subsurnlion) .173
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Zicherman v. KAL (1996). 116 S.Ct 629.
Air France v. Saks (US Supr-Cî. l98S), 18 CCH Avi. 18,538 = 470 U.S.392.
Eastern Airlines v. Floyd (USSupr. Ct. t 99l), 23 CCH Avi. 17,367 = 499 US. 530; affd in pt., rev'd in part.
remanded, ibd. I7,8 1 1.
Emphases original.
Se+ the methodologicd contributions by Engisch, "Subsumtionund Rechofonbildung", in: ~ r ~ t e s s o orfsthe
F m l i y of h v of the Heidelberg Unfwrsiry (ed), 'bRichteriicheRechtsforbildung. Erscheinungsfotmen,Auftrap
600-Jahr-Feierder Ruprccht-Karls-Univaitat
und Grcnzen. Festschrifi der Juristischen Fakultü!
Heidelberg" (Liber Amocorwn on the occasion of the 600rh anniversaty of the Ruprecht K d s Lhwersi~
Hei&/lbegi (1 986), 3 (at pp 3 ff.); Bydlimky, "luristische Methodenlehrc und Rechtsbegriff' (1982). at pp. 39 1

ff.

To draw the picture somewhat more clearly: Ifa legal norm, a d e , is dealt with, then the work of
the lawyer bound to resolve an actuai case requires two seps. First, he has to point out what the d e

is. Legai ternis have to be defined in order to make them comprehensible, or to draw legal
conclusions usable in a special given case nom an abstract idiom'" .The second step is the
subsumption, a process whereby the facts of the given case are brought ''under" the legal definitions

and critena as deduced for the case at issue. If it is legaily possible to connect the relevant facts of the
case with the legal dennitions and criteria, then the conclusion provided by the rule applies to the
case.

The US Supreme Court States in the passage quoted above that the subsumption has to be
conducted ody with respect to the Wmsaw System, a s applicable under the law of the USA. The
application of French law is explicitly denied.

The vaiidity of this statement is supported by three arguments, the first of which is aiso briefly
touched upon in Zichennan v. KAL:Legal notions Vary considerably, sometimes even ineconcilably,

nom jurisdiction to jurisdiction. This circumstance is so easily ascertainable that the negotiatos and
signatories of the Wmsaw Convention 1929 could not have been ignorant concerning it. Thus, it
cannor have bee? the "shared expectaîions of the contracting parties"'7s that French law, developed
under specific circumstances and tailor-made to fit French socio-economicand cultural ne&,

would

govern cases in foreign couanies whose societis live and develop under different circurnstances. To

import such foreign elements sou&

rather implausible.

The second point against the application of "French 1929 law" lies in the inter-temporal confiict of
the fact that it would compel the judicial bodies of every state party to study French legal history until
1929. To funher pursue such a view would, with ail due respect, result in absurdity.

This, however, leads to the last argument. If d other state parties' courts wouid not be allowed to
apply e.g. a French decision rendered in 1930, would then at least France be able to take a 1930
174
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"Konktctisierungunbestimmttr Rechtsbegtifft". A s to a comparative approach to the rnethod from a cornmon
law perspective sec Dainow, "The Civil Law and the Common Law: Some Points of Cornparison", 15
Arn.J.Comp.L. (1967), 419 (esp. at pp. 43 1 et seq.). Sec alsa Rheimtein, "The Approach", 34 1nd.L.J. (1959),
546 (esp. at p. 552).
Jusrice Scafiœin Zicherman v. KA L (1 W6), 116 S.Ct 629, quoting Justice O 'Connor in Air France v. Stah (US
Supr.Ct. 1985), 18 CCH Avi. 18,538 = 470 U.S. 392.

decision into account, since the Wmsow Cornienrion 1929 applies only by force of stute-inteml iaw
(supra) - which is French law, the aileged "law of the Convention" itself?! An answer in the

affirmative wouid again lead ad absurdum.

Anyway, al1 States apply the d o m Iaw as their national, intemal law. If state-parties were

willing to import French law into their domestic legal systems, this wouid be a major step affecting
the state-parties' sovereignties. As pointed out above, in the international arena, such a major step

would have to be expressed more clearly than by way of an indirect deduction nom kt.36 of the

on vent ion"^ . The derogating impact of an impon of foreign Iaw by the adoption of an international
convention on the national legal systems would be too momentous.
At the same tirne, this implies a denial of the "dynamic interpretation", the alternative to the

"fiozen interpretation" as mentioned above. One could even find that a recognition of the French
legai system including al1 its developments d e r the conclusion of the Wmsaw Comention in 1929,
would be a most exceptional recognition of a primacy of the French legd system. It is highly unlikely
that any state wouid accept such a clause in an international treaty not only because legal systems are

made to suit the needs of the specific social relations they affect, but also for prestigious reasons
(such a recognition of primacy could be easily understood as French political supenority). Neither
explicite nor implicite.
Retuming to the two step approach of legal interpretation, the ultimate significance vested in Art.
36 and the French format of the Convention is its significance as a decisive ancillary in the process of

definition of legal notions and legal criteria within the f'kmework of the Convention, expressing a
certain balance between the interests of carriers, passengers, and shippers/consignors/consi~ees.
Only at this abstract level can the French format of the Convention be of a prevaiiing character in the

case of ambiguities or deviations. The law that applies to facts, that is connected with the facts in the
course of subsumption, is the (intemal, national) law of the state party which govems the case.

176

On the method of interpretation of treaties: supra.

Thus, only as an ancillary means on an abstrsct ievel can one seek mourse to French legal
materiais as a reference in order to render the tenns of the French format of the Convention more
comprehensible. By no means can Art. 36 be considered an indirect choice of law d e .

(g) Conclusions for the Application of Conflicts Rule

Summarinng, the conclusions that have to be dmwn with respect to the effects on the rules of

conaicts of laws are:

(ai) The reference to the French format in Art. 36 of the Wmsaw Convention 1929 does not

constitute a reference into French law that would render it applicable to international carriages by air
(no choice of law provision). A provision of such a signincance would be drafted more explicitly and
unambiguously.

@b) In the course of iaterpreting the Convention, one has to carefuily determine very whether a
certain word, term or phrase of the Convention actually regdates the matter concemed, or whether it
rnerely mentions a legai consequence"' and exchdes the details fiom the scope of the Convention.

ui the latter case a true conflicts of laws situation arises. In order to properly determine the presence
or absence of a gap one has to compare the intemally enacted version of the Convention to the French
format of the Warsuw Convention 1929.

This applies not only to the Warsow Convenrion 1929, but to any international private law
convention.

2.
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The Approach to confkts of Laws

As was the case e.g. in Zichermun v. KAL (1996), 1 16 S.Ct 629, where the question was concemed whether the
Wmsmv Convention 1929, providhg in Art. 17 for the refovery of "dmnages",~0nstitUte~
a notion of damages
as of itsclf, or whether "damuges" in Art. 17 is the me= mentionhg of the legal consequence to tbe situation as
described in Art. 17, i.e. whether "&mages " only refen to domestic law in ordcr to specify the legaily
cognizable darnagcs. The Suprcme Court correctly took the latter point of vicw.

As ~uecklin~"*
obsenres, there is a general tendency to extend substantive law'"
99

force of the law to expand

180

.The "logical

is king celebtated as a glorious victory over the "horrorvacui " la' ,

the fear of having to confess that there is no d e as to a case at stake. Although e.g. in Zichennmi v.

KAL''~ the US Supreme Court only recently showed that a "no d e approach" under the WQTS~V
Convention does not mean that there is no solution to the case'83,contexnporary approaches to legal

problems in today's constantiy narrowing world, which is witnessing the globalization of trade and
industries, are undoubtedly attracted to the ideal of d o n n i t y l " . This attraction is not a ment

appearance, as is revealed when giving regard to the ~ o m a n ~ r a e t owho
r ' ~ de
~ facto governed the
law "in that he applies equity, wherever he fin& a gap,9186 . Objections, however, do not only have to
be raised against the latent danger of a violation of the maxim iusfacere non putuit underlying

modem notions of separation of powers, checks and balances ("Gewaltenteilung'>.The nIling of

sometimes merely assumed "gaps" must aIso be strikingiy decovered as "a sentimental allocation of

-

Bueckiing, " ~ i Freiheiten
e
des Weltraumrechts und ihre Schranken", in: Bûcks~iiegel)/Benks,"Handbuch des
Weltraumrechts" (1 991), at pp. 55 ff.
Ibd at p. 69.
"Die 'logische Expansionskrafi des Rechts'", ibd [translation provided].
Ibd
Zichermcrn v. KAL ( 1996), 1 16 S.Ct 629.
The Court identified a gap in the WQTSLIW
nile and filled it witb domestic law.
In numerous cases, the courts couId not resist to &endand stretch provisions of uniform law in order to achieve
an interpretation pertaining to the court's considerations as to justice and equity. See e.g.: FrunkfinMiw Corp. v.
TWit (2nd Cir. 1982), [1984] 1 Lloyd's L. Rep. 220 = 690 F.2d 303; rev'd under TWii v. F r d i h Mirü (1984),
466 U.S.243 = 80 l.Ed.2d 173 = [[1984] 2 Lloyd's 1.Rep. 432 = 33 ZLW (184), 23 1 [currency]. As to this issue
see the note by Rudoyin 33 ZLW (1984), 23 1. Sec also Murtinez. "Article 22 of the Warsaw Convention and
Frunklon Mint v. W A ",16 Corne11 1nt.L.W~.(1983), 397. Sec further the critical discussion by Wiedemunn,
"Die Haftungsbegrrnnug des Lftfiachiführcrs nach d m Warschauer AbkommenB*
(1987), at pp. 193 ff. Husserl
v. Swissair (S.D.N.Y.1973), 12 CCH Avi. 17,637 = 351 F.Supp. 702 = [tg731 U.S.Av.R 825; a d (2nd Cir.
1973), 485 F.2d 1240; Husserl v. Swissuir II (S.D.N.Y.1975), 13 CCH Avi. 17,603 = 388 F.Supp- 1238 = Air
Law 1976,262 [notion of ''damage" in Art. 17 WC bmad interpretation]. A i r F r m e v. Sok (1985), 470 U.S.
392 as to the notion of accident in Art. 17 WC, for the more logical narrow approach sce the critique by
Schmid in: GiemullcvSchmid "Waschauer Abkommen", Art. 17, nos 8 ff. Duy v. TWA (2nd Cu. 19761, 13 CCH
Avi. 18,145 = 528 F . 3 3 1; Evmgelznos v. 7 X A (3rd Cir. 1977), 14 CCH Avi. 17,612; for a cntique ofa tao
broaden understanding sec Schmid, ia: GiemuiIa~Schmid"Waschaua Abkommcn". Art. 17, no.s 16 ff.; Kadietz,
"Passagiertranspon und Warrchauer Abkommm in den USA: Mechodische Unscharfen bei der Hmdhabung
internationalen ~ ehts"'u
c
(pending publication, envisaged for IPRax 1996, no. 5).
Supra
Binder, "Philosophie des Rcchts" (1925), at p. 987.

-

-

gentleness aud hardship according to unsteady ~tandards"'~'. It is this the scenario that the m e r s
and negotiators of private international air law did not agree upon: uniform law is a comrnon

denomiaator (and probably the lowest), as found by the delegates of the different states and culîures
sitting ai the drafting and negotiating tables. Equitaùle filiing of gaps, which they did not agree upon,
is not embraced by the "unified law" adopted in private air law conventions because of a la& of

agreement due to the (sornetimes irreconcilable) differences in standards, notions, cultural habits, and
even religious influences. Therefore, the humor vacui has to be encountered

- and overcome, since

matters which are abandoned by the unifonn law convention are simply "abandoned to that national

law which would be recognized as competent by the principles of pnvate international ~aw"'~'.
The mie objective of the conflicts of laws is to ascertain the law which is recognized as competent

to resolve the case in substance (as far as uniform law does not provide for a solution). The question
is how to ascertain that substantive law, what are the appropriate criteria?
Since the private law of aviation is especially concemed, the legal issues to be touched upon are
obligationes (as to the different kinds of contracts ~achingnom labor law to contracts of carnage

and to finance structures, and beyond), rei (especially securities in aircraft finance), and personae
(happenings such as mamage or last wills done aboard an aircraft, even though these rarely occurlg9).
This variety of issues indicates that it is uniikely that a common most-suitable solution will be found,
i.e. point of contact (Ankn&ip@mgspunkt),for al1 matters concemed. Despite the small probability for a

general solution'g0,it may well be possible to find solutions equally applicable at least to a certain
number of issues, and possibly to deduct some generd prhciples, too. This study will try to formulate

a thesis as to contractual obligations in private air law.

b) The Approach to International Conflicts

187
188
189

190

Heaémann, "Die FIucht in die GeneralklaustIn"(19331, at p. 75: "eh sentimentales Vertcilen von Milde und
Hllr<enach ungesictierten MaDstitben" (English translation suppl ied].
DeVisscher, "Les conflits de lois en rnatierc de droit aMen", 48 Rec.des Cours (1934-II),285, at p. 332: "Ces
problèmes devront être tranchks selon lois nationales." @nglish translation provided].
These aspects are thereforc excluded h m the scope of this study. For a discussion sec e.g. Milde. "The
Problems of Liabilies in International Carriagc by Air" (1963),at pp. 79.135.
n i e (in)famous "Patentltisung", a single universal clou rcady ta solve every probiem.

As "eccentnc" as the professors of the law of con8icts have been cbaracterizedLg',as multicolored
are the variety of different solutions and doctrines to the confiicts of laws problem presented. The
variety extends h m rather old, almoa ancient rnaxims to new, specialized solutions, some

cornervative, some revolutionary, others tailormade ody for very specific issues or societies a d
their legd systems.
Private autonomy, the wiad blowing into the saiis of modem approaches, cerrainly favors the
parties' choice as to the applicable law. In the case that there is w ascertainable or no vaiid choice

(these problems wiU be discussed infio, it is necessary to quale cenain points of contact as
appropriate for the determùiation of the applîcabIe law. Once again, recourse must be sought to the
prevailing notion of private autonomy, and thus detexmine the appropriate law nom the standpoint of
the parties of the contract of caniage. A government rnay have an interest in the application of its

own law once a case is pending before one of its law courts. Nevertheless, "it is obvious that no court
can do justice if it refuses absolutely to recognize the existence of a foreign Iaw or of any right
acquired t h e ~ u n d e r ".' ~
The
~ exclusive application of the substantive lex for& ththerefore, does not

serve the purpose of substantiaijustice. Moreover, in the arena of intemationally d e d law it merely
transfers the choice of law problem imo a choice of jurisdiction problem florurn shopping),instead of
rendering a solution. Therefore, the problem of an international balance of the factors influencing the
detennination of the applicable law stilJ remaindg3. On the one hand it is believed that a single
confiicts d e should govern dl passengers and shippers of cargo and other persons aboard an ahraft

unif~mily'~~.
On the other hami, if private autonomy is the recognized and prevailing principle of
private law, then a d o m treatment does not have to be a necessary cnterion. Obligations are of a
relative ~ïitttue,and the law governing the relationship may depend on the parties and the contents of
-

-
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Supra
Grmesan, "The Conflict of Laws" (5 ed 1965), at p. 8.
Kegel, "Internationales Privamcht" (6 ed. 1987). at p. 54 uses the tam "intemationalpnvatrecnt1icne
Gerechtigkeit."which Juenger. "Choice of Law and Multistaîc Justice"(1993), at p. 69 translates as "confiicts

justice".
Capers, K'htemationalcrLuftr;msportrecht" (1WO), at p. 12; Riese, "Intaiationaiprivatrcchtliehe Probleme auf
dem Gebiete des Luftrcchts", 7 ZLR (1958), 271 (280); Milde, "Conflicts of Laws in tbc Law of the Air", 11
McGill L.J. (1965), 220 (245).

the contract. One would like to agree with von SaVigny that the purpose of the legal d e s is to serve
private interests rather than vice versa'95.Certainly the latter solution might be considered preferable

for the convenience of the l a v e r . But does this collstitute an asset superior to the requirernent that

the law has to balance social interests appropriately?! The answer must be in the negative. Ln von
Savigny 's system, the siîus of the concerned legal relationship has to be determinedlg6.Also

involving the criterion of predictability'97, in the most ideai case such situs (which ever method
might apply to determine) will create congruence of individual justice and the more or less

subconscious expectatiom of the parties to the contract of carriage, i-e. those cin:iunst.uices that
would have been reasombly coatemplated by the parties if they had considered the issue. Howeve-

this approach will scarcely bring about decisionai harmony among alI the courts in the world and has
in its entirety been criticized as an "ideal [that] will forever rernain a phantom

Y,

198

.Some

commentators may therefore draw the conclusion that for practical purposes "a choice-of-law d e
need not achieve perfect justice at any time it is invoked in order to be preferable to a no-ruie
approach

199

. This represents the logical antonym of an allegedly more "modem"

approach which

recniits more "policy aspects"2o0for its opposition against the classical doctrine20' .
Basicdly, the.points of contact being subject to discussion in the conflicts of laws arena have not
changed202;the discussion merely circles around a different ernphasis on each of them203. It does not

Sovigny, "System des heutigen RUmischen Rechts" IV (1 8@), at p. 1 16.
Ibd. at pp. 108, 1 18, 120,200.
Sec Riese, "IntemationalprivatrechtlicheProblcme auf dem Gebiete des Luftrrchts", 7 ZLR (1958), 271 (280);
Milde, "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 11 McGiII L.1. (1965), 2 0 (245).
See Juenger, Thoice of Law and Multistate Justice" (1993). p. 69 citing Fritz Sturm.

Rosenberg, "A Comment on Reich v. Pwcelr', 15 UCLA L.Rev. (1968), 641 (644).
Sand, "Choice of Law in Conûacts of International Camage by Ai"r (Thesis, IASL, McGill; 1962), at p. 62.
Generally see the modem American approaçhes especially the "better law approach", usually amibuted to L e m
( s e e.g. Lejar, "Conflicts Law: More than C h o h Influencing Considerations", 54 Calif.L.Rev. [L966]1584),
and the "govemmcntal interest analysisyyas shapcd by Currie (saCurrie, "Selected Essays in the Conflict of
Laws" [1963]). For a ment anaiysis sce BriIm~)ner,"The Role of Substantive and Choicc of Law Policies in the
Formation and Application of Choice of Law Rules*', 252 Rcc. des Corn 1995,9 (esp. ch. UI on "Subsîantive
Policies and thcir Role in Choice of Lawy').
Although usually equally allocated to the "Amcrican Conflicts Revolution'*,Beale 's "vested rightsY*-approach
takes more fiom von Srrvigny than h m what subsequently shapcd "tme" policy approaches. See e.g. Beaie, "A
Treatiese on the Conflicts of Laws" III (1935), 1950-1975.
See list supra.
It may be considered a typical appeanincc that cg. Mil&, "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", I I McGill
L.J. (1965), 220 (245-247) does not conclude his evaluation with a clearly satisfying result. Even before Riese,

appear too surprising, therefore, that &r scholarly legal approaches had not brought about any
convincing solutions, authors were atîracted by the emerging American "revolutionary" ideas204.

The so-called "choice of law mrolution" in the

USA^"

is pmbably the most important example

displaying a departure fiom traditional notions of confiïcts problems. Many ideas have evolved in this
process which have been celebrated especiaiiy with respect to air disaster ~ i t i ~ a t i .oNevertheless,
n~~

as these protagonists themselves admit, these attempts to a "sensible and far more flexible fimctional
approach to the resolution of choice-of-law problems"207 are not free nom legal turbulences in which
one witnesses "the courts' use of terminology and techniques fiom competing methodologies".
Moreover, in the course of what is characterized as "judicial eclecticism", the approaches applied by
the courts are observed to show a "tendency to pick and choose fiom cornpeting approaches

fashioning a solution to a particular choice of law problem"208.As A s e i d e r exempIarily presents
and highly recommends in his matise on the Amencan way of handling the conflicts problems, it is
important to convince the court of a materid and substantive bias in the application of any other than

the favored legal system209. This approach does in fact require a substantive and materid multi-

prong examination of a number of different legal evaluations of the case: At f h t the case has to be
solved according to al1 legal systems that can possibly have a comection with the case; then one
compares the muterial and substantive outcornes of the different solutions; and naally one decides on
which is the most favorable solution. The problem, however, will always be to jus@ why one

"Lufùecht" (1949), at pp. 394-397 had described the situaiion in his concluduig rernarks as "yet uncertain"
("[...] wie ungewil3 die Entscheidung der angedeuteten koliisionsrechtlichenFragen heute noch kt").
See e.g. Smd, "Choice of Law in Contracts of international Carriage by Ait" (niesis, IASL, McGiil; 1962), at
pp. 63-65 who was obviously dissaîisncd with the traditional approaches.
A very recent ovenriew is given by Briimayer, T h e Role of Substantive and Choice of Law Policies in the
Formaîion and Application of Choicc of Law Rules", 252 Rec. des Cours 1995,9.
See esp. Kreindler, Aviation Accident Law (Iooseleaf), ch. 2, 5 2.02.
KieindZer, ibd at p. 2-6; quoting R LejIdr, L McDougal. R Feiir, "Arnerican Conflicts Law" (2 ed. 1!Mg), at p.
29 1, who as amaiter of fha, howcver, do not take such a m n g view.
Kieindfer himseIE ibd at p. 2-8, quotes these passages fiom Westbrook, "A Survey and Evaiuation of
Competing Choice of Law Methodologies: A Case for Electicism", 40 Mod.L.Rev. (1975), 408 (409). See also
the ves, perceptive analysis by Juenger,"Choice of Law and Multistate Justice" (1993), at pp. 139 ff.
Kreinder, ibd at p. 2-1 1, refers to Kilberg v. Northeast Airfines (1961), 9 N.Y.Zd 24 = Il 1 N.Y.S.2d 133 = 172
N.E.2d 526, where he in his pleadings argued that in a case where a New York citizen, who had lived al1 his life
in New York and had becorne a victirn to an aircrash in Massachusetts, the damages should be awarded accoding
to New York law because it allowed for higher compensation than the "archaic" (ibd) Iaw of Massachusetts.
fieinder argued that the fog that caused the aircrash could have occurred in Massachusms as well as in New
York or anywherc else.

solution is favorable in its materid and substance, and to predict the reasoning. In Kilberg v.

~ o r r h e a~t i r l i n e s ~e.g.
" Massachusetts law constitutes a trade-off between air carrier and passenger
interests, hence a certain limitation of liability. 1s Massachusetts law inapplicable merely because

Massachusetts law allegedly does not have an interest to be applied to a New York citizen who had
lived al1 his life in New York where such limitation does not exist? Wbat would the solution be if the
victhn were without a steady place of residence - why should such a person be subject to a different
Iegal system even though he might have k e n carrieci under an identical contract of carriage and

victim to the same aircrash?
Such unpredictable and unsteady jurisprudence motivated Ehrenzweig to a simple solution which.
neverthekss, was based on vastly extensive scholarly studies thai cannot be overestimated2" .Not
without elements of ~~nicisrn~'~,
he concluded in his analysis that, in practice, courts are strongly
attracted by the law that the decidingjudges h o w the best: the Zexfori. The onerous extent to which
this is true, especially of aviation litigation, was shown in Sand S analysis2"

.

As a tme leader of the cbchoice-of-law
revolution" - although his thoughts had already been

aniicipated by Wüchter more than a century before2I4 - ~ w r i e ~the
' ~acknowledged
,
pioneer of the

famous American "governmentai interest analysis,9216 ,found that a state wiil usually have an interest
&

Supra
Ehrellf~eig,"Private International Law. A Comparative Treatise on American international Confkts Law.
uicluding the Law of Admiraity" (1967).
See ibd at p. 5 1.
Smd, "Choice of Law in Contracts of Intemationai Carriage by Air" (Thesis, iASL, McGill; 1962) examined
more than IO0judicial dccisions as to matters of international air transportation. He ascertained what earlier in
this thesis has been described as a "horneward trend" of the courts: they tend to appiy theu own substantive law.
Sec aiso a later evaiuatio by S . "'Parteiautonomie' in intemationden Luflbeforderungsve~en",18 ZLW
(1969),2OS (esp. 2 10 ff.). As to the "homewurdtrend" see also supra
WCichter,''mer die Collision der Privatrechtsgeseat verschiedener Staaten" @art 1 ), 24 AcP (184 l), 230;
(ptarts 2,3 & 4), 25 AcP (IWZ), 1; 161; 361.
For an evaiuation of Wdchter 's theories sec Sandmonn, ''Gmdlagen und EinfluB der
intcmationalprivatrccIitlichen Lehrc Cari Georg von Wttchters" (1979); Naàeimann, "Wkhter's Essay on the
Collision of Private Laws of Differcnt States", 13 Am.l.Comp.L. (1963), 4 14.
On the Wdchter 3 role as a prethinker of Currie 's as weil as Ehremeig S approaches see Bo&, "New Trends
in ihe Conflict of Lawsl', 28 Law & Conternp.Roblems (1963). 673 (at 675 in N.9): "The sirnilatities between
the views of Curric and Wiichtcr a haundred years earlier has been observed before"; Wengler. ' m e
Significance of the Principle of Equaiity in the Conflict of Laws", 28 Law & Contemp.Probiems ( 1963) 822 (at
829 in N.3 1): "Currie's thcories arc rcminiscent of those advanced by Cari Georg von Wachter more than a
hundrcd years ago."
Brainerd Cwrie, "Notes on Methods and Objectives in the Conflict of Laws",(1959) Duke L.J. 171. Reptinted
in: Cwrie. "Selected Essays in the Conflict of Laws" (1963), at pp. 177-187.
Sec Tetiey, "International Conflicts of Laws:Civil, Cornmon and Maritime" (1994), at p. 12.

in the application of its own law which merely reflects its social, economic or administrative policy.
Although Cumie recognked that there are hue andfuise conflicts, i.e. that not every legal system
having contact to the facts has a genuine interest in its application, he promoted the application of the
[exfori in almost every case. His appmach was d c i z e d as lacking the necessary degree of equity

and balance of the discovered interests2" . Later on, Van Mehren a . ~rautman*"Ltroduced a
system giving a guideline on how to weigh the interests involved without such an inaexible recourse
to the lexfori. ~axter~''proposed another approach to the evaluation of interests in his "comparative
impairment theory", requiring the court to decide which states' interest wili be least impaired by the
application of a legal systemuO. This appmach has been influentid in i al if or ni?' ,in Louisiana

where it is reflected in some revised conflicts provisions of the Civil codeUZ,and also slightiy
modified in New york* . in the Restatement Second of 1969, l?eeseZ4 used Monts ' "most
significant relation de9'= and impfemented a modified version into an approach which is not fiee

fiom ambiguities. As T'deyzt6 cogentiy displays, the Restatement Second 1969 introduces two
concepts, "interests" and "policies", in sec. 6 (b) and (c); and then refers to sec. 6 in gened in the
sections dealing with contracts (sec. 188) and torts (sec. 145) in particular. The Iogical conclusion to
be drawn is that both "interests" and "policies" as elements of the interest anaiysis and the most

significant relationship are "inextricably linked in the Restatement second"U7.

A. E. Anton, "Private International Law" (2 ed. t WO), at p. 41. See also Scoles & Hiy1"Conflict of Laws" (2 ed.
1992), at pp. 583-59 1.
T h e Law of Multistatc Problems" (1965), at pp. 341-375.
Bmterl "Choice of Law and the Feded System", 16 Stan.L.Rev. (1963), 1.
For m e r interpretation of the "comparative impairment"approach see Morris, "The Conflict of Laws" (4 ed.
1993), at p. 455; Che~hwe& North, "Rivate International Law" (12 ed. 1992), at p. 34.
See e.g. Traveiiers Insurance Co. v. Warkmen 's Compemation Appeah Board (1967), 68 Cal3d 7; 64 CaLRptr
440. Horowitz, "The Law of Choicc of Law in Califoniia: A Restatcment", 21 U.C.L.A.L.Rcv. (1974), 719.
Sec Arts. 3519; 3537; 3542.
Istim Inc. v. Chemicai Bank (1991), 78 N.Y.2d 342.
Willis LM.Reese, a professor of Columbia University, served as the reporter for the Amcrican Law Institute. As
to his personal views set e.g. Reest?, "Choice of Law: Ruics or Approach", 57 CorneIl L.Rcv. (1972X 3 15.
Morris, "The Pmper Law of a Tort", '64 Hw.L.Rev. (195 1). 881; at p. 888 refen to "the proper iaw" as "[...] the
law which, on policy grounds, sccms to have the most significant comection with the chah of acts and
consequences in the particular situation before us." S o m prcparatory thoughts arc already iound in hi eariier
publication: "Torts in the Conflict of Laws", 12 Mod.L.Rev. (1949), 248.
"International Conflicts of Laws: Civil, Cornmon and Maritime'' (1994), at p. 13.
Teiley, ibd

In re Paris Air Crash, a California Court held that these approaches comtitute an 'iinanswerable
enigma9,228
As Juenger exceilently comments: "eclecticismcodifiebYg

lllinoist-'* and

exa as*'

.

e.g. apply an interpretation of this d e . ~ e $ t # ~ replaced the task of

evaluating each states' or govemment's interests with a list of "choice innuencing fact~rs'"~.

Although Le@

himself put equal emphasis on each of the choice influencing considerations, regard

has been given only to the Iast of these considerations: the "better d e of
takes this a step m

la^''^^. MIiDougd 1f15

e r when he promotes a %est d e of law" theory, according to which, instead of

choosing between two interests, one must "first identiQ ail interests",

Le. 'the interests asserted by

the decision makers of ail significantly affecteci states,5236 . Subsequently, McDougal II' attempts the
"development

and application of tmmnaîional laws", a ius gentium to resolve transnational

disputesu7.Not only does this appmach remind one of earlier attempts by ~irelmunn*~and
~ r a n k e n s t e i nbut
~ ~ here
,
the characterization of this approach as "substantive" and c?eleoiogical'240
is also justified to an even higher degree than Le+

f approach24'. F

S y , classifications mch as

In re Paris Air Crash of March 3, 1974 (C.D.Ca1. 1975), 399 FSupp. 732, at p. 741.
Juenger, ~ h o i c of
e Law and Multistate Justice" (1993). at p. 105.
Champagnie v. W.E. O'Neill Constr. Co. (1979). 77 Ill.App.3d 136; 395 N.E2d 990.
Duncan v. Cessna A ircrafl (Tex. l984), 665 S. W.2d 4 14.
Lepur & McDougal, "American Conflicts Law" (4 ed. 1 986). esp. at p. 279; Lejar, "Conflicts Law:More Than
Choice Influencing Considerations", 54 Calif.L.Rev. (1%6), 1584.
(1) predictability of mults; (2) maintenance of interstate and international order; (3) simplification of the
judicial task; (4) advancement of the fonun 's govermentai intensts; (5) application of the better rule of law.
For concise evaiuations see Tetiey, L"hternatiodConflicts of laws:Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994), at p.
14; Juenger, "Choice of Law and Multistate Justice" (1993), at pp. t O3 ff,
See e.g. the application of this approach in Hawaii, Minnesota, and Wisconsin:
Cuiifornia Federai Swings & Lorm Assoc. v. Bell (1987), 735 P.2d 499; Hinre v. State F m Fire & Caudty
Co. (Minn. 1979), 284 N.W.2d 829, c m . den. (1980), 444 U.S. 1032; Schlosser v. Afis-Chalmers Corp. (1978),
86 Wisdd 226; 27 1 N.W.2d 879 rcsptctively.
See also Tetlqv, '"International Conflicts of Laws:Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994), at p. 14 (who also
mentions New Hampshire); Scoles & Hay, uConflict of Laws" (1992), at pp. 600404; Juenger,"Choice of Law
and Multistate Justice" (1 993), pp. 103- 105.
McDougul III, ''Toward Application of the Best Rule of Law in Choice of Law Cases", 35 Mercer L.Rev. 483.
Ibd at p. 484.
McDougal III, "Private International Law: rus Gcntium Versus Choice of Law Rules or Approaches", 38
Am.J.Comp.L. (1990), 521 (at pp. 521; 537).
Zitehann, ''Internationales Privatrccht", 2 vol's (1897- 1903).
Frankenstein, "Internationales Privatrecht3', 4 vol's (1926-1930).
Tetley, "international Conflicts of Laws: Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994) at p. 1 S.
Leflar 's approach had been criticized as 4'teleologicalor substantive" by B o r c k s , "The Choicc-of-Law
Revolution: An Empirical Study", 49 Wash. & Lee L.Rev. (1992), 357 (364).

-

"substantive", '?eleologicai", 'imilaterai'', and cLrnultilatdare abandoned by ~ u e n ~ ewho,
r~~~,
arriving at his own substantive, tefeological approach, proclaims that the proper law be chosen by

result-oriented conflict nila in order to attain a just soiution. The goal is the achievement of "stabiiity
and faimess9,243 .Juenger S scholarly snidy, appreciated as "a convincing plea to recognize that USA
courts are aiready applying the substantive approach in the conflicts of ladJ*, certainly matches its
self-assigned ultimate objective, to provide for "multistate justice", to create "a new ius

It is a matter of course, even for a civil law jurisdiction, to include the practice of law courts into
the development of conflicts of laws des. The brief evaluation of the American conflicts revolution,
however, reads like a series of restatements, a scholarly reaction to the course of US American court
decisions, sometimes rather hopeful (such as Leflar, McDougd and Juenger), sometimes rather
resigned (such as Ehrenzweid. Juenger, who cirafieci a new tort conflicts d e for products liability
cases246,may at present be considered as the prime mover of the Amencan development (although

nobody would expect to see him fiee fkom ~riticisrn~~'
). His approach - as well as any of the

-

American approaches, theories, d e s , etc. is a substantive, material, and (as it is often put) a
teieologicai one. .

This type of "Multistate justice" on the one hand embraces - to apply a dictum of a Minnesota
Supreme Court Judge which seems to be well in line with the Amencan deveiopment in general - "a
consideration that must inevitably influence the decision of a cowt [in] its research for the 'better
law' - one that to the court appears to present a souder view [...]. This is, of course, the way any

court worth its sait selects the law it uses.,9248 ccMultistate justice" in this said sense, on the other
242
243
244
245
246
247

248

Juenger. "Choicc of Law and Muftistate Justice" (1993), at pp. 86-88,
Ibd at p. 86.
Tedey, "International Confiicts of Laws: Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994) at p. 15.
Juenger, "Choice of Law and Multistate Justice" (1993), at p. 193. See aiso at p. 236: "multistatejustice [...] to
be dispensed everywherc".
Juenger, "Choice of Law and Mdtistate Justice" (1993), at pp. 196 et seq.
Borchers. "The Choice-of-Law Revoiution: An Empirical Study", 49 Wash. & Lee L.Rev. (1992), 357 (383 f.);
Lowenfeld, "Friedrich K. Juenger: 'Choice of Law and Multistatc Justice'", 88 Am.J.int-L. (1 994). 1 84; Sedler,
"Professor Juenger's Challenge to the Interest Anaiysis Approach to Choicesf-Law: An Appnciation and a
Response". 23 U.C. Davis L.Rev. (1990). 865. Sec ais0 Juenger 's response: "Govemmcntal laterest Anslysis
and Multistate Justice: A Reply to Rofcssor Sedler", 24 U.C. Davis L.Rev. (1990), 227.
Heath v. Zellmer ( 1 967), 35 Wis.2d 578 (598 f.) = 15 1 N.W.2d 664 (673 f.), pet Heflermman J.

hanci, can onl'y be applied to a federal system consisting of rather independent individual legal
systems, ifone condition is met: A prerequisite will always be certain common denominators, such as

culture, language, education, economy, administration and their reflections in law - just as e.g. in the
USA. A "bettermest law approach" or a "comparative impairment" anaiysis would be difficult, if not

impossible, to conduct if the legd systems invoived are such as Nepal, Saudi Arabia, Argentina, and

Oregon.The amount of resources required to resolve the case in each of the four very different legai
systems would already be considerable - and, moreover, who to decide that a case is "better

govemed" by either of these legal systems?
Another concept, the concept of "govemmental interest analysis" as brought by Reese imo the
Restatement Second of 1969, has been compared to von Savigny 's legd relationship theory. At the
same tirne, however, it must be conceded that the "dationship" in Reese 's concept consists of the

states' or govemment's

inter est^^^^. This vastiy differs h m von Savigny 's notion, which locates the

situs of a legal relationship in the relationship between the parties, i.e. in aprivate bipolar

relationship. Leamed authoa who are more concemed with t d y international cases than with
muitistate jurisdictions agree that in the field ofprivate law as a general d e state interests do not
have to prevai12S0.From a very modem perspective there may be some restrictions to von Savigny S

approach, especially for the sake of consumer protection to preventfiaus legis (evasion). The
principle, however, should remain the fostenng of j ustice on the basis of private autonomy, which is
better served by von ~avi&'s approach than by Reese 'S.
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Tetley, "International Conflicts of Laws: Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994)' at p. 24.
Kegei, 'The Crisis of Conflict of Laws", 1 12 Recueil des Cours (19644), 90 (at p. 182); Heini, "Privat-oder
'Gemein' -Interessen im intemationalen Privatrccht?", 92 Z SchweizR (1973), 3 8 1 (3 88); Jayme, "Zur Krise des
'Govemmental interest Approach'", in: LudwitdSchroder, "Internationales Piivairecht und Rechtsvergleicbg
im Ausgmg des 20. Jahrhunderts Bewahrung d e r Wendc? Festschrift fllr Gerhard Kegelw(1977), 3 59 (at pp.
360). At p. 366,J q m e ascertahs: "Consideringthe latest development of the 'governmental interest approach',
it is obvious tbat it constitutes raïber an obstacle to the wo* of the courts than that it is pcrtaining to it. The lack
of ascertainment of fundamentai mtchanisms of the conflicts of laws has rtndered the new approach useless as
to legal pratice. Camplainhg rcmarks of the judges increase. The consequcnces are uncenainty and
arbitrariness." "Betrachtet man die jüngste Entwicklung des 'governmental interest approach', so fgllt vor
ailem auf, daB er die Entscheidungen der Gerichte eher behindcrt ak fordert. Die mangeInde Einsicht in
Grundmechanismen des Kollisionstcchts hat ciam geführt, daD sich die neue Methode in der Praxis ais
unbrauchbar erweist. Unmuts~uBerungender Richter nchmen m. Unsicherheit und WillkUr sind die Folge."

-

-

[translation suppiied].

The consequences to be cirawn h m the recognition that the relevant relationships areprhate law
relationships, are twofold:

Fïrst, as TetZey precisely describes itul ,Juenger, McDougaZ, L e m and weintraubZ2, in their
theories, reflect the American propensity to treat dl persons to a single event identically although
their interests, claims, and rights may be diffemit In f-

in a system of privaîe autonomy where

parties can choose whether and under which conditions they w i U contract, the necessity to treat

persons being parties to dzgerent contracts equally does not cogently emerge. (Onemay,however,
also add that - in a complementary situation - a necessity to treat persons differently in tort based
actions remains unproved, either.)

Secondly, as Kegd points outs3 ,the Amencan approach of constantly intermingling policies of

substantivejustice with the law of conflicts results in an obscure vanishg of conflicts law in the
"'black hole' of substantive law". Justice with respect to the private interests must be a private
internationaljustice, a conflics justicez4. Conflicts justice vests a due degree of respect as to foreign
legal systems and the cultures reflected by them. Substantivejustice, as a second step, has to be
sought by the proper appiication of a particular legal system to a relationship; and where thefonrm

state wants to safeguard
.
minimum substantive requirements (e.g. with respect to consumer protection
or labor law), ordre public reservatioas and mandatory clauses m a y be used to a reasonable extent.

There has, of course, been as much great admiration among European scholars for the American

conflicts theories as in the

USA^'^ ;neverthefess it seerns that the international approach to resolve

the conflicts of laws might take a direction which is different fiom these very modern, but as ''singlecountry muiti-jurisdiction" inherently restricted d e s .
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Tettey, "International Confiicts of Laws: Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994), at p. 16, n. 44.
Weintraub, "Commentary on the Conflict of Laws" (3 ed. 1986).

Kegef, '"Paterna1Home and D m Home: Traditional Conflict of Laws and the Arnerican Refonnerst*.27
Am.JC0mp.L. (1979). 6 15 (6 17).
It may not be overlooked, however, that also Kegel admitîed thaï "even if conflicts justice has prcference on
principle it m u t =mat in senow cases bchind substantive justice"; dthough the de-excepion relation is
clcarly expressed: 1bd. at p. 632.
Set e.g. Siehr. ''Domestic Relations in Eumpc Economic Equivalents to Americsn Evolutionistsy',30
Arn.J.Comp.L. (1982), 37 (7 1); Kegel, "The Crisis of Confiin of Laws",T h e Cnsù of Conflict of Laws", 1 12
Recueil des Cours (1964-II),90 (at pp. 180-182). Apparcntly, Axel Flessner is ific most ment protagonist of a
"substantivejustice and equity" approach to the conflicts of laws in Europe who thoroughly elaborated his
approach in a treatise. See Flessraer, UIntemscnjwisp~denz
im intemationalen Privaîrccht" (1 990).

The revolutionary eiement in the Amencm approach is vested in its endeavor for substantive
justice, involving an essential elexnent of prejudice as to substantive lawz6.

The classical approach,

however, mes to avoid such prejudice. The reasons for that this classical approach proves pertinent to
the solution of the conflicts of laws question are manifold:

The "Amencan Conflicts Revolution,9257 is national in its theory and practice. It has emerged
mainly to resolve codicts of inter-state commerce. As Tetley observes: ''The American comrnon law

system is relutively uniform fiom state to state, as compared with Europe or the rest of the ~orld.""~
It m u t first be logicdy concluded that, these theones are developed mainly on the ground of

common but not under civil law; second, that *te

governments only promote their interests by

statutes where a different approach fiom "general notions" is indicated; and third, that the judges can
quite easily access and understand a different m e ' s law and policy where such sporadical
interventions have occurred. Ln the described enviro~unent,it is easy to evaluate "govemmentai
interests" and '8etter", Le. more appropriate or more modem laws.
Rarely do Amencan courts or writers consider the tnily international problern2Sg,
which creates a

-

situation different from the European due to geographical facts, the Rome Convention on the Law
Applicable to Contractual Obligations of 1980 creating a unifom European conflicts law260,and in

England especially because of the Privy Council's authority on other Commonwealthjurisdictions.

In the USA, the social and administrative realities are perceived to assign a very specid task to
litigation. In order to characterize this task one may apply Tetley s

~ temiinology,
~ '
as he re-

introduces Aristotle 's distinction between "distributive' and "corrective" justice: While the USA
hosts a more "conective" social and administrative system, i.e. correcthg losses (compensate
&mages) when they occur, other countries may host more "distributive" systems such as public
256
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As to an aviation case see e.g. GriBth v. U4 (Penn. Supr.Ct. 1964), 119641 U.S.Av.R 647.
Juenger, "Choice of Law and Multistaîe Justice" (1 993), at p. 88.
Tetley, "international Conflicts of Law: Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994), at p. 17 [emphasis original].
Cases such as Babcock v. Johmon (1 963). 12 N.Y. î d 473 or Lauriizen v. Larsen (1953), 345 US. 57 1 are
exceptions, as weil as the considerations by Weinrroub,"The Extraterritorial Applicarion of Annriuust & Security
Laws. An inquiry into the Utility ofa 'Choice-of-Law' Approach", 70 Tucas L.Rev. (1992), 1799.
Convention on the Law Applicable to Contracnial Obligations, ope& for signature at Rome on 19 June 1980,
80/934/EEC,23 0.1. Eur. Comm. (No. L 266) 1 (2980). Hereinafkr referred to as Rome Cornenrion 1980. The
text is also reproduced in North (ed), "Contract Conflicts" (1982), Appendix A.
Tezley, "International Conflicts of Laws: Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994), at pp. 2 1 et seq.

health insurances, etc.262To put it bluntly: the latter systems can &orci a more systematic appmach
because they are not forced to constantiy escape nom d e s in order to socially deguard the
existence of e.g. wrongdoers î3om the legal standpoint who, nevertheless, as the socially weaker
wouid be unable to survive.
Furthemore, one must address the question whether it is really feasible to evaluate ''competing"
governmental interests. Does it conform with comity of nations for a court to deem a foreign
govemment "uninterested"?And what exaftly is subject to the analysis: interests or policies? And in
either case: whose interests - the govemment's or the person's condemed? 1s it practically possible to
evaluate a foreign legal system as a "bette? law than another system, and at the same tirne respect dl
legai systems? Again, rarely have these issues been addressed by American ~ r i t e r .s ~ ~ ~

The traditional concepts, however, involve elements of respect before the régime of foreign
based on the reasonable assumption that a govemment does not have a materid interest in

prevailing application of its own law since pnvate law governs by its very nature only relations
betweenprivute subjects. The balance, therefore, is to be sought almost purefy on the Ievel of

conflicts of l a ~ s .~NO
' ~regad is given to substantive law, Le. the material outcorne, unless ethic
fündamentais of the state concemed are aEected (ordre public reservations). Although the general
approach to the features of conflicts of laws in the international arena owes due regard to culturaily

and religiously highly-sensitive issues as well as to secular issues such as the negotiability of an air
waybill, the matters ofprivate international air law are not too fm remote h m the former highly-

For detaiis and references see Tetley, ibd
For an attempt see Lowenfeld, "Renvoi Among the Law Professors: An American's View of the European View
of Amencan Conflict of Laws",30 Am.J.Comp.L (1982), 99. Nevertheles, questions raised such as by Tetley,
ibd, usually seem to be left unanswered.
As yet another exampk may semes the application of lex pmiae as promoted by Mancini in his famous
inauguaral addrcss at the University of Turia "Della nazionalici come/on&mento del diriru &i/e genti"
("naîionality as the basis of international Iaw"), 185 1. Mancini 's evaluarion procedes on the pirmisis of equal
treatment of citizens and aliens, an& since as far as private law is concerned the govemment cannot have an
interest in unconditional application of its own law which is tmitorially limiteci, the foreign lex pobiue is be to
rccognized with respect to foreign citizens, in absence of a special choice of law by the parties involved to
govem their personai reiationship. Sec also Mancini, P.S.. "Il principio di nazionalita" (1920).
Especially promotcd by Kegel, "The Cnsis of Private International Law",112 Rec.dCours (1 964-II), 9 1;Id,
Kegei, "Internationales Pnvatrccht" (5th ed. 1985), 5 2. See also OLG Siuitgwt (18 Dec. 1970 1 V A 2/70),
NJW 1971, 994 (994): no evaluation of a "bettet law", no prevalence of a "culturally superior" law. Set also
BGH(2O June 1979 W ZR 106178). BGHZ 75,32 (41).

-

-

sensitive issues: For iristance, the capacity to enter into contractual refationships and the
compensability of non-economic damages affect these sensitive m a m . Therefore, since the problem

-

at stake is rtue pnvate international law (Le. conflicts of laws between nations), the as opposed to

the American codicts "revolution" - rather W t i o n a l " approaches are those to focus upon in order
to fïnd practicable and intemationally acceptable solutions.

Since very different fatures are involved in the muiti-colored scenery of a nation's legal notions

reflecting different cultural, religious, social and economic notions, emphasis should be given to the
aspect ofpmctical foreseeability h m the perspective of the parties involved in the contract of
international carriage by air, i.e. to those confiicts d e s that meet the requirement of determining the
law whose application is to be reasonably expected by the parties, since it is closely connected to the

~ a r r i a ~ eQuite
' ~ ~ . ofien the criterion of uniform treatment of d l passengers aboard an airplane is
rnentiox~ed~~'.
If this is understood to mean the application of the same substantive law to each person
on board, then the necessity of such a d e is not self-evident: E.g. there may be a 200 seat aircrafi
operaîed by airline A. 50 seats may be charte& by B and the respective passages sold to passengers
#1-50, and another 50 seats, #5 1-100, ckutered by C who sold the respective passages to an

independent travel
. agent D who, finally, is party to the contmcts of caniage with passengers #5 1- 100.
Scats #101-200 are directly sold by A. How can al1 passengers expect to be treated by the same

substantive l a d 6 ' They have different partners to their contracts of carriage and meet inside the

a i r c d oniy because of econornic convenience and arrangements of their contractual carriers, so that

an expectation of uniforni treatment in substance of diEerent obligations269c a ~ obe
t expected by the
very nature of the relativity of contractuai obligations. Furthemore, it appears more important to
apply a uniforni confiicts of laws rule to al1 international caPiages as one step to relieve the current
"open law situation~ 2 7 0as to confiicts than to achieve uniforni treatment in substance for the mere
266

According1y. Afex Meyer, "SAS v. Wuchetpfennig", 4 U R ( 1 999,232 (235), looks for points of contact that
dominate ("beherrschen'7 the legal rclationship (applying former German law).
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Supra.
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Similarly aslcs Tetley, *bIntemationalConflicts of Laws: Civil. Common and Maritime" (1994). a p. 19: "Why
should al1 victims of an aircrash be treateâ similarly if they contracted in different jurisdictions with the air
carrier?".
Obligations may e.g. differ in locations of departue and destination.
Sund,"'Parteiautonomie' in internationalen L u f i b e ~ r d e m g s v e ~ g e n "18, ZLW (1 969), 205 (at p. 2 1 7).

casuainess of sitting in the same &raft,

especially in the perspectives of passengeïs #1-50 and #5 1-

100, respectively, in the example.
Equity forms an important part of al1 law, but it should not constitute a major cntenon in the
process of resolving the codicts of lam2" . Equity is a part of substantive law; it would be dificult
to believe a major legal system rnight exist without remedies of equity. In addition, where the

fiindamentais of a legal system could be violated by the consequent application of the proper foreign

law, ordre public reservations are indicated to resolve these ves, excepcional cases. In general, the
doctrines to be applied to serve private international justice should be sought h m among
C'traditionai"notions such as lex rei situeyIers loci contractus, Zex banderue, lex loci soiutionis, lex loci

exemtionis, lex loci laesionis, lex loEi delicti commissi. lex domicilii, !expatria, etc. A detailed
discussion in concreto with respect to the different subjects wiil be provided in the respective sections

of this study"* .

m. Party Autonomy vs. Doctrinai Approaches
"The £irst solution
. which cornes to the mind of any modem lawyer deaihg with any contracniai
relations is the application of the principle of party autonomy in the choice of Iaw

- [ex volwrtati~."~'~

As mentioned supra, it is one of the f'undamentals of modern private law, and it also affects private

international law in that the parties' choice of a certain legal system to govem thei. contract will be
given due regard274.
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Supra.
For an overview of different points of contact sec Louriaett v. Larsen (1953), 345 U.S. 572; Hellenic Lines v.
Rhoditis (1 97O), 398 U.S. 306. Müller, "Das internationale Privauecht der Luftfahrt" (1932), at pp. 72 ff.; Riese,
"Luftrechf' (1949), at pp. 393-397; Id, "inttnrationalprivatrccht1icheProbleme auf dem Gebiet des Luftrechts",
7 ZLR (1958), 271 (280); Mil&, "The Pmbiems of Liabilies in International Carnage by Air"(1963); Id
"Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1 McGill L.J.(1965), 220 (245) ;Sand,ubParteiautonomie'in
intemationaien LuftbefZ)rderungsverMgen",18 ZLW (1969), 205 (2 17); Frings, uKoilisionsrechtliche Aspekte
des internationalen Luftberfl,rdentngsvertrages".26 ZLW (1 977), 8; M d i e w i c z "tiabiiity of the International
Air Carrier (1981). ;it p. 4; Magde1enr, "Air Cargo" (1983), at pp. 39 K; Lcrgerberg, Conrlicts oflaws in
Private international Air Law (Thesis, IASL, McGiil; 199 l), pp. 6-20; Dettfing-Ott, "Schweizcrisches und
internationales Lufûccfit" (1993), at pp. 78-93.
Milde, Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air, Il McGill L.J. (1965), 220 (243).
On the relevance of a selection of the applicable law by the parties see esp. Hcltlcteck "DieBedeutung des
Parteiwillens irn internationalen Privatrecfit" (193 1). HOucteck 's publication has been honoured to be "the best

In the absence ofa choice, a dot- approach is indicated. As far as common law litigation is
concemed, the doctrinal approach has to follow the concepts developed by the courts; as far as the
development of law (legesferendae) and the theory of cognition (Erkenntnistheorie)are concemed, it
is pertinent to discuss and recognke the favorable solution(s). This discussion must take place with
respect to each of the different particdars at issue (contracts of carriage, insurance, airctaft purchase,

h c e , and the creation of security rights).

1.

The Pwper Application of I*r voluntaljs: vofu~~tas
apeiIIa

Probably the most significant legislative piece of work h m the last one and a half decades with

respect to the confIicts of laws is the Rome Convention of 1980 on the L m Applicable to Contractual
~ b ~ i ~ a t i o nToday,
s ~ ' ~it. is implemented by vimially dl member states of the European Union, even

though in a nurnber of states the Convention is still subject to immense controveny (in England e.g.
the implementation of the Convention has been cbaracterized as an incapacitation of the English

1.

-
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-
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-

treatiese on the autonomy of the parties" by M. Wolfl, "The Choice of Law by the Parties in international
Contracts", 49 Juridical Review (1937), 1 10, at p. 121, n. 1.
The Convention is rcproduced in O.J. 1980 L 266/ 1. A report written by Giuliano and Lagarde was aiso
published in O.J.1980 C 2 8 2 1. For a general evaluation of the Convention see the contributions in North (ed.),
"Contract Conflicts" (Amsterdam, New York, Oxford 1982);Morse, "The EEC Convention on the Law
Applicable to Contractuai Obligations", 2 YbkEur.L. (1982), 107 ff.; Lugarai?, ' m e European Convention on
the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations", 22 VâJ.1nt.L. (198 I), 91 ff.; Deiaume, "The European
Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations: Why a Convention?", 22 VaLIntL. (198 1). 105;
Juenger. "The European Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations: Some Critical
Observations", 22 VaJ.h%L. (198 l), 123; id,"Partciautonomie und objektive AnknUpfiing im EGl%ereinkomrnen zum Internationalen Veraagsrrcht Eine Kritik aus amenkanischer Sicht", 46 RabelsZ (1982).
57; Munn, "The RPper Law in the Conflicts of Laws", 36 I.C.L.Q. (1W ) , 437 ff.; M o , "nie EEC
Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractuai Obligations", 24 C.M.L.R ( 1987), 159 ff.
Mann, "The Proper Law of Con=
An Obituary", 107 L.Q.R. (1991), 353 ff. (354). His view is supported by
M c L u c h f ~"Spiitting
,
the Roper Law in Rivate International Law". 61 Bit.Ybk.1nt.L. (1990). 3 1 1 W.
The German review of private intemational law is comrnented on by Lorenz, *'Vorn aiten zum neuen
intemationalen Schuldvcrtragsrecht", IPRax 1987,269.
Genrally see also M o , "European Conaact Law", 3 1 Am.l.Comp.L. (1983), 653, who points out that the
challenge in Europe is very different h m the fonunlauon of Restatemats in the USA. While in the USA the
Restatement simply reiterates existing law, "The Principlcs of European Conuact Law have to be stablished by a
more creative process", ibd at p. 657.
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Art. 3 (1) of the Rome Convention 1980 displays what has been ''c~eated"(to apply Lmdo 's

phrase277)into European contract law: "A contract shail be governed by the law chosen by the
parties."

The notion of a deliberately selectable proper law of the contract does not concur with the
approaches of eariy concepts applying objective tests referring to localinng factors, either in the
fiteral sense flocus regit octrrm) as e-g. in the Canonist doctrine of the 12th century2'*, or by

localizing the legal relationship, as e.g. by von Bar2". Although it was no one less than von Smigny,
the promoter of the famous situs theory, who favoted party a u t o n ~ r n ~ *Juenger
* ~ , fin& that the
principle of party autonomy prevailed "against al1 notions of legal theoryYJ8'. As a matter of fact, it
appears only consistent with private law and sensible that if the parties can choose whcre to conclude,

to perform, etc. the contract, and thus indirectly influence the law govemhg the legal relationship,
they must be able to direct& choose the applicable law by reference as weli. Therefore, it is little
surprishg that pnvate autonomy as to the selection of the applicable law to a contract has become a

c'common asset of al1 deveioped legd systems 5 8 2 .
Y

As to a bnef outline of the strains of the lex voluntatis, aithough scholars cheer Dumoulin as the

dleged initiator of this concept283,it was already Hder who had recognized the parties' autonomy to

Supra
The phrase locus regit ucrum was coined by Italian glossators and their French coileagues. Set ButtifoVLagarde,
"Droit international prive" II (7 ed 1983). 257; Lugerberg, "Conflicts of Laws in Private international Air Law"
(Thesis, IASL, McGill 1WI), at p. 5. Juenger, "Choice of Law and Multistate Justice" (1993),at p. 13
characterizes tbem as the inventon of "multilatdism" in the formulation of conflicts approaches. As to this
important distinction benveen "one-sided" and "dl-sidcd" d e s set M. FOI# "Pnvatt International Law" (2 ed.
1950), at. p. 96.
Von Bar, "Theorie und Praxis des PR" (2ed. 1889),at pp. 4 ff. [Also published as ttaaslated: "The Theory and
Practice of Private International Law";2 d Edinburgh: W.Gmn & Sons]. See also W d "Das deutsche
PR"(1931), atpp. 200 ff.
Von Savigny, "System des heutigen Rthnischen Rechts" VI11 (1 Mg), at pp. 206,2 10 et seq.
Juenger, b'Pacteiautonomieund objcktive Anhitlpfung im EG-Obercinkommen zutn Intemationalen
Vemagsrecht Eine Kritik aus amerikanischer SicW, 46 RabclsZ (1982), 57 (63): "Dennoch hat sich das
Prinzip der Parteiautonomie gegen alle rechtstheoretischcn Anfeindungen durchgesetzt." wnglish translation
provided].
Juenger, ibd at p. 64: "Somit erstaunt es nicht, daB das Prinzip der Parteiautonomie scit grnumer Zeit
Gemeingut aller entwickeiten Rechtssystcme geworden kt." [Engiish uanslation provided].
BatifloULagarde, "Droit international privé" (6 ed. 1976)at p. 23 f ; CheshidNorth, "Private internationai Law"
(10ed. 1979), at p. 21; RuapdSturm, "Internationales Privaatcht" (6 ed. 1977), 407. Sec &O Chauvetau, "Droit
Aérien" (1 gSl), p. 123.
Gamillscheg,"Der EinfluD Dumoulins auf die Entwickiung des Kollisionsmhts" (1 955), at pp. 1 10- 121 renders
proof to the contrary.
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select the applicable law in that he pronounced that the lex loci conttuctus shall not be applicable if

the parties had considered a different legal systemZa4. This thought was adhered to by Lord Mansfield

in his farnous obiter dicnrm in Robinson v. B i d (1760)~~',
to be further continued in Gienm v.
Mieyer (1796)286and ever since2'' . In the USA, Chief Juctice Marsha1also adhered to these previous
thoughts in Wqman v. outh ha rd ( 1 8î5)288
; it influencedJoseph ~ t o ~was
y for
~ ~some
~ ,m o n not

acknowledged by the Restatement First, but now forms part of the Restatement ~econdlgo.In France,
the Cow de Cassation rendered a leading decision recognizing the principle of Party autonomy as to

the choice of law2'' . In Canada, if the parties have expressly selected a proper law, in the absence of
vitiating factors, this choice will be upheld by the courts2g2.in

enm mark^^^

and ~ w e d e nthe~ ~

principle of party autonomy is also accepteci, as it is in the codes of ~ w i t z e r l a n dand
~ ~~~ e n n a n ~ ~ ~
Accordingly, the Zex voluntatis has been held readily applicable in air law as well as space 1aw2"

.

Since air and space Law are not separate areas but part of general law, the application of general
doctrines should not face any obstacles. Thus the choice-of-law &dom was recognized by the
Huber, "Praelectiones Iuris Romani et Hodiemi" (1747), Iib. 1, tit. 3 no. 10, at p. 27 et seq.
Robinson v. BIand (1 76O), 1 Slack W. 256; % E X 141.
Gienar v. Mieyer (1796), 2 Hy. BI. 603.
Sec e.g- CheshirdVorth, "Private international Law" (1 1 ed. 1987), at p. 45 1.
Waymm ~ . ~ ~ o u t h( 1m~d2 523
) ~ U.S. (10 Wh-)
1,48.
Story," Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws" (7 ed. l872), at pp. 275; 326.
Remtement (Second)of the ConJict of Laws (1971), 558, at 58 1 86 et seq.
American Trading Co.c. Quebec Steomship Coa Ltd (Cars. Fr.- 19 12), Journ.dr.intpriv. 19 12, 1156.
Vira Food Prod Inc. v. U m Shipping Co.,[19391 A.C. 277;Miller & Parhiers Ltd v. Wiîworth Street Esrata
Ltd [19701 A.C. 598 (603); Drew Brown Ltd v. Te Orient Trader, [1974) S.C.R 1286.
Ludo, 'Xontraktstatuttet" (3 ed. 1981), at pp. 99- 109.
S h d i a v. Riksgaldskontoret, (1937) Nytt Juridiskî Adciv 1 (Sden]. See also B o g k "Svensk internationell
privat - och processW (3 ed. 1987), 205; Lugerbwg, "Conflicts of Laws in Private international Air Law"
(Thesis, IASL, McGill; 199 1), at p. 7.
Bzutdesgesetz v. I8.ltI987 über dus Iintwnatiode Priva~echtflPRG) (Bbl 1988 1 5 -60). Art. 1 16 (Swiss
Federai Statute on Private Intemationai Law of Dccernber 18, 1987; English translation provided in 37
Am.J.Comp.L. 119891, 193, at 223).
On Swiss law prior to the refonn see Aubert, "Les contrats internationaux dans la doctrine et la jurisprudence
suisses", 5 1 Revue critique de droit international privé (1%2), 19 (33-39). On the reform sec SàmueI, 'meNew
Swiss Private Internationai Law Act", 37 I.C.L.Q. (1988), 681. The novelty of the Swiss codt is pointed out by
Simeonides, "The New Swiss Conflicts Codification: An Introduction", 37 Am.J.Comp.L. (1989), 187. For a
comprehensive trcatise on the new code sec Schnydw, "Das m u e IPR-Gesetz" (1988), and Dessemontet (ed),
"Le nouveau droit internaionai privé suisse" (1988).
Art. 27 EGBGB (Einfùhrungsgesetzzum Bürgedichen Gese~buchin der Fassung votn 25. Juli 1986) BGBI. 1,
1142. ai?
On the reform sec Wegen, "Federaf Repulic of Gamany: Act on the Revision of the Private International Law",
27 I.L.M. (I988), 1.
Set Sand, "'Partciautonornie'" in internationaien Luftbefbdemgsvercragen, 18 ZLW (1969), 205 and the
examples cited them. As to space law s a Jena, "Spacc Law" (1965), at p. 295.

-

-

-

Insfitufe de Droit Intemartionul in its Brussels Resolwion of 1963~'',Art. 5 (1)299. Summarîzing, an
express choice of law will be held valid.

2.

-

Determination of a Conclusive Wüi? A Critique

The proper application of lex voluntatis irnplies an inquiry of the will of the parties: Should their

minds, based on the same expectations, have agreed upon a certain choice of law, then this is a proper
and conclusive stipulation constituting a contract of reference (Ve~sungmertra@,even if not
expressed. Such implied choice of law may be found in references to a ceriain jurisdiction or an
arbitration clause submitting dispuîes to a particufar country. As Lugerberg

tat tes^^

examining

English law, other such indications may be the parties' residences, the nationality of the parties
involved, the language and terminology used, currency of payment, style of documents and similar
circumstances, an approach he characterizes as "clearly a subjective methoci".
However, what is deemed "subjecîive~~
is dtimately determiaed by a normati~istic~~'
approach, an
approach applying legai evaluations rather than simple fats such as the fact of a clear express
selection of the law
. by the parties (e.g. ' n i i s contract shall be govemed by ... lad'). This is where
differences between an express and an implied selenion reside.

Usually the parties of a contract of carriage merely bear in their mind the socio-econornic effects
of their agreement: transportation for consideration. The idea of a true choice of law goveming their
agreement is not a factum. And even if such an idea was present in the min& of the parties, who is to
-

298

299

300
30 1

- -

-

50 Annuaire de Z 'Imtitut de Droit Internafiorml Il (1963), pp. 373-376.For a criticai discussion see Milde,
"Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1 McGiU L.J. (l965), 220.
On Art. 5 (1) set Makarov, b'Conflitsde lois en matière de droit aérien", 48 Annuaire & l'Institut & Droit
International 1 (1959), p. 386.
Lugerberg, "Conflicts of Laws in Rivate Intemationai A u Law" (Thesis, IASL. McGilI; 1991), pp. 1 1 et seq.
As to the notion of normativism (whose true sense is sometimes difficult to access for thost exciusively educated
in the traditions of cornmon law) sce Binder, "Phdosophie des Rechts" (1925), at pp. 686 K, explainhg why
legal sciences an "nomative sciences" (IVormativwisse~tschaJrien).
To respecffilly smillyptify and bring it down to
a single sentence: The judge has to discover the Iegal rules. i-e. the norm. chat govems a certain social
rclationship at issue. One may then d i s c w as to who creatcp or has ctcated the mie and wherc it is ultimately
vested (in the socicîy or merely in a statute or legal decision). For this discussion sec e.g. Binder. ibd. and at p.
230: justice is not vested in the rule, in the norm. but justice is vested in the reIatiomhip between the nrle and a
certain, defmite notion (of justice) (Rechrsidee). This suppom understanding the necessity for a teieological
consideration.

prove it? Furthennoreyfrom a practical point of view, when a contract of camiage is agreed upon,

making use of the IATA standard clauses without a choice of law d e , whose min& should be the
decisive ones to determine a silent but conclusive will to pinpoint a certain law to govem the
contract: the executive general of the carrier and the employer of a business traveler, or the travel
agent who sells the ticket and the passenger?! Such tests may be called "subjective". More frankly,
however, they merely represent what is IeguZly deemed "subjective", as is shown, for instance, by the
requirement occurring in some jurisdictions that contracts exceeding a certain amount of money be in

written fonn. In the laîter example the form requllement supersedes the will. Similarly, in the former
case (choice of law), an appropriate point of contact has to be fooked for, scil. what is nonnarivly
deemed appropriate - such appropriation is subject to legul and not to factual considerations.

E.g. the Geman conflicts of laws d e s formerly appiied an approach which nrst examined the
expressed choice of law by the parties. In the absence of an express choice, a conclusively "implied"

choice had to be evaluated. If such choice was not implied in the contract, either, as a su&idiary
solution, a lrypothetical analysis of which law the parties would have chosen if they had taken a
choice would have had to take place. However, the line between the second and the third pmng of this
approach is difficult to draw in practice and rather of an acadernic character; in 1985 the hypotheticai
approach was replaced by an objective test involving rebuttabie presumptions according to different
points of contact3" .
Simiiar to what the Geman Federal Supreme Court (BundesgerichtshoJ BGH) had already found,
in absence of an express choice of law, the Canadian courts will ascertain the proper law objectively

in the light of the facts and circumstaaces of each case, having regard to factors such as the place of
contracting, the place of performance, the place of residence or the principd place of business of the
parties, the subject matter of the contract, the language or the money used - m y factor which connects
the contractuai relatiomhip to a particuiar systern of law303. A reference as to inferred party

302
303

See Art. 28 EGBGB. For a detailed discussion of the former law s
e Kegel, "InternationalesRivatrtcht" (5 ed.
1985), pp. 374386.That the former approach was more nonnativistic than a subjective test was already cleariy
expressed in BGH (1 8 Oct. 1965 - VI1 ZR lil/63), BGHZ 44, 183 (1 86).
Eher v. Kertez, [11960] O.R. 672 (682 f.); Imperid Lge Assurance Co. v. Colmen~rrs.[1967] S.C.R 443;
O 'Brienv. CPR, [1972) 3. W.W.R. 45 6; Arnoldsen Y Serpa v. ConfiderationLife Assoc. [19741 2 O.R. (2d) 484.

.

intentions has been held wmecessmy and misleoding, instead of following a legalficn'on of presumed
intentions, the courts have to follow a .objective test which applies the indicators mentioned above
and which is "fomulated solely on the basis of that system of law with which the transaction has its

closest and most real connectionYdw.305 Ahost verbatimly the same wording as used by the

Canadian Supreme Court in its leading d e c i ~ i o nhad
~ ~ already
~,
been applied by the Ausirian leamed
jurist Walkr in his treatise on private intemaiional law when he speaks of "presumptive intentions"

and "fictious covenants of the c~ntract"~'.

Although "presumed party intentions" should "alert" the judge308to apply due care in examîning

and researching the true intentions of the parties involved30g,it apparently opens the door widely for
the court to impose its own interpretations of policy on the parties' intentions. Some find this simply
"misleadhg

773

1O

. Others, such as Kegel, consider the consistence of such notions (presumed party

intentions) as "legal cao~tchouc'~"
,in spite of the fact that the Rome Comention 1980 has forced
western European states to (re-) introduce it3I2.

It appears that the use of indications is a maias of normativity, applied by the court concemed in

order to reach a decision according to the principle of good faith and equity. Consistentiy, in absence

of an express choice of law there is no "purely subjective method" of universal acceptance since
notions of normativism vary ("lex caoutchouc '3. Cntimately the test is an objective one giving due

regard to the circumstances of the contract.

Bunker, "The Law of Aerospace Finanace in Canada" (1988), p. 325.
Etlw v. Kertesr (1%O), 26 D.L.R (2d) 209; Imperiai Life Assurance Ca.v. Colmenmes, [19671 S.C.R 443.
Imperia1 Life Assurance Co. v. Colmewes, [1967]: S.C.R.443
Waiker, "Internationales Privattccht" (1921), at p. 342: "Auch der 'prtbumptiven Intention' der fartcien, der
'fingierten Parteibestimmung' wird Folge gegeben.".
Lorenz, "Vom alten a m neucn intemationalen Schuldvcrtragsrtcht",IPRax 87, a! p. 27 1 :"The subjective
formula alerts the judge to examine the perspective of the parties." f'Dic subjektive Formel mahnt den Richter,
sich in die Rolle der Parteien im Zeitpunkt des Vertragsabschlusses zu versetzcn" English translation
provided].
Martin Wol@ The Choice of Law by the Partics in International Contracts". 49 Juridical Review ( 1 937), 1 10 (ar
pp. 130-132).
BU*,
" ï h e Law of Aerospace Finanace in Canada" (1988), p. 325.
Kegel, "internationales Privatrecht" ( 5 ed. 1985). at p. 396: "Art. 27 (rcaier Panciwille) [Art. 3 Rom-Abk.]: Die
Pmeien kannen das Veriragsstatut wahlen (1 1); die Wahl mu8 ausdrücklich sein d e r sich 'mit hkeichender
Sicherheit aus den Bcstimmungcn des Ventaga oder aus den Umstlinden des Falles ergcben' (mtk
Kautschuk)".
"The choice must be demonstrateci with muonable d t y by the tenns of the contract or the circwnstances of
the case" Art. 3 (1) 121.

-

-

Therefore, the assumed will of the parties is rrad into the contract and is bas& on certain
indications whose value is assessed by a thllrl person, namely the judge, and therefore does not
provide for a recomrnendable point of contact. hiead, the indicating miteria themeives are to be

examined as to theu reasonableness to seme the purpose of rendering an appropriate solution to the
conflicts of laws pmblem in contracts of intemationai carriage by air.

3.

Restrictions of Party Choices

Although the fbedom of the parties to select the applicable law is hefd readily applicable in air
law, there are certain restrictions. In air law, mainly two aspects are invo1ved:fiaus legis committed
by illegally evading to a different jurisdiction by the parties313,aad contrats d 'adhésiionwhich may

state an explicit choice but do not represent a proper application of the lex voluntatis.
For instance, under the Warsaw Convention, Art. 32 provides for a mandatory character of the
liability d e s to the extent that the carrier canot contract out of his liability as established in the
Convention, so that a "choice of law clause would have to be fonnulated very carefully

9

3

14

.

Furthemore, the number of Iegal systexns available is considered limited to either the laws of thefora

under Art. 28 of the Warsaw

onv vent ion^'^ or at least the cucfe of States that are a party to the

'.

convention3

Moreover, the ma*

of complete pnvate autonomy postdates equal bargaining power of the

parties involved. Neither do the parties of a contract of carriage by air bargain the covenants of the

contract (unless the demand of a major business customer, conceivable solely in cargo trmsportation,

matches the economic size of the carrier), nor has the customer the o p p o h i y to influence any
3 13

3 14
3 15
3 16

Especially Canada proceeds into new dimensions a h Moguord Investmertls Ltd v. De Suvoye (1 990). 76
D.L.R4th 256; [1990] 3 S.C.R 1077: s e Hum v. T & Nplc., t 09 D.L.R4th 16;Il9931 4 S.C.R. 289.On the
dcvelopment see Edinger, "The Constitutionailintionof the Conflia of Laws", 25 Can.Businws L.I. ( 1995),38;
Finkldhbrecque. "Low Cost Legai Remedies and Market Eniciency: Looking Beyond Mopmd". 22
Can.Business LJ. (1 993), 58 (at pp. 82 f.).
Milde, "Confiicts of Laws in the Law of the A?', 11 McGiIl L.J. (1%5), 220.
Sec e.g. Riese, "Lubcht" (1 949), at p. 470.
Sec e.g. Guldinu~>n"larcmationaies Lufttransportrccht"(1 965). ai p. 18 1. The practical significance of this
aspect is certainly somwhat rcduced facing the list of Wonow Cornenfion parties (m 18 h . A Ù Sp.L. II
( 1993), pp. 374-379).

single condition. The customer is subjected by a Wÿcket of Conditions of ~ a r r i a ~ e ~ "his
',
agreement is a fiction, and the notion of a ûue U ~ n t r a coft refmnce" (Keweisungmertra@ is a mere
illusion. The legal remedies developed in many jurisdictions senring consumer protection, especiaily
with respect to contrats d'adhésion. would apply. Apparenly in order to avoid uncertainties

conceming the validity of such clauses, IATA did not continw to make use of choice-of-law

.
But also with respect to contracts of insurance, considerations of public policy may infiuence a

choice of law, even if it is stipulated among business parties of equal bargainhg power3'9.

4.

ObjectiveTesb:

The Currently Prevaihg Doctrines and the Framework of Air Law

The fonvard trend in the development of private international law is directed at the application of a
"closest relation test", supplemented by a numba of guidelines and presumptions when a legal
relationship is most closely related to a certain legal system.

In the USA, the

"most signijicant relatio~tship
" test of the second ~estaternenr'~~
requires the

court to apply the law of state which has the closest relationship to the parties and îhe contents of the
contract at issue, as far as considered relevant by state policies (supra). The factors which have to be
given due regard are: the place of contracting; the place of negotiation of the contract; the place of
performance; the location of the subject matter of the contract; and the domicile or place of
incorporation or place of business of the parties. This doctrine is applied in several jinisdiaions in the

USA, including e.g. ~llinoi%'and

exa as^^^ .

3 17

Kuujman, J . in Lui v. A fitalia (2nd Cir. 1966)- 9 CCH Avi. 18,3 74 (1 8.378)- quoting MacMahon,J. delivering

3 18

ï ù e prc-war version h m 193 1 (so callni "Anrwerp version") containeci a choice-of-junsdiction provision in
An. 22 (4) (1) (parxngen) and Art. 11 (4) (1) (cargo), contnnplating at the avnc thne application of the l a

the opinion in the prcvious instance.

3 19
320
321

322

fori.
The issue k i n g the coverage of e.g. punitive dam-.
For a discussion sec i n j k
Restaternent (Second) of Conflicts of Laws (1969).
Champgnie v. O'Neill Conso. CC (1979). 77 IIlAppfd 136 = 395 N.E2d 990.
Duncan v. Cessna Aircr. Co. (Tex. 1984), 665 S. W.2d 4 14.

Not ~bstantiallydifferent h m the "most signincant relationship" test is the "center of g r ~ v i t y"
test. Not greatiy applicable in the USA, it authorizes the court to examine dl signiIicant factors which
might be pertinent to select the law of the state to which the contract has the greatest number of

contacts?

In Canada, if the parties have not selected the proper law, the courts will ascertain the proper law
objectively in the light of the facts and circumstances of each case, having regard to factors such as
the place where the contract is concluded, the place of performance, the place of residence or the

principal place of business of the parties, the subject matter of the contract, the language or the money

-

used any factor which connects the contractual relationship to a particular system of law3". By

ascertaining the proper law of the contract, courts ought not to uduly nustrate the intention of the
parties to enter into contractual relatiomhips by selecting a system of law to govem the contractuai

obligations which would invalidate the ~ o n t m c t ~
. ~'

In Europe, the legal systems have become visibly shaped by the Rome Comtention 1980, providing

in Art. 4:
"(1) To the extent that the law applicable to the contract has not been chosen in
accordance with Article 3, the contract will be governed by the law of the country with
which it is most closeiy comected [...]
(2) [...] it s h d be presumed that the contract is most closely connected with the country

where the party who is to affect the performance which is characteristic of the contract has,
at the time of conclusion of the contract, his habituai residence, or, in the case of a body
corporate or unincorporate, its central administration. However, if the contract is entered into
in the course of that party's trade or professionythat country shaii be the country in which
the principal place of business is situated. [...]
(4) A contract for the carriage of goods shall not be subject to the presumption in
paragraph 2. In such a contract if the country in which, at the time the contract is concluded,
the carrier has his principal place of business is also the country of in which the place of
loading or the place of discharge or principal place of business of the consigner is situated, it
shdl be presumed that the contract is most closely comected with that country."
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Margo, "Conflictsof L a w in Aviation Insuance", 19 Air Law (1994), 2 ff. (3).
Elter v. Kertez, [1960] 0.R 672 (682 f,); Zmperial Life Assurance Co.v. Colmenmes, [19671 S.C.R. 443;
O 'Brienv. CPR,[19721 3. W .W.R 456; Arnoldsen Y Serpa v. ConfederutionLife Assoc. Cl974J 2 0.R (2d) 484.
Unless in the very exceptional cases wheh such a conlcusion is overwhehingly called for. h! K Handl M.J.
Smirs Import-Export v. English &porters (London) Lrd 119551 2 Lloyd's Rep. 3 17; Coast fines Ltd v. ffudig
a d Ve&r Chriering bl K [1972] 2 Q.B. 34; kyers v. Int. Drillig Co. NB.[197q 1 W.L.R 1176. The English
precedents are found applicable to Canadian law by Bunker, "The Law of Aerospace Finanace in Canada"
(1 Mt!),at p. 32 1.

One mut, however, face the question wvheîher a "closest relationship test" is useful as to the
inteiests of air law.

-

With respect to the contract of carriage, such a test must respectfklly - be consideied as vague, or

even meaningless: If a "closest connection to the carriage by air" is considered the solution of the
question as to which law applies, then we wouid be much better off by simply choosing one of the

-

traditional doctrines listed above thereby, if not perfect solutions in every single case, at least
creating certainty. And even a look at the ancillaries and guidelines as to how the closest relation can

be ascertained (country, domicile, performance etc.) reveals that "everything is possibleT'in the
course of legal evaluation and decision-making. This could be avoided by applying a single clear
doctrine that wodd decide whether it is the law of the country of the place where the contract was
concluded, the country of ongin or of the destination, the country where the passenger,

shipper/consignor/consigneeor the carrier is domiciled etc. Especially de legeferenk (with respect
to a revision of the Warsaw System) this approach is not recommendable. It may be noteworthy,
nevertheless, that the Rome Convention 1980 contains, in Art. 4 (2), a presumption that the closest
relation is vested with the law of the place where the party having to effect the characteristic
performance of the contract has its principal place of business. This, however, is only valid if the

party enters into the contract in the course of its ordinary course of business. Not only are e.g.
"package tours" and the carriage of goods treated differently (Art. 4 (4))326,but this presumption also

-

stil1 remains a mere presumption law courts and legai writers may depmr nom it, creating legal
disunification. Its value is, therefore, rather lirnited.

In contracts of aircraft purchase, this approach may be more appropriate; however, there are
special conventions deding with international sales of go*& may apply327.

In contracts of insuiance, public policy may exclude or dictate certain guidelines. This e.g. is the
reason why the Rome Convention 1980 expressly excludes contracts of insurance fkom its scope and
ieaves this issue open for speciai EU legisiatiod2S.
326
327
328

Sehultsz,'The Concept of Characteristic Performance and the ER- of the E.E.C. Convention on the C-ge
Goods", Ui: North (ed.), "Contracts Conflicts" (1 982), pp. 185 ff.
For details see i n j h
For details see in@a

of

Finally, it must be remembered, what is the objective of defining legally relevant points of contact.
in the resolution of the conflicts of laws.
As Kegel puts it:

'The objective of every nile of private i n t e d o a d law is to determine the closest relationship. If
legislation cannot reach this goal, it should keep silence and leave the task to £kd solutions to
jurisprudence and legal teaching. It appears especially inappropriate, if the codined law mentions a
point of contact, but, nevertheless, has a 'closer relationship' prevail, applying the proverb ' D m
prüfe, wer sich ewig bindet, ob sich nicht noch was besseres finciet'. By contrast,jurisprudence and

Iegal teachings rnay apply 'closest relationship' notions, in order to remember the objectives of
private international law or to reject inappropriate points of contact.,329

FinalIy, the conclusion is that it is evidently necessary to discuss the application of traditionai
choice of law notions with respect to the dinerent aspects of private air law, depending on the
contract concerned: M a g e , insurance, purchase, finance, creation of security rights.

TV. Scope of Application of the Applicable Law

.
Once a certain legal system is held applicable to a legal relationship, its scope of application

embraces the interpretation of law, in contracts the interpretation of the contract, the performance,
consequences of the breach of obligations, the extinguishing of obligations, prescription, the nullity
of a contract and its consequences, etc. This is especially reflected by the Rome Convention 1980 in
Art. 10. Also of paramount importanceis that the Giuliano-Lagarde-Report does not indicate any

controversy as to these

329

330

Traditiody, mattefs of procedure have been subject to the lex

Kegel, "Internationales Privatrecht" (5 ed. 1985), 6 14 b.cc., at pp. 174 et seq.:
"Aufgabejeder N o m des [PRist, die jeweils engste Verbindung ni bestimmen. Wenn der Gesetzgeber das nicht
k m , sollte er schweigen und Rechrsprechung und Lehre das FUllen der Lllcken überiassen. !nsliesonciere macht
ml0igen Eindruck, wcm das Gesetz Ankntîpfungen nmnt, dam aber iingstlich die engnc Verbiudung vorgehen
l a t nach dern Motto: ' D m prüfe, wer sich ewig bindet, ob sich noch was besseres findet.'
Rechtsprechung und Schriftum dagegen dOrfen die 'en*
Verûindung' anmfen, um an die Aufgabe m
erinnern oder rrehtspolitisch falxhe AnknOpfungen zurtlckniweisen." English translation pmvided].
R e m , comrnents under Art. 10.

fon.Tetiey, however, goes even a step f.urther, promoting an innovative approach33' in doing away
dso with the strict distinction between substance (any law) and procedure (strictly l e x f d ) ) .which

may be characterized as a "loosening"of the rigidity of the procedure-lexfori comection3".

33 1

332

Tetley, "International Conrlicts of Laws:Civil, Common and Maritime" (1994), ch. II, III - pp. 37 ff.; 45 ff. (esp.
pp. 49 ff.).
Alnady the rcvised Swiss code on private international law of 18 Dcc. 1987 has set aside these traditionai
categories, and has thercfore b e n characteriad as "the fim statute in Europe to overcome the traditional
division be~reenprocedural and substantive law". See Symeonidis, 'The New Swiss Confiicts Codification: An
Introduction", 37 Arn.J.Comp.L. (1989), 187, at 188.

C. Chapter Three:
1. The Law Governing the Contriet of Camage
1. The Applicable Unined Law and its Shortcomings

Aibeit the W w s m Convention on the Unijfcationof Certain Rules ReZating to International
Cmrioge by Air of 1929, beiag one ofthe most important private Iaw conventions in the worid, was

created to solve uncertainties as to which law govems an international carriage by air, one cannot
postulate that dl conflicts of laws problems have been solved by the drafting ofthe
As pointed out

.

in the General Part, the international unification of law has always been limited to

certain aspects; the remaining issues, the lacunae or gaps, have to be filled with domestic Iaw (which

may well be domestic law as unified under another private law

A prerequisite to this

process is to asceaain which~domesticlaw applies, requiring a conflicts of laws approach. With

333
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Alex Meyer in his note on SAS v. Wtu:hwpfennighas betn quoted by SMCL, "Choice of Law in Contracts of
htemationd Carriage by Air" (niais, IASL, McGill; 1962), p. 6 with the worcis "once the Warsaw Convention
is held applicable, it is superfiuous to ask which national law govems the carriage." In kt,there is a decisive
part of his statement missing (sa4 Z t R [1955], 232): "state Iaw would only apply as far as the Warsaw
Convention refers to it or state law is to apply ~ i t i o n a l l y . "[Translation provided, emphasis original].
As Morris, "The Scope of the Caniage of Goods by Sea Act 197 1",95 L.Q.R (1 979), 59 (66) concctly points
out: "The truth is, surely, that when an international convention on the law of transport is given the force of law
in the United Kingdom, its provisions apply to al1 disputes within its scope regardles of the proper law of the
contract. This is certainly m e of the Warsaw Convention on camiage by air." D p h a s i s added].
Dettling-Ott, u'Iternationales und schweizerischcs Lufttransportrecht" (1993), at p. 64 &O confüms that "the
judge has to answer the question as ta the proper law of the contract" YDas bdeutet, dass der Richter die Frage
nach dem auf die BefZIrderung anwendbarcn Recht zu beantworten hat." - Engiish translation provided]. See also
RuhdeI, "Der Luftbef&rderungsvertrag(2 ed. 1988). at pp. 26 et seq.; Guidimann, "internationales
Lufttransportrecht" (1965), Art. 24, N. 8; Bogdon,"Conflict of Laws in A u Crash Cases: Rexnarlcs h m a
European's Perspective", 54 JALC (1988). 303 (326).
E.g. the payment for the cam'agc by chque or by bill-of-exchange is not governed by the WOTSOW
Convention,
but in Europe by the domestic iaws as unifiai under the G e w a Conventions of7 June 1930 and 19 March 1931
(for the unification of rules relating to chques and bills-of=exchange). The U.S.A., Great Britain and Spain,
however, have not accetded to thcse uniform law convcntions (see the information provided by Ch.von Bar,
"internationales Privatrecht", vol. 1 (1987), n. 76 [a-p. 60]),dthough both means of paymcnt are of major
significance also for those States. As to the economic significance set e.g. Froehlingsdorl; "Besonderneiten des
spanischen Wechsehhts", IPRax l983,25 1.
It would thercforc be incorrect to say that where the law as unified under the W w s m Comention does not
apply, unified law would not apply at all.
For a compehensive study as to the conflicts between international conventions sec Majoros, ""Konflikte
zwischen Staatsvertrtigen auf dem Gebiete des Privatrechts", 46 RabelsZ (1982), 84.

respect to the Warsaw Conventiont the following %hortcomings"of the unined law have to be
regarded:

The Warsaw Convention and Its Limiteci Scope of Application

a)

In the nrst place and most obviousiy, the W

m Convention applies only to certain

international cmiages, depending on the location of the carriage (Art. 1: departure and destination
within the temtones of High Contracthg Parties; agreed stopping places), as well as several other
critena basically conceming the economic character of the carriage (carnage for reward [Art. 11, no

experimental flight [Art. 341'~'~
no transportation perfonned by a state which availed itself of
reservations [Art. 21). Thus, not only is an international carriage not meeting these requirements not

covered by the Convention,but dso cabotage falls with of the scope of the convention; and aspects

such as nationality of the aircraft, the air carrier, the passenger, or the place of ticket sales do not play
a role, either.

L

b)

Explicit Gaps

aa)

Explicit Caps With References

To some extent the Warsaw Convention explicitly refers to the lexfori:
Art. 2 1 (contributory ~ e ~ l i ~ e n,Art.
c e )22
~~
(1)~(penodical payments), Art. 25 (1) (fault

equivalent to willful miscondu~t)~~',
Art. 28 (2) (judicial procedure), Art. 29 (2) (method of

calculation for the period of limitation), and Art. 22 (4) as amended by the Hague Protoc021955
(compensation for litigation expenses).
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About the historic muons to place this exclusion at the end of the Convention sec Guldimann, "Internationales
Lufttransportrecht" (965), Art. 34, no.2.
Art. VI1 of the GuutemaZa City Protocol 1971 (not in force) replaces this discretionary provision by a mandatory
rule, deleting the refemnct to the lexfori,
Replaced by Art. XII1 of the Hague Protocol1955.

The characterization of these references is not subject to unanimous determinaiion (do they refer
to substantive iaw or merely to theforum

S conflicts law?) and still has to be evaluated.

Expücit Gaps Without References

Some d c i e s of the Warsaw Comention expiicitly mention legal aspects that escape the scope of
the Convention without referring to a certainforum:
Art. 24 (1) (causes of action rhowever founded'l), Art. 24 (2) (persans entitled to bring action in
cases of personal injury and death), and, as amended by the Hague Protocol1955, Art. 15 (3)

(negotiability of the air waybill) as weii as Art. 25 A (actions against agents and servants of the air
carrier).

c) Gaps not Explicitly Mentioned in the Convention

This group gf legal issues involves aspects that go beyond the specifica of carnage by air, and
therefore are not subject to special aerial legislation. This gmup includes, for instance, d e s on the

creation of contracts; capacity to enter into contractual obligations; fonn, validity and nullity of the
contract; foms of payrnent and their legai implications (credit cards, cheques, bills of e x c h a ~ ~).e ~ ' ~

Less obvious is the question whether the scope of the Convention, which intends to uni@ only
certain rules concemhg international carriages by air, affects the detennination of gaps, too. For

instance, it is submitted that one of the primary objectives of the Wmsaw Convention was (and,
noting that no effective changes have k e n brought about to date, is) to protect, retrospectively, the

fledgling airline indutry h m exorbitant damage claims, because it used the new and, to a large
extent, untested technical device "aircraft".Therefore, does Art. 17 WC only cover accidents in
which the inherent risks of air travel, and especiaily risks due to the new emerging technology, are
338

See supra.

realized? This aspect deserves closer consideration, because if this presumption holds mie, an indirect
reference to subsidiarily applicable domestic law in cases of accidents due to other causes emerges.

d) 'Creeping" References

So far, this shidy has revealed that the only explicit references rendered by the Wmsaw
Convention are those invoking the [ex fori. Two fùrther aspects which may not readily be visible also

have an impact on the choice of law.

Fim, in order to enact the Warsaw Convention in states, officiai translations of the original
drafting text (or texts, with respect to the subsequent protocols) have to be produced. Due to different
legal systems and the effects of cultural, economic, social, etc. differences, it is not always possible to

exactly translate the Iegal notions of the drafting format into the national Ianguage. The discovery and
adequate handling of such differences is the international obligation of a party to the Convention,
which means, therefore, that the municipal courts of a state are urged to seek recouse to the original
format, as signed by the High Contracting Parties, in order to comply with the state's international
obligation. This aspect has already been extensively discussed supra.
Secondly, as has also been pointed out supra, municipipal courts always apply national law, rather
than the original Convention which was signed by the High Contracting Parties. Therefore,

differences in legal interpretation are conceivable due to the different backgrounds of the legal
cultures in the application of unified air law.

Recently, these aspects have been clearly pointed out in Anglo-Australian and Angio-Arnerican

jurisprudence:

In the decision Georgeopouh v. American Airlines (Supr.Ct. N.S.W.1993)"~,the Australian
court had to consider the issue of compensabiiity of mental injury in a Warsaw case. As the court also

had to take into account the decision of the US Supreme Court in Eastern Airiines v. Floyd of

3 39

Unreported.

1991340, it may appear somewhat surprishg that the Australian court depaaed fiom the American

point of view, holding that "the Anglo-Australian approach to nervous shock is such that it is to be
classified as 'bodily injury' [...la'

.The rrason for tbis decision is vested in the rrmaining part of

this phrase: "[...] within the meaning of the Civil Aviation (Carrier's Liability) Act, 1959 (Cth)

,9342

.

The Australian court applies Australian la\KU3, Le. the Act transfonbing Warsaw provisions: ''The
question tums away from the interpretation of a foreign phrase in a Convention [i.e. lesion corporelle
in Art. 17 and reverts to the interpretation of an English phrase in an Australian statute.,344 Hence,

the significance of the transforming Act becomes visible in tbat it renders the cause of action, and the

Convention merely serves as a meam of interpretation of the former, as well as foreign decisions do.
The system of parallelism of laws is cfeariy realized and pointed out by the court: "Uniformity, while
desirable, is not mandatory [...ld4'

.

Another example is found in the US Supreme Court's decision in Zicherman v. K A L . The
~ ~

court had to determine which damages are cornpensable under Art. 17 of the Convention. The
decision rejects the view that, due to a lack of M e r precision in the wordiag of Art. 17, the

interpretation be subject to an examuiaton of the ordinary meaning of "damage", or "dommage",
respectively. Sinçe in eariier decisions, Air France v. ~ a k ; s ~and
~ 'Eastern Airlines v. F Z O ~ the
~ ~ ~ ,
court had used French jurisprudence

in order to determine the meaning of Warsaw provisions, the

court also had to address the question as to what extent French law, especidy in the state it had

reached by 1929, may dominate the court's considerations. It was reaiized that Art. 17 merely sets out
the circumstances constituting a legal cause of action, and thus only to this extent may the French
language and its legal connotations of 1929 provide assistance in interpretation. On the other hand,

23 CCH Avi. 17,367= 499 U.S. 530.
Art. 17 of the Wmsuw Comention grants compensation for "death, wounding and other bodily injury", having
raised the question for about haif a ccntury whethcr or not mcnml injuries are emompasscd by this provision.
Sec e.g. Goldhirsch, "The Warsaw Convention Annotatcd" (1988),at pp. 5840.
Judgment, at p. 34.
Judgment, at p. 1 1.
Judgment, at p. 16 [addition in brackets provided].
Judgment,at p. 25.
Judgment of 16.1 1. I996,1 16 S.Ct. 629
470 U.S. 392 (1985).
499 U.S. 530 (1991).

-

the court aclmowledges that - in 1929 the drafters of the Warsaw Convention ''couid not have been
ignorant of the fact that the law on this point varies widely nom jurîsdiction to jurisdiction".
Therefore, differences and subsequent developments of domestic laws m u t have been taken into

account in 1929.Accordingly, the conclusion is reached that the word "damage", or "dommage",
nspectively, merely meam "legally c o g n . l e harm" without prejudice as to the substance of

compensabiiity. Hence, Art. 17 refers to domestic laws to speciQ what hami is considered
cornpensable.

e) A Teleological Approach to the WIUSOW
Convention and Its Effects on Conflicts of Laws

The obvious purpose of the Wwsaw Comention is to umfjr private law d e s governing
international carrîages by air, and the limited scope of that unification to cover only "certain" rules
has already been pointed out above. The prllnary target of the key Art. 22, establishg the (in)famous
liability Iimits favoring the airlines, was to protect the fledgling airliae industryu9 . Moreover, two

other arguments which today might easily be overlooked seem to have promoted such a view in 1929:
First, the limitation of liability per cargo unit was well-known fkom maritime law and had been a hot
intemational issue only at the eve of W C I ~ S ~ Secondly,
W ~ ~ * . not oniy was the early passenger
considered as a pioneer of the air to the same degree as the pilot and the entire fledgling air transport
enterprise, but also as a person of a significant economic statu who could enjoy both the adventures
of travel as well as the extravagant convenience of traveling by air3" . Hence, policy and socio-

economical considerations rendered the legitimacy for requiring the airline customers' resources to
subsidize the airlines by a ngorous limitation of liability.
349
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See the Conference Matcrials: Conférence lnternatioml & Droit Privé Aérien (1 926) p. 55; 11Conférence
Infernatio~lde Droit Privé Aérien (1930), a! pp. 15, 126. The literaturt on this aspect is cowitless in number.
Sec e.g. Reed v. Wisw and Newman (2nd Cu. 1977),55 5 F.Sd 1079 (1 089); Drion. "Limitation of Liabilities in
international Air Transport" (1955), pp. 15 et se+ (no. 16); IVieciemann, "Die Hafningsbegrenzung des
Wanchaucr Abkommens" (Diss.;Erlangen-Nûmberg; l987), at pp. 8- 10.
Sec Drion, "Limitation of Liabilities in International Air Transport" (1 9 5 9 , at pp. 15 et seq. (no. 16); SeIvigl
"Unit Limitation o f Carrier's Liability" (1 960), at pp. 1ï 1 2 0et seq.
See Oppihfër, "Zur Entwicklung des privaan Luftvecsichemgsrrehu, VerOffentlichungenaus dem Institut fur
Versicherunpwissensch& der Universitai Leipzig" (special ed., ca l937/38), at p. S.

One might be tempted to hoid the reversal of the burden of proof in the system of Arts. 17-20 of
the Wmsaw Convention as another element of such a thorough balancing of interest.,this time in

favor of the airline clutorner. However, due regard should be given to the fact that the Rlimalof the
burden of proof for fauit had aiready becorne a general institution in the Iaw of obligations in a

number of jurisdictions3" ,thereby partially superseding the maxim actor Iegit probatio, rendering
proof of the fact that this '%oncession" to the airiine customer is a negligible, if not a nonexisting
concession. The domestic laws of major legal systems already applied the same approach.
Proceeding on the ground of these observations theR are a number of conclusions to be drawn.

The "Certain" liability niles of the Wmsaw Comention aim in a specific direction: The fidamental
target is to protect the fiedging d i n e from the vast consequences attached to the risks ïnherent in air

travel. Any additional protection against any other risks is not appropriate, and the passenger is not
put at a disadvantage by the application of non- W w s m d e s as to these other risks. Therefore, the

scope of the liability rules in the Convention being subject to the Limitation by Art. 22 aitogether must
be limited to such rish inherent to or at least showing a certain close inner relatiomhip to air t r d .
An exarnple may serve to illustrate the consequences: If (in a case where al1 other reqirinmentsas to

the application of the Wmsaw Convention are met) e.g. a stewardess serving coffee on board a flying
aircraf't pours some of the hot liquid over a passenger and causes injury, then according to the
conclusion drawn above, the applicability of the Wmsnw d e s depends on whether the cause has to
be sought in aerial circumstances (e.g. turbulences) or if the event is merely due to the stewardess's

negligence3S3. In the laîîer case, there is no reason to supply the air carrier with a means to avail

himself of compensation to the real extent of damage caused (provided the actual damage exceeds the

Warsaw limit), nor has the passenger a substantive advantage nom the application of the Wursm
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See e.g. Obligationenrecht (Confoederatio Helveticae) Art. 97; Code civil (France) Art. 1 142; BQrgerlichcs
Gesetzbuch (Gennany) 55 282,285; Allgemeines Bûrgerlichcs Gesetzbuch (Austria) 5 1298. As to the generai
historic origins of the revend and its effects on the Iaw of tranportation sec Kadletz, "HaArng Md Versichenmg
M intemationalen Lufttransportrccht" (pendhg study Dr. iur. Dissertation, submitted to the Faculty of Law at
Ruprecht Karls University, Heidelberg), at pp. 46 ff.; 114 ff.
With respect to this aspect sec the opinions m d d by the Gennan Suprcme Court BGH (24 Jime 1969 VI ZR

-
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-

7 1/67), NJW 1969,2014 (20 1 5); BGH (24 JW 1969 VI ZR 48/67),NJW 1969,2014; BGH (289.1978 VI1
ZR 1 16/77), NJW 1979,495; BGH (27.10.1978 1 ZR 1 14/76), NJW 1979,494 (495). Set ais0 1clielIer-Rostin,
"Abrumsonv. JAL", TranspR 1985,391 (392).

-

rules since the reversal of the burden of proof is nothing unknown to the g e n e d provisions in the

laws of obligations. The oniy remaining argument in favor of the application of the W

md e s

rnight be seen in a possible extension of the d o r m i t y of the law to also g o v m mch cases not

arising h m aerial risks. However, the objective of the Warsaw Convention is merely to uni@ certain
d e s . Taking the teleology of the Convention into account, too, a s u b s ~ r n ~ t i ounder
n ~ ~Warsaw
~
provisions of cases without an h e r relation to aerial risks would require a certain degree of
deliberation. Even Art. 24, restricting damages to the Conventional provisions "however founded",
expressly limits its scope of application to cases covered by Arts. 18, 19 (Art. 24 [Il) and Art. 17

(m.24 [21)355.
n i e question whether this situation de lege Iora is satisfactory d i f f a . Perhaps de Zege ferendu a
different approach appears more appropnate to meet the requirements of a strongly interrelated and
narrowly-woven international network of carriers and carrier alliances, who are legitimately looking
for a high degree of universally-accepted unifomity.

De Zege Zata, however, the Warsaw Comtention leaves a number of blanks - according to this
teleological approach even to a larger extent tbaa often assumed - to be filled with domestic law.

f ) Lex fori as a "Wamaw Principle*?

Hence the question arises which law is to fïU these blaaks.
More than once, the principle of a general l e .fori reference has been read into the Wmsaw

~ o n v e n t i o n ~usually
'~,
based on the observation that the only explicit =ferences provided for in the
-
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-

As to the method and technique of submmption sec supra GenerafPari.

Art. 24 reads:
"(1) In the cases covrred by Articles 18 and 19 any action for damages, however founded, can only be brought
subject to the conditions and limits set out in this Convention.
(2) In the cases covrred by Anicla 17 the provisions of the preceding paragraph also apply, without prejudice to
the questions as to who are the F o n s who have the right to bring suit and what arc thcir respective rights."
E.g. & Visscher, "Les conflits de lois en matière de droit adrien", 48 Rec. des Coun (19344I),279 (33 1); Riese.
"Lufùecht" (1949). at p. 397;LG Hmburg (6.J.1955). 4 ZLW (1955). 226 (230)[famous under "SASv.
wu cher pfennig'^. Rabei, "ï'he Conflict of Laws" 11 (1960). at p. 342 does not rccognize a principle, aithough in
"The Confiict of Laws" 111 (2eâ.; 1964), at p. 342 he does not seem to exclude it (in ao arnbiguous phrase).

Convention are those to the ~ e x f i t ? ~Had
~ ' . this been the basic idea of the clrafters, then it would have
been much easier to adopt one single provision in the Convention referring to the lex fori not only for
the cases explicitly mentioned in the Convention but for al1 other gaps as well. The merely spomdic

mentioning of the l afori and the general hesitation at the Warsaw Conference to adopt conflicts
constitute facts which do not speak in favor of such a tbeory.

aa)

No Pertinence Vested in the kxfon'

At the first glance, the desire for lexfori d e s appears understandable. A judge concemeci with a
case would be able to apply the Iaw he knows best, and it would also manifest an observed socalled

"homeward trend"'". However, to recognize this trend as a fact and to render normative force to this

- as has been done in the USA^^' - are still two entirely different things. It may also seem that
the idea of lexfori vests a degree of foreseeability as to which Iaw applies; although certainly a

number of other points of contact - properly applied - do not lack this preferabie feature, either. The

same m e r must be held against the argument that if ail courts solve those matters not covered by
the Convention àccording to the same principle then they would not hami a continuhg unification of

law3". On the contrary, the application of the ! e x f i by the courts of each of the state parties to the

Supra.
See especially the opinions delivered by Rijwt and Ambrcwini: Gomernement do Pologne (ed),"II Conference
internationale de Droit Rivé Aérien, 4-12 Octobre 1929, Varsovie, Roc&-verbeaux" (Warszawa 1930), at p.
44. Sundberg, "Air Charter A Study in Legal Development" (1961), at p. 242 observes an "utter hostility [...]
relating to conflict of law solutions" on the Conference.
As to the phenomenon refcrred to as "homewurd trend" sce aircady supra, Sec also Sund, "Choice of Law in
Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, McGill t 962);Ehrenzweig, "Rivate Intcmaîionai Law. A
Comparative Tmise on Amencan Interational Conflicts Law" (1967), at p. 5 1 and pussim; Sand
'"Parteiautonomie' in internationalen Luftbefgrderungsvertragen", 18 ZLW (1 969), 205 (2 18); Eorsi, 'General
Provisions", in: GaIstorJSmit (ed), "international Sales" (1984), § 2 (esp. pp. 2- 1;2-9 et seq.); Umantschky,
"Flugzeugunftlllemit Auslandsberlihrung und Auflockctung des Deliktsstanits" (1986), at p. 123; Whinship,
"Private International Law and the UN.Sales Convention", 21 Corne11 1ntL.J. (1988), 487 (at 529 et seq.);
Dettling-Olt, UInternationalesund schweizerisches Lufttransportrccht" (1993), at p. 79; Diedrich. LIlckenfWlung
im Einheitsrecht, IPRav 1995,353 (356 et seq.).
As to the normativeforces of fucts sec supra.
Supra.
ïhis argument is promoted by RleirdZucow, ''Précis de Droit ACDcn" (195 1). at p. 226; Lukoschek, "Das
anwendbare Recht bei FlugzeugunglOcken" (1984), at p. 27. See aho Denling-Otf,"internationales und
schweizerisches Lufttransportrecht"(1993); at p. 64, who rcjects this view.

Wmsmv Comention would result in a substantive disimification and in inadequate solutions as to
private international justice (justice on the codicasf-laws-le~el)~".

There is, however, yet another problem inherent to the notion to apply the lex fori as a general
principle. Was lexfori to be understood as a refcrence directly to substantive law, then the

foreseeability would be reduced to a considerable extent by the number offora available under Art.
28 (2) of the Warsczw Convention. One codd possibly argue even more destnictively to d o m law:
I f the scope of the Convention is argued to be limited to certain aspects of liability, would it then not

only be a matter of logicai consequence to conciude that Art. 28 of the Convention does not apply at
al1 in w e s concerning issues not covered by the Convention?!
However, even without such a drastic interpretation one has to take into consideration that -

-

different from the law goveming the procedure before the court (Art. 28 121)~" the correct

understanding of the reference to the lex fori is not to use it as a direct reference into substantive law.
Instead, it seemsio be a reference to the domestic private international law of the forum, thus
including thef o m s conflicts niles: According to the methodology as outlined in the General
especially the hesitation on the W

m Confirence to adopt any conflicts of Iaws d e s at al1

must be interpreted as an expression of the will not to touch the areas that are not unified by the

This view fin& support in the observations of eady researchers who, with respect to
the reah of conflicts of laws as to contracts of air camage before the background of the law of
obligations, in general ascertain: "There is no fieid of private international law hosting a higher

-

- --
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Supra.
As ta Art. 28 ( 2 ) sec Milor S M v. British Aimqus Pfc.(C.A., 9 Febmary 1996), nie Times, Law Report, 19
February 1996, per Phili@sLJ.and îhe exhaustive commenu by GiemuIIdSchmid, "The Warsaw Convention",
Art. 28.
Supra
See esp. Sand, '"Paneiautonomie' in intemationalen LuAkfordcr~ngsvemilgen",18 ZLW (1969), 205 (206).

degree of confusion than this oneyJ6'. Since there is no solution to the problem in inteniatio~liil

conventions,and, moreover, the matter was subject to immense controversy, - in accordance with the
principles of interpretation as explained in the General P m f - the interpretation has to be such that the
sovereign legal systems of the state parties are the least impaired. Thus the reference to the lexfori

encompasses ail the rules of theforum. Thenfore, the conflicts of laws d e s of the forum still have to
be applied368.

Only where the text of the Wwsaw Convention would explicitly supersede such provisions - as

-

-

-

e.g. in Art. 23 the lex speciaiis principie orders as an exception a different approach3".

Consequently, theforum may eventuaily hold its own law inapplicable, inappropriate or
otherwise and refer to a different law. Then the aspect of foreseeability is affected in a number of

ways: First, the substantive Zexfuri rnay not apply; second, the court may have to classify/qualiQ

legal notions and institutions in order to appiy thern under its own procedurai etc. law, which
enhances the danger that the foreign law may not apply without baing "coined" to a certain extent;
third, the application, classification, and qiialificationof foreign law hosts the latent danger of its
~nisinter~retations~~~
;nnally, the court may be bound by provisions of its own law which prevent it
--
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Müller, '"Dasinternationale Privauecht der Luftfatut" (1932), at p. 72: "Auf keinem Gebiete des internationalen
Privatrechts hemcht grohte Verwimuig ais gerade hier." [English translation provided].
This seems to be the general understanding. S œ e,g, OLGf DiiFseidorf(l2.1.1 W8), VersR 1978,964-Kionke,
"Schlegelberger Kommentar zum Hanéelsrecht, Frachtrccht" @mding publication), Art. 1, IL 8.11.1.;
Guldimann, Ynternationales Lufttranspomtcht" (1965), Einl., no. 42: the reference to the l afori may be not
amibuteci any effect beyond that the parties to the contract be trcated as usual if no unifying mle exists:
"a) Wem im Wortlaut der vorgenannten Art. 21,22,28 und 29 auf die lex fori verwiesen witd, so hat es hier
nicht notwendigerweise sein Bewenden mit den einschlagigcn materiell- d e r prozeBrechtlictren Normen der lex
foi, sondern diese kann nach ihrem eigentlichcn Intcmationdprivat- d e r proze0recht auf eine w e i t m
Rechtsordnung weitcrgreifen. Das ergibt sich aus folgender Oberlegung: Mit der Verweisung will doch wohl
nichts anderes bewirkt werden, als ci& die Partcien im bemffenden Punkt gleich emem Strcitpunkt behandelt
werden, der dem Abkommen nicht u n t ~ ~ ~ o rist.
f c Praktisch
n
konnte eine solcbe Weittrvenivtisung in den Fallen
von Art. 21 in Frage komrnen. b) Wo das Abkommen nicht ausdrticklich aufdie lex fori vcrweis&sondem die
gilt der Grundsatz e m rccht: Anwendbar ist jencs Recht, daç nach
Frage des anwendbaren Rechts offen
dem fntemationalprivatrtcht des angedenen Gcrichts maBgebend ist [...]".
See also Ruhwedei, "Der LufibeMrderungsvertragy*
(2 ed- 1987), at p. 28; Mankiewicz, "On thc Appiication of
National Law Under and in Margin of the Warsaw Convention", 6 Au Law (1 98 1), 79 (8 1) giving also m e r
references.
See forcgoing footnote.
Cf. e.g. the judgment rendered by RG (4 Jan. 1882 1.636/81), RGZ 7,21 (famous as the 'Tenuesset Bill-ofExchange Case"): A bill-of-exchange subject to US law was at issue in the law suit; the defendant wanted ta
avail himself fiom liability with refercnu to the applicable statute of limitation. However, since undcr the
applicable US law the statute of limitation is a m e d y of procedvral law, and under German coaflim law the
procedure is subject to fexfort the court did not apply the provision of the statute - and crcated an eternai

-

-

h m applying the foieign law in a genuine way, Le. ordre public reservations affecthg e.g. capacity
to enter or the form of a contract, or the compensability of certain damages Then again, the
conclusion is, that a general lexfori principle is (menly) as good as any.

Substantive lexfori Principle Dlsregmrding Party Autonomy

CC)

Yet another argument must be held against a lex fori principie. Although the contract of carriage
is an obligation of a relative legal nature,the parties to the contract and its object (the carriage) are

fixed. Does it appear sensible that the same contract between the same parties with the same objective

is subject to a different legal system depending on where the parties bring a law suit? Such ultimate
relativity hardiy makes sense. The application of the substantive Zex fori (beyond exceptional
considerations of the ordre public) to contracts of carriage by air has, therefore, been considered as
"entirely ~nacce~tabie''~'~
.

As should be mentioned for the sake of theoretical completeness, it has been submitted that in

spite of the insufficiencies of a general connection (Anknupfirngspunkt) with the substantive lexfori,

it may be of some significance in serving as a subsidiary point of contact where no other acceptable
solution c m be found3". This proposal, coming h m the leamed authors of a Treatise on a General

Parr of Private International Law, could be characterized as .a general "last resort" principle in

--

-

-p

-

obligation, due to an incorrec! qualification of the statute of limitation. As under Geman law the iimitation is a
matter of substautive law. the provisions of the statute comctly would have had to be qualified as substantive
law for the purposes of Grman conrlicts law (eius est inrerprerari, cuius esr condere; or as aiready Thornus
Hobbes had put it " L e v i a t h", ch. 19: auct~ritas~
non v e r P r f i t legem) in ordcr to accomplish a just and
fair solution to the ismc. Subsequentiy, the Bumukgerichishof (BGH) has handled such matters differently: BGH
(9 June 1960 VI11 ZR 109/59), IPRspr. 1960161, no. 23 (p. 94).
Müller, " Das internationale Privatrtcht der LuMht" (1932), at p. 77.
KelfedSiehr, "Allgemeine Lefinn des intemationalen Privatrechts" (1986), at p. 394.

-

-
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conflicts law. In private international air Iaw, however, one would only have to be resorted to it in the

- uniikely - case diat every other possible solution would be entirefy unacceptable.
It must be observed that both civil and common lawyers agree that a "homewardtrend" induced
by alleged lex fori principles in internationally unified private law is to be avoided by aU

nea ans^^ .

-

2. Confiicts of Laws Possible Soiutions

Thus, the alleged principle of prevalence and preferability of the Zexfori disintegrates. Eventually
a Z e r fori principle hosts the same degree of (un)foreseeability and disunification as any other

principle. The curent situation, therefore, is characterized by a multitude of different conflicts of
laws provisions due to preferences of the domestic ~e~islators~'~.

a)

The Existence of Contlicts de lege lufaand de legeferendo

As Makizroystated in 1927~",i.e. already two years prior to the Warsaw Conterence,, the need
for inter-private laws mies in air law prevails as long as different air laws exist, and, moreover, even
the establishment of an air law of a worldwide scope of application, Le. of absoiute univedity, will
never succeed to make al1 conflicts of laws provisions redundant.
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See Eorsi, "General Provisions", in: GalstonlSmii (ed), "international Sales" (1 984), 2 (pp. 2-1;2-9; 2- 10);
Winrhp, "Ptivaze international Law and the U.N.Sales Convention", 21 Corne11 Int.L.J. (1988),529 (530);
Diedich, "Ltîckenfnllung irn intemationalen Einheitsrtcht", IPRax 1995,353 (356 et seq. ). See also the
teferences given as to a "homewwd trend ";supra
Lawitzen v. Lumen (1 953), 345 US. 571 ;Hellenic Lines v. Rhoditis (1 WO), 398 U.S.306. Malier, "Das
internationale Privattccht der Luftfàhd' (1932),at pp. 72 ff.; Riese, "Luftrecht"(1949), at pp. 393-397; Id,
"Internationalprivaachtliche Probleme auf dem Gebiet des Luftrcchts", 7 ZLR (1958),271 (280);Miide T h e
Problems of Liabilies in International Carriagc by Air"(1963); Id "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1
McGill L.J. (1965),730 (245);Sand*"'Paneiautonomie' in internationalen LuftbeflSrdeningsvtxtriigenn',18
ZLW (1 969). 205 (217); Frings,uKollisionsrechtliche Aspekte des intemationaien Luftbc~rdenuigsvertrsrges
",
26 ZLW (1 977), 8;Magdelénat*"Air Cargo" ( 1 983), at pp. 39 ff.;M ~ k i e w i c z"Liability
~
of the International
Air Carrier (1981),at p. 4;Lugerberg,Conflicts of Laws in Private International Air Law (Thesis, IASL,
McGill; 199l), pp. 6-20;Dettling-Ott,"SchweizMsches und internationaies Luftrecht" (1 993). at pp. 78-93.
M h o v , "Die zwiscfrcnprivatrcchtlichen Normen des Luftrechts", 1 ZgesLuftR ( 1 927/28), 180 (at p. 186).

Moreover, every approach to a systematic resolution of conflicts is a modus vivendiniodus
vivendi, incluludg coaflicts. To put with a famous dicnim by WengZer: 'cconcordmtiudiscordmtium
gactomm '

".

The current situation of the Wmsuw Convention and its supplementary protocois, usually
referred to as the W

m System, is rather dissatisfaetory. IATA recentiy initiated an Inter-Cmrier

Agreement as an attempt to Save the System h m complete disintegration, somewhat similar to the
196966 crisis. EvenWy, ICA0 might again take the initiative in Warsm issues3" to induce

dialogi~eon a new convention in order to replace the peculiar conglomerate of Wwsm Convention,
Supplementary Convention, pmtocols and private agreements. However, will this new system include
more detailed provisions on issues such as the notion of compensable damages?If a future system
was to replace Wmsaw and be accepted to the same extent al1 over the world, major compromises
would have to be expected. Therefore, national peculiarities, culhual, religious and social features,
have to be taken into account. Some societies tend to commercialize dl kinds of damages, others may

consider compensation for any damage beyond measurable economic loss ethically unacceptable.

Thus, unifoxmity as to some substantial issues will not be achievable, may not even appear desirable,
in order to accomplish the highest degree of acceptance of the central provisions of uniform law.
Therefore, not only de lege luta, but also de iegeferenda the question will arise: which law govems
those parts of the contract not covered by Utilfieci law? The primary conflicts of laws problem resides
not in the question which of the different p o h of contact would be most "appropriate", but in the
lack of a d o m i conflicts of laws norm378,cbaracterized as "désunification judicaire3379 .
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Wengier, as quoted by Majoros. %onflikte mischen Staatsvemiigen auf dem Gebiete des Rivamchts", 46
RabelsZ (1982), 84 (a? p. 86).
Cucrcntly there is a Working Gmup examining perspectives of a convention on the unification of legal aspects
of international carriage by air & legeferen&.
Imperatively demanded by Sand, 6'bPartciautonomie'in intemationaien Luf&bef6tdcnmgsvertragen'*,
18 ZLW
(1969), 205 (at p. 2 17).
Mankiewicz, "Le sort de la Convention de Varsovie en droit écrit et en Common Law", in: MbJanges en
I 'honneur de Paul Roubier, vol. II (196 If, 1O5 (at p. 1 10).

Hence the question &ses which law is to fill these blanks.

The Private Autonomy Principle: la: v o l u n t e

The application of the one principle readily considered by the "modem lawyer: lex voluntati.~"~~~
to private international air law has already been discussed and c o ~ f m n e d.~ ~ '

(1) Voluntas aperta vs. voluntos obîrusa

As mentioned above3", the application of Zex volwrtatis has to be agreed upon as to the obvious

selection of the applicable law by the parties (voluntas apertu).

Although it is also common to acknowledge ais0 irnplied selections, for the reasons already
mentioned supra, this thesis rejects the recognition of "implied choices" which are u d l y imposed
by the courts (voluntasobtnrsa). This rejection applies to both consumer contracts and business

contracts. As to the latter category, one may weii expect the professional parties to unambiguousiy
agree upon a selection of the applicable law, and to present their agreed choice in a clear way;
otherwise the applicable law shall be determined according to a clear provision law governing the

conflicts of laws rather than being subject to vague reasonings by a court applying its notions in the
name of the parties. As to the former category, consumer protection, the fafnial situation will usually
be nich that a passenger is a CO-contractantto a contrat d'adhésion; he will either be compelled to

accept the c h e r ' s choice of law in the conditions of contract, or there will be no agreement on a
choice of law at dl, and thus ceaainly no irnplied choice.
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Mifde,Tonflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1 McGiil L.J. (1965), 220 (at p. 243).
Supra
Supra

For this reason9with respect to contracts of carriage by air, the situation of an implied selection
of the applicable Iaw wiIl scarcely &se. It may, however, be conceivable with respect to business
cantracts. Then such a choice will be upheld in most jurisdictions according to the generai p ~ c i p l e s
of the d e s on confiicts of laws of obligations, if the choice is demonstrated "with reasonable
c e ~ t y . Some
> ~ jurisdictions,
~
such as e.g. Canada, may apply higher requirements as to

"reasonable certainty thaa o t b e r ;~and
~ ~de Iegeferenda it would be desirable to do away with the
possibility of an implied choice as to contracts of d a g e by air, at Ieast as a [ex specialis in the mies
of codicts of laws of obligations.

-

(2)Ler volunta& Freedom and Restrictions

The choice-of-law &dom was recognized by the Inctiute de Droit International in its Brussels
Resolution of 1 9 6 3 Art.
~ ~5 ~( I~) ~ ' ~ .

However, under the W

m Convenrion, Art. 32 provides for a mandatory character of the

liability d e s to the extent that the carrier caanot contract out of his liability as established in the

onv vent ion^", O;
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that a "choice of law clause would have to be formulated very carefu11y7y388
.

Supra.
See foregoing footnote.
Reproduced in 50 Annuaire de I 'Institut & Droit International II (1963), at pp. 373-3 76. For a criticai
discussion see Mil&, Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air, 11 McGill L.J. (1965), 220.
Art.5reads:
"The contract of cartiage of passengers and goods shall be govemed by the Iaw to which the parties have
indicated their intention to subrnit it.
When the parties have not settled the law applicableTthe contract shall be governed by the law of the principal
place of business of the cameî'.
On Art. 5 (1) sct Mokorov, "Conflits de lois en m&&e de droit aérien", 48 Annwire de f 'Imtiîuf (ie Droit
Inteniational 1 (1 959), 386.
Art. 32 WC reads:
"Sont nulles toutes les clauses du contrat de transport et toutes conventions particulières antérieures au dommage
par lesquelles les parties dérogeraient aux règjes de la présente Convention soit par une détermination de la loi
applicable, soit par une modification des règles de cornpetence. Toutefois, dans le transport des marchandises,
les clauses d'arbitrage sont admises, dans les limites de la Convention, lorsque I'arbriaage doit s'effectuer dans
les lieux de compétence des tribunaux prévus à l'article 28, alinéa 1".
"Any clause contained in the contract and al1 special requirements entend into beforc the damage occurred by
which the parties purpon to intiinge the rules laid down by this Convention, whether deciding the law to be
applied, or by a l t e ~ the
g niles as to jurisdiction, shall be nul1 and void. NevertheIess for the carriage of goods

Furthemore, the number of Iegal systems available is considered limited either to the laws of thefora

under Art. 28 of the W a s m onv vent ion^^^ or at least to the circle of states that are a party to the

onv vent ion^^ .
Yet auother aspect promotes restrictions to the freedom of choice of law. The maxim of complete
private autonomy postdates equal negotiating power for the parties involved. Neither do the parties

of a contract of caniage by air negotiate the covenants of the contract (unless the demand of a major

business customer, conceivable solely in cargo transportation, matches the economic ske of the

carrier), nor has the customer the opportunity to influence any single condition. The customer is
subjected by a "Wcket of Conditions of ~ a r r i a ~ e ",' ~his
' agreement a fiction, and the notion of a tme
"contract of reference" (Verweisungsvertrroa)a mere illusion392. The le@ remedies devdoped in
rnany jurisdictions senring consumer protection, especially with respect to contrats d'adhésion,

arbitration clauses are ailowed, subject to this Convention, if the arbitration is to take place within one of the
jurisdictions referred to in the first paragraph of Article 28."
Mi&, "Confl icts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1 McGill LJ. (1965), 220. See also Guldimonn,
"Internationales Lufttransportrecht" (1965), Art, 32, no. 2 fE;Dertiing-Ott, WA, at p. 80, N. 17; p. 292; and the
conclusions dtawn by LG Hamburg (7 Sept. 1977), RIW 1977,652.
Among the numemus authorities as to this aspect sec e-g. Milor SRL v. British Airw(?ys Pk(C.A., 9 February
1996), The'Tiies, Law Report, 19 Febn>sry 1996, per Phillps LJ.;Rothrnans of Paf1 M d (Oiriersm) Lfd v.
Saudi Arabian Airfines Corporation, [l98 1] 4.8.368.Riese, "Lufüecht" (1949), at p. 470; GkmulZa/Schid
"The Warsaw Convention", Art. 28; Shawicross & Beaumont, "Air Law" (4 ed.), para* VI1 (137).
See e.g. Guldimann, "internationales Lufttransportrecht" (1 965), at p. 18 1. The practical significanceof this
aspect is certainly somewhat reduced facing the list of WOISGIW
Convention parties (see 18 Ann.Air SpL. II
(1993). pp. 374379).
Kaufinun, J. in LiEi V. AIitdia (US Ct.App. 2d Cir. l966), 9 CCH Avi. i 8,374 (18,3 78), quoting M~cMahon,
J.
delivering the opinion in the previous instance.
Set H4~~)0ppef,
"nie IATA Conditions of Conand Carriage for Passengers and Baggage", 9 E.T.L (1974),
650, at 652:

"In generai, îhe party on which an adhesion contract is hposed, is bound by it, even if he has n a r d it or does
not know the terms of it; the usual construction to mach this aim is the legaffrction of agreement: in signing or
in accepting as in the case of an airline ticket tûe contract, the conrracting party agrres to al1 tems which the
other party unilaterally imposes upon him. [...] The= is no batguiningpow on the part of the passenger, and
the only 'fteedom' left to hirn is to take the conuact as it is, in othcr words to 'adhere' to it, or to l a v e it."
Virtuaily the sarne formula had already been uscd by Sand, *bParteiautonomie' in internationah
Luftbefilrdenuigsvertr;rgen", 18 ZLW (1969), 205, at p. 2 12.
Art. 18 of the lATA General Conditions of Caniage (Passcnger and Baggage), as published in IATA
Recommended Practice 1 724 (reproduccd in GiemufkdSchmid/Ehlers, "Warschauer Abkommen". Appendix III1) and Art, 11 of the !A TA standard conditions of -age
as contained in IATA Resolution 72-4,Anachment A
(reproduced in GiemJlrJSchmirt/EhIws, " W d a u e r Abkommen", Appendix 111-7)explicitly state tbat "[n]o
agent, servant or tcprcsentative of the air carrier has autbority to alter, modify or waive any provirions ofthis
contract." As a survey conducted by the author of this thesis reveals, this clause is applied by virntally every
international carrier on the globe. As Sand, ibd at p. 212, in n. 60 reveals, cornpliance with this c h e is
extmnely mict. Acts contrary to this clause led to seveer measures by IATA against the carrier in the part.

-

-

would apply3" ;the Rome Convention 1980 however excludes contracts of carriage from some
special provisions of consumer

although carriages within the fkmework of an arranged

package tour cg. are subject to such protection3".
Apparently in order to avoid uncertainties concernhg the validity of such clauses, IATA did not

continue to make use of choice of law provisions396.39' Choice of law provisions were held as
contrary to English ~ a w ~as
' ~not
, in confonnity with French and Swiss ~ a w ~as' ~"contrary
,
to
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See e.g. Bugdiut, "Travel Agency in Comparative and Rivate International Law" (1976), at p. 151.
Art. 5 (4) (a) explicitly exempts contracts of c d a g e .
rn5(5)States:

b6Notwithstaading
the provisions of paragraph 4, this Article shall apply to a conaact which, for an exclusive
price, provides for a combination of travei and accomodation."
The pre-war version fiom 1931 (so d l e d "Antwerp version") contained a choice-of-jurisdiction provision in
Art. 22 (4) (1) (passengers) and Art. 21 (4) (1) (cargo), contemplating at the sarne tirne an application of the [ex
fori.
On these clauses see the publications of their chator Doring, "Convention concernant le contrat de transports
aériens. Avant-propos et commentaires", Droit Aérien 1930,415; id, "Luftrechtliche Arbeiten innerhalb des
internationalen Lufberkehrsverbandes (IATA)", I Arch.f.LuftR (193 1) 41;id, "Die Neugestaitung des
Luftbeftirderungsvertrages im europtiischen Luftverkehr", 2 ArchXLuftR (1932), 1;id. "Les tâches juridiques
de I'iATA", Revue Aéronautique Internationale 1935.68.
Efaving been significantly shaped by Lufihcv~fa
Qmdiicus D&ing, these clauses have beeu referred to as "D6ring
clauses" rDtiring-Klausel"]. Sec Sancl, 'C'Parteiautonomie' in intemationalen LuftbefBrdertl~lgsvertragen",18
ZLW (1969), 205 (at p. 215). The suspect that the clauses haci been created either by Doring or by Major
Beaumont incited a Dutch court in 1936 to have both lawyers provide legal opinions on a case at stake (see
~ederlandKJurisprudentie 1934316. Since the c l a w s did not comply with English law, however, their m e
authorship must be with Ddring. The non-cornpliance with English law was ascertained in Kidston v. Lufhama
(C.A. I936), [1938] 1 Lloyd's L.Rep. 2, per Scnuzon LJ.
IATA's so-cdled "Bermuda conditions" of 29 March 1949 did away witb the "Doring clauses".
The text of the "Bennuda conditions" is reproduced in Alex Meyer, "Internationale Luftfahrtabkornmen", vol. 1
(1 953), pp. 163 fX
As to these cfauses see Gares, "IATA Conditions of Carriage", IATA Bull. no. 9 - 1949, pp. 53 ff.; Guzdik,
"Anaiysis of Certain Aspects of the Law of Contracts Retating to international Caniage of Goods by Air"
(Thesis, McGill; 1950), pp. 40 ff.; id. "Uniform Air Transport Documents and Conditions of Contract", 19
JALC (1%Z), 184; Lemoine, "Standardizating the Conditions of Carriage", lATA Bull. no. 15 - 1952, at p. 60.
Subsequent versions have never contained a choice of law provision. See Lemoine. "Vers une uniformisation du
contrat de transports aérien international", RFDA 1954, 103; Schweicbdr. '"Die neuen
Bef(lrderungsbedinguagender M A filr den Luft-Personen- und -Gepackverkehr" in:
zum
intemationalen Luflcht. Festschrift fllt Alex Meyer" [afler 1975 often rcferred to as "Festschrift Alex Meyer
i"] (Düsseldorf; 1954), pp. 1 17 ff.; Rudo/f;"Die neuen IATA-Befordemgsbedingungen für Fluggëste und
Gepack", 20 ZLW (1971), 153; S a d , ubPartciautonomie' in intemationalen Lufibefirdenuigsvertragen", 18
ZLW (1969), 205 (at p. 21 1); Lugerberg, "Conflictsof Laws in tivate International Au Law" (Thesis, IASL,
McGill; 1991), at pp. 40 et seq.
Kidston v. Ltiflhansa (C.A. 1SM),
[f 9381 1 Lloyd's L.Rep. 2. per Scrutton L.J.
This had alnady been ascertaincd by Lemoine. "Trait6 de droit aérien" (1947), at p. 402; RiesdLacour, UPrécjs
de Droit Aérien" (195 l), at p. 223; Romang, "Zwtilndigkcit und Vollstrcckbarkeit im intemationalen und
schweizerischen Luftprivatrecht" (1958), at pp. 80 ff.; and by GernuuIt, in: ICA0 Doc. 7450 - L U I 3 6 1, p. 243.
The new Swiss code on private international law (IPRG)expressly prohibits a choice of law in consumer
contracts: Art. 120 (2) IPRG.Its applicability to contracts of carriage under Swiss law is discussed by DetthgOtt, "Schweizerisches und internatioanles Lufttransporere~ht",at pp. 81; 83 ff.

~~~~~~e
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bdamental public policy of the United tat tes'^, and considered with skepticism by the majority of
legal ~ommentators~~'
. A m e y of the cunent practice of a number of a i r l i n e ~meals
~ ~ ~ that the use

of choice of Iaw provisions in contracts of carnage among the airlines is no longer fashionable among
those carriers that used them in the

.This eend is given momentun by national legislation or a

tendency of the law courts in a number of states to apply at least certain consumer protective des, no

matter which law gov-

the contract (mandatory or imperative cla~ses)~".
Sometirnes these d e s

are not even found in legislature devoted to private international law, but rather in consumer
protection acts405.

It appears noteworthy that the Commercial Court of the Kanton Zürich (19 Sept. 1Wl), SJZ 1992,37 decided to
achowledge a choice of Iaw by the parties in a case where othewise the pmper law of the conaact would have
been Lybian law accordhg to Art. 1 17 IPRG.Thaï an international camage by air in generai rnay be subject to a
choice of law m e n t between the parties had already k n ncognized by the Swiss Suprerne Court
(Bun&.sgerichr; BGJ ASDA Bull. 1959/3, 10 (at that time, however, applying former Swiss law).
CAEI Order E-1590 of 18 Mai 1948 (refcning to Art, 7 of IATA rcsolution no. 11SI520 = 2 1SIS20 = 3 19520).
See also Fricke v. Isbrcmdsen Co. (S.D.N.Y. 1957), 151 F.Supp. 465.
See Mil&, "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the A?', 11 McGill L.I. (196S), 220 (at p. 244); Lando,Tonsumer
Contracts and Party Autonomy in the Confiict of Laws", in: Mélanges de &oit compuré en 2 'honneu~du doyen
Ake Mafmstrom (1978), 141 (at pp. 1S 1 et seq.).
Including Aeroflot, A e r o f i m Argenti', A& C
e American Airfines, Britirk ArnVays, L u f i h a
Northwest Airlines, Subenu, Singapore Airlines. See furthet the observations made by Rchtnich, "Luftrcchtliche
Betrachtungen anlaslich des Abstunes eincs Fîugzeuges der Koniglich Niederlilndischen
Luîtverkehrsgesellschaft (KtM) am 2î. M m 1952 bei Frankfurt aN.",1 ZLR (1952), 333.
As to the la'itter, S&
Y4Parteiautonomie'in inmationalen L u f t k f o r d e m g s v e ~ c n n 18
, ZLW (1969), 205
(at pp. 213; 216) m d o n s Aeroflot and Sabena. As RudoIfS "Die neuen IATA-Beforderungsbcdingungenfllr
Ffuggiiste und Gepâdr", 20 ZLW (197 1), 153 reports, Sizbenu stopped aùeady in 1971 making use of choice of
law clauses. Lzijlhcuw must have made use of an indirect choict of law rule in its cargo conditions, providing
for the application of the lexfori and then repeating the possiblefora under Art. 28 (2) of the Worsm
Convention a Ddrzhg heritage? Today, however, no such clause is found in the L u f i h a conditions (6 ed., 1
May 1992 o f the Conditions of Carriage for cargo as approved by the German MinisuCr of Transport according
to § 42 L VO in connection with g 11 L VG under file number AZ L3-5-225US8 of 8 Decembcr 1958).
As to Canada sec e.g Moguurd Imestmerrtr Ltd v. De Wqye (1WO), 76 D.L.R4th 256; 119901 3 S.C.R 1077;
see also Hunt v. T & Nplc. (1993), 109 D.L.R4th 16; [1993] 4 S . C X 289. On the development see Çiinger,
"The Constitutionaiization of the Conflict of Laws",25 Can.Busin.L.J. (1995), 38; FinkldLobrecque, "Low Cost
Legal Remedies and Market Efficiency: Looking Beyond Moguwd", 22 Can.Busin.L.J. (1993), 58 (82 ff.).
in Switterland, the contract of air carriage has ficqucntiy becn characterized as a consumer contract which under
Art. 120 (2) IPRG shaii not bc subject to a choice of Iaw d e . Cowts have applied this d e even under
ambiguous circumstaaccs; sec Bezirhgericht Z.ich (16 May 1989)' SJZ 1990,216 = ASDA Buil; 199111, 12
ff. For an ordinary case sec Bezirksgerichf Ziirich (2 Febr. l988), ZR 87 no. 92,218.
E.g. in Gennany the Act on Conditions of Contract (Gesetr zïber die Alfgemeinen Gesckifisbedingungen AGBGj rcquires that it be applied even if forcign law is to govem the contract in cases where the following
criteria art met: nie contract must have bten concluded subsequent to advertisemants of one of the parties
within Germany; the party must have its pennancnt rcsidence in Germany, and must have agreed on the contract
within the temitonal seope of application of thc Act # 10 AGBG. On its significaflce as to air law sec
Btkkstiegel, "Zur Badcutung des ntuen AGB-Gesetzcs für die Bet?5rderungsb«lingungender
Fl~ggesellschaften'~,
in: Boctencha~.M. / Bo~krtiegel.K. H. / Weides. P., "Beiaage zum Lufb und
Weltraumrech~Fescsctinft at Ehren von Alex Meyer. Sonderausgabe der Zeitscbrift filr Lufi- und
Weltraumre~ht'~(1975),
55 (at pp. 57 ff.).

-

-

(3)Lex wlunttritir - Contesîing Its Legal Soundness

More than thhty yeats before Mflde wrote that %e first solution which cornes to the mind of any

modem lawyer dealing with any contractuai relations is the application of the principie of party
autonomy in the choice of law - lex voluntatis.'~,Hermann ~ ü l l e t ~
proved
~ ' that he was not one of
those "modem l a w y e r ~ " ;~his
~ perceptive and tempting legal approach, howevet, does even to&y
not at aU lack legal soundness. In a section on party autonomy in pnvate international air law, he
observed that choice of law provisions can be nul1 and void under mandatory d e s of t h e f i ,

especidly in standardized conditions of &age.

In confomity with traditional authorities on private

international Iaw in genera1409,he points out that the agreement on the selection of a certain legal

system to govem the contract of camage is itself a contract (Rechtsgeschaf): a "contractof
refrence

" (Verweisungsvertrag). Legal

signincance and consequences to this agreement are

rendered to a declaration by the parties only by the legal system governing the declaration4'*.

Whether the agreement between the parties is legally cognimble, therefore, is a matter of k
m (a
question of norm'ativism) which cannot be examined under the law which is referred to by the parties'
agreement in the "contract of reference" (Yerweisungsverfrag),but under a legal sysiem as
determined by generai rules. Thus, the will of the parties can only obtain its legal signincance, Le. its

quality as a legally copnizabie agreement, by first applying a different legal system in order to
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Milde, "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 11 McGill L.J.(1965). 220 (243).
Müller, '"Dasinternationale Privatrecht der Lufthhd' (1932), a -pp. 74-76.
Although he cfearly rcalizcd that the Supmme Court of the Gennany was tending to abandon its former
approacha (based on the ler loci solutionic doctrine) in favour of choice of law fmdom ("Das Reichsgericht
und ein Teil der deutschen Wissenschaft erkennen den Parkiwiilen ais massgebend fllr die Bestimmung des
anzuwendenden Rechts an. [..-] Inwicweit es damit seine Lehre vom Erfflllungsort aber den Haufen wVft, sol1
hier nicht erUrtert werden."); ibd at p. 75.
Niemeyer, "Positives internationales Privamcht" ( 1 896)- p. 6: Gutzwiiler, "lntemationalprivatrecht" ([s.d.] ca
1920). at pp. 1605 et seq. ;Rabel* "Die deutsche Rcchaprechung in einzeinen Lehrm des internationalen
Privatrecbts", 3 RabclsZ (193 2), 753 (pp. 756 ff.); Wahl."Das Zustandekommen von SchuldvetrQen und ihre
Anfechhuig wegen Willensmangels", 3 RabelsZ (193 l), 774 (a775; 790 ff.); Wafker,"Intemationaies
Privatrechf' (192 1), at pp. 343 et sq..
See foregoing foomote; esp. Niemeyer, ibd.

ascertain its [ego[ relevance4" .In order to avoid this complicated procedure, MUIer suggests that the
will of parties not be taken into consideration when looking for an appropriate point of contact as to
contracts of international m a g e by air. Before the background of aii kinds of consumer protection
in choice of law

and in the "age of mandatory des", the approach of contesting the legal

soundness of the fieedorn to choose does not appear without some convincing egét. Some may even
predict that it will agah become a "moderny9approach413.

(4) Conclusion

As to [ex voluntaris, the conclusion is that it does not render a favorable solution of the confiicts

of laws problem with respect to cornmerciai contracts of international camage by air. Although
modem codifications of pnvate intemtional air iaw still refer to the subjective test as the f h t point

of contact in a checklist of tests, this test is subject to many restrictions, some due to consumer

protection in general, some due to Art. 32 of the Wmsm Convention in that a choice of law provision

-

might cut some of the rights of the passenger or shipper/consignor/co~1~igneethe CAB had even
declared a cargo clause as contrary to public policy. The subjective approach, therefore, does not

seem to qualie as a useful and recommendable point of contact in the conflicts of laws of the
contract of international camage by air.

41 1

-

As a matter of course, the tegal systems may in practice be the sarne but if they are, thea this is due to a
different relevant point of contact. This aspect, however, was subject to controversial highest jurispmdence in
Gennany: see RG (10 May 1884 1. 1 14/84), RGZ 12,34 (36); RG (30 Jan. 1889 1.33 1/88), RGZ 23,3 1 (33).
There has, however, ais0 k e n jurisprudence to the conctrary: see e.g. RG (î2 Febr. 1881 III. 34 1/80), RGZ 4,
242 (246); RG (8 July 1883 1.3 17/82), RGZ 9,225 (226 f.); RG (2 1 Oct. 1887 III. 136/87), RGZ 20,333
(334-336); RG (3 NOV.
1889 - II1 242/89), RGZ 24, 112 (1 13); RG (4 Febr. 1890 W. 105/89), RGZ 26, 135
(15 1 ff.). Jurisprudence, tao, seems traditionally have to favored the view that the law that is refmed to is to
govern also the questions of legal pmaquisites (vor/iagen): sec e.g. Wdker, "Internationaies Privatrccht"
(1921), at pp. 343 ff. rendering M e r bafk refertnces as to legislative proposak issued by Niemeyer and
Gebhard. See ais0 Zirelmann, "internationalesPrivatrccht"I (1 897), at p. 278.
Walker,ibd,at p. 346 concludes in his discussion that the parties may choose the law to govern a connact
deliberately, unless imperative niles of the iaw applicable uccording to privrute i~~fernufionai
lm interfere.
Sec dso Wengfer,"Internationales Privatrecht" (1 98 1), at pp. 556 et seq. reflecthg cumnt tendencies.

-

-
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Supra.

As to this aspect see esp. the essay by Juenger, "Parttiautonomie und objektive Anlaiûpfuag im EGübereinkommen rum Intemationalen Vcrtragsrecht. Einc Kntik aus arnerikanischer Sichï", 46 RabelsZ (1982),

57.

bb)

Objective Tests

Hence, the traditiod points of contact applying objective tests have to De examined as to
whether they provide for acceptable solutions.

In order to quai@ certain points of contact as appropnate for the determination of the applicable
law, the objectives must be defined. Since it is still the area of private law that is concemed, the
prevaihg notion is still private autonomy, and thus the appropnate law is to be determineci fkom the
standpoint of the parties of the contract of carriage. A govemment may have an interest in the
application of its own law once a case is pending before its court. However, "it is obvious that no
court can do justice if it refuses absolutely to recognize the existence of a foreign law or of any right

acquired thereunder,414 . The exclusive application of substantive Iex fori, therefore, does not serve
the purpose of substantial

. Moreover, in the arena of internationally unified law it merely

transfers the choice of law problem into a choice of jurisdiction problem, instead of rendering a

solution.
The problem of an international balance of the factors influencing the determination of the
applicable law still remains416,and it is believed that a single conflicts d e should govern al1
passengers and persons interested in cargo aboard an aircraft unifomily4". On the other hand, if
private autonomy is the recognized and prevailing principle of private law, then a uniform treatment
does not necessariiy have to be a decisive criterion. Obligations are of a relative nature, and the law

goveming the relationship may depend on the parties and the contents of the contract. To appiy a

-

simple example: If passenger X flies London Paris - Rome; and Y flies Paris - Rome - Athens; why
414
4 15
416

Grmeson, "'The Conflict of Laws" (5 ed.; 1965), at p. 8.
See &O supra.
Kegel, "ùitemationales Privaîrcchf' (6 ed.; l987), at p. 54 uses the term "ùnemationalprivatrechtliche
Gerechtigkeit" which Juenger, "Choice of Law and Muitistate Justice" (1993), at p. 69 translates as "conflictr
justice".

417

Frankemtein, "internationales Privatrccht", vol. II (Berlin 1929), at p. 218; Cuspers, "lnternationales
Luftaanspoimcht" (1 BO), at p. 12; Riece. "htemationalp~vatrechtlicheProbleme auf dern Gebicte des
Luffrechts", 7 ZLR (1958), 271 (280); Mllde, "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1 McGill L.J*(1 965),
220 (245).

shouid these contracts be treated equally even if X and Y sit next to each other on Paris - Rome? The

contracts have nothing in common. They might even be concluded with different (contraenrai)
carriers. One would like to agree with von Savigny that the purpose of legal d e s is to serve private
interests rather than vice versa4I8. Certainly the latter solution might be considered preferable for the

-

-

convenience of the lawyer, which however is not an asset superior to the requirement that the law
balance social interests appropnately. It is in order to balance the social interests of the private
parties, why, according to von Smtigny S system, the situs of the iegal relationsbip concemed has to
be detennined419.Also involving the criterion of foreseeabi~ity~~~,
in the most ideal case such situs

(which ever method might apply to determine) WU
create c o n p e n c e of individual justice and the
more or less subconscious expectations of the parties of the contract of carrïage, i.e. those
circumstances that would have been reasonably contemplated by the parties if they had considered the

issue. However, this approach will scarcely bring about decisional harmony and has, in its entirety,
been criticized as an "ideal [that] will forever rernain a phantom'd21 . Some may draw the conclusion

that for practical purposes "a choice-of-law d e need not acbieve perfect justice at any time it is
hvoked in order to be preferable to a no-nile approacWAn. This represents the logical aatonym of the

modem approach, which recruits more "policy a s p e d A * in its opposition to the classical

4 18
419

420
42 1
422

Sm-, "Systern des heutigen RUmischen Rechts" IV (1 849), at p. 1 16.
Ibd at pp. 108, 1 18, 120,200. That this means the si- of the privpre reiotr'onship, as opposed to doctrines
promoted in the US, has already been pointed out. See supra.
See Riese, "htemationalprivatnchtliche Probieme auf dem Gebiete des Luftrechts", 7 ZLR (1958), 271 (280);
Mi[&, Tonflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 11 McGi11 L.J. (1965), 220 (245).
See Juenger. "Choice of Law and Multistate Justice" (1993). p. 69 citing Fritz Sturm.
Rosenberg, '"A Comment on Reich v. Ptucell", 15 UCLA L.Rev. (1968), 641 (644).
See also a dictum by Donman, L.J. in Formosa v. Fonnosa (C.A.), (19621 3 Al1 E.R 419 (424):
"But these mies of privaîe international law am made for men and women not the other way round and a tidy
logical perfection can never be achieved. Certain elementaxy considerations of decency and justice ought not to
be sacrificed in the attempt to achive it."
Sand, "Choice of Law in Contracts of International Carriage by Air" (Thesis, IASL,McGill : 1 962), at p. 62.
Generaily cf. the modem American approaches especially the "better law approach", usualiy atcnbuted to te@
(see e.g. Leflar, "Conflicts Law: More than Choice hfluencing Considerations", 54 CalifL.Rev. [1966] 1!W),
and the "governmental interest analysisy'as shaped by Currie (seCurrie. "Selected Essays in the Conflict of
Laws" [1963]). For a ment anaiysis see Brifmuyer, "The Role of Substantive and Choice of Law Policies in the
Formation and Application of Choice of Law Ruks". 252 Rec. des Cours 1995, 9 (esp. ch. III on "Substantive
Policies and their Role in Choice of Law").

-

423

-

doctrineJ24.Nevertheless, that the classical doctrine and the traditional approaches still provide for

more appropriate solutions in a multicultural world fomded on reciprocal respect as to cultural,
religious, social, and economic reflations in the law, has already been pointed out supra.
As has aiso been mentioned

modem approaches to pnvate international law apply a

closest relationship test. That such approach, especially by codined law, is not a very fortunate

solution - since it is the objective of eves, conflicts nile to detetmine the law with the closest

-

~ ~ respect
~ . to contracts of carciage of goods,
connection to the facts has aiso been s h o ~ nWith
modem codifications, mainiy following the Rome Convention 1980, render a certain presumption: It
is assumed that the contract have its closest connection with the law of the carrier's principal place of

business (Art. 4 (4) of the Rome Convention of 1980)~~'.
In dl other cases, d a g e s conducted in the
course of business of the canier will be mbject to the general d e of Art. 4 (2), leading to the same
solution. Carriages not performed during the ordinary course of business will be subject to the law of
the country where the characteristic performance, i.e. the carriage, takes place (Art. 4 (2)). Thus, with

respect to caniages by au the applicable law will be either the lex dmicilii of the carrier (md not of
the passenger as proposeci in the IATA agreement4*' ) or the lex Ioci solutionis. These doctrines will,
therefore, have to be considered as emerging principles and analyzed cntically.
Since very different features are involved in the multi-colored scenery of a nation's legal notions,
reflecting different culturai, reiigious, social and economic values, emphasis should be given to the
aspect of practical foreseeability fiom the perspective of the parties involved in the contract of
international carriage by air,i.e. to those codicts d e s that meet the requirement of determining the

law that is reasonably to be expected, since it is closely connected to the

424

Quite often the

Although usually equally ailocaicd to the "Amencan Conflicts Revoiution", BeaZe 's "vested rightsW-approach
takes more h m von Suvigny than from what subsequently shaped "truc" policy approaches. See cg. Beuie, "A
Treatiese on the Conflicts of Laws" 111(1 935), 1950- 1975.

425
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Supra.
Supra.
For a discussion ofthis spccial d e sec Schul~sr."The Concept of Characteriai Pafomance and the Effect on
the E.E.C. Convention on Carrisageof Go&', in: North (ed), "Contract Conflica" (1982), pp. 185 fX
For a detailed discussion sec infia.
Accordingly,Alex Meyer,"SAS V. Wtlchwpfennig", 4 ZLR (1955),232 (235), looks for points of contact that
dominate ("beherrschen '7 the legal rclationship (applying former Gennan law).

criterion of uniforni treatment of dl passengers aboard an airplane is ~ n e n t i o n e dIf
~ ~this
~ . cntenon is
meant to apply the same substantive law to each person, then the necasity of such a mie is not selfevident: E.g. there may be a 200 seat aircraft operated by airline A. 50 seats may be chartered by B

and the respective passages sold to passengers #1-50, and another 50 seats, #SI-100, chanered by C
who sold the respective passages to an independent travel agent D who, finally, is party to the

-

contracts of caniage with passengers #5 1 1 00. Seats # 101-200 are directly sold by A. How can al1

passengers expect to be treated by the same substantive law? They have different pariners to their

contracts of carriage and meet inside the aircraft only because of economic convenience and

arrangements of their contractual carriers. Therefore, aa expectation of unifonn treatment in
substance of ciiffirent obligations431cannot be expected by the very nature of the relativity of

contractual obligations. Furthemore, it appears more important to apply a tmiform confiicts of laws
d e to al1 international carriages as one step to relieve the c m n t "open law situation9432than to
achieve uniform treatment in substance for a mere casualness, especially in the perspectives of
passengers # 1-50 and #5 1- 100, respectivdy, in the example.

Accordhg to these objectives, the different points of contact shall be evaluated.

The Law of the Flag (ler banderael

Although the principles held applicable in international air law should not depart from general
principles of pnvate international law, some pecdidties of the special legal area - which are also

found in the much more traditionai area of maritime lawj3' - may induce speciai consideratiom.
Since the principle of nationality of &raft is one of the prevailing p ~ c i p l e in
s international air law,

--
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-

-

Supra.
Obligations may e.g. difier in locations of deparnie and destination.
Sund,"'Parteiautonomie' in intemationalen Luftbef?hderungsvertr%gen",18 ZLW (1 969), 205 (2 17); Rtrdoif,
"Die neuen IATA-BefUrdeninpbcdingungtn fllr Fluggaste und Gepiick", 20 ZLW (1 97 l), 153 (164).
See for instance the first edition of Dicey, "The Conflict of Laws" (1896), at p. 623 (rule 154).

one is tempted to favor the law of the flag as the indicator of the law goveming the

.This

critenon is uiiambiguous and also meets the requirements of those who demand equal m e n t
aboard the aircraft. However, modern aVcraft finance techniques, aircm interchange, charter and

block seat arrangements prevent the passenger fiam realizing the stake of registry of the aucraft, not

only at the tirne the contract of carriage is made but also when the passenger subsequently boards the
aircraft. The same is tme with respect to joint airline ventures and pools435.The nationality of the
a i r c d does not necessariiy have to be the same as the naîionality of the airline as indicated by the
multicolored ernblems on the aircraft's t a i ~ and
~ ~the
~ natiodty
,
of the aircraft is hardly perceptible
even for passengers interested in it because it follows a code of l e m , more or less tinily painted
onto the aircraft's body. Therefore, this criterion does not meet the requkexnent of foreseeability. It is

f
a beyond possessing any inner connection with the contract of ~carria~e~~'.
Only as far as non-commercial aviation is concemed, the lex banderae may deserve some
~ o n s i d e r a t i o nIn
~ ~general
~.
aviation, the state of registry usually is the home state of the d e r . And

simila,to the Hague Convention on R d T ~ Q ~whkh
c ~declares
~ ~ the
, law of the state of registry
applicable as to road accidents, by way of anaiogy it has been proposed that the lex banderae appiy

See Bentivogiio, "Conflicts Problems in Au Law", 1 19 Rec. des Cours (1966-III),69, esp. at p. 81: "[...]
'nationality' of ai&
being used as a pcrîinent connMing factor." nie Italian C d c e &Ua migmione
declares the law of the flag applicable in iiir law (Art. 10).
The best known example is probably Scdinuwivr Ainvqys System (SAS). Another very early examples is a
Lujberkar,sgesei&chcrfi - DERLUm; s e t Doring
former German-Russian Airiine (De~(tsch-Rtrr~ische
"Internationales Recht der FrivatlufWahrt"(1927). For early pools under an IATA umbrella sec Caspers,
uintemationsles Lufttranspomht" (1930), at p. 19. As to modem pooling ia general set Littlejohrrr. "tegal
Issues of A i d Finance", in: Hall, "Aircraft Financhg" (2 d,1993), 281 (at pp. 292 ff.).
See Dettling-Ott, "Internationales und Schweizerisches Lufttransportrccht" (1993),at p. 90: "Das Emblem, das
die Gesellschaft auf den Schwanz des FIugzeugs auhalt, 1a13t nicht mit Sicherkit auf die Registrierung
schlieBen." See aiso Bultstcln, '"nie Lessee's Guide to Stnrcturingthe Cross-Border Allcraft Lease", in: Hall,
"Aircraft Financing" (2 ed;1993), 159, at p. 169: ''[nicn an]Boeing 747 aircrafk which carry US Nregisîraîion duignations but which am operatcd by non-US carriers. Thcse airnaft are relicts of the cross-border
ITC lease age in the US."
Capen. YlntemationalaLufttransportrccbt" (1930). at pp. 20 et seq.; MÜIfer, "Das intcrnationak Rivatrecht
der Luftfahrt" (1932), at pp. 76 et seq.; Milde, "Conflicrs of Laws in the Law of the Air'. 1 1 McGiII L.J. (1965),
220 (246); U17(11~11scizky'Flugzeugun~le
,
mit Auslandsberlihrwg und Auflockenmg des Delüctssttaîuts"
(1986), at pp. 132 et seq.; Dettling-On, "internationales und schwcizerischcs Lufttransporirecht" (1993), at p. 90
also rcject this doctrine.
nie W w s m Conwentiondoes not apply since the carriagc is not perfomed for reward (Art. 1).
As to the Convention sec Keller/Siehr, "Allgemeinc Lehnn des intemationalen Privatrtchts7',at p. 312.

non-commercial air carrïage cases if the passengm and the aircrafk have the same natio~litlity~.

This, however, is an exception and does not represent the majority of cases.

dd)

Law of the Place where the Contract was Concluded
(lar fuci con@actus)

Formerly, Zex loci contructus was the pprrvailing doctrine. In 1932, Müller reported its application
by statutes in Italy and Japan, its application in court decisions in Austria and Poiand, and its general

recognition in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain, England, the USA, and ~ u s s i a.~In~ '

Germany, it had been recognUed until von Swigny s influence prevaiied and courts subsequently
prefened an application of the lex loci so~icliorn~~*.
Commentators have continued to propose this
doctrineu3 which, in the absence of an explicit choice of law, is said to be the most "salient,444.
Riese also refers to the statement by the US delegate Calkim of ICAO's Legd Committee (Lisbon,
27 Sept. 1948)~~'
that "a contract made in New York for camage between Argentins and South

Afiica should be governed by United States Iaws." T&ispoint of view probably displays a
consciousness f&Amencan concems in international

.The doctrine has coaâinued to be

applied by ~ r e n c h ,~ ~
ust' tri an*' ,~ r i t i s hand
~~

courts.

Bentivoglio, UConflictçProblems in Air Law", 1 19 Rec. des Cours440 (1966-III),
69, at pp. 159 et seq.;
Dettfing-Ott, "Intemationaiesund schweUcrisches Luftn;tnsporirecht"( 1 993), at p. 9 1.
MiïiZer, =Das internationale Privatrecht der Lufffahrt" (1932), at pp. 80 et seq.
On von Sovigny 's doctrine çee von Smigny, "Systcm des heutigen Rumischen Rechts" VIii (l849), at pp. 207 ff.
Its influence on German teaching and jurisprudence is discussed by Muer, "Das internationale Privatrecht der
LuMahrt" (1932), at p. 73.
Ripon, "ResponsabilitCdu transporteur &en", RevJur.1ntLoc-A&ie~e 1923,363; Van Houtîe, "La

responsabilitd civile dans les transports&cns intdrieurs et internationaux" (1940), at pp. 38,93, f32. De
Juglrut, "Traite Clémentaire de droit atricn" (1952), at p. 240; Roàière, "Droit de transports terrestres et aériens"
(1960), no. 400. McNaV (KerrEvans), "The Law of the Air" (3 d;1964), at pp. 136.137; MagdeIénat, "Air
Cargo" (1983), at p. 40.
McNair, ibd.
Riese, "Luftrccht" (1949), at p. 394, n. 16; Id, "Intemationalp~v~htliche
Roblerne aufdem Gebiete des
Luftrecbts", 7 ZLR (1958), 27 1 (280)
Drim, YLirnitationo f Liabilities in international Air Transport", no. 229, observes a movemmt in favour of the
tex connacm in the USA.
Sec e.g Cour d'Appel Paris (9 Nov. 1956)- RFDA 1957, 147 (Labwatorios Lajàyetfe c. P.A.A. et Sté C.M.B.);
and an annotaiion in RGA 1956,379. For further back referaces sce Magdelénut, "Au Cargo" (1983), at pp. 40

However, apart fiom such inte-

of individual states as were certainly inauenced by the SS

Missouri decision4" , some commentators state that aiI contracts of international air carriage are
concluded at the principal place of business or subsidiary places of business of the d e r 4 5 2 .In a

system of worldwide travel agency networks, this is not tme. The place where the contract is
concluded does not prejudice the carriage itself. Not only can a contract of carriage h m A to B be
concluded in 2, which has nothing to do with the d a g e , but passengers, with the aid of modem

media C'idonnation highway internet", "tele shopping"), cari go shopping for the cheapest fares to
sellers around the wor~d!~"Who could ulitmately determine the place where the contract was
concluded under such circumstances? The emerging issues are striking enough that some countries

discuss legislative action as to the impiications of pnvate international law for tele shopping4s4. Apart
fiom its roots in medieval doctrine45s,it appears that this criterion was suitable for major maritime

harbors such as London in previous centuties, when the cargo actually had to be taken to the docks,
where the contract was then concluded. Under this assumption McNair 's

f a v o ~ this
g

doctrine does not seem unreasonable. Today, however, the notion of Zex loci conîracnrî does not fit

the purposes of private international air law at d5'.

f.; Lemoine, "Traité de droit aérien" (1947), at p. 389; Lzueuu, "Responsabilité du transporteur aérien" (Paris
196 l), p. 246.
Supreme Court o f Austria OGH Wien (5 Oct. 1955), OJZ 1955,673; and (15 Dec. 196 l), 1 1 ZLW (l962), 152.
In its ~ o udecision
s
in re MissouriSteamship Co. (Z889), 42 Ch.D. 321, per Chitiy J., the court held English
law applicable under the doctrine [ex loci contructus, although the cargo (canle) had been shipped in Boston by
an American Company. This decision was renderd before the background of Engiish recognition of exemption
clauses in favor of the (English) caniers, while Arnerican law promoted shipper interests - in air transport of
1948, it was the USA that tried to protect its camers.
Condian Pactj?c v. Parent (P.C.), [19 171 A.C. 195; Scott v. American Airlines, [1944] 3 D.kR 22 (Ont.).
See supra.
See e.g. MüiIer, "Dm internationale Privatrecht der LuAfahrt" (1932), at p. 81.
A feaiure whose effect is accelerated not only by "grcy market"offers but also by dereguiative and liberalizing
measures.
Especially in Germany prcparatory workr for legislaion as to tele shopping have been commaicsd For
verifcaîion contact one of the experis preparing legai opinions for the legislative M e s involved: Professor Dr.
Herbert Kronke, Director, Institute of Foreign Law and International Private and Business Law, Ruprecht Carls
University Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Gemany.
Supra. Generui Pari.
Supra
See also Denfing-Ott. "Schweinisches und internationales L u ~ p o f t r c c h t "at
, p. 89: "It does hanlly make
any sense to subjen a conuact of international carnage exclusively to the law of the place whae the contract
was conluded, because it involves elements of chance." ("Es ist kaum sinnvoll, den Vertrag Clber eine
internationale Bef?5rderungausschlieDlich dem Ort des Vemcigsschlusseszu unterstellen, weil diesem Kriterium
oA emas niffllliges anhafiet.") [English translation pmvided].

In generai, this is rdected by an observeci retreat of the lex loci contractus doctrine in legal
teaching4" as well as in the law courts, even in E 1 1 ~ 1 a n d ~ ~ ~ .

Law of the Agreed Place of Departure

This point of contact appears favorable on first view, because it is known to both the carrier and
the passenger. However, as is conceded even by one of the major promoters460,this doctrine may be

difncult to provide for useful solutions if the departure, in fact, does not take place for whatever
reason. One couid possibly reason tbat the contract of carriage goveming the legal relationship
specifies a certain place of departue which may be the relevant point of contact, regardless of factual
circumstarices. Caspers ' criticismM' that in cases ofmixed, multimodal and successive carriages,
confusion and dishannony as to the correct point of depamue in a specific case will be a probable
consequence, appears more convincing.

tr)

Law of the Agreed Place of Destination
L

-

(ler foci solutio~tk I e x loci ewcrrtrink)

If a connection is to be drawn between the performance of the obligation established by the
contract and the selection of the law goveming it, then it would be the place of the performance. This

is e.g. recognized by the Rome Convention 1980 in Art. 4 (2p2.Since the goal of the contract of
carriage is to create an obligation to achieve transportation to the agreed place of destination, and the
458
459

460
46 1

462

KellerASiehr, "AlIgemeine Lehren des internationalen Privatrcchts" (1986), at pp. 344; 348; 352 ff.
The Gennan Fedcral Suprcrne Court (BwtdesgerichtshoJ BGH, held that the lex loci confractushas to stand

back, by contrast to other points of contact. The court applied the law of the place of destination and the law of
the principal place of business of the carrier. Sec BGH (30 Marcfi 1976 - iV ZR 1 43/77), NJW 1976, 158 1.
According to a note in ZLW 1988,334, the Engiish Court of.-ippe& hcld in a decision rendered on 26 Febr.
1988 English law applicable in a case whcrt an English citizen had concluded a contract of carriage in
Bangladesh.
t
temoine, "Traité de Droit Aérien" (1947), at pp. 399 et seq.
Carpers, "Internationales Lufttraasportrccht"(1 93O), at p. 16.
Supra

transfer to that destination absolves the carrier nom his contractual obligation (secondary obligations

such as the service of food are merely subordinate obligations), this place is likely to be considered
the place of performance463.
However, the destination as a point of contact faces the same objections as the place of departue,

considered above, as to uncertainties whether jurisdictions different b m those cited above would
reach the same legal conciusion.

Another aspect does not speak in favor of the application of this doctrine, either. The Wursuw
Convention expressiy vests the consignor with the right to stop the carriage of goods or to direct the

goods to a different destination (Art. 12). Since the consignor may change the destination of the

canied goods, a recognition of this doctrine would e ~ b the
k consignor to change the law goveming

the carriage unilaterall'y and in the course of the cmriage. If it is recognized that a single doctrine for
the international carriage of passengers as well a s goods is a preferable solution to a two tiered system

- which appears rational - then the doctrine of [ex loci solutionis or lex loci executionis does not
render an acceptable solution.

Law of the Place where the Breacb of the Contractual
Obligation Occumd (le* loci faesion&)

The application of a lex Ioci laesionis doctrine in the contractual context*

fin& its equivalent in

the lex loci delicti (commissi) d e of the law of torts/delict. As to extra-contractuai Iiability, [ex loci

463

This notion is recognitcd e.g. by the Gemtan Federal Supreme Court: BGH (14Apnl 1953 - 1 ZR 1SU52),
BGHZ 9,221(223);BGH (22NOV.1955 1 ZR 218/53), BGHZ 19,1 10 (1 12); BGH (1 8 Oct. 1965 VI1 - ZR
171/63),BGHZ 44,183(1 86);7 U R (1958), 421 (42); BGH (30 Manb 1976 - VI ZR 143/74), NJW 1 976,
1581. See also OLG Frm(26 April 1983 5 U 75/82),ZLW 1984,1 77 (1 8 1); OLG FranSfivr(1 1 Nov.
1986 5 U 240/83), ZLW 1987, 197; LG Hambwg (7 Sept. 1977), RIW 1977,652.It has M e r k e n apptied in
Petrire v. Spanzux (2d CU. 1985), 765 F.2d 263. See also already Caspers, "InternationalesLutmansportrecht"
(Berlin 1930), at p. 1 1; Mrilfer, "Dar intenrationale Rivatrccht der Lufttabn" (1932),at pp. 73 f.; K o m Bodensrein-Kom, "Lufherkehtsgesetz und Warschauer Abkomrnen" (1937), at p. 241. Sec M e r SchuI~sz,
' n i e Concept of Characteristi Perfomanct and the Effect on the E.E.C.Convention on Carnage of Goods", in:
North 0,
"Contract Conflicts" (1 982),pp. t 85 ff. However, Riese, "Luftrcchî" ( 1949), at p. 395 indicates that
this notion is not shared by al1 civil law jurisdictions.

-

-

-

-

delicti has been, and still is, the predominant

.The factor just@hg an effect of the

delictuai doctrine on the contract may be sou@ in the following aspects:
First, in continental European jurisdictions damages are folmded either on contract or on delict.
However, local digerences (even though they may be due fo systematical deviations), merely have a

marginal effect; whether e.g. under French law ody one of the fou11dations c m serve as a cause of
action in a damage claim (exclusivity) or e.g. under German law both can be pursued (cwndation)
does not affect the fsct that delictuai provisions may be recruited to seek recovery for damages that
have occurred in connection with the carrier's performance of a contract of carriageu . In Ah 24 (1)

of the Wmsaw Conwntion, which limits daims "however founded" to the scope of the Convention,
due regard is given to these legal concepts. Therefore, one rnight argue that the delictual codicts d e

-

may equaily apply to contractual provisions designated lex loci Iaesionis - in order to prevent
concepnial inconsistencies in the process of awarding compensation.

Second, due to the language of the English translation of the Convention, which is ambiguous in

this r e s p d 7 , US courts had held that the Conventional law did not provide for a cause of action but
merely described the scope of liability; an identification of the ' b e " cause of action in the
additionally applicable domestic law(s) would then be required468. Different fiom continental

European notions, US courts characterize particuiarly damages resulting fiom death or injury as
torts469.Even though US courts have subsequently recognized the provision of Art. 17 of the Warsow

See e.g. Lupeijne, "Fûr die Beurteilung der intemationaien privatrechtiÏchen Vemgsveilemrngen nach der l
a
loci laesionis ",Festschrift Sireit (1939), 53 1 E.; Sand, "'Parteiautonornie' in intemationden
Lufibefordemgsvertragen'*, 18 ZLW (1969), 205 (217), n. 91.
See Bentivoglio, "Conflicts Problems in Air Lawy',Rec. des Cours 1966-III, 69 (15 1) and the rcfercnces
provided t k e in n. 14; Denling-Oit, " S c h w e ~ s c h e und
s internationales LufthaiispMmeht"(1 993), at p. 9 1.
Although especially in Wmsm cases French courts tend to admit only contractuai clsims. See e.g. Cas. (Fr.)
(22. Apr. 1%9), RFDA 1969,397 (Lloyd's v. Std Aérofiet, Cie Alitafia et Cie W A ) ; Cow d'Appel Puris (25
Feb. 1954), RmlA 1954,45 (48) (Comorts H e m s y v. Air France). German and Italian courts, however,
achowledge the general dichotomy of actionable groundp also in W m s m cases. S a cg. BGH (24 lune 1969 VI ZR 45/67), 19 ZLW (1970), 199 (206); Cam. (If.) (9 March 1953), 4 ZLR (1955). 70 (72) (CufcioTorino v.
Al itafia).
Art. 17: "The carrier shall be liable [...]" "Le tranponeur est responsable du dommage [...JW
Komlos v. A i r Frmre (S.D.N.Y.1952), 111 F.Supp. 393; rcv'd on other g'ds (2nd CE. 1953), 209 F2d 436;
cert. den. (1954), 348 US. 820; Noef v. Lineu Aeropostd Venerolam (S.D.N.Y.1956), 144 F.Supp. 359; aff d
(2nd Cir. 1957), 247 F.2d 677; cert. den. (1957), 355 U.S. 907.
See e.g. Supine v. A i r France (E.D.N.Y.1951), [195 11 U.S.Av.R 448; Kilberg v. Norrheat (N.Y.Supr.Ct.
196i), 119611 U.S.Av.R. 1; Grtflth v. United Airlines (Penn. Supr.Ct. I964), [1964] U.SAv.R. 647.

-

Convention as an independent cause of action47a,with respect to questions no? addressed by the

Convention, such as the compensability of certain types of &mages, the legal fhmework is, to a large
extent, provided by statutory law which applies to tortuous actions. Thus, the connotation of extra-

contractuai law is stiil present47'.
However, not only can it be very difficult to ascertain where certain damage occumd duriog a
carriage by air, but also, in the case that damage occurs over the high seas, there is no legai régime of

the place since airplanes are not flying parts of the temtory of their country of registry. Therefore, the
necessity would emerge to designate an additional system (e.g. the law of the flag) to govem the case

subsidiarily. These undue burdens imposed by this doctrine render it inappropriate to resolve the
confiicts of laws problem4".

hh)

Law of the Contracthg Carrier's Principal Place of Business
(''la doniici3 quaestuarii'~

This point of contact has a long tradition4n ;it is applied by German courts474as well as by US
*

courts475,is recognized by the Rome Convention 198@", and enjoys approvd by a majonty of

commentators4", but it is not fke nom doubt, either.

Benjamins v. British European Ainvoys (2nd C k 1978), 572 F.2d 913; ce* den. (1979), 439 U.S. 11 14. For
m e r =ferences confïnning Benjamins sec GiemuflcJSchmid, "The Warsaw Convention", Art. 17, no. 2.
See aiso e.g. Lowenfeid "Aviation Law", V I 4 1.3 1 ;Miller, "Liability in intemaiionai A u Transport"(1977), at
pp. 241 ;271; Mankiweicz, "Selected American Dccisions on the Warsaw Convention and Related Matters", 34
ZLW (1985), 145 (157).
See also the discussion h m a "ciassicai" point of view by Milde, T h e Problems of Liabilies in International
Carriage by Air" (1963), at p. 17.
See the nferences given by Riese, "Luftrecht" (1949), at p. 396. As to the backgroundof this doctrine in private
international law in gmeral sec Niemeyer, "Positives International« Privatrecht" ( 1 8W), at p. 29; Frankesrein,
"internationales Privatrccht", vol. II (1929), at p. 173.
It has been apptitd by Gennan courts even beforc codificd law came under review in 1985 (Gesea W
I
Neuregeiung des IPR v. 25.7.f 986). as implementing the Rome Comntion 1980, Sec BGH (30 March 1 976 - VI
ZR 143/74), ZLW 1976.354; LG hfünchen 1 ( 15 July 1975 18 O 46 1/73), ZLW 1977. 155; AG Luln (27 NOV.
1980 - 124 [Il51 C 3029/79), 2 L W 1981,3 15. Sec also LG Berlin (15 March 1984), nported by Ulrw~nfschky,
"Flugzeugunftllle mit Auslanckberühning und Auflockening des Deliktsstanits" (1986), at pp. 1 10 f.
Campbell v. Air Jatnaica, Ltd (2nd Cir. 1 988). 863 F.2d 1;Kapw v. Kuwaiz Ainwys Corp. (D.D.C. l987), 663
F.Supp. 1065; Benjamin v. British Ewopean Ainvays (2nd CU. 1978), 572 F.2d 913.
Art. 4 (2).

-

The quality of this point of contact has principally been doubted by ~emoine~''for several
reasons, the fîrst of which, namely that the doctrine fails in the case of several successive carriages,

faces objections since it is clear that either successive carriages involve several diffèrent contracts
which may well be govemed by different legd Agimes; or a single contractor organizes several

successive carriages coIlStituting a situation where eventuaiiy only one contract exists.
Lemoine S other reasons are that the camer may perform air carnage on other continents far
away fiom his principal place of business, and that, in the case of an aube that is organized as a
pool, the principal place ofbusiness is not readily perceivable by the carrier's CO-contractor.As

~ i e s admits,
e ~ ~ Lemoine's points n hardly rebuttable. Cuspers, on the other han& has no

difficulties applying the law of the carrier's principal place of business to a camiage in Asia or South
Amenca perfomed by a Eutopean carrier4a0.He adheres to the general opinion that typical mass
contracts have to be Iocalked at the principal place of business of the entrepreneur48'.
At any rate, the carrier's CO-contractoris able to readily find out the principal place of business of

his carrier by a quick look at the document of carriage. Yet another aspect is agreed upon when
considering this point of contact: According to ~ i e s e ~the
' ~ application
,
of the law of the carrier's
principd place of business subjects al1 passengers and cargo aboard an aircraft to the s m e law.
As pointed out above, the contractuai d e r can be different fiom the person actually perforrning

the carnage by air. Obviously, the general clearly-fomulated requirement of non-discrimination of
477

478
479
480
48 1
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See the primary promoter of this doctrine in private international air law Caspers, "htemationales
Luftaansporaecht" (1930), at pp. 20 f . See also rle Visscher, "Les conflits de lois en matiére de droit adrien", 48
Rec. des Cours (1934-II), 279; Gwdhtris, "National A u Legislation and the Warsaw Conventiony*(1937), p.
27 1;Bustamente y Swen, "Derecho intemacional airco" (1949, p. 45; Riese,"Luftrccht" (1949), at p. 3 96 ;Id,
"htemationaipriva!rec1itfiche Probleme auf dem Gebiet des Luftrechts", 7 ZLR (1W8), 271 (28 1); Milde, "The
Problems of Liabilies in Internaiional Caniage by Air" (1963), p. 19; Id,"Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the
Air", 11 McGi11 L.J. (1965), 220 (247); BentNogIio, "Conflicts Pmblems in A u Law", 119 Rec. des Cours
(1966-III), 69 (140); Rudo4 "Der Flugschein im internationalen Linienverkehr", 18 ZLW (1969), 90 (92).
Riese, ibd, at p. 396 refcrs alsa to the prc-war iATA conditions of cartiage ( s d Art. 22 (4) (1) of the "Antwerp .
version", 1931) which provided that actions for damages against the carrier werc to bc brougbt at the place of
the carrier's principal pl= of business. Since this clause &O contcmplatcd application of the fexfori, in fact it
has to be considered a choice of the law of the carrier's principal place of business.
Lemoine, "Trait6 de Droit Aérien" (1947), p. 395.
Riese, ''Lufûtcht" (1949), p. 3%.
Caspers, "internationales Lutttmnsportrecht" (1930), at p. 21.
Sec Niemeyer, "Positives Internationales Privatrccht" (l894), at p. 29; Frankensiein, aIntemationales
Privatrecht", vol. 11(1929). at p. 173.
Ibd

passengers aboard the same a i r ~ r a f t ~is' ~to be tmderstood with respect to the same contracthg

carrier-

Law of the Domiciie of the Passenger ("ladomicilü veciom")

jj)

In the traditional doctrine, the [ex domicilii, has only been taken into consideration with respect
to the carrier, and due to the difiiculties of ascertailiing the exact location of what is legally attributed
the "domicile", it has been rejected as an unusable criterïon4". However, since the 1960s the idea to

consider the law of the domicile of the passenger as a decisive point of contact has been circulated in
the

USA^'' . It almost appears as a late hommage à ~ i z n c i n ?that
~ ~ the IATA Inter-Carrier

Agreement, adopted on 3 1 October 1995 during the Annual General Meeting at Kuala Lumpur,
provides for the introduction of a domicile clause into the carriers' conditions of carriage. Under Art.
1 of the Agreement the carriers that have signed it will "take action to waive the limitation of liability

for recoverable compensatory damages in Art. 22 paragraph 1 of the Warsaw Convention [-..]so that
recoverable compensatory damages may be determined and awarded by reference to the law of the
domicile of the p'assenger."
The history of this clause may be outlined bnefly by some facts: the USA has been dissatisfied
with the limitation of liability in passenger cases since the 1960s, and especidly d e r the Guatemala

Protocol of 197 1, the Montreal Additional Prorocol No. 4 of 1975 and the SuppZemenfaZ
Compensation Scheme had failed, the potential move to denounce the Wmsaw Convention became

more and more visible. The airlines tned to react through IATA, analogousty to their actions in
1965/66, by an agreement to increase the liability limits. The US Depamnent of Transportation,
however, imposed upon US carriers the requirement of uniimited liability for US citizens. The notion
483
484
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See Riese, "Luftrecht" ( 1949), p. 396.
See The Brooklyn Bm Associdon in the critical note by Meyer, 9 ZLW (1960). 3 14; Mendelsohn, "A Conflicts
of Laws Approach to the Warsaw Convention", 33 JALC (1967). 624 (628632).
Supm. Mmcini, of course, favored the doctrine of 'personalstatute ' which is an approach slightly differcnt
tiom a domicile doctrine. As to the differences see e-g. Dicey & Morris,"The Conflict of Laws" (12 ed.), at pp.
164 f..

of reference exclusively to US citizens was certainly due to the supplementd compensation facilities
that couid have been introduced under Art. XIV of the Guatemala Pmfocol accordhg to the

discretion of States.
To attribute significance to this point of contact, however, raises sevetal objections:

First, the notion of domicile, or residence, is not subject to unifonn detexmination, especiaiiy
under European civil law. While Anglo-Arnerican common law still adheres to some very specific
notions of domicile, and Québec recently adopted the concept into its new civil code, it is quite

doubthil whether a person's domicile constitutes an appropriate point of contact for the determination
of the law applicable to the contract of carriage. As opposed to North America, continental European

jurisdictions do not only recognize a variety of different connotations of a "domicile" but also
recognize several different residences as attribut& to a citizen at the same t h e without singling out a
e
specific "domicile,487 . In generai, RuupdSturm have observed "retreat of the domicile p ~ c i p l,9488
since the 1950s; in 1964 Kahn-Freund described it as "a superannuated concept,489 ;and Dicey und

Morris observe that the domicile's "preeminence is less secure than was formeriy the case [...], the
courts and, especidly, legislature are making increasingly use of various foms of residence [...], a
reflection in parbof the growing inauence of international conventions on the English rules of the
codict of l a ~ s . 'ui~ fact,
~ . the replacement by or at least substantive unifonnity by refom with the

notion of habituai or permanent residence is gready debated in the United ~ i n ~ d o r. nAlthough
~~'
reform movements in England are observed to bring the concept closer to the European notion of
habituai or permanent r e ~ i d e n c eand
~ ~ some
~ , commentators also observe that leading Ameican
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To the difficulties of determining a "decisive" domicile, the problern that differcntjurisdictions apply different
tests - due to state sovereignty - to ascertain the domicile, is added, This is clearly pointed out by Wengler,
"hternationales Pnvaîrecht" 1 (1981), at pp. 242.255. For an ovcrview over the differcnt legal positions see
RaapdSturm. "Internationales Privatrecht" 1 (6 ed. 1977), at p. 1 17.
RaapdStzum. "Internationales Privamcht" 1 (6 ed. 1977), a<p. I 16. Funher references ibd, n. 104. See aiso
Vischer/Planta,"Internationales Privatrecht" ( 2 ed 1982) evaluating Swiss law.
Kahn-Freund "Statures: The Willis Act, 1963", (1964) 27 Mod-L.Rev. 55 (57). Also cited by Dicey & Morris,
"The Conflict of Laws" (12 ed.) at p. 165 to indicate the fiinirt development.
Dicey & Morris, "The Conflict of Laws" (12 ed. 1993), at pp. 163 et seq.
As to the diffenit proposals, esp. the mon radical one made by Ireland, see Dicey & Morris. "The Conflict of
Laws" (1 2 ed.), at pp. 165 et seq.
Dicey & Morris, ibd

understaadhg of domicile gets closer to the notion of habituai residence4* ,even the best conceivable
case will be "close"

but not subject to d o m interpretaîion. Thus Merences remah, and no

international obligation would order an attempt at a uniforni iuterpretation. Moreover, since
considerable work has been achieved in Europe with the Hague Conferences fostering the notion of
"habituai residence,9494 ,and even England is still hesitating to adhere to this concept in general, the
USA would probably be reluctant if it came ta the adoption of a d o m understanding in the sense

of the international work aiready done by the Hague Conferences. Therefore, the concept of

"domiciley~is not applied and not even adequately recognized among the major bgai systems in the
world so that, fkom this perspective, it does not appear to be an appropriate point of contract as to the
contract of carriage.
Second it discriminates against different CO-contractorsof a carrier if they are deemed to have
domiciles in different legal systems. Even Mancini, the prime promoter of lex patriae and related
notionsJg5,granted the parties involved the nght to choose a different law to govem their legal
relationship. As to the contract of carriage by air, it has to be taken into account that the passenger is
subdued by standard conditions of caniage, i.e. he is subject to a contrat d'adhésion. Since the agents

of the carrier are .usually not entitied to change the standard conditions4%,the passenger's only

choice is to "take it or leave it!,497 .Although the standardization of contracts is recognized in
principle v W y throughout the modem world, the legai systerns will cerhidy reserve their nght to
examine in particular such unilaterally imposed clauses, balancing the factors of socio-economic
power and monopoly against faimess and good f a i t l ~ ~ ~ ' .
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See e.g. deWinter, "Nationaliîy or Domicile?", 128 Rec. des Cours ( l!Xg-III), 347 (4 19-493); Cuvers,
'"Habitua1 Residence': A Useftl Concept?", 21 Am.Univ.L.R (1972), 475. In Manitoba, under the Domicile
and Habituuf Residence Act 1983, habituai midence and domicile are identical.
The notion was fïrst used about a centuy ago in the Hague Convention on Private Law of 12 June 1902. See van
Hoogstraiten, "La Codification par traités en b i t intemationai prive dam le cadre de la confbcnce de la Haye",
122 Rec.des Cours (1 967- III), 343 (359). See aiso Walker, "InternationalesPrivaîrecht" (192 1), pp. 14ff. As to
rcferences to its subsequent application by the Hague Conjierenca sec Dicey & Morris, ' n i e Conflict of Laws"
(12 ed.), at pp. 161 ff.

supra.
And, moreover, as Sand, '"Paneiautonomie' in intemationalen LufibetZIrde~~~gsvertragcn'*,
18 ZLW (1969),
205 (2 12) repom, IATA sanctions non-cornpliance with standard conditions by "sevem measUres".
See Sand, ibd.
Only as one famous exarnple of these vimially everywhere recognized notions may Frank, J. be quoted: "The
passenger having no real choice about the matter cannot in fuirness be said to have joined in a 'choice of law'

The exact method of implementation into the carriers tariffs does not yet seem to be clear.
However, even if the IATA provision was understood to lave the passenger the choice afler a .
accident hm occurred of either pursuing an action on Wmsaw grounds, or to seîtle the case according
to the provisions of the IATA agreement, it may be doubtful whether a court evennially conf'ronted

with a case will accept such a discriminating choice of Iaw in staadardized contractual provisions.
This may appear especially probable since courts also take economical factors into
c o n s i d e r a t i ~ nThus
~ ~ ~ they
.
will no?overlook the fact that the Japanese initiative of 19925*, tao, led

to a contractual waiver of the limits, but without a domicile clause - although both Japanese and US
American victims cbcost"the airline insuren more thaa ten times as much as a ~ u r o ~ e a n ~. Japan,
O'
therefore, seems to prove, and this is the third objection, that a domicile clause is not an economical
necessity.
Consistently, the law of the domicile of the passenger does not seem to be an appropnate choice
of law.

kk)

-

Conclusion A Synthesis

.

A completely convincing d e resolving the conflicts of laws problem, unfortunately, does not
adom the concluding remarks of the s w e y of accessible candidates. Apparently a d e favoring the

law of the contractual canier's principal place of business d l seems to deliver the best balance of the

factors of reasonable predictability (flying BA will usually create a reasonable presumption as to the
application of English law) and the equal treatment of CO-contractors.Another asset would be that in

-
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merely because the carrier has inserted a provision to this effect." Siegelman v. C u m d White Star (2nd Cir.
1955), 2 î 1 F.2d 206.
See especially Corte costituzionde (6 May 1985) no. 132, Riv.dir.int.priv.proc. 1985,325 in its famous decision
Coccia v. Turkish Airlines. For a discussion sec Bai&mindBusti,"Diritto aeronautico e spaziale" (1W8), at pp.
653 et seq.
See e.g. Hiiymhida, "Waiver of Warsaw Convention aud Hague Rotocol Limits of Liability on injwy or Death
of Passengers by Japanese Carniers", ZLW 42 (1993). 144; Abe, "The so-called 'lapanese Initiative"', 6 Korean
Journ.Air & Sp.L. (1 994), 149.
See the figures given by Schultz, "Der Luftfahrt-Versicheningsmarkt in angespamter Lage", VersWirt 1994,
979 (982): lapanese 1.5 mio. US-& US Arnerican 2.0 mio. US-& Geman 150.000 US-$.

the aggregate the majority of cases wouid be subject to a well-developed law as to standardized
contracts of carriage by air. This is because the majority of contracts are concluded with the large

carriers of the wefl-developed countries, which, due to their experience with legal issues conceniing
carriages, will have an equally-developed legal system to handle such cases. This ais0 seems to be

favored by authors tending toward the "poiicy" approach of modem US contlicts of laws theoriesSo2.
In a world of deregulated and liberalized international air transportation, air camiets may change
the locations of their headquarters due to ailiances and mergers (e.g. flying an Amencan carrier under

Dutch law?); they may escape to legal oases for tax and labor law reasons (e.g. flying former flag
carriers under the law of the Caymans or Island?); and they may serve routes without any connections
to the country of the principal place of business (e.g. flying h m Bogota to Lima unda English law,
or from Singapore to Bangkok under Gerrnan law?). Would the application of the legal systems as
exemplarily proposed in brackets be appropriate?!

MiïZIer S reason to promote the lex Ioci contractus in private international air law is that he wants
to apply a legal system which is more closely connected to the facts in cases as indicated above. He
proceeds on the assumption that the passenger or shipper always contracts directly with the carrier,

and locates the contract, even if concluded by telephone, in the specific office of the carrier where the
contract was concluded. Thus he is able to subject the contract to the law of the place where the
carrier's office, concluding the contract, is located. For the reasons mentioned above, the lex Ioci

contrc1ctz1sdoctrine does not serve as an acceptable basis for this approach any longerso3.
The idea, however, seems to vest a sensible approach to the pmblem: the applicable law is to be
the law of the place of the carrier's office that sells the ticketsq. Otherwise, i.e. if the ticket is sold by
a travei agent, the application of the carrier's principal place of business would appear a likely

-
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See the final conclusions drawn by Sand, "Choice of Law in Conaactts of International Camagc by Air" (Thesis,
iASL. McGill; 19621, p. 65. The absence of a definitive statement as to this aspect leads to the amibute "not
unequivocally"as to wherha truc concumnce exists: see Milde, 'Conilicts of Laws in the Law of the A u 1 1
McGill L.J. (1965), 220 (247, n. 1 16).

503

Supra.
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Such a "broad"understanding has alrcady b a n aimed at in the deeisions in BGH (16 Jwie 1982 ), BGHZ 84,
339 = NJW 1983,s18 and ULG Hambrvg (1 8 Nov. 1982), VersR 1983, 1056, wherc the choice of juridiction
according to An. 28 of the Wmsow Comention was extendeci to the place of business of an authorited agent-

solution. Thus, a modined principal place of bwiness doctrine would be arriveci a t The pmblem,
however, are cases 'such as e.g. a passenger domiciled in Germany buys a Lufhansa ticket

(Singapore-Germany) in an official Lufihama office in Singapore. Since both the carrier and the
passenger are domiciled in Gexmany and aiso the place of performance (= destination) is Germany, a
German court would likely hold German law as more closely connected to the case than Singapore
lawSo5.Had the passenger flown h m Siagapore to Hong Kong, then he wouid not necessarüy have

had a justifiable interest in the application of German law only because his domicile or residence is
the same as the headquactea of the carrier. Perfect justice at any t h e is unschievable by a simple
d e . As to the former case, however, an acceptable solution qualeing the case as a true exception
has to be found. Obviously, the exception is created by the cumulative appearance of a number of
points of contact. The exception could, therefore, be formulated as foliows: If the carrier's
headquarters and the passenger or shipper are domiciled in the same country, given that the contract
is not concluded by an office of the carrier within the country of his principal place of business, then
ifthe poinî of origin or desrinatrion is locrrted within rhis c o u n t ~
of ~common domicile, the application
of the law of the couutry of the common domicile can be expected.

This leads tq the following d e :
(1) The law governing a contract of international carriage by air is the legai system of the country

in which the office of the carrier with which the contract is concluded is located.

(2) If the contract is conduded not with an office of the carrier but with a travel agent or
otherwise, then the law of the country of the principal place of business applies (in the latter case the

carrier's co-contractant has no justifiable interest to rely on the application of a legal system where
the carrier has no direct business but only acts through IATA or other cornputer networks of sales
agents).

(3) If, however, the principal place of business of the carrier a n d the domicile of the passenger or
shipper are located in the same country, und the point of depamire or destination is aiso located in
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As to these aspects see BGH(27 Nov. 1979 VI ZR 267/78), ZLW 1980, 143; OLG Frankfbt (26 April 1983
5 U 75/82), ZLW 1984, 177 (18 1).
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that same country, then the law of that country govems the contract (as the closest connection,
substantially ovemding other points of contact).

This NO-tiered d e with its single exception may not be a perfect solution. Nevertheless, it is a
simpie d e matching the modem trend as indicated by the Rome Convention 1980, Art. 4 (2); it
nankly recognizes an exception in the case of a closer connection to a different legal system to

preempt any recourse to general principles. As such, it could serve as an independent d e governing
the confiicts of laws with respect to contracts of international d a g e by au.

Ir.

The Law Governing Insurance Contracts

At the interface of aviation insurance and the conflicts of laws two esoteric fields of law couide.

Since the substance of both fields is accordingly difficult to handle and the insurance practice of

commercial aviation departs in many respects h m cornmon Uinuance lawSo6,a very brief
introduction to the relevant background of insurance in general and aviation insurance in particular

shall be used as a ground to resolve the evolving codicts problems.
Y

1. An Introduction to Insurance Contracts Problems
a) Nature of Insurance

While legal Liability involves the obligation to compensate damage uaduly caused to the legallyprotected assets of others, insurance in generai is the contractual obligation of the insurer to
indemaify its cocontractant if a risk as specified in the contract should nalize. The cocontractant, the
insureci, owes a valuable reward for the insurer's obligation to cover the risk; whether the risk reaiizes
or not does not affect the consideration.
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E.g. Lagerberg, "Conflicts of Laws in Rivate international A u Law" (Thesis, MSL, McGill; 1991), did not
touch upon commercial aviation insurance at dl.

The cradle of insurance is said to have ôeen found at least as early as the times when
Hammzuabi S caravans crossed the oriental de-,

around W O B.C.; a common arrangement

among the participan& provided for a share of losses. The same m a x h coIlStitutes the famous lex
Rhodia de ioctu d e , whkh entered modern maritime law as havarie

Accordingly,

insurance has been describecl as the "prior anangement to spread the nsk among as many heads as
possible"S08.The transportation sector is considered to be the "mother of innvance9 , 5 0 9 .With the
advent of aviation (and now increasingly space activities, too) and the enormous liability nsks
attached to it, the insurance sector, which originally had been considered a mere ancillary to
overcome liability questions, increasingiy became the safeguard as to the viability of air
tran~~ortation~'~.
Traditionai civiiist legal diinking of the 19th centriry tended to perceive the two
parties involved in a damage claim merely as isolated individuals. This notion stopped already a long
t h e ago to meet the facts of today's econoniic environmeais which have been consolidated to

associations, pools, and entire blocks.
Although one still fin& statements as to which recourse is an important part of the d t y of
insurance lawS1',which sounds plausible since it seems to facilitate a decrease or at least a lack of

decrease of premiums, the tme reaiity must be different5'2.Experts describe the extent to which
recourse is sought as amazingly r e d ~ c e d ~and
' ~ ,the economic calculations follow a direction
opposite to that origindly assumed: The vast economic resources of monolithic blocks of insurance
companies and comortia sufices to compensate a considerable amount of damages out of its own

-

See "Hathmg und Versichenmg im intemationalen L u ~ p 0 r t r i ~ : h (pending
t"
study Dr. iur. Dissertation,
submittcd to the F~cultyof Law at Ruprccht Karis University, Heidelberg), at pp. 1 ff.
"VorherigcA bsprachc Ilber dit Vertcihg mtigiicher Schaden auf vide Schultcm" [transtation pmvided]: De Zu
508
Motte at the @mpmium ofthe Gerrnan Associationfor Trmportrecht as quottd by Meyer-Rh@#, Aktuelle
Fragen des deutschcn und intemationaien Landtransportrechts, TranspR 1994,326 K (335).
509
Von SchultheJ, "Die Trmsportrisikcn in der Luftversicherung" (1945). at p. 7.
VonSchuitheJ, "Die Transportrisiken in der Luftversicherung" (1 945). at p. 88 uses the tenu "Lebensfrage".
5 10
Basedow, "Der Transportvertrag" ( 1 987). at p. 476.
511
This is the ratio of a jurisprudence voiding clauses unaer which mourse would be preempted
5 12
As to Gennaay set: BGH (8 Febr, 1952), BGHZ 5,105 (1 10); LG Hmburg (22 June 1950), VersR 1950,166. As to
Austria sec: HG Wien (4 Jan. 1994), TranspR 1 994,304.
Seivig,
"The Hamburg Rules, the Hague Rules and Maritime Insurancc Practice", 12 Joum.Mar,L.Com.(198 l),
5 13
299 (3 16); de la Motte, "Transport- und Verkehrshaftungsversichcningim iattmationden GUtc~erkehr",
TranspR 1981,63 (65).
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pockets, a practice which apparently cornes cheaper than costly trials against each othd14.As early

as 1926 Ripert concluded: "Everything a f k ail comes dom to a senlement between
widedters.9,515 /516

Unlimited insurance coverage, of course, will not be supplied by any insurers'' (solely the
peculiar system ofthe P.&I. Clubs providing for marine insurance can provide for coverage without
li~nits~'~
). Nevertheless, the aviation insurance market is able to provide coverage for very high

combined single limiP1. Although

s ~ r n s ~;major
' ~ airiines are insured for up to 2.0 billion

The f a d division of insurance markets into Mercnt damage compensating collectives is discussed by
Bmedow, "Der Transportvertrag"(1987), at pp. 476 ff. Tunc,"Responsabilité civile et assiaacc", in:
"Hommage à René Dekkers* (1982), 343 (350) reports about the ultimate constqucnce of this dcveloprnent in

form a personal accident insucance in connectim with a nodamage-daim model,
Ripert, "Traitéde droit maritime", vol. II (2 ed. 1926), no. 1231 quoted and transiated by hion, "Limitation of
Liabilities in International Air Transport"(1955), n. 23 (p. 24).
This development is aiso displayed in space 1aw where mss-waivers of liability arc not oniy cornmon but a
rcquirement to obtain govtmment appmval of the entire project. See Kadletr, 'Versicheningai im Weltraum"
(pendhg publication, mvisaged for VersR, August 1996).
See especially & fa Motre, "Versichenuigswcsen und Versichenuigsrecht", in: Herber (ed), "Giltertranspon und
Versichenmgen" (1990), 1 (4). Set also LowliertfeldMelsohn,"The United States and the Warsaw
Convention9*,80 Harv.L.Rev. (1966/67), 497 (499 f.); MocIntyre, "Where arc you going? m o n ,
Jurisdiction, and t h Warsaw Convention: Does Passenger intent Enter the Andysis?", 60 JALC (1995), 657 (at
p. 665).
Olt, "Die Luft.&iichtbcfarcierungim nationaien und intemationalen Bereich anwendbares Recht, Vertrag,
Versichening"(l990),at p. 135, however, procceds upon a wrong presumption when he draws bis conclusions
âom the alkged facf t
hairiines hoid insuancc policies without iimits. A h Giemdla, "Zw
Versicherungspff icht des Luftfahrzeughalters", 38 ZLW (19891, 114 (1 1 3 , alleges a principk of unlimited
coverage in aviation; this allegation is correctecl by SchomwfI"Zur Versicherungspflicht des
Luftfahrzeughalters", 39 ZLW (1990), 77.
See Kebsschull, ''Grundslitze der Protection- und Indemnity-Versichenuig", 59 ZgesVersWiss5 18 (1970). 56 1,
at pp. 584 ff. This phmornenon is due to the construction of P.& 1. Clubs as a mutual insuc~llccof ship owners.
As to this aspect sec: Kilbride,'SS Decades of ïmuing Under Warsaw", 14 Air Law (1989). 183 (191);
Schultt. "Der Luftfabie-Versicherungsmarktin angcspannter Lagc", VersWutS 19 i994,9f9 (983); Gates,
"Stopping Place or Destination...? Unlimited Liobility or WarsawMague", in: WiifisConon Aermpace (ed),
'The Willis Information File" (London), Newsbncf, Update huary 1993, p. 5 (8); MedniuiL; *Mine Insurance
Can We Get It Right?" ,in: WiIIis Comon Aer~ctpcrce(id).'4TheWillis information File9'(Loden),
Newsbnct Updatc May 1993. p. 2. S c ais0 the wnclusion drawn by Drion, ULimitationof Liabilitia in
International Air Transport" ([s.l. ss.] 1954). at pp. 16 f. (no. 17) aiready as esrly as 1954: The idca that
aviation would be Lapossible without limitation of liability is flatly contradicted by the facîs.", which
pnnipposes thaî v a y high insurable sums murt k available for the airlines. Sec funber On,Werschulden ais
Haftungsgrtmdlage", 4 ZLR (1955). 179, at p. 181.
Set M e t z , "Zur Versicherungspflicht bei inteniationalen Luftbemrderungen", 44 ZLW (1995), 384; Kodlerz,
&HaAungund Vernichenmg Vehaltenssteuemg und Maaagernentphilosophic", VcrsR 1995,270; &den*
uInternational Conflicts of Laws in Contracts of Aviation Insurance Focused on the Probkm of Dépeçage"
(pendhg publication, envisageci for 45 ZLW (19%), no. 4 or 46 ZLW (1997), no. 1); Sc'Dn LuîWahrtVenicherungsmarict in angespmter Lage", VmWUinO 1994,979 (983) ;Sch~mrtWMWr-Rostin,
"Die
L u ~ e r s i c h e r u a gin der Praxis", 36 ZLW (1987), 229, at p. 232; Gerathewohl, "RPdkvCISiChc~~lg
Grundlagen und Praxis" II (1979). at p. 468; Tobolewski*"Against Limitation of Liability: A Radical Proposai",
3 AASL (1978). 261(263). See also "Lloyd's zahlt fûr Jumbo der KAL",Stiddeutsche Zeitmg (14 Sept. 1983),
p. 3 1 and "KAL auch in Deutsciand versichext", Ffankfivtcr Allgemeine Zeitung (6 Sept. 1983), p. 13 (on the

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

such high coverage is more or l e s easily afXordableSu ,it is, however, in no way dispensable for air
service operations to make sure they are adequately insured. The insurance coverage that is bought by
airlines tops many times any mandatory insuraace requirements imposed on air service operators by

.
With respect to the insurer's obligation, Hirst, J. in The Itah Express 524 considered whether the

insurer promises under the contract of iasurance in the fbst place to preserve the interests of the
ùisured, and only if damage occurs the secondary obligation to compensate arises"

. Such a notion

has, of course, to be rejectd The insurer is only under the obligation to cover certain specified risks;
this is the insurefs primary and sole

b) Dinerent Situations of Coüiding Interests

The iaterests that have to baianced with respect to insurance can be divided into two categories.

52 1
522

combined single iimit of KAL at the tirne KAL was downed by a USSR air force hterceptor on 1 Sept. 1983:
400 mio. US-%).
The combihd single h i t policies provide for coverage for a nwnber of different risks (e.g. third party liability;
contractual liability of contracts of carriage, interchange of aircraft, charter; loss of Iicense; producs liabiiity
risks; etc.) altogether covered up to a certain single limit.
Kifbride, "Six ixeca.deof Insuring Under Warsaw", 14 A u Law (1989), 183 (191); Gutes, "Stopping Place or
Destination..? Unlimited Liability or Warsaw/Hague", in: WiiIis CorronAerospace (ed), "The W illis
information File" (London), Newsbrief, Update January 1993, p. 5 (8); Medniuk, "Aidine Insurance Can We
Get It Right?*' ,in: Willis Corron Aerospace te&, '"The Willis Information File" (London), Newsbrief, Update
May 1993, p. 2; &ire, "Some nioughts on the Economic Significance of Limitai Liability in Air Passenger
Transport", in: K e a A. (ed.), "Essays in Air Law" (1982), 19 (at p. 23); Bin Cheng / Dutheil de la Rochére,
"DraftConvention on an Integrated System of International Aviation Liability Covering international Carriage
by A u and Surface Damage Caused by Foreign AircrafY (1983), at p. 555. See also Goa@eIfow in ICAO-Dac.
7379, LU34 (Mondal 1953), at p. 130.
See the s w e y by M e t z , "Zur Versicherungspflicht bei intemationalen LuftbeMrderungen", 44 ZLW (1995),
284.
It also reported that the aimaft fieet value undcrwritten by insurers woridwide exceds their market value by
25%. The reason is to be sought in the fact that due to aircraft leasing practices the loss nsks are bom by the
[essor who, thercfore, insists on the highest possible insurance coverage. For an anaiysis see Swiss Re (publ.),
"Sigma", no. 111996, at p. 18.
Reported an discussed by CIurke, ''Nature of the Insum's Liability", [1992] L.M.C.L.Q.287.
See e.g. the definition of an insurance contract provided in Art. 2468 of the Civil Code of Québec.
One may quote Jhering, "Das Schuldmoment im rttmischen Rivatrccht" (1867), at p. 40, who describes the
cause of (ctlIpa bascd) liability as to "not the darnage gives nse to the duty to compensate, but the adpu"
[translation provided "nicht der Schaden verpflichtet nim Schadensersatz, sondem das Vershulden"]. By
contrast, if an insurance contract specifies the occumnce of a certain type of damage as a risk, then the insurer's
obligation to indemnify arises as a consequertce of the occumnce of the damage.

-
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The f h t category is characterized by a more equal socio-economic bargainhg power for both of
the negotiating parties to an insurance contract. When a major airline or, as has become a common

appearance in the aviation market, a pool of several airlines'"

seeks for insurance coverage, îhey in

fact may well negotiate and batgain.
The second category is concemed with an inequality of e-g. a shipper or a passenger looking for
coverage as to his cargo and life, respectively.

c) Aviation Insurance in an International Market

For historical reasons, the London insurance market had become the most important market for
the insurance of risks related to aviations2*.Even today, risk undenmiting is stili very much centered
in London, mainly because the London market has the capacity to satisQ the needs of the entire

world of international aviations29,but dso because the tradition of hundreds of years of maritime risk
undehting promises a degree of stability in procedure and reliability, wfüch embraces the
deveioprnent of rnodel clauses and their recognition by English law courts, tao"'.

.

Nevertheiess, there have emerged a number of other important insurance markets around the
world which underwrite aviation riskss" ,and reinsurance spreads risks dl over the globe. In the

527

528

One of the largest pools has ben KSSAF with the Lloyd's Syndicate Ariel as leading underwriter. The master
placement of two years ago embraced more than ten comanies of the KLM gmup, 7 companies of US,4
companies of Swissair, and 3 companies of Fimir.
See Margo. "Aviation Insurance" (2 ed. 1989), at pp. 19 ff.; p. 333; Die&rikr-Verschor, "An Introduction to
Air Law" (5 ed. 1993),at pp. 154 f.; Shmwrbss & Beaumont, "Air Law' (4 ed.), para VI1 (63);Kade&,
' ' H a h g und Versicherung im internationaien Lufttranspomht" (pendhg study Dr. iur. Dissertation,
submitted to the Faculty of Law at Ruprecht Karls University, Heidelberg), pp. 12 ff.; 143 ff.
According to Scbfz. 'Der Lufkfahrt-Versiche~ngsmarkîin angcspanntcrLage", Vcn Wut 1994,979 (282), the
London insurance market is able ta supply 245% of the world's airlines' insurance coverage me&.
See the mode1clauses as provided in the Manuui of Stundord Policy Forms, Proposal For= Clauses and
Endorsements by Lloyd> Aviation UndenvritersAssociafion (LA. UA.) in London. The manual is rcproduced in
Margo, "Aviation Insurance" (2 e d l989), Appendix, pp. 353457. Margo, "Conflict of Laws in Aviatian
Insurance", 19 Air LN (1994), 2 :Y. (6) points out the significance to choose exactly the recognized wording in
oder to make sure that the traditional intcrprctation will be applied.
Margo, "Aviation Insurancc" (2 ed. 1989), at pp. 47 K;Diederiks-Verschoor, "An Introduction to Air Law" (5
ed. 1993)' at p. 155; Tobi, "nie Insurer9sPoint of View", 1 1 Air Law (1986), 84 (86); Kcrdletz* "Hafturig und
Versicherung im internationah Lufüransportrccht'*(pending study Dr. iur. Dissertation, submitted to the
Faculty of Law at Ruprecht Karls University, Heidelberg), pp. 148 ff-
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traditi~nalmarket of Lloyd's of London, as well as in other markets for the insurance of large
aviation risks, the risks are never piaced with a single underwriter but always with a number of
different insurers, one of whom has the position as a leadhg u n d e r ~ r i t e rAlthough
~ ~ ~ . quite often al1
of the underwriters are domiciled in the same country, aviation insurance policies nowadays rnay well

be signed by a number of insurers in diffemt countries"'

. Both scenarios, piacing of rislcs ofa non-

English Company with London insurers and the placing of risks with several inswers in different
countnes, involve different jurisdictions. In the absence of a unSom law govemhg the law of
insurance contracts, it is necessary to provide for conflicts of laws d e s that foster certainty as to the
vital interests of both of the parties to the insurance ~ o n t r & ~ .
2. Airline Insurance
a) Construction of Airline Poücies

As already outlined above, airline insurance contacts cover very high sums, and typically, those

are not only signed by a number of undenvriters, but also on the side of the insured there are a

number of companies specified, usually subsidiaries of the parent aidine or holding. The taüor-made
policies also de&e exactly which risks are covered as to the fleet, the personnel, legal liability to any

extent (i.e. including liability as a manufacturer or importer53S
), as well as cargos36and passenger

See Capfun,"insurance, Warsaw Convention, and Changes Made Necessary by the 1966 Agreement and
Possibility of Denunciation of the Convention", 33 JALC (1967), 663, at p. 665; Schuln, "Der LufüàhVersicheningsrnarkt in angespannter Lage", VersWirt 1994,979, at pp. 980 f. The course of business is also
described in Rozmes v. Bowen (C.A. l928), 32 Lloyd's L.Rep. 98 (1 0 1), per Scruiton, L.J. and by Add Safah El
Din, "Aviation Insurance Practice, Law and Reinsurance" ([s.L. - s.n. - s.d.1 Ca. I971), at pp. 214; Margo,
"Aviation Insurance" (2 ed. 1989), at pp. 66 ff.
Mmgo, "Conflict of Laws in Aviation Insurance", 19 Air Law (1994), 2 ff. (2).
Lagerberg, "Conflicts of Laws in Private I n t e d o n a l A u Law" (Thesis, IASL, McGill; 1991), at pp. 49 et seq.,
however, fmds that "risks i n s d and the principal establishment of the insmr have traditionaiiy ken in one
and the same country, and that is why no problems of conflict of laws have ariscn." This rnay be tme of speciai
insurance requiremcnts such as compulsory accident insurances dircctly for the beaefit of passengers, as exists
e.g. in Gennany under 5 50 LuftVG. But even in these cases, the European law internationalizes insurance under
market iiberalization. .L\nd, rnoreover, most domestic insurance markets do not have the rcsources to absorb risks
rclated to the m i n e or aircrafk manufanue business on theu own. That is why risks usually are at least in part
covered abroad.
Which c m be important for European airlines uadcr the Eurpoean Roduct Liability Law with respect to import
and sale-and-leaseback of aircraft. Sec Fobe, "Aviation hxiucts Liability and Insurance in the EU. Legal
Aspects and Insurance of the Liability of Civil Aerospace Roducts Manufacturers in the EU, For Damage to
Third Parties" (1994), at pp. 37-63.

-

accident insunuices537 . Since the xnaximum liability sum covers dl of these nsks, this kind of policy

is refemd to as combined single limit insurance policy. Because they are absolutely tailoraiade for
the very specific needs of the airLine, a more detailed descnption of the general features is not
possible.

Contractual Seiection of the Governing Law

b)

Generally, a single jurisdiction will govem the insurance contract as to its vaiidity and
interpretation, and since the tailor-made policies will apply certain legal notions and symbols in the

descnption of risks and obligations Bected, an explicit and unambiguous choice of Iaw should be
made by a contractuai clause"'. As M a q p observes: "For reasom which are unclear, however,
severai policies issued in connection with major aidine risks do not state what law is to apply in the
event of a dispute.9,539

This lack of attention can hardly be explained because it is a common occurrence that insurers
and the insured are located in a number of differentjurisdiction~~~~.
u.

C)

Conflicts of Laws in Airline Insurance Contracts

aa)

The General Solutiou

As far as airlines are concemed, the typical problem of contrats d'adhésion involving the balance

of different bargainhg powers in the pmcess of entenng into the contract is not r e d y prevailing.
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540

Cargo insurance if the airline offers at the sarne tirne or by a subsidiaxy Company such coversge to their
customers.
Passenger accident insurances taken by the airline for the direct bcnefit of the passengcr are cornpulsory in some
jurisdictions. For details se+ Kadlec, '2ur Versicherungspflicht bei intemaiionaien Lufiber3raerungen'*,44
ZLW (1995), 284.
The London srandaml policy AVN 1A provides for such a clause under generul c u d l i o n 1 I : "This policy shall
be construed in accordance with English law."
Margo, "Conflict of Laws in International Aviation Insurance", 19 Air Law (1994), 2, at p. 3.
See Margo, "Aviation Insurance" (2 ed. 1989), at p. 323.

Therefore, vimially ail jurisdictions allow for a selection of the law govemuig the contract, provided
the selection is made in good faith and is not inconsistent with public policy, according to general

principles outlined in the General Pmt of this thesis"'

.

The European approach to reach this solution, however, involves a slight detour. When
ascertainhg the law resolving the confiict of laws, at the outset one looks at the Rome Convention

1980 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations, as implemented by theforwn state, which

provides for the possibilities of express and implied selections of the applicable law by the parties.
The Convention, however, as of itself expressly excludes contracts of insurance with respect to risks
located within European Union states k m its scope (contracts of reinsurance, however. are subject to

the Convention), because insurance contracts are to be dealt with by special European legislation. The
Second Non-Life (Insutance) ~ i r e c t i v e 'filis
~ ~ this gap in that it provides for some limitations as to
the choice of law for the sake of consumer protection. Where there is no social imbalance, i.e. socailed "lmge risks " are insured, however, ''vktudly unlimited fiedom to choose the
exists. Such "large rish " are, inter dia, akraft and liability for a i r ~ r a f t '.~Since
~ the Directive does

not contain an exhaustive set of d e s governing the latter cases, one has to seek recourse to general
provisions, which usually means to the Rome Convention as enacted in the respective states. English

law, e.g., provides for a special reference to the implementing legislation with respect to the Rome

onv vent ion^^^ ,preventing courts h m accessing the fonnerly developed principles of common law.
Accordingiy, contracts of insurance as to aviation risks are subject to the ordinary choice of law d e s .

541
542

Supra

Second Council Directive of June 22, 1988 on the Co-Ordination of Laws,Regulations and Administrative
Provisions Relating to Direct Insurance 0th- Thau Lift Insurance and Laying D o m Provisions to Facilitate the
Effective Excrcise Frcedom to Pmvide Services 119881 0.1. L l 7 U l , p. 1 ; amending the First Council Directive
of July 24, 1973 [1973] O.J.t 22813, p.3.
D i c q and Morris, "nie Conflicts of Laws" (12 ed. 1993), at p. 1355.
See Second Non4(fe ffnsurance) Directive. Art. 5: Art. ? ( 1 ) ( f ) in connection with Anncx A ta the Firsr NonLge (Inrurance) Direcrive. Its implementation in Engiisn is aisplayed by the imrrrnnce Companies Act 1982,
Sched. 3 A. Insurance Companies (Amendme#) Regulatiom 1990. S.I. 1990 No. 1333; S.I. 1993 No. 174.
Sched. 3 A, Part 1, para. 5 (2)(a). For details sec Dicey and Morris, "Conflicts of Laws" (12 ed.), Rule 187 at
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pp. 1350 ff.
545

Insurance Companies Act 1982, sec. 96 B,as insertcd by S.I. 1990 NO.1333, Reg. 4. For a discussion see Dicey
and Morris, "Conflict of Laws" (12 ed, 1993). at p. 1355.

Under English law, the proper law of an insurance contract is the legal system by refereace to
which the contract is made, or the legal system with which the transaction has its "ciosest and most
reai connection9,546 . If no express selection of a proper law is made by the parties, the courts will look
to the "presumed intemion" in so far as this appears h m the poiicy itself and fiom the circumstances
sumounding its concl~sion"~.The basic method was characterized by Lord Wnght in Mount Albert

S. C.v. Awtralian Temperance & General Mutual Lijé Assurance Society ~td"'
As do the Eutopean legai systems, Canada also applies the subjective approach, i.e. a recognition

of the parties' choice, in the absence of which a closest relationship test will be appiieds49.

A Special Problem: Punitive Damages

A major problem is faced, however, when it cornes to the legality of indernnincation of punitive

damages - a legal means to award exorbitant damages in the USA - and the validity of contractual

clauses preventing assignments of damage claims or recourse claims.
In the absence of an express choice of law, the approaches to a solution of the conflicts of laws

cm vary.

(1)

The Din~cultyto Ascertain the Applicable Law

In the USA, in the absence of an express selection by the parties, courts have generally applied
five different rules in order to determine the proper law of acontract: The traditional lex luci

connacrus approach (not fashionable in the USA any more); the "most significant relationship" test

546
547
548
549

Amin Rasheed Shipping Corp. v. Kuwaif I'wance Co. (H.L.), [1983] 2 Al1 E-R 884 (888).
DuPont de Nemours & Co. v. Agnew, 1198712 Lloyd's Rep. 585 (592), pet Bingham LJ.
(C.A.), [19381 A.C. 224 (240). Quoted by Hobhotae J. in ForsikrinksaktieseMupet Vata v. Butcher, [ 19861 2
All E.R. 488; affd (C.A.) [1988) 1 Lloyd's Rep. 19.
Supra.

(Restatement, Second; favored by a number of states including

ili in ois^^^

and

ex as^^' ); the %enter

of gravity test" (rarely applied any longersS2); the "governmental interest" approach (applied by

numemus states arnong them

ali if or nia'" and New yorkS" ); and the "choice iduencing factors"

9.555
,~ i n n e s o t a ' ~and
~ , ~ i s c o n s i n )~d~e' s s a .
(primary promoted in Hawaii

Of those doctrines which are still en vogw, the substance of the "mostsignipcant reIatiomhip "
doctrine closely resembles approaches in other jurisdictions which apply a mily international and not

- as in the USA - primarily an inter-state approach559.By contrast, the "govenvnental interest
analysis " requires an approach to al1 substantive laws involved plus an analysis of the policies behind
the law. This may be a practicable solution within the US jurisdictions, maybe also with respect to

jurisdictions based on a comparable common law, but what will the analysis look like when civil laws

with a different underlying scope of compensation are concernedS6*,or e.g. Arabic laws which are
even more remote fiom US common law? We would probably m e s s a "homewmdtrend", because

it is likely that a court will apply the law that it knows the best and whose undedying policies it

understands The result would closely resemble the "choice-infuencingfactors " theory.
As Marge statesS6',in the case of a policy issued by underwriters in London to a Japanese

aidine, a Califomian court wouid certainiy find that the contract is governed either by English or by
Japanese law, not, however, by Califomia law. However, as soon as more than one insurer is
substantially involved in the contract and these insurers are located in different countries (e.g.

Scandinavia, France, Switzerland, Germany, USA), it will be difficult to anticipate the law that will
be held applicable by a court in California The decisive role of substantive legal policy

considerations in both of the foregoing theories involves an element of substantive evaluation and
-

-

Champupie v. O 'Neill Constr. Ca (1 979), 77 W.App.3d 136 = 3 95 N.E.2d 990.
Duncan v. CessnaAircr. Co. (Tex.l984), 665 S. W.2d 4 14.
See M q o , "Conflicts of Laws in Aviation Insurance", 19 A u Law (1994), 2 ff. (3).
Travellers Insurance Co. v. Workmen's CompensationAppeuIs Board (1 967), 68 CalZd 7 = 64 Ca1.Rpu 440.
lstim Inc. v. Chernical Bank(1991),78 N.Y.2d 342.
Caf fornia Federal Savings and Loan Ass. v. Bell ( 1 987), 735 P.2d 499.
Hime v. State Forum Fire & CawaftyCo. (Minn. 1979), 284 N.W.2d 829; cext-den.(1 B O ) , 444 U.S. 1032.
Schlosser v. Allis-Chalmers Corp. (1 W8), 86 W i s l d 226 = 27 1 N.W.2d 879.

Supra Generai P m .
On this problem sec Generul Part. SupraSupra.
Mmgo, "Conflicu of Laws in Aviation Insurance", 19 Air Law (1994),2 ff. (4).

political emphasis that makes it difficdt and 'Zfirtually impossible", as Mmgo attributes it, to
estabiish which Iaw govems the interpretation of the policy until the court renders its respective
decision.
As long as these very specific conflicts d e s are applied in the USA it is likely that, as soon as

there is a relation or a contact in the USA, US law will be held applicable.

(2)

The Particular Pmblem of Punitive Damages

Punitive damages are a legal instrument applicd for a number of purposes: compensation of

litigation e ~ ~ e n s econsequential
s~~~,
damagesSg ,immaterial damagesS" ,and as a means of "civil

punishmenty'565
. Although punitive damages are subject to severe criticism, within the USA as well
as a b r o a ~ icourts
~ ~ ~ ,still continue to award enornous amounts of punitive damagesS6' so that the
See Duy v. Woodiwo~h(185l), 54 US. [13 How.]363 (372 f.); 14 L.Ed. 1st 181 (185 f.); per Grier J. See also
Huskefl, "The A i r d Manufacturer's Liability for Design and Punitive Damages n i e Insurance Policy and
the Pubiic Policy", 40 JALC (1974),595. at p. 609; Barlow/Kerr-S'iley, "Recovery of Punitive Damages fiom
Insurers in Non U.S. Jurisdictions", 11 Air Law (1986), 58, at p. 59.
See Washington, "Damages in Contract at Common Law", 47 L.Q.R. (193l), 345 (358); HakeIl, "The Aircraft
~ a n u f a c & ~ s Liability for Design and Rinitive Damages The Insurance Policy and the Public Policy", 40
JALC (1974), 595, at p. 609; Barlowi'Kerr-Smifey, 'Recovery of Punitive Damages fiom insurers in Non U.S.
Jurisdictions", 11 Air Law (1986), 58, at p. 59; Formby, "Iasurabiiity Against Punitive Damages", 23
S0.Tex.L.J. (19û2), 443 (445).
See Huskeif, "'nei
AircraA Manufacturer's Liability for Design and Punitive Damages The insurance Policy
and the Pubiic Policy", 40 JALC (1974), 595, at p. 609, See also -note-, "Vindictive Damages in Actions for
Torts", 14 L.Ed 1st (1 851), 181 (1 83).
On the histoxy of punitive damages sec Lord Dedin in Rookes v. B e r m d (H.L.),[19641 A.C. 1129 (1220 ff.).
See also McGregor on "Damages" (1 3 ed- 1972), ch. 11 (n0.s 300 ff.); Wushington, "Damages in Contract at
Common Law", 47 L.Q.R. (193 l), 345 (358); -note-, "Exemplary Damages in the Law of Torts",70
Harv.L.Rev. (1957), 5 14 (5 18 ff.).
See the dissenthg opinion of O'Connor J , in IXO Production Corp. v. Alliances Resowces Corp. et ul. (1993),
1 13 S.Ct. 271 1 (2728 ff.; 2742 ff.). Sec also tord Denning, M.R and Acknw L.J. in Smith Che & French
Lclborufories v. Bloch (C.A. l982), [19831 1 W.L.R.730 (733 f.; 734 f.); Germa3 Comtitutional Cowt
(Bunde~~erfc~sstulgsgerichr)
BVerfr; (7.1 2.1994), ZIP 1995,70 (73). See fivther HirthdOtte, "Die
Rechtsentwicklung im Haftungsrtcht in den Vminigten Staattn von Amenka ixn Jahre 1993", VenR 1993,
1387 (1393); Bohmer, "Spannungcn irn deutsch-amerikanischen Rechtsverkehr in Ziviisachcn", NJW 1990,
3049 (305 1); SfiefeUSttüner, "Die Vollstrcckbarkeit US-arnerikanischcr Urteile exzcssiver H6heW,VersR 1987,
829.
O 'Connor J. (supra) characterizcd the deveiopment in the USA as "skyrocketing". in fact. the US Supreme
Court H i e d the award of IO mio. US-$ (dthough the a c t d damages were less than a 500th of this arnount)
in ïXU Production Corp. v. Alliances Resoruces Corp. et (XI. (1993), 113 S.Ct. 27 11. Another farnous example is
the case Peme v. Beechcrafi Corp. (1974), 38 Cal.App.3d 4 12 (434); t 13 Cal-Rptr. 4 16 (4 19) pcr WhelanJ.
(actuai damages 4 mio. US-$ punitive damages 17 mio. US-$). S a aiso Donneffy, ''hportance of the
Exemplary Award Issue in Aviation Litigation", 42 JALC (1976), 825 ff. (843 ff.).

-

-

-

-

insurance aga% putitive damages has become a question of economic Suntival for major sections of
business. Due to the "civil punishment" purpose of punitive damages, a number of states in the USA

have enacîed prohibitions as to the insutance of these damages on public policy grounds56a.An
equally long list of US states, however, allow for the insurance of punitive d a ~ n a ~ as
e does
s ~ ~the
~
law in the most important aviation insurance market of the world,

ond don^". The conflicts of laws

problem as to punitive damages, therefore, is of great sipniIicance in the USA.
Usuaiiy, a policy does not indicate whether punitive damages are embniced or not. It is generally
believed that continental European policies cover puaitive damages awarded under the (foreign)
jurisdictions which recognize this kind of damages. As far as the USA is concemed, an insurance
clause obliging the insurer to inde-

the Uisurrd as to %
sums
il which the insured shall become

legally obliged to pay because of bodily injury or property damage" has been held to include an
awasd of punitive &mages5"

.

Although there might be ciifferences in the interpretation of policy wordings as to punitive

damagesSn ,the conflicts of laws problem resides in the fact that the public policy of some states
forbids the insurability of punitive damages. As pointed outS" ,some stares, by allowing for punitive
niimages awards,are provided with legal grounds to recover ?rue9' damages that cannot be otherwise
compensated, while in other states punitive damages serve a purpose of "social education". Generally,

in the former case there will be no reasonable objections against the insurance of punitive damages.
The leading case is Nortimwtern National C&@
Co. v. McNuIty (Ct.App. 5th Cir. I962), 307 F.2d 432. Long
lists of the courts and states following this decision are provided by Barlow/Kerr-Smiley,"Recovery of Punitive
Damages fiom Insurers in Non U.S. Jurisdictions", 11 Air Law (1986), 58, at p. 59 in n. 160; Morgo, "Aviation
Inswance"(2 ed. 1989), at p. 296 in n. 104. Set also Shawross & Beaumont, "Air Law" (4ed.) 1, para. VI11
(86); Awford, ''Punitive Damages in Aviation Products Liability Cases", 10 Air Law (1985), 2 (5); Shipley,
"Liability insurance Coverage as Extending to Liability for Punitive or Exemplary Darnages", 20 A.L.R.3rd
(1 968). 343 (347 E).
Leading case is Lazenby v. UniversaI Undemiters insurance Co. (Supr.Ct. Tenn. 1964), 214 Tenn. 639; 383
S.W.2d 1. For Iists of the courts and states following Lmenby sec the dissenting opinion of Holmm J. in Harrel

The Truveilers In&mni@ Co. (Supr.Ct. Orcg. 1977). 279 Or. 199; 567 P.2d 1013 (per TongueJ.), at pp. 1022
ff. (1026), as well as the sources cited in the footnote above. Sec also Kenny,'Tunitive Damages in Aviation
Cases: Solving the insumcc Dilemma", 48 JALC (19831,753 ff.(764 f.).
Du Pont de Netnoours dE Co. et Endo Laborutories v. Agnew (C.A. 1987), [1987] 2 Lloyd's L.Rep. 585 (594)
per Binhm L.J. Sec ais0 MW, "Aviation Insurance" (2 ed 1989). at pp. 294 K.;Dieukriks- Verschoor,"An
Introduction to A u Law*'(5 ed 1993), at p. 155.
Marra v. Medical Mutuai Ilxswance Co. (1984) 3 11 N.C. 621 = 3 19 S.E.2d 217.
See Brafey v. Berkshire Mutual I m a n c e (Me. l982), 440 A.2d 3 59.
v.

Supra.

By contrast, in the laiter case the "govemmentd interest anaiysis " and the "choice-influenciing
factors " theones will have their effects on the conflicts of Iaws.

Recent case law, however, reveals a mild application of anti-insurance doctrines. Where ag.
punitive damages were awarded in Texas and West Virginia agallist a corporation under Delaware
law insureci with an m o i s insurer who seeks a declaraîion from a California federal court that
California law prohibit insurance coverage for the said punitive &magesn4, the court strictly limited
the application of California policy to California The court heid that the reason for the prohibition of

insurance of punitive damages under Califomia law is to safeguard its citizens through punishrnent
and deterrence of tortfeason. But as the harm occurred in Texas the Californian policy does not
prevail, especially with regard to the policy applied in Texas where punitive damages also serve

compensatory purposes, and thus insurance of punitive damages is allowed for. Accordingly, the
application of Califomia law would greatly impair Texas policy and law.
Even though in cases of serious wrongdoing the prohibition of insurance of punitive damages
may wefl be e n f o r ~ e dit~is
~ observed
~,
that there is a trend within Americanjurisprudence to avoid
the prohibition of insurance of punitive damages if possible by applying conflicts of laws d e s

-

a~cordin~l~~~~.

CC)

Clauses Preventing Recourse Claims

Very often carriers or their insurers agree on quota-sharing agreements to prevent the recourse of

other (injured) parties' i n s u ~ e r sSince
~ ~ . the reason for recourse ciaims is to make the party which
caused the damage liable, involving elements of conduct control and the intention to keep the
---
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Continental Camalfy Co. v. Fiberboard Co. (US Distr.Ct. N.D.Cal. 199l), 762 F.Supp. 1368;affd mem. (9th
Cir. 1992), 953 F.3d 1 3 86.
See e.g. Home Insurance Co. v. American Home Products Corp. (2nd Cir. 1989), 873 F.Zd 510: : : t ï J in part,
rev'd in part, (2nd CU. t99O), 902 F.2d 1 1 12.
See Posner, "Coverage for Punitive Damages: A Choice of Law 'Shell Game'", 60 Defense C o d J w n a l
(1993), 335; Mrrrgo, Conflicts of Laws in Aviation Insurance, 19 AU. Law (1994), 2 ff. (6).
Sec e.g. no. 4.4; 4.5 of iATA molution 660,Aaafhment A: intaline Traffic Agreement Cargo. See also LG
Hambwg (22 June 195O), VersR 1950, 166.

-

insurance premiums a reasonable cost factor578,some courts tend to deciare chses in conditions of
carriage which contain an exclusion of recourse cfaims against the carrier null and v ~ i d " ~For
. these
policy reasons, a court may well hold its own law applicable in order to have the policy consideration
infiuence the case.

d) The Proper Law and Dépegzge of Airiine Insurance ~ontracts"

Independently fkom the existence of a choice of law clause, the problem of dépeçage, the

severance or splitting of the proper law of an insurance contract, deserves closer consideration,
because even though none of the underwrïters may be domiciled in ~n~landz"
and these policies are

tailor-made for the individual needs of the respective airlines, it is common to refer to certain
standard clauses as have been developed in the leadhg aviation insurance market of the world,

London. and published in the Handbook of Lloyd's Aviation UndenuritersAssociation
(LA. U A . ) ' ~.583
~ These clauses contain e.g. inclusions or exclusions of certain risks.

To choose a rather simple example: If an auline in a (continental) European Union state X is
insured with insuiers domiciled in that same country, the policy is comtrued in the national language
of state X, and the premiums are payable in the nationai currency, then the law goveming the contract

is likely to be the law of state X. If, however, the contraft refers to certain London standard clauses
nie extent as to which recourse is sou& however, is very low. See SeZvig, "The Hamburg Rules, the Hague
Rules and Maritime Insurance Practice", 12 lourn.Mar.L.Com. (198 f ), 299, at p. 3 16; & ka Motte, UTransportu. Verkehrshaftwigsversicherungim multimodalen GUtewerkeW, TranspR 1981,63. at p. 65. On the effects on
conduct control see Kadle~r,"Haftung und Versichenmg Verhdtenssteuerung und Managementphilosophie",
VersR 1995,270.
See Germun Supreme Cowi BGH (8 Dec. 1975 11 ZR 64/74), BGHZ 65,364 (365 f); BGH(9 July 1979 IV
ZR 104/78), VersR 1979,609 (907); BGH (9 Nov. 1981 II ZR 197/80), NJW 1982,992.
This problem has been focused on by Kadetz, YlntemationalConflicts of Laws in Contracts of Aviaîion
insurance Focused on the Problem of Dépeçage" (pending publication, envisaged for 45 ZLW (19%), no. 4 or
46 ZLW (1997), no. 1).
Sometimes states may rrquire their airiines to insure with domestic insurers. See e.ç. KadIetz. "Zur
Versicherungspflicht im intemationaien Lutmanspon", W ZLW (1995), 270 ff.
L.A.U.A. was founded in 1935 as an organîzation fosterhg the common interem of Lloyd's aviation risks
undenmithg mernben. For details see Mmgo, "Aviation insurance" (2 e d 1989), at pp. 39 et seq.
The L.A. W.A. Mmiuci of Stundard Pokicy Forms. Proposai Form* Clauses a ~ Endorsmennrr.
d
Reproduccd in
Mogo. "Aviation Insurance" (2 d 1989), at pp. 353-557. For a cornmentary on the most important clauses sec
A&Z Salah El Din, "Aviation Insurance Practice, Law and Reinsurance" (1971), at pp. 80-128

-

-

-

-

-

-

by mentioning ody their "officiai"designation, such as e.g. AVN-46 B

~WU
~these
, clauses then

also be subject to the law of state X?
Or wiil the clauses, which are h m up in English language and apply English Iegal notions, be
subject to English law, which makes it necessary to split the proper law of the contract? This problem
wouid have to be encountered not only if the= is no express choice of law in the contract (which is
reported to happa very fkquentlysgs), but also in spite of the presence of a such clause which might

weil relate merely to a part of the insurance contractsa6.
As has been pointed out by aviation insurance law experts58',the standard clauses are referred to

because they have been developed and shaped over centuries of maritirne and decades of aviation
practice by insurers, ship and aircrafk owners, and the English law courts. Thus even every comma in

every single sentence is of signincance as to the recognition and interpretation of the clauses. The
standardization fosters stability, a vitai feature when it cornes to extensive risks such as rendering
insurance coverage to an airline. Would the application of a continental European legal system to

these clauses, a s shaped by English common iaw, be appropriate?

aa)

Aicertainment of the Applicable Law

At the outset, the law resolving the conflict of laws has to be ascertained.
At first, one looks at the Rome Convention 1980 on the Law Applicable to Contractual

~ b l i ~ a t i o ,nass ~
implemented
~~
by theforum -tesg9

584

585
586

587
588
589

.

AVN.46 B is a noise exclusion clause. Some other important and fkequently used ciauses arc e.g. AVN.48 B
(war exclusion); AVN.5 1 (extended coverage/hull); AVN.52 B (inclusion of war risks); AVN.55 (airrraft al1
risks extension); AVN.57 (aircraft accident inswancc USA/Canada); AVN.59 (non-aviation liability); AVS. 103
(50/50 provisional ctaims senlement); AVS.104 A (general policy exclusions).
See Margo, "Conflicts of Laws in Aviation insurance", (6).
This cogentiy follows fiom the recognition of the concept of ddpeçage as an expmsion of the ? d e s ' private
autonomy: the panies may well choose one legal system to g o v m the conacr in geneni whik shey evidently
must have had a differcnt legal systc!n in mind as to a specific pan of the contract For a discussion sec infio.
See Margo, "Conflicts of Laws in Aviation Insunuice", 19 A u Law (1994), 2, at p. 6.
For references as to the Convention and evaluations sec supm
nie recent transformation of the Rome Convention into English law is subject to immense controversy. It has
been characterized as an incapacitation of English courts by Mann, "TheProper Law of Contract - An

The Convention provides for the possibility of an esrpess as well as of an implied choice of law

by the parties (Art. 3). Otherwise the applicable law wili be detemiined as the law with which the
contract has the closest relationship (Art. 4). In both cases,severability (dépeçage) of the contract is
possible, Le. parts of the contract may be governed by a law Metent from the law applicable to the

rest of the contact (Art 3 (1) 131; 4 (1) [2])?
As aiseady indicated, the Convention in itseif expressly excludes contracts of insurance with

respect to risks located within Europeaa Union states fiom its scope (contracts of reinsurance,
however, are subject to the Convention), because insurance contracts were intended to be dedt with
by special European legislation.

The Second Non-Life (Inswance) ~ i r e c t i v e ~a
s
' this gap inthat it provides for some
Limitations as to the choice of law for the sake of consumer protection. Where there is no social

imbalance, Le. so-cailed "lmge risk are insurcd, however, '
"

0bituary9*,107 L.Q.R (1991), 353 & (354). W~threspect to the concept of depeçage his vicw is entirely
supported by Mckhlm, "Splithg the Ropcr Law in Rivate Intanational Law", 61 BitYbkintL. (1990), 3 11
ff.
The concect ofdépeçage ûad been p&c& in Swi~rland,where it was abandoued in 1952: see the Swiss
Supreme Court (8wlctegerich; BG) (9 June 1906)BGE 32 iI 4 15; BG (12 February 1952) BGE 78 iI 74.
It was aiso practiced in Germany h m about 1860, but it was virnialIy abandoned before private international
law came wder review in 1985186: sec Drobnig "Amencan-German Rivate international Law* (1972), at pp.
266 ff.; Wagner, "Statutenwechscl und ddpeçage Un intemationalen Defiktsrecht" (I988), at pp. 58 ff.
In English law, ihc possibility of splitiing was examined in Jokobs v. Crédt Lyonnais (C.A. I884), 12 Q.B.D.
589; the concept was as well rccognized ahady in Dicey 's First Edition: Dicey, "The Conflict of Laws" (1 896),
p. 540.
On the recognition of severance by US Amencan courts sce Lillegraven v. Tengs (Alaska 1962), 375 P.2d 139.
See furthet ScoldHary, "Conflict of Laws" (1982), at pp. 40,75,660,692; Wagner,ibd, at pp. 96 ff. For recent
decisions as to severance see Fmter v. UnitedSram ( 1 Ith Cir. 1979), F.2d 1278; Hoizsager v. Vdley Hospital
(S.D.N.Y.1979), 482 F.Supp. 629; Reyno v. Piper Aircr@ (3rd Cir. 1%O), 630 F 2 d 149; Brylan! v. Silvermun
(A& 1985), 703 F2d 1190. The diifferencc of the Amencan appmach is displayed in Art. 11 (2) of the
Restatement Sec04 Conjfct of Lcnvs, which recommends that complex fact puttems should be severcd into a
number of "issues* evm if there is no nectssity as to the application of diffemnt Iegal systcms. The question
then arises which is the proper "rule-selecting-den.The U S American tendency to favor individuai equity fkom
opetating d
e
s (which would foster prcdictability of the law) leads the concept of severance into an catirely
different direction. For a comparative anaiysis and for numerous M e r references see Wagner,ibd. at pp. 97.
Second Council Directive of Juae 22, t 988 on the Co-Ordination of Laws, Regulations and Xdminisrrarive
Provisions Relating to Direct Insurance Other Than tife Insurance and Laying Down Provîsions to Facliitate the
Effective Excrcise Freedom to Provide Services Cl9881 O.J.L l n l , p. 1; amending the F i Council Directive
of July 24, 1973 [1973] O.J.L 22813, p.3.
Dicey d Morris on "The Conflicts of Laws" (1 2 ed. 1993), at p. 1355.
See Second Non-Lije (Imwance)Directive, AR 5; Art. 7 (1) (f) in connection with Annex A to tùe FVst NonLfe (Insuronce) Dveciive. Its impiemenration in English is displayed by the I ~ w o n c Companinies
e
Act 1982,

-
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l unlimiteci
y
k d o m to choose

exists. Such "lmge riskr " are, inter dia aircraft and liabiIity for aircraftSg3.

the applicable

590

~
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Since the Directive does not contain an exhaustive set of d
e
s goveming the latter cases, one has to
seek recourse to general provisions, which usualiy means to the Rome Convention as enacted in the
respective states. English law, e.g., provides for a speciai reference to the implementing legislation
with respect to the Rome

onv vent ion'" ,preventing courts h m accessing the fomerly developed

principles of common Iaw.
Accordingly, the contract of insurance as to aviation risks in the given example is subject to the
ordinary choice of law d e s . As there is no express choice of law d e in the contract, the search for
hints as to an implied choice, demonstrated with reasonable certainty, begins. In this given case, al1

circumstancesSg5lead to the concIwion that the law of country X is to govern the policy; at least in

-

general, because there is still the question whether the insurance contract can be or even must be -

severed with respect to the standard clauses.

bb)

Intention and Legai Admission with Respect to Dépecuge

The crucial question whether the contract may be severed involves two aspects, the f h t of which
relates to the

intentions as to dépeqage, wwhile the second determines the extent as to which

dépeçage is legally admissible.

Dépeçgae Intendeci?

The first question is one of factual findings, namely, is dépeçage intended by the parties
involved?

594
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Sched. 3 A. Insurunce Companb rntmendmenrs~Regidarions 1990. S.I. 1990 No. 133 3 : S.I. :Y'. 'CU. :74.
Sched 3 A, Part 1, para. 5 (2) (a). For details sec Dicq and Morris on ''Conflinr of Laws" (12 ed.). Rule 187 at
pp. 1350 ff.
Innvonce Companies Act 1982, sec. 96 B, as insertcd by S.1. 1990 No. 1333, Reg. 4. For a discussion s
a Dicey
and Morris on "Conflict of Laws" (12 ed. 1993), at p. 1355.
One of the most significant circumstances usually is a choice ofjurisdiction clause.

The concept of such severability of the contract is directly linked to the principie of private
autonomy. If it is up to the parties to choose the applicable law, they may also choose different legal
systems to govern différent parts of the c o n t d % .

There is, however, a slight difference betwan an express choice or a choice which is
"demonstrated with reasonable certainty by the tenns of the contract or the circumstances of the case"
(as says Art. 3 (1)) on the one han& and a legal system which is imputed by asceriainhg the closest
connection to it (under Art. 4 (1)) on the other hand. In the former case, the parties can select a law
applicable even to a mere part of the contract if they like. By connast, in the laiter case the court may
only "by exception" apply a different legal system to a severable part of the contract if that part has a
closer connection with it (constitutbg an objective test).
It has fkquently been stated that the distinction between an implied choice and a closest relation
test is difficuit îo define. Kegel characterizes inferred implied choices as "caoutchouc'"g7,others find

it 66misleading9~a

. Similady, the Supreme Court of Canada abandoned the "legal fiction of presumed

intention" in favor of an objective closest relation testsg9.
In geneml, it seems that for the prirposes of decidhg whether to split the contract at issue or not,
three categories are possible: (1) explicit choice by the parties; (2) tacit choice by the parties as

demonstrateci by the circumstiulces; and (3) othgwise: objective test of the closest relationship.
Apparently, the less explicitly the choice is expresse& the more exceptionally the court should have

the recowse to sever.

In the case presented above, the law of state X govems the contract. The reference to the standard
clauses is made in order to take advantage of a îraàitional and reliable practice in the insurance
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This view is supportcd the Gidimo-&gar&-&port at p. 23. M o , "T?Ic EEC Convention on tht Law
Applicable to Contractuai Obiigaîions", 24 C.M.L.R. (1 %7), 159, at p. 168 ais0 reports that dPpeçage was not
favoreû in cases when the parties to a contract had not sclectcd any law. Sec also Dicey and Morris on "Conflict
of Laws" (12 ed 19% 1. at p. 1208.
Kegel,"International~s~vapecht"~Seci.1985),;itp.396:"Xrt.27(realetParteiwille)fA~.~Rorn-Abk.]:Die
Partcien konaen das Vertragsstatut wPLhlen (1 1); die Wahl md3 ausdrllcklich sein oder sich 'mit hbichender
Sicherbit aus den Bestimmungen des Ventages oder aus den Umsttinden des Falies ergeben' (Kntik:
Kautschuk)".
Bunker, "The Law of Aerospace Finance in Canada" (1988), at p. 325.
Imperai Lve Assurance Co. v. Colemmes, LI9671 S.C.R. 443.

market and its reflections in jurisprudence. In order to avoid Mintendeci mistakes, a policy would
usually refer only to the name of the clause (e.g. AVN-46 B), instead of spelling it out.
Since no translation of the standard clause that is referred to in the contract exists, the parties
make the clauses part of their contract in the English wording of the clauses. In addition, in order to
benefit nom the stability of the legal interpretation of these clauses, the parties would certainly not

want a court in state X to attempt an interpretation which wodd require a translation of the original
text and the legal notions. This translation would have to subsîitute common law notions with tenns

of continental European civil law, a task whose solution, some may consider, should be kept as

Heaven's secret.

Therefore, it appears that the English standard clauses are intended to be govemed by English
law.

Dépeçage Admitted?

(2)

The second question addresses to what extent dépeçage is admissible.
b

in general, dépeçage is considered a s l e s desirable because it does not foster oversight.

The Giuliano-Lagarde Report on the Rome Convention suggests that only s o - d e d "cornplex
contracts" may be severed as to different types of agreements (e.g. joint venture agreements)600.

Lando mentions a contract which is at the same time a sale of goods and a distributor agreement as to
dépeçage60' under the Rome Convention. Dicey and Morris find that where an issue reiating to "îhe

general obligation" of the contract mises, such as e.g. m t i o n , severance would be "wholly
inappropriate'm2. In 1961 Ruope stated more generaily: "A legal pot-pourri, put togethet by the

600
60 1

Giuliano-Lugarde Report, at pp. 17; 23.
Londo, "The EEC Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractuai Obligaîions", 24 C.M.L.R. ( 1987), 159, at

602

Dicey and Morris on The Conflict of Laws m.161, at p. 1208.

p. 168,

parties ad libitum is not tolerable?

Kahn-Freund also agrees that "no contractual obligation can

exist in more than one system, simultaneously or co~lsecutively'~.
A weli-known d i c m by Lord MacDennott seems to refiect the tendency of the courts in

general:

'"ïhough there is no authonty binding your Lordships to the view that there c m be but one
proper law in respect of any given contract, it is doubtless mie to say that the courts of this country

wiI1 not split the contract in this sense readiiy or without good r e a s ~ n . ' * ~ ~
Sometimes, however, the t e m "multiplici!y of the proper law " is mentioned in English

jurisprudence.But it usually refers to the phenomenon that the mode of performance is governed by a
la* dflerent fiom that governing the obligationa, as pointed out in by the C.A. in Jabbs v. Crédit
Lyonnais ( 1 884) and already by Dicey on Conflcts in the first edition of 189tia'.
Nevertheless, in Savigny S Treatise on the Conflct of Laws of 1849, w

b he promotes his

famous s i t u theov, it is submitted that the obligations of the two parties to a contract may well be
subject to different legal systemsm8,
and the leading German commentary on pnvate law observes in
its current edition that opinions are split equdly as to whether the different obligations arising under a

contract can be subject to the govemment of differeat legal systems6".

In the only case e ~ a m ~ l ethe
~ High
' ~ , Court of England - at that time still applying common law

- held that the proper law of a reinsurance contract was English law. An ascertainment of the parties'
m i e contractuai intentions, however, le& the court to the conclusion that the parties had selected

Raape, "InternationalesRivatrecht" (5 ed 1961), at p. 472: "Eh von den Parteiea ad libitum aus den
verschiedensten Rechtsordaungtn aisarnmengesetztcs Schuldstatut, so eine Art rechtlichcn Potpouris oder
Mosaiks, ist nicht ai dulden." [English translation providcd].
Kahn-Freund, "General Pmblems of Private International Law" (1976), at p. 256.
Kahler v. Madland Bank Lrd, [l95O) A.C. 24, at p. 42 [emphasis added].
Jukobs v. Crédit Lyonnab(C.A. 1884), 12 Q.B.D. 589 (599): whiie English iaw govemed the obligation, the
court examined whether French law wouid govern the "methoci ofperformance" to deiiver f.0.b. in Algcria,
Dicey, 'meConflict of Laws" (1896), at p. 540.
Von Suvigny, ''TftâtiSe on the Conflict of Laws" (1849) as rna~latcdby Guthrie (2 ed. Edinburgû 1880).
Hefcliichin: P a f u d (Begr.),"Das Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch und Nebengesetze" (55 ed. 19%), Art. 27 EGBGB,
no. 9 (at p. 2297).
Fomibingsakties&krrpet Vesta v.Butcher*[ 19861 2 Al1 E.R.488 per Hobhoure J.;atfd [1988] 1 Lloyd's Rep.
19 and [1989] A.C. 852 (H.L.and C.A.).

Norwegian Iaw to apply to that part of the contract dealing with the insirred's breach of warranty. The
decision was subsequdy afikned by the House of ~ o r d s ~."
Apparently, îhere is a tendency, departing fiom a formerly more strict approach, by the courts to

subject at least parts of tailor-made complex contracts to different legal systems, if pertinent to the
interests of the parties.

In this perspective, it can be expected that the airiine insurance contract given in the example at
the beginning will be subject to dépeçage:The law of state X govems the policy as it is drawn up in
the national language, while the English standard clauses can most appropriately oniy be dealt with

under English law.

Additional Requirements

The courts of that given state X, however, will apply Engiish law to any extent only if the
underlying principle, that the parties can dso choose a legal system to govern their contract, to which

the factual circumstances do not have any contact, is recognwd In English law, this has been
%

recognized since the Privy Council's decision in fita Food Products v. Unus Shipping of 193g612. It
is assumed that limitations as to the choice of law in the different systems serve the purpose of

consumer protection (evasion;fiaude à 1 o i ; f r m legis), which is a purpose that is of no relevance in
the case of airline or aircraft manufactum insuiances. In any event, the Rome Convention does not
prohibit choosing a law that has no relation to the contract, not even in purely domestic

Scope of Application of the AppUcable Law($)
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See forcgoing foomote.
~itaFoodProdtlf1s~inc.v.Ull~~ShippingCo.,Ltd,[I939]A.C.277.
See also Morse. "The EEC Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractuai Obligations" , 2 YbkEur.L.
(1982), 107, at p. 1 12.

.

It may be worth noting that the Rome Convention 1980 also provides a guideline as to the scope
of the applicable law goveming the obligations. Art. 10 provides that the applicable law extends to

the interpretation, the @ o n n a n ~ e ~ ' ~
the
, breach of contract, the extinguishing of obligations and the
limitation of actions, and the consequences of nullity of the contract. Therefore, the application of

English law as to the standard c l a w s especidy embraces the application of English legal
interpretation to these clauses as well.

Conclusion

Thus, the conclusion is that airline insurance policies, and certainly aviation insurance policies in
general, which refer to the standard clauses as developed and used in the London insuraace market,
are subject to dépeçage: Even though such policies may be governed by a legal system different fiom
the English, English law is likely to be held applicable with respect to the standard clauses in order to

maintain the parties' expectations as to the stabiiity in interpretation of these clauses.

L

e) Evaluation

Once again, it is shown that the US doctrines are taiior-made for US domestic inter-state
concems. A comparative analysis of substantive outcomes of cases as tu law and policy would
overtax the courts in international cases, which unavoidably would lead to a homeward trend and,

thus, the application of the lex fori, which is not appropriate for a "true" international case. It is,
however, shown by the punitive damages example that courts have the tendency to validate

indemnification under the insurance c o n t r a ~ t s ~
which,
' ~ at least, seems to indicate some certainty as
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With respect to aviation insurance contracts this rnay be potentiaily signifiant as to duties such as to disclose, to
notify, or to mitigate.
This is the impression Morgo. "Conflict of L a m in Aviation Insucance", 19 Air Law (1 994). 2, leaves the reader
with when he presents c w n t US Amencan cases as to the controversial question of indcmnificaîion for
punitive damages. As to thîs subject see supra.

to upholding party intentions. Nevertheless, this trend might change with modifications to state
policies and, thus, does not offer an appropriate solution to the conflicts of laws.
Again, a "truiy" international approach offers more appropnate solutions. The most important

d e to be regarded is to explicitly choose the applicable law in the contract (which is stili a point as to
which current practice has to improve upon).
The objective approaches, similar and sometimes even explicitly refemd to as the "most
significant relationship" test, offer a high degree of predictability.

For instance, an "international" risk placed with a London insurer e.g. will basicdly specie the
insurer, the insured and the risk. At this stage, the= is a London party to the contract and a Party
abroad. The currency unit used in airline insurance policies is U S D ~ 'which
~ , brings another

parameter into the scene. The decisive faftors WU be as follows: Traditionally, the leading inmrer

has a predominant position on part of the insurers6", Le. if the leading insurer is located in England
then this is a strong indicator. The language of the policy will be English to be on safe ground with
respect to the standard wordings. That the currency unit, USD, is usual for London aviation

insurances, so that this will not, under normal circumstances, indicate the application of US law. The
contract will usutllly be concluded in London, which is not a strong indicator in itself, but another

argument in favor of the application of English Iaw as the proper law of the insurance contract. In
generai, there is a good argument for the law of the jurisdiction where the risk is placed.

Where a number of insurers are domiciled in different countries, and especially if the different
portions are substantial, then different laws might govern different parts of the contract (dépeçage). In
addition, severance may be expected if the substantial relationship of the contract is with a nonEnglish jurisdiction and the application of Lloyd's AVN clauses indicates the necessity to recognize
that these clauses be govemed by English iaw.
6 16
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Ab&l SufahEl Din, "Aviation Insurance - Pracîice, Law and Reinsurance" (197 1 ), pp. 60 ff.
As to the role of a leading inswr s e t Capfun,ulnsurance, Wusaw Convention, and Changes Made Necessary
by the 1966 Agreement and Possibility of Denunciation of the Convention". 33 JALC (1967), 663 (at p. 665);
Schulrt. "Der Luft$hn-Versichmuigsmarktin angtspmter Lage", VersWirt 1994,979 (980 f.); Mmgo.
"Aviation Insurance" (2 ed. 1989), at pp. 66 ff.
Also courts have had to consider the position of leading insurers: OLG Bremen (13 Jan. 1994), VersR 1994, 709;
OLG Hamburg (6 May 1993), TraaspR 1994,25 (28).

I f any such conseQumce is not favored by the parties, or if they find another Iaw more
appropriate to govem the contract, then it is indispensable to include a clause which explicitly selects
the applicable law as to the entire contract of certain exactly specified parts of it.

In general, it is, in any event, highiy recommendable to provide for an express choice of law in
contracts of aviation insurance.

f ) Recommendation for a Generol Rule

Even though conflicts d e s in insurance law are observed to solve the question of the applicable

law in favor of the law where the risk is located, this d e seems to be appropriate for real estate and
housing rather than for airlines having aircraft intendeci to be constantly serving its purposes, Le.

flying throughout the world, and sometimes not even touching the country of the airline's principal
place of business nor the state of registry. Looking for a better approach to the probleds solution, the
notion of a "closest relationship" is not a very good one, either, for the reasons already outiined
supra. M e n an airline not domiciled in Engiand shops for insurance coverage e.g. in London, then
the insurer will, lkce a vendor, instinctively presume the application of English law, the law of the

insurer's headquarters deciding on the provision of such a substantial risk coverage. So will the

airline, too, since it went abroad to corne to London and cannot reasonably expect to h d its own law
applicable. Moreover, if the carrier has to compfy with certain requirements typical only for its

domestic legal system (e.g. compulsory insurances, such as passenger accident i n s i i n u i ~ e s ~the
~~),
poiicy will have to mention this explicitly. It does not seem to be an artificial approach, thenfore, to
apply the law of the country of the insura's principal place of business. This approach would comply
with commercial practice as indicated by Art. 3 of the Rome Convention 1980, providing that

contracts concluded witbin the ordinary course of business of a party be subject to the law of the

country of that party's principal place of business; since the conclusion of a contract of aviation

----
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in Gennany e.g. prescribed by 9 50 LufWG.

insurance is an ordimuy business for the insurer, while an extmordinary one for the airline, the
iasurer's principal place of business would be the decisive one.

3. Reinsurance and %ut Thmugh*

Another anci, to some extent, similar potential confïicts of laws problem may occur in relation to

reinsurance '%ut through " clauses. A cut through clause is a provision in a contract of reinsurance
pursuant to which the insurers agree that, if the prïmary insurers are unable to make payment to the

insured under the primary policy for a particular reason, the reinsurers wili make payment directly to
the insured regmdless of the fact that there is no privity of contract between the insurers and the

insured. This type of clause fiequently appears among other insurance requirements imposed on
aircraft lessees by operating ~ e s s o r s ~ ' ~ .

They are intended to protect lessors and,or financers fiom king denied the proceeds of an
insurance policy where the insured aircraft is darnaged or destroyed and the primary insurers are
unable to make payment because of financial instabiiity or currency exchange restrictions.
b

Sometimes cut through clauses are insisted upon by aircraft lessors andffinancers even where the
primary insurance is piaced in a reputable insurance market with recognized insurers so that the nsks
of financial, political, and currency exchange instabilities are greatly reduced.

As to the conflicts of laws aspect, the difficulty resides in the validity of the tut through clause

under different legai systems.In the USA,nit through clauses are classifieci as third party beneficiary
contracts and, as such, are generdly e n f o r ~ e a b l eThe
~ ~ ~fact,
. however, that there is no privity of

contract between the reinsurers and the (primary) insured renders to the unenforceability of ctrr
through clauses under English

--
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Margo, "Conflict of Laws in Aviation Insurance", 19 Air Law (1994), 2 (at p. 6).
Bucher-Mitchell v. Sun Indemnity Co., 82 F.2d 434 (DE.Cu. 1936), cert. den. (1 936), 298 U.S. 677; American
Reinsurance Co. v. Insurance Commissioner ofthe Stare Calfornia (C.D.Cal. 198 l), 527 F-Supp, 444.
Woodar Investment Development Lid v. Wimpey Comtruction (UK)Lld. [19801 1 ALI. E.R. 57 1 = [ 19801 1
W.L.R. 277.

There can be little doubt that the party requiring the insertion of a cut through clause would like

to ensure that the insurance contract, at least as to this aspect, will be govemed by a legal system
which validates such clauses. Once again, dépeçage of the contract as to application of difEerent legal

systems seems possible although, under the strong influence of substantive policy considerations
under US jurisdictions, it might be less predictable whether such a "seiection of legal raisins" strategy
would be recognized As Mmgo puts iî, the "only sure wayYW of ensuring that cut through c2auses
wili be held enforceable is an explicitly-formdated selection of the law which is to govem the

contract of reinsurance and its interpretation as stipulated by the CO-contractants.

AUcraft Purchase, Lease, Finance, and Srrurlty Rights

III.

Contracts of aircraft purchases, finance contracts, and the creation of security rights in akraft are
very closely interrelated Usually they are part of an even broder fiamework: The cumncy of the

revenue of the purchaser and the currency the manufacturer or financer asks for may be subject to a

considerable exchange rate bias. Taxation, Company law, and labor law considerations may urge the
participants in aïkraft acquisition and finance to invent and apply certain feaaires and tricks to the

transactions. State requirements, such as "substantial ownership and controi" requirements, may
interfere with these intentions of the private participants; and M y , govemment subsidies and
national secwity requirements may have impacts on the transactionsat issue which influence the
private law applications.

As to the law of aircrafi purchase. it is found that "an aircraft is a chattel, albeit an unusually

valuable one, and the sale of airnaft if govemed by the general law as to the sale of goods'*z
--
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Margo, uConflinof Laws in Aviation insurance", 19 A u Law (1994), 2, at p. 6.
Shawcross & Beaumont, "Air Law" (4 ed.), para V (45).

.The

intemational conventions on the law of sales of goods, the Hague Convention 1 9 5 9 ~
and
~ the Vienna
Comention of N8dz (CISG)explicitly exclude contracts of aircraft purchase h m their scopes of

application626.Thus the general principles of the codicts of laws have to be applicd.

This prirnarily means the application of the lex ~ o i m t a t i s ~A~survey
'.
as to the practices of
major aircrafi manufacturerssa reveals that, without exception, contracts of airnaft purchase as to
commercial and business aircd3 include an explicit selection of the of law goveming the c o n t ~ a c t ~ ~ ~ .
As to the preferable choices, it is observed that "[ilt is likely that the sale agreement under which title

is trailsferred will be govemed by English or New York la~'*~O,
thus the jurisdictions traditionally

preferred as to intematonal trade. In the absence of an explicit selection there is almost unanimity
among the major legal systems in favor of the application of the law of the principal place of business
of the

endo or^^ * .

The m e problem as to the conflicts of Iaws in conûacts of &raft purchase resides in the fact

that the purchase contract, the finance contract, and the creation of security rights is bquently done
within the fiamework of a single agreement. There are also situations where manufacturers will
render financial support e.g. by direct credit to the purchaser632.Moreover, very ofien there is not a
single purchase agreement as to the fùlly-equipped &raft.

Either the purchaser buys the airfiame,

the engines, and other equipment sepanitely h m the speciaiized manufacturer and has them

assembled, or there is one contract and the question arises whether the madacturer/vendor merely

The Hague Convention on the Law Appiicable to tb International Sale of Goods of June 15, 1955. See Lanào,
"Kontraktstatunet" (3 ed. 198 1). at pp. 290 ff'.
Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractsfor the lnfernationuiSale of Guo& U.N. Dm. A/CONF.97/18,
Annex 1 (1980). See M w e r , "The U.N. Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods", 15
Syracuse J.Int.L.&Com.( 1 gag), 361.
UN Convention (supra), Art. 2 (e);The Hague Convention 1955 (supra), Art. 1.
The Hague Convention 1955, however, excludes mercly contracts as to "registeredakaft'' it may be
concluded that aircraft not yet registercd arc subject to the Convmion where applicable.
supra
including Airbus, Bming and Bombardier. The survey was conducted by the author of this thesis.
This view seems to be suppomd by Magdelénat, "Wegotîatingan Aircraft Punhase Contract". 5 AASL (1 WO),
15s (158).
Little~ohns,"Legai Issues of Aircrafk Finance", in: H d f , "Aircraft FinancingY*
(2 ed. 1993), 28 1 (285).
As to the US see Restatement (Second) of the Conjlict of LowJ (1971), 5 191. As to European law see the Rome
Convention 1980, Art. 3 (2).
As to this pradce sec Deighcon. "Sources of Finance", in: Haif, ,"AircraftFinancing" (2 ed. 1993), 15 (27);
Bruron, ''Manufac~rm'Support: C m n t Trends", in: Hall, "Airaaft Financing" (2 e d 1993), 259 (261).

-

acts as an agent for the pwhaser or is considered itself the purchaset of the e q ~ i ~ r n e n.tIn
~ ~such
'
cases, the concept of dépeçage or severability of the contract, aliowed for by the Rome Convention

1980. may be recailed: The contract must be split into several bilateral agreements as to the purchase

ofcertain parts h m different vendors a d o r b c e agreements andor the creation of secety
ri*.

As to this problem see also infia on Aircrafl Lease und Fincmce.

2. Aircraft Lease and Finance
a) Intmduction

Since the aircraft is the paragon of a movable borders-crosshg asset, one would expect a rich
body of case Law and some academic devotion to the connicts of laws aspects conceming the legai
implications of transbomciary hancing and leasing. However, on the one han& the surprishg fact

is that neither the contractual aspects of international aircraft financing and leasing, nor the property

law aspects of security interests in aircraft seem to have k e n the subject of litigation or caught the
attention of academic ~tudies~~*.
On the other hand it does not appear likeiy thai there are no
problems of confkcts of laws arising in this field Legal advice as to these issues is, of course, based

on very thorough research since the impiications beyond a "simple lease" (cornparison of tax
implications, Company law, interests etc.) are very compiex. Are we to believe that the parties'
advice on such compiex issues is absolutely "waterproof'? The more likely conclusion is that outsfcourt settlements must be a reguiar meam to reach an agreement on controversial matters, perhaps

633
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Information khdly supplied by Bombardier inc. Aerospclee Group North AmeriCa, Monhé4f. Qc,. Canada
indicates that with respect to airiine aircraft a single contract with the manufacturercan be the reguiar case. The
same is true of katjet. As to Challenger, aimost al1 differcnt consteilations arc possible.
As to both, international and Dutch observations sce Pol& "Conflict of Laws in the Air", 17 A i . Law (1992),
78; Diederiks-Verschor, "An Introciuction to Air Law " (4 ed. 199f),at pp. 177-179; and ( 5 ed. 1993), at pp.
183- 1 85; Diederik- Versehoor, "Aircrafi Financing and interationai Law", in: van Veiten 0,
"85 jaar
Nederlandse Vercnigiag van Hypotheekbankcn"(1 99 1), 197; Bunker, "nie Law of Aerospacc Finance in
Canaday'(1988), at pp. 309 ff., also merdy reports general aspects of conflicts of laws but no spccific case law
of studies. See aiso Hollowoy, "Air Finance" (1992). at pp. 125 ff.; Linlejohm, "Legal Issues of Aircraft
Finance", in: Hui!, "Aircrafl Financing"(2 ed. 1993). 28 I (285; 304).

due to the fact that the parties want to have the complex situation resolved by specialhd experts

rather than by a law court.

b) The Law Applicable to the Contractual Issues

A well-developed and widefy-accepted set of uniform d e s deding with the contractual nghts

and obligations of the parties to an intemationai contract of fïnancing or leasing an aircraft, a "lex
mercator-ia aeronautica 'h35, does not exîa. Thus, the determination of the law goveming the

( r n ~ l t i ~ a)rcontract
t ~ ~ ~ ~or contracts whereby financial arrangements for a particdar aircraft are made
is left to ordinary (Le. national) choice of law des63' . Different fiom insurance

which

are excluded fiom the Rome Cornenrion 1980, the Convention embraces finance contracts, i.e. that al1

its features (especially the possibility of an express selection of Iaw and dépeçage) apply.

Once again, the importance of an express choice of law as stipulated by the parties in the contract
cannot be o v e r ~ t a t e d. In
~ ~the
~ absence of a contractuai selection by the parties, the points of contact
according to generai conflicts of laws d e s will indicate the applicable legd system. The Rome
Convention 1980 applies the "closest connection testsm, supplemented by a presumption that the

closest connection is pmumed to be vested with the principal place of business of the party obliged
to render the "characteristic performance" of the contract, i.e. the vendor or lessor of the air~raft~~'
.
The presumption, nevertheless, is rebuttable if there seems to be a closer connection with another
country (Art. 4(5)).

- - -
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As Polak "Conflict of Laws in the Air", 17 Air Law (1992), 78,puts it.
Supra.
"However well-drafted and extensive a contract may be, thtre wiil always be gaps or even issues purposefiilly
lefi unprovideci, which must al1 be filled up by refenncc to national law",P o u ibd
Supra,
Pofuk, "Conflictof Laws in the A?', 17 Air Law (1992), 78 (79).
A s to the d c i s m this concept in writttn law has to bc rcgarded with s u p .
Polak, "Conflictof Laws in the Air", 17 Air Law (1992), 78 (78-80), however, considers primarily the domicile
instead o f focussiag on the principal place of business which would secm more appropriate since aircraft
vendon and lessors puMe exactly hic business as their pmfessional business.

While usually the law of the seller's or lessor's central administration at the time of concfusion of
the contract will prevail, problems rnay arise in the case of a multiparty contract whereby several
parties undertake to render certain seMces in retum for the payment of monetary surns. It may prove

to be difficult to ascertain the characteristic performance, Le. "the one and only @ormance which is
regarded as characteristic of a complex set of contractual rights and obligations,442 .Here again, the
concept of dépepzge -orseverability of parts of the contract is not only "helpfuld3, but is also a tool
pertaining to the interests of the parties.

It should be kept in min& however, thai the transborder implications of finance contracts are

usually due to taxation: lessors try to establish companies in 'Vax have&, leveraging advantages to
other companies abroad, lessees try to fhd a way to obtain the greatea advantages in their home
country, be it e.g. by recniiting intermediaries. It must be noted, however, that the muitiparty contract

will be severed for the purposes conflicts of private laws ody.

An aircraft purchase agreement connected with a lease agreement644can be severed into a
number of bilaterals, identified by the characteristic performance of each of the bilateral agreements:
the manufacturer and the lessor; the lessor and the lessee; or where.the air services operator himself is

the formai purchaser of the aircraft one has to distinguish between the purchase agreement and the
hance contract with the openitor's bank. Since it is still a un@ of nghts and obligations t&at is

created by a single multiparty contracts, it is, of course, the most favorable solution to have the entire
contract govemed by a single legal system. Where this is not possible, severance cm gewrate

secondary problems: The interrelations between different parts of the contract may make
interpretative coordinations (Anparsun@ of these parts necessary in order to avoid leaps and fictions.

Unambiguous selections of the applicable law(s), therefore, seem to be an imperative feature of this
type of contract, and where it is unavoidable to subject parts of the contracts to different legal systems

-
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Polak, "Conflict of Laws in the Air", 17 Air Law (I992), 78 (80).
Pol& ibd.
For instance, the lessee, an air services operator, will select the aircraff and agree with the manufacturer and /or
vendor on the featwes of the aircraft. î l e lessor wiil be the formal purchaser, and then lease it to the lessee. Al1
persons may be domiciled in diRerent countries.

(e.g. for policy reasons or reasons of recognition as to taxation) it rnay be required to address the

coordination between these parts in the contract, too.

Finally, it rnay be worth noting, that under the Rome Convention 1980, assignments of
contractuai rights rnay be governed by a law different h m the contmct (Art. 12). In general, Tetley
submitted an approach under which al1 such quesfion~may be subject to a proper iaw of their own the court is prevented fiom accessing the lexfori by camoufhging assignrnents as p r o c e d ~ r a iand
~~~,

under recognition of dépeçrge the proper law goveming the relationship between assigmr and
assignee rnay be Uerent fiom the law goveming the assigned obligation.

3. The Creation and the Recognition of Security Rights
a) Introduction

.
Aircraft financing and leasing is primarily a matter of contractual rights and obligations. The
parties rnay stipulate the covenants of the contract and the law governing it and enjoy vimialiy

unlimited fkeedom by doing so. Since "aerospace related equipment is very expensive, dangerous and

highly mobileyM6,the debtor rnay suffer a substantial loss or even go bankrupt, ieaving the creditor
with nothing but contractuai remedies (ir. damages in case of non-performance), thus becoming

empty-handed unless security rights in rem are created to safeguard the creditorysposition. It is the
law of (movable) things which is at stake hem, which hosts a very distinct feature fkom the law

obligations: rights have an erga omnes effecf Le. they have effect not only against CO-contractants
but against everyone.
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Tetley, "lntemational Conflict of Laws" (1994). ch. II (p. 37 ff.); ch. 111 (45 ff.); esp. at pp. 47 f.; 60 ff.; 67 f.
Bunker, "The Law of Aerospacc Finance in Canada" ( l988), at p. 13 5.

The problems at issue involve two diffe~enfIevels:

The nrst is the private interests that have to be balanced especially by the law of irao in rem with
respect to aircraft:on the one hand the aimaft operator's interest in his ability to exercise a s much

operationai &dom as possible, and on the other hand the h c i e i ' s interest in enswing that the
equipment is in a good condition and readily accessible in the case of default or non-petfoimanceof
the debtof4' .

The second problem is located on the conflicts of laws level: On the one hand each state has its
own idiosyncratic system of security rights, which often consists ody of an exclusive number
(numerus cIuusILF)of certain iura in rem having etga ornnes effect. Each state has a legitimate interest
in applying its system, rendering a baland solution to the problem mentioned above to ali assets

located within its temtory. On the other hanci, the fkee flow of assets fiom one state to another shouid
not result in an abridgment of security rights created in one state, each tirne such assets are moved to

another stad4'. Such an abridgment of vested rights in the case of cross-border eafnc would render
the use of movable assets for the granting of security rights meaningless. It is the objective of

conflicts of laws d e s to provide for a reconciliation of these opposing interests.

b) The Geneva Convention I948

It is generally acknowledged that with the adoption of the Geneva Convention on the

International Recognition of R*i

in Aircrojf of 1 9 4 8 "a
~~
major step towards a workable 'extra-

temtoriai' effect of security rights in airCr& r%50 was takenb5'.
-
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See Bunker,ibd.
See Polak, "Conflict of Laws in the Air", 17 Air Law (1 W2), 78 (8 1).
Convention on the IntemationaI Recognition of Rights in AircrM, Geneva, 19 June, 1948.3 10 UNTS 15 1;
ICA0 Doc. 7620.
PoI& "Conflict of Laws in the Air", 17 Air Law (1992), 78 (8 1).

For a detailed anaiysis of the Convention sec G e r d t . Le projet de I'O.A.C.1. concemant la reconnaissance
internationale des droits sur a h n e f i , RFDA 1948, 1; CaIkins, "Creationand Internaiionai Recognition of Title
and Security Rights in AUÎraft", 15 JALC (1947), 156: Guldimunn, "Dhglichc Rcchte, besonden Pfiindrcchte,
an Luftfafutcugen", S U 1948,372; Wilbeflorce, ''The International Rccogoitioa of Rights in Aircraff, 2 I.L.Q.
(1948), 42; Riese, "Dm Genfer Abkommen [Lbcr die~IntcrnationaleAnerrkcnnung von Rechtcn an

Once again, we must apply the d e s for the interpretation of private law conventions as laid
d o m in the ~enerai

As the title ("recogniîion'7 and the preamble653clearly suggests, the

Convention did not attempt to set up a d o m code of sec*

devices or to provide for the

enforcement of real rights6%, but merely provide for the international recognition of rights in aircraft
created in ciiffirentjurisdictions (An.)I In addition, it provides for the registration and publicity of
these rïghts (Arts. II, III). as weil as for the establishment of a preferential order among certain claims
(Arts. IV, VII (3,
(6)). and for international conditions of sale in execution (Art. Vn). The wording

adopted by the Convention is very broad by intention in orcier to cover al1 types of conditional sales,
leases, mortgages and hypohecue for intemational recognition (unSom law could not be agreed on
due to the vast differences as to the legal institutions in the Merent stems)^^^ :

"Article 1
(1) The Contracting States underrake to recognise:

(a) rights of property in &raft;
(b)rights to acquire aircraft by purchase coupled with possession of the
(c) rights of possession of aircraft under leases of six months or more;
(d) mortgages, hypotheques and similar rights in ai& which are contractually created
as'seciirity for payment of an indebtness [...]."

652
653

654
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Ldkfakeugen", Jahrb.f.intu.Uff.R 1949; id. "Luftrecht" (1949), at pp. 275 ff.; Diederikr- Verschoor,"An
Introduction to Air Law" (1993), a! pp. 165.1 83.
Supra
Patagraph 2: "Whettas it is highly desirable in the interest of the fuairr expansion of international civil aviation
t&atrights in aùaaft be recognhed intemationally" [ernphasis added].
Seesupra.
As to the differcnt institutions theh has been considerable dcvotion: sec e.g. Doring "Das Internationales Recht
der PrivatlufMk" (L927)*at pp. 49 ff.; Milch, "Die L u ~ u g h y p o t h e k "
(1930); Kopsch, "Obcr die
V e r p a d u g von Lufffahneugenw(1932); Bwkhrvd. "Das ffidhcht an Lufbhmgen" (1933); KnÛurh,
"Airplane Mortgages, lheu Rnpoxs and Juridicai Effceo",speech and papcr pmeatcd to the Interamericm
Bar Association, Lima,1947 (VfI topic 8); Guiàïrncuu~,"Dingliche Rechte, bcsonden Phcirechte, an
Luftfahncugcn",SJZ 1948,372; Rieire, "Luftrrîhf' (1949). pp. 267 ff.; Hofjetter, "L'hypotèquc abicd*
(1 950); Stieber. "Zukunfi der L ~ e u g h y p o t h e k " 1, ZgLuftR (1 921/28), 1 87; J o h t o n . "Legal Aspects of
AUcraft Finance9*(Thesis, IASL. McGill 1%1); Mi&, "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1 McGill
L.J. (1965), 220, ai pp. 233 ff.; SlUCCiberg, "Rights in Aircrafî", 8 AASL (1983), 233 (237); Lagerberg,
"Conflicts of Laws in Rivate International Air Law" (niesis, IASL, Mffiill; 1991). at pp. 82 ff.; Hollowqy, "Air
Finance" (1992), at pp. 125 ff.; Shawrross & Bemmonr. ''Air Law" (4 cd.), para. V (54); Bernstein. The
Lessee's Guide to Smicturing the Cross-Border AircraR L d , in: Hdl, "Aircraft Financing" (2 cd. 1993), 159
(169 f.).

Erga omnes effect is provided ifthe security rights are (1) created by c~ntract~'~
;(2) have k e n
constituted in accordance with the law of the Contmcting State in which the aircraft was registered as
to nationality at the time of their constitution; and (3) that such rights were regularly ncorded in the
public record of the Contracting State in which the aircraff is registered as to flSItiodty.
There are a number of conflicts of laws implications due to the vast number of ancillary

questions and exceptions that have been di~cussed~~'
but never tested.

One of the most interesting points is related to the fm tbat recognimble security rights must
"have been constituted in accordance with the Z
m in the Contracting State where the aircraft was
registered", as stated in Art. 1 (1) (i)
This
. rnight seem to be a pamdox in light of the pupose of the
Convention to merely recognize and not touch the legd basis of the constitution or creation of
security rights. The origin of this wording, however, can be explaineci by the fact that there was a lack
of agreement on the question as to which Iaw is to govem a contractuai creation of a security right at
the conference. As Riese reports, the controversy in the Legal Cornmittee of ICA0 focused on the

application of the Zex loci contractus, the law of the register (undapublic law), or the law of the
record (under private lawfS8.The solution, therefore, had to be sought in a - hidden - reference to

e the Zaw mwns '?he entire Iaw of
choice of law d e s . As CaZkins £in&, the phase in a c c o r ~ c with
a Contracthg State, including its law on conflict of ~ a w s . ' "R~ ~h ,however, points out that this

question remained unansweredm at the Geneva Conference (8:9 ~ o t u m ) .~Therefore,
~'
whiie

Thus excluding "statutory, common law or judicial liens", as States SlUlCiberg, "Rights in Aircraft", 8 AASL
(1983), 233 (237). Sec also Riese, "Luftrecht" (1949)' at pp. 285 et seq. A W y the Bnrrsels frotocol rejected
an equal trcatment of non-contractual security rights. As Riese, ibd, reports, it was the Norwcgian Delegate
AIfen who concludcd that it is the hcsitation of states to recognizc forcign legai dccisions what prevents the
recognition of judicial sccmity rigtits.
Sec supra and esp. Riese, "Lufbccht" (1949), at pp. 375 ff.
Sec Riese, ''Lufùecbt" (1949), at p. 279, also discussing the fact t
hsome jurisdictions do not have a double
registcr (record) system (dut to stncter cornliance witb mandatory rcgistnüions).
Calkins, "Creation and International Recognition of Title and Security Rights in Aircraft", 15 JALC (1947), 156,
at p. 164. Foilowed by Lugwberg "Conflictsof Laws in Private Internationai Au Law" (Thesis, LASL, 1991), at
pp. 84 ff.
Riese, "Luftrecht" (1949), at pp. 280.
Misieading thenfore kgerberg "Conflictsof Laws in Rivate International Air Law" (Thtsis, IASL, 199l), at
p. 85: The intention of the ciraften, however, w u dinercnt aud the phrase 'in accordance with the law' shall be
read to mean 'the enth law of a Contracting State, includiug its law on conflict of Iaws [...]'" (quoting Art. 1 of
the Geneva Convention 1948 and CuIkim, "Creaîion and International Recognition of Title and Security Rights
in Aircdt", 15 JALC (1947), 1 56, at p. 164.

-

-

Guldimann doubts whether the reference to "the law" embraces the conflicts d e s of a

other

mhontie~such as ~ i e s e 6 6and
~ Lord wi1bet$orce6@ apply a legal approach examinhg the wording
which unambigwusly Eafilitates an inclusion of the conflicts des; the chaimiaa of the drafang
conmittee AZfen is also quoted as to the opinion that the wording "ihe law" would be vast enough to

include codified and customary law of al1

.Thus, a court seized of a case, is likely to consider

under which law the transaction was consummated, a prerequisite to which a decision on the
applicable law is according to the choice of law d e s of the Contracthg State whose nationality the
aircrafi bears. Consequently, the Geneva Convention does not resolve the conflicts of laws - not even
within its scope of application.

c)

-

The Confiicts of Laws A Solution to the Problem

In the dilemma outlined above resides one of the major reasons that, especiaily since the late
1960s, the emergence of a new type of aviation insurance has been seen: &raft title i n s u r a n ~ e ~ ~ ~ .

The necessity for an easy, unambiguous, and readily applicable d e resolving the conflicts of laws as
is therefore indicated by juridical as well as economic needs since &raft title

to real rights in &raft

insutance coverage is another factor enhancing the costs of the operation of air sentices.

lawyers, înfiuenced the subsequent doctrinal approaches in favor of the lex rei ~ i t a e ~the
~ ' prevailing
,
opinion has aiways favored the law of registration (lex patritfe; lex banderae) of the aircraft6'*. in
Guldimunn, "Dingliche Rectite, besonders Pfandrechte, an Luftfbugen", SJZ 1948,372, at p. 375.
Riese, b'Lufhcht"(1949), at p. 28 1, a. 20.
Wiiberjèorce,"The International Recognition o f Rights in Ahraft", 2 I.L.Q. (1 %8), 42 1, at p. 423.
See Riese, "Luftrecht" (1 949), at p. 28 1, n. 20 (also giving fiuther rcfercnces).

See Kingsnorth, "Insurancc Considerations", Ui: Hall,"Aircraft Financing" (2 cd. 1993), 323 (327); Brownfees*
"Politicai Risk and Deprivation Insurance", in: Hail, "Aircraft Financing" (2 ed. 19931,329 (333 ff.).
De Visscher,"Les conflits de lois en m a t h de droit aérien", 48 Rec. des Cours (193441). pp. 2 85 et seq.
''Ausgezeichnef' Riese, ''Luftrecht"(1949), at p. 280 in n. 19.
See e.g. Hamef J., "Aviation", in: Répe!toire de Droit International (192 1 S.), Ii, p. 300; Arminjon, "Précis de
droit international privé", vol. II (2 ed 1934) at p. 127.
See e.g. Ddring, "Das Internationales Recht der hivatluftfahrt"(1927). at pp. 50 ff.; M h r o v , "Die
zwischenprivatnchtlichen Nonnen des Luftrechts", 1 ZgLuftR (1927/28), 1 50, at pp. 175 et seq. ;Niboyet,
"Traité de droit international privé fiançais", vol. IV (Paris 1947), a& p. 604; Wolfl "Das internationale

-

spite of the lex rei sitae king the traditionai appmach to real thhgs in general, one must address the

question whether this doctrine is pertinent to the interests of al1 parties involved. 'Ihe traditionai d e
of lex rei sitae as to security rights is not without an exception - and this exception is a major one

because it has always serveci as a "legal ancestor" of the d e s of air law and IÏequently been
analogously applied67':In maritime law the Iaw of the state of the ship's registry, the "law of the
flag", is applied6n. As to the a i r c d king au even faster movable than a ship, the Iex rei sitae

doctrine quite obviously does not render an easily applicable d e . It might certainly be correct to take

into account that the aircraft, when passing through the airspace of different corntries, is subject to
the jurisdiction of these c ~ u n t r i e s ;
~h
' ~ m this point of view the application of the lex rei sifae (lex
loci rei voluntae, respectively) appears to present a nice cball-r~umi"
solution. Morris seems to willing
to apply both doctrines, depending on whether the aircraft passes through sovereign airspace or over

other territories (hi@ sees, parts of ~ntarctica)~'~.
As in numemus fields of the law, however,

(aithough desirable) public law and private law do not necessariiy have to apply identical notions if
mch identity would be pertinent to academic niceties rather than to the interests of the parties
involved. Furthemore, ''the country of registration is given paramount importance in international

.
.

--

- --

-

-

Privatrecht Deutschlands" (3 ed. 1954), at pp. 174 ff.; HofsrfZer, ""L hypotéque &rien. Etude de droit comparé
et de droit international" (1950), at p. 209; Milde. "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of the Air", 1 1 McGill L.J.
(1965), 220, at pp. 234 ff.; Bentovoglio, "Conflicts Problems in Air Law", 1 19 Rec. des Cours670 (1966-In),
69 (90ff.). ALready at the 7th International Congress of the CIJA in Lyon, a cornpouding d e had been
praposed, as reports DGring, ibd Ddring ibd, Mi& ibd, and BatlJB-oVI;agar& "Droit international privé",
vol, II (7 ed, 1983), at pp. 165 ff. mention a considerable nurnber of states that foliowed quite eariy the
nationality notion. Some Scandinavian referencts are supplieci by Logerberg, "Conflicts of Laws in Private
International Air Law" (Thesis, IASL,McGill; 1991), at p. 87 in n. 45 1. Also the Bnrssels Resolution applies
this concept.
"Legai Issues of Airctaft Finaace", in: Hall, "Aircraft Financing"
Misleading are the statements by Lirtiej~hm~
(2 ed. 1993), 281, who states at p. 285 that "underthe d e s of 'priva& international law, the vaiidity of a transfer
of a tangible asset such as an a i r c d is governeci by the law of the COwherc the a k a f t is sinüited at the
-tirneof transfer", but ncvertheIess fin& at p. 304 that a "probiem thaî might be encountcred in some crossborder fmancings is that the laws of the airlinc's own couutry may insist on the fiaancing document (particularly
if it is a lease or mortgage) being governcd by those laws".
As to the nexus of maritime and air law sec srrpru, General Prut.
For a compnhensive study on maritime confiicts of laws see Tetley, "International Conflicts of Laws: Civil,
Common and Maritime" ( 1 994), ch. VI1 (pp. 1 79 ff.) [law of the flagJ;ch. XVII (pp. 533 ff.) [mortgages, liens
etc.]. See also Tetley, '"nie Law of the Flag, 'Flag Shopping' and Choice of Law", 17 Tulane M.L.J. (1993),
139; Id, ''Maritime Liens, Mortgages and Conflict of Laws", 6 U.S.F.Mar.L.J. (1993), 1.
This is due to Art. 1 of îhe Chicogo Cornenrion 1944.
Morris* T h e Conflict of Laws" (3 ed. 1984), at p. 375. The fuidings are similar in Twtees Execuîors and
Agency Co. Ltd v. I.RC., il9731 Ch.D. 254.

-

conventions", bath public md private, as Dicey and Morris observe6". And where Dicey and Morris
carefiilly reconcile the opposing positions in formulating thai "a civil air&

may sometimes be

deemed to be situate in its country of registration4 7 6 ,it also seerns possible to put the d e more
honestly: Since it is readily applicable and the nationality of an air&

is easily ascenaioable, the

doctrine of l a banderce provides for such a clear and stable solution that a number of states were

Thus, the most appropriate and prevailing d e is the lex banderae. Its application to the problem
pointed out above, the conflicts rules of the "law of the state of registry" as referred to in Art. 1 (1) (i)
of the Geneva Convention 1948, would mean that in its uitimate effects the provision may be read as
a reference to the substantive law of the state of registry of the aircraft.

The practical implications for aircrafk finance contracts, therefore, are k t securities have to be
arranged according to the lex banderae, the aucraft's kxpafriae, Le. the law of the state of registry.

This phenornenon has been described as a "monopoly position of the state of nationality of the
aircraft'678

. Even if this solution may create the onerous burden on the part of the creditors to prepare

arrangements to create and c o d t u t e security rights under the law of a 'khavene, it is favorable
because of its stability, reliability, and simpiicity.
As a matter of course, neither the Geneva Convention 1948 (Art. 1(2)) nor aay other provision

would prevent a state from the recognition of other security nghts (e.g. security rights for an a i r c d

under construction which is not yet registered6"). The only obligation imposed on a state party to the
Geneva Convention 1948 is that it may not render prionty to such nghts over nghts covered by the

Geneva Convention itself (Art.1 (2)). Being a piece of international legislation, in the absence of a
special

675

676
677
678
679
680

the Convention, however, does not oblige states to extend the scope of application of

Dicey & Morris. "The Conflict of laws" (12 ed. 1993), at pp. 936 f. See also Wengler, "Internationales
Privatrecht" (198 1), at pp, 262 ff.
Dicey & Morris, "nie Conflict of Laws" (12 ed. 19931, exception 2 to rule 1 14, at p. 936.
Sec the lists of exampies quotcd by Doring, "Das Internarionaies Recht der Privatiuftfahrt"( 1 %7), at pp. 50 ff.,
53 ff.; Mil&, "Conflicts of Laws in the Law of thc Air", 1 1 McGill L.J. (1965), 220, at p. 235; Bentivoglio,
Tonflicts Problems in Air Law", 1 19 Rec. des Cours (1 966-III), 69. Sec also supra.
Lagerberg, "Conflictsof Laws in Rivate International A u Law" (Thesis, IASL,McGill; 1991), at p. 89.
See Mme, "Treatise on Air-Aemnautical Law" (1 98 1), at p. 568.
Supra. G e n d Part.

the Convention to aimait registered under its own law (except for an exclusive number of explicit
priviieges6").

d) The Recognized Actions and Remedies: A Limitation

One may face the question whether the recognition of security rights under the Genevo
Convention 1948 also encompasses ancillary rights such as the right of repossession. Some legal

systems allow for repossession by the creditors, some consider repossession as i n ~ a l i dApplying
~~~.

the methodology of the General ~urr6'~to the Geneva Conveniion 1948, in the absence of an
uaambiguous statement in the Convention's text and the truvauxpréporatoires. it is the feleology as
to the Convention that leads the way of interpretation: The goal of the Convention is to safeguard the

priority of security rights in aircrafi which, in the absence of an explicit regulation as to ancillary

remedies of security rights, means that the Convention ody aims at the recognition ofpriorities.
Since not comprised by the Genevu Convention 1948, repossession clauses will not even be
recognized under the application of the [ex banderae (neither, of course, under the lex rei sitae) if the
lexfori considers'such clauses as contrary to its ordre public. Here an exceptional case of the

prevalence of theforwn S mandatory poiicy requirements cm emerge.

- -
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For details see the excellent treatise by Riese, "Luffrccht" (1949), at pp. 275-308.
See the examples given by Pola4 "Conflict of Laws in the Air", 17 A u Law (1 WS), 78 (8 1 E).
Supra.

De

Chapter Four: The Coaclosioa
A General Rule as to the Conflict of Laws in Private International Air Law

The objective declared at the outset of this study was to formulate a thesis as to a general d e on
the conflicts of laws in commercial contractuai private international air law.
The major issues of contractuai private air law as examined in this study can be divided into two
categories: obligatiom and real nghts.
1. As to the contractual obligations of camage by air,aviation insurance, aircraft purchase, and

aircraft finance, wbich have al1 been subject to this study, apart h m sporadic

one

single general principle has been found in order to resolve the conflicts of laws: the Iaw of the

principal place of business of the p q which is obliged to perform the typical obligation of rhe
contract (i.e. the carrier, the insurer, the vendor, the lessor) - Utexdodcilii qlldert&i".
Therefore, this rule may be added to the General P m of private international air law, and (of
course, without prejudice to the minor exceptions as indicated where appropriate in the course of this
study) may be used in order to resolve the codicts of laws. It may also be considered in the course of
C

the unification of private intemational air law de lege ferenda.

2. As to the creation of security rights, private international air law departs nom the general

-

notion of lex rei sitae in air law, nevertheless, a diEerent, but also very traditional approach is
applied: fer banderae, being an appmach well-known h m maritime law.

--.
-
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Such as e.g. the extraorrinary rule with respect to contraas of international carriages by air if îhe laws of the
domiciles of the d e r and the passenger, and the law(s) of the destination o r h d the origin of the air camiage
are congruent. Sec supra

It is not a secret that lawyers, educated in different legal systems, of course pro&

in theîr

approach to problems on the bais of their weil acquired philosophica168sa b i ~ i t i e.sIn
~ ~a ~ûuly
intemationaiforum, mutuai respect and an understanding for the numetous and Merent approaches

is required in order to foster culhnal and economic exchange as well as piece in the world.

The author hopes that this study - which has been conducted under the auspices of the Institute of
Air and Space L m as a place of enriching muhial exchange among the legal cultures of the world

-

applying some methods and approaches of Middle European civil law and its legai theory will have

been of interest and use as a source of ideas and references also for common law lawyers who
probably would have appiied a different approach6" .
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It was von Smigny who said that jurisprudence is the nexus of philosophical thiaking and systemaîic
methodalogy. Sec the evaiuation of von Savigny 's lectures and lecture fragments by Mazzacane. "Friedrich Cari
von Savigny. Vodcsungen Uber juristischc Methodologie 1802- 1842" (1993)' at p. 30.
Sec Ffessner,"Iatemsenjurisprudcnz im intemationaien Privapecht" (1WO), at p. 143, addressing the question
at who's "service" private international law is meant to be.
The methodologies adopted under and applied in the Merent major legal systems in the world an displayed,
analyse4 and cornparcd in an excellent trcatise by Fikentscher, "Mehoden des Rechts. In rcchtsvergleichenda
Darstellung", 4 VOLS( 1 975).

T h e so-ealled "Japanese Initiative". Japanese Aulines' Abolition of Liability Limits
for Pemnal Injury or Death in International Carriaga by Air", 6 Korean JournAir &
Sp.L. (1994), 149.
6'LuffnchtlicheBetrachtungen anlaBlich des Abstuncs eines Flugzeuges der
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1.

In terna ticmal Conveations

1.

Air Law

Convention for the Unificatioa of Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by Air, Signed at Warsaw on
12 October 1929. Authentic text "II Conférence Internationale de Droit Prive Aérien, 4-12 Octobre 1929, Varsovie"
(Warszawa 1930), pp. 220-233.
36.
English translation: Schedule to the United Kingdom Caniage by Air Act, 1932; 22 & 23 Geo, ch.
US Amencan translation: The Warsaw Convention. Relative to International Transportaîion by Air. Ratified
by U.S. Senate, June 15, 1934, Prociaimed by the Resident, June 27, 1934: 119341
U.S.Av.R 245.
Convention on International Civil Aviation, Signcd at Chicago, on 7 DeCernber 1944, ICA0 Doc.
7300/6
(1980). The text is also repmduced in 18 AASL (19934I), 3.
Convention on the International Recognition oCRighb in Aircraft, Signed at Gencva on 19 June 1948,
ICAO Doc. 7620. The text is aiso repraduced in 18 AASL (1993-II), 517.
Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign AircraPt to Third Partia on the Surface, Signeci at Rome on 7 October
1952, ICAO Doc. 7364; the text is aiso reproduced in 18 AASL (1993-tI), 541.
Protocol to Amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International
Carriage by
Air
Signed at Wanaw on 12 Octokr 1929, Done at The Hague on 28 Septernber 1955, Signed at Guatemala City
on 8 March 1971, ICA0 Doc. 8932. The text of the pmtocol is
also teproduced in 18 AASL (1993-II), 409.
Convention Supplementary to the Warsaw Convention for the UniKcation of Certain Rules Relating to
International Camage by Air Performed by A Penon Other than the Contracting Carrier, signed in
Guadalajara on 18 Sept. 1961; ICAO Doc. 8181. Hereinafter referred to as
GzudzfajaraCorn. 1961. The text is
also reproduced in 18 AASL (1993-iI), 393.
International
Protocols no.s 1-4 to Amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the
25 September 1975, ICA0
Carriage by Air Signed at Wanaw on 12 October 1929, Signed at Montreal on
(1993-U), 435.
Doc-s9145 9148. The Ehtocols are also reproduced in 18 AASL
Protocol to Amend the Convention on Damage Causecl by Foreign Aircraft to Thiid Parties on the Surface
9257; the text
Signed at Rome on 7 October 1952, Signed at Montreal on 23 September 1978, ICA0 Doc.
is also reproduced in 18 AASL (1993-II), 577,

-

2.

International Instruments Relative to Traasportation Law
(other tban by transportations by air)

International Conventionfor the Un:j?cotionof Certain Ruies of Law Relating to Bills of Lading, signed at Bnissels on
25 August 1924 ("Hague Rules").
Visby Prorocol1968 to the Hague Rules 1924 adopted at Brusles, 23 Febr. 1968 ("Visby Rules").
Geneva on 19
Convention on the Unljicutionof Rules Reiating to Internutiond Transportation by Raiiways. signed at
May 1956 ("CIM").
March 1978
United lVarions Conventionfor the International Transport of Go& by Seo, adopted at Ham burg, 3 1
("Hamburg Rules").
on 7
Convention on the Un~jlcationof Rules Relating to International Transportafionby Rad signed at Geneva
May 1978. ("CMR").
May 1980.
United Naions Convention on International Mu~timohiTransport of C o d , adopted at Geneva on 24
("MT-Conv .").

3.

International Instruments Related to Other Matten

Treaty of Pace Between the Allied and Associated Powers and Germany (Treaty of Versailles), 28
28 June 1919, 11 Martens Nouveau Recueil des Iraites (3d), 323.

Convention for the Unification of Rules Relrting to Cheques, Sigacd at Geneva, 7 Jant 1930, RGBI. 1933 II, pp.
377 ff. (Appendix 1).
Convention for the Unification of R u l e Relating to Bilkf-Exchange, Signai at Geneva, 19 nilrrcb 1931, RGBI.
1933 11, pp. 536 ff. (Appendix 1).
Convention Applicable to International Sales of Cooâs, Signed at the Hague on June 15,1955. IS
U.N.T.S.149.
Convention on the Law of Traties, Done at Vienna on 22 May 1969, O p e d for Signature on 23 May 1969, 1155
U.N.T.S. 33 1,
Convention on the Law Applicabk to Contractrial Obligations, opened for signature in Rome on 19 June 1980,
80/934/EEC, O.J. 1980 L 26611. The text is alsa teptoduced in North (ed), Contract
Conflicts (1982), Appendix A,
pp. 347 ff.
Convention on the Law Applicabk to Contracts for the International Srle of Goods, Signed at Viennr
t 980, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.97/18, Annex 1 (1980).

First CowiciI Directive of July 24, 1973 on the Co-Ordinationof Laws, Regulations and Administrative Provisions
Relating to Direct Insurance Othet Than Life Insurance 119731O.J. L 228/3, p.3.
Second Council Dùective of June 22, 1988 on the Co-Ordination of laws, Regulations and Administrative Provisions
Relating to Direct Insurance ûther Than Life Insurance and Laying Down Provisions to Facilitate the Efféctive
Exercise Freedom to Provide Services 119881 O.J.L 172/1, p. 1.

-

-

IU.

National Legislotion

1.

Constitutions

Constitution of the United States of Amerka,
Grundgesetz Alr die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, of 23 May 1949, BGBI. I 1, BGBI. III 1O& 1. ("GG"

-

2.

Civil Codes

-

Code Civil, of 1803 :(CC France).
Allgerneines Bürgeriiches Gesetzbuch, of 181 1. (ABGB Austria).
Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, of 18 August 1896, RGBI. 195, BGBI. III 400-2. (BGB Germany).
Obligationenrecht, of 30 March 191 1, SR 220. (OR Confoederatio Helveticae).
Zivilgeseîzbuch, of 10 December 1920. (ZGB Confoederatio Helveticae). Engl. rranslation: Wyler,
"The Swiss Civil Code", 2 vo1.s (Zûrich, ReMaK 1987).

-

-

3.

Germany).

-

-

SJWyler, B.:

Other Acts and Statutes

-

Einführungsgesetz zum Biirgerlichen Gesetzbuche, of 18 August 1896, RGBl. 604, BGBI.III 4OO- 1.
("EGBGBn
Germany).
Lufbetkehrsgesea, as revised and announced as of 14 January 1981, BGBl. 1 6 1;as amended, 17 December 1993,
in
BGBI. 1 2 123. ("LuflVG Germany). Text in its lattst version is also published
looseleaf; 19th issue
Giemdla~LLIU/B~~todMiiller-Rmtin,
"Luftverlcehrsgesetz" (Neuwied, Berlin: Luchterhancl;
January 1995), pp. 1 ff.
Gesetz zur Regclung des Recht. der Allgemeinen GescMt.sbedingungen, of 9 December 1976, BGBL 1 33 17, BGBI.
III 402-28. ("AGBG" - Gennany).
Bundesgesetz aber das internationale Privaîrecht, of 18 December 1987, Bbl 1988 1 5-60), ("IPRG"
Confoederatio
Helveticae).
English translation provided in 37 Am.J.Comp.L. [I989], 193,223.
Legge no. 841 of 19 May 1932 (Italy).
Legge no. 1832 of 3 Dec. 1962 (Italy).
Camage by Air Act l96l,2 Halsbury's Statutcs (3 ed-) 612. (UK).
Carriage by A u Act 1932. (UK).
Carriage by Air and Road Act 1979. (UK).

-

-

Carriagt by Au Act, RS.C, 1952 as amended, 1963 (Ca.),c. 33, (Canada).
Civil Aviation (Carrier's Liability) Act, of 1959 (Ch). (Australia).
Civil Aviation (Carriers' Liability) Amendment Act (Cth), of KWl. ( A u d i a ) .

IV.

Resolutions, Restatcments, Conference Materials

Institut de Droit International: BnisseIs Resolution on the Conflicts of Laws in the Air of 1 1 Septcmber 1963; 50
Annuaire de l'Institut de Droit international II (1%3), pp. 373-376
2.

Restatements

Restatement (Second) ofthe Conflict of Laws (St. Paul; AmMcan Law Institute Publishers, 1971).

Nationale;
Gouvernement de la France (ed), "Confdrence international de Droit Prive Aérien" (Paris; Imprimerie
1926).
Octobre 1929,
Gouvernement & Pologne (d),
"II Conférence internationale de Droit Rivé Aérien, Varsovie 4-12
Rock-Verbaux" (Warszawa 1930).
Homer, RC./ Legrez, D.,"International Conference on Private Law Affecting A u Questions. Minutes of tbe Second
international Conference on Rivate Aeronautical Law, October 4- 12, 1929, Warsaw" (South Hackensack, N.J.:
Rothman, 1975).
international Conference on Private Air Law at the Hague, Septemk 6-14, 1955, Minuies I = Coilected Papa's,
ICAO-Dac.7636.
McGill Law Library (KLQAC161 Hcp Cutter), O r i g i d o f Procadings. Reproduced in
Proceedings of the Second ICAO Assembly, Geneva,June 1-21, 1948, ICAO Doc. 673643775.
(published
ICA0 Legal Cornmittee, F i Session, Bmelfes, September 10-25, 1947, Miautes and Documents

Montreal 1948).

Q

V.

Otber Materials

1.

Governmental Publications

Colonial A

d Report on Hong Kong for the year 1947 (London: Colonial Office; 1947).

Swiss Re (publ.), "Sigma" (Swiss Reinsurance Company, Zûrich),

no. 1119%.

Willh Corron Aerospuce (ed), "The Willis Information File" (London).
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